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Community opposition to environmental hazards is often high despite expert 
assessrnent that the risk (probabili~ of negative impacts) is quite low. This thesis 
addresses this problem through an inductive, qualitative case study of a community that 
was sensitized to a single environmental issue by king the prefemd site for a regional 
municipal solid waste landfill for five years. There are three research objectives: i) explore 
the meanings of risk and uncertainty for residents; ii) invedgate the effect of context on 
risk perceptions/constnictions and; üi) develop a conceptual Bamework for understanding 
nsk in context. Forty-four in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted rnainly with residents 
(n=40) and some experts (n==4) to explore opinions on: nsk, &&y, generai environmental 
concems, valued aspects of the community, concems about the landfill, tmsted sources of 
information, and views of experts. 

While the residents were concerned about the potential impacts to health, property 
values and agiculture the landfill also threatened their ways of life (e.g., rural famiing) as 
expressed through core values (e.g., slow growth) and worldviews (e.g., trust in 
neighbours). That is, the landfil! and siting process threatened the things that residents had 
worked hard to obtain and maintain in their comrnunity. Threats to core values, 
woridviews and ways of life were mediated by contextuai issues including: extremely 
negative images of wastdgarbage. knowledge of contamination fi om other landfifls, 
perceptions of an unfair siting process, lack of trust in experts, and widespread community 
support for opposition. 

A conceptual fiamework for understanding risk at Caledon is compared to a wide 
vanety of literatures on risk (e.g. geographic, economic, psychologic, sociologic). Several 
concepts fiom these literatures are reconceptuaiized for understanding the social 
construction of risk at Caledon including: risk, safkty, dread, uncertainty, trust, costs 
weighed againa benefits, and psychosocial impacts. Further. an argument is made for 
increasing the prominence of sociaYcultural values within existing conceptual fiameworks 
when they are used to understand risk in the context of everyday Me. This local-level 
study provides empirical support for Beck's risk society theory which was developed 
origindy to explain social change in relation to high-consequence global-level 
technological hazards. One of the main methodologicai contributions of the thesis is the 
explicit use and explmation of specific practices for enhancing qualitative ngour including: 
source and investigator triangulation, member checkin& prolonged engagement, low 
inference descripton and autobiography. Future research may include explorations of 
the relative importance of core values and the abüity to protect those values (e.g., 
hancially, politically) in a variety of diffierent coatexts involving technological 
environment a1 hazards. 
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Chapter 1 : 
Introduction 

I .1 Research context 

Public concem about the risk of negative impacts from environmental 

contamination is increasing as more conflicts over environmental hazards emerge. The 

Club of Rome predictions in the early 1970s about the dire consequences of imbalances 

between population growth and food production, have given way to more recent attention 

on similarly dire consequences of the imbalance between Our use of technologies and our 

(in)ability to control the environmental harms associated with them (Mol and Spaargaren, 

1993). Pollution, contamination, and cancer clusters are becoming the bumords  of the 

late 20th century. Environmental harrns are not only by-products of the production of 

consumer goods they also result fiom problems within the complex systems which deliver 

the necessities of modem life such as water, elecuicity, and waste disposal. Dependence 

on such systerns has increased over time, but so too has recogition that they are prone to 

failure by the very nature of their complexity and uncertainty (Starr et ai., 1976). Systems 

that were once highly invisible to the general public are being made more visible as people 

find it harder to ignore threats from system malfunctions (Vyner, 1988; Perrow, 1984). 

One of' the main symptoms of conflicts over technological environmental hazards is 

that assessments of risk Vary fiom group to group, especially between laypeople and 
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scientific and govemment experts (Fischhoff et al., 198 1). The science of nsk assessment 

is becoming increasingly sophisticated in how it predicts the probability and magnitude of 

ham fiom technological hazards. However, there is consensus that predicting probability 

and magnitude of risk will lead to only partial solutions for the management 

(minimization) of risk (Cutter, 1993). Risks concem more than the just the nature of the 

offending hazard, the focus of quantitative, scientific risk assessment, they are also 

intimately connected to the social contexts in which they happen (Johnson and Covello, 

1987; Kasperson, 1992). In situations where assessments of risk Vary and conflict is high, 

risk is appropriately considered as being socially and culturally constructed (Douglas and 

Wildavsky, 1982; Johnson and Covello, 1987; Wynn, 1992). 

Wandersman and Edelstein ( 1987) demonstrate that some individuals and 

communities experience rttvirotme~i/  ftrrbtrience characterized by disniption of everyday 

life, stigma, institutional structures working at cross purposes, and an overall scarcity of 

resources to cope with environmental problems. While environrnental turbulence is 

typically associated with actual (or perceived) contamination "events" it may also penain 

to those who face potentiaVfuture environmentai threats which rnay lead to increased 

community sensitization to environmental issues. For example, the unceflainties 

associated with so-called noxious facilities svch as landfills may result in similar forms of 

comrnunity or individual environrnental turbulence m e r ,  1988). It is through shared 

understandings of issuedevents that people (try to) make sense of uncertain situations like 

the potential for a new local landfill. This study will investigate how rneaning(s) of risk 
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and uncenainty are constructed in a comrnunity surrounding a preferred regional landfill 

site. 

1.2 Research problem, theoretical and methodological orientations of the thesis 

This research addresses one of the main research problems in the area of 

environmental risk - to explain why assessments of risk Vary between groups. In 

particular, an understanding will be developed of why concem about particular 

environmental hazards is often high despite expert opinion that the risks are (suficiently) 

low (sec Krimsky and Golding, 1992). 

Some of the key explanations for discrepancies in views about risks are based in 

the following approaches: economic cost-benefit analysis, decision research, psychometric 

analysis of risk perception, natural hazards research, risk policy analysis, cultural analysis 

and the sociofoçy of  risk. The focus of much research has been within the first three 

approaches which were among the first developed in the literature, while considerably Iess 

work (but much debate) has been carried out within the latter two approaches. General 

criticisms of some of the earlier approaches are that they tend to focus on: distinctions 

between objective (actual) and subjective (perceived) risk, financiai and rnortality 

outcomes rather than morbidity and social outcomes, studies of general populations rather 

than people who face panicular hazards in everyday life, hazards rather than the people 

who face them as the object of study and, large scales rather than local scales of analysis. 

The theoreticai orientation of this thesis is based on the goal of addressing some of 
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these limitations in past research by studying lay views of risk in the context in which it is 

experienced. The research is informed mainly by cultural and sociological theories of risk 

which treat the meaning of 6sk as constructed within the context of everyday life. 

Therefore, particular attention is paid in the research to values, to expectations about how 

the world works, and generally to the local context. While these theones are used to 

guide the research (e.g., topics for interviews), the research is inductive so it does not 

involve formal testing of theoretical concepts. 

The methodological orientation is interpretive and qualitative. The main method is 

in-depth, face-to-face interviews, set within a broader methodology informed by severd 

frameworks. A number of related frameworks for understanding meaning in everyday Me, 

primarily frorn sociology, are woven together to inform a study which involws the 

interpretation of meaning from semi-structured conversations. Interpretation is critical for 

placing explicit and implicit (inferred) meanings into theoretical contexts. Thus. the 

research is used as the instrument for bridging the gap frorn largely informa1 conversations 

to theory. The conversations themselves were smictured partially by interview guides, but 

the participants were also allowed the freedom to express ideas that are important to them 

and might not othenvise have emerged in a more structured enquiry. This flexibility is 

essential in accounting for the contextual influences on the meaning of nsk. 

1.3 Research objectives 

This thesis is organized around three main research objectives: 



i) to explore the meanings of risk and uncertainty for residents in an 
environmentally sensitized community; 

ii) to investigate the effect of context on risk perceptions/constructions; i.e. how 
stakeholder groups (e.g., government, scientists, community opposition groups) 
interact to influence meanings of risk for individuals and the cornrnunity and; 

iii) to develop a conceptual framework for understanding risk at Caiedon and 
compare this to existing h e w o r k s  for understanding environmental risk. 

These objectives are addressed through a case study of Caledon, Ontario a comrnunity 

which was the preferred site for a regional (region of Peel) municipal solid waste landfill 

between November 1993 and June 1995 that has never been approved. 

This research is part of a larger project concemed with psychosocial impacts of 

environmental contamination and the language and meaning of risk and involves studies of 

communities surrounding municipal waste sites (Iandfill, incinerators) at various stages of 

development (proposed, approved, operating). There are at least four major contributions 

of previous studies wlüch inforni the objectives of this thesis (Bauter. 1992' Bavter et al.. 

1992; Elliott et all., in press; Elliott and Baxter, 1994; EIliott et al., 1993: Eyles et al.. 

1993a; Eyles et al., 1993 b; Taylor et al., 1 992). First, residents faced with unknown 

risks/hazards may experience psychosocial impacts in the form of concem, wony, and 

disruption of daily life . Second, contextual factors like (mis)tnist in the 

institutions/peeonalities responsible for managing or abating the nsks from environmental 

harards play a prominent role in residents' perceptions of risk. Third, beliefs, vdues and 

attachent to particular ways of life (e.g., rural famüng) have thepotentiul to greatly 

shape views on the meaning of nsk. Fourth. single concems expressed about 
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environmental threats (e.g., water quaiity) rnay be syrnbolic of constellations of 

interrelated concerns (e.g., àrinking water + property values + livelihood from faming) 

which are likely linked to values. However, since the focus of these previous studies was 

on psychosocial impacts they involved only an implicit role for risk perception and the 

social construction of risk. This study seeks to address these issues directly, to determine 

how assessments of unacceptable risk are constructed and interpreted and with what 

effects. 

There are at least three potential contributions of this work. First, it will 

advance understanding of how risk perceptions are constructed by puning them in the 

context of the daily experiences and values of the respondents rather than have them 

react to the abstract scenarios used in much existing risk research. Second, it will 

strenghten links between the environmental nsk and psychosocial impacts of 

environrnental contamination literatures by exploring how the meaning of risk is 

comected to the impacts of the landfill and the siting processs. Third, it will provide 

insights into lay/expert interactions in a landfill siting process which may inform policy on 

siting similar nosious facilities. 

1.4 Chapter summaries 

This thesis contains nine chapters. Chapter two contains a review of the literature 

on risk which highlights some of the central concepts and theoretical frameworks for 

understanding why opinion on risks varies between groups. The review starts with the 

geographic literature on hazards, the ongin of much of the current research on risk, 
C 
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followed by discussions of econometric, psychometric, cultural and social approaches. A 

central theme of the chapter is that there has been somewhat of an evolution of theoies 

over time, which roughly corresponds to the order in the above list. An argument is made 

for conducting qualitative case studies which explore the social and cultural construction 

of risk in the context of everyday life. The summary at the end of the chapter indicates 

topics which were used for the development of an interview guide which is discussed in 

c hapter three. 

Chapter h e e  describes the research design for the case study. Contained in the 

chapter is a discussion of the rational for an inductive qualitative research design based on 

44 in-depth interviews including mainly residents (including opposition group leaders) 

intenpiewed in two rounds, and some experts who were involved in the siting process. An 

argument is made for interviewee selection based on mavimum variation in participants 

rather than representativeness expliciriy. The siring procrss itself is rrviewed in ordcr to 

set the context within which conflict over the preferred site for the landfill was situated. 

This is followed by a detailed discussion of the methodology which is based on a variety of 

frameworks used for interpreting the meaning of phenomena in everyday life and which 

links meaning to broader social structures and institutional change. Included are 

examinations of the relevance of Ricoeur's and Habermas1 views of hermeneutics; 

interpretive sociology including the work of Schutz, Garfinkel, Winch and Giddens; 

Blurnex's symbolic interactionism; and Giddenls notion of stnicniration. The chapter ends 

with a description of how data were managed, using qualitative sohvare called 
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NüDoIST, and interpreted. The chapter closes with indicating rneasures taken to enhance 

the trustworthiness of the findings. 

Chapters four, five and six describe the findings of the study by presenting three 

types of data from the interpretive analysis: themes from the NLlDoIST database, 

frequencies of themes, and a conceptual fhnework for understanding risk at Caiedon. 

Chapter four considers what exactly the residents dreaded about the landfill and how ihis 

relates to images of landfill and garbage, as well as expressed concems about the preferred 

site. Ail are set in the context of existing general (background) concems and specific risk 

and safety concems in the cornmunity. In chapter five the main argument from the 

analysis is developed - that the landfill threatened intangible aspects of the community 

which are highly valued. This provides a backdrop for discussions of the emotional and 

social (psychosocial) impacts of the landfill and siting process, the relevance of fkarning 

residents' understandinss of nsk as costs weighed against benefits, and the role of 

uncertainty for complicating threats and impacts. Chapter six describes how the context 

of siting influenced the residents' constructions of risk. Lay and expert opinions of the 

rislis of landfill, the siting process and each other are contrasted to demonstrate how 

conflict developed early and endured throughout the siting process. DifFerences of 

opinion on equity, the role of science and scientists, and comrnunity participation in 

decision-making are descnbed in terms of an environment disthguished by a distinct lack 

of trust between experts and residents. This lack o f  ma is aiso linked to a legislated 

siting process which strictly limited the scientific experts' roles. The chapter concludes by 
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summarizing the main findings in the conceptual fiamework for understanding rîsk at 

Caiedon. 

Chapter seven is the discussion chapter which relates the findings for the case 

study back to the literatures on risk reviewed in chapter two. The concepts from existing 

frameworks which best describe what happened at Caledon are re-visited and re-defined 

where appropriate. The risk society theory is argued to be the single moa appropriate 

theory for understanding both the meanings of nsk for individuals at Caledon and how 

these rneanings are co~ected  to broader social processes. Thus, the chapter is organized 

mainly in tems of this theory. 

Chapter eight outlines the main conclusion from the case study. Four 

substantive/t heoretical, two policy, and two methodological conclusions are examined. 

The chapter concludes with a discussion of directions for hrure research. 



Chapter 2: 
A Review of Approaches to Studying 
Technological Environmenta1 Risk 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the risk literature to highlight concepts and frameworks 

which may be usehl for understanding the findings in the presented case study. The case 

study itself is not exploratory in the rubuka rasa sense of the term. Rather, it lays the 

groundwork for an explication of literature consulted both prior to and during the field 

research'. The review starts with a treatment of the geopphic approach, one of the 

bases of much of the current risk literature. Following that is a critical review of some of 

the major areas of environmental risk research including the econometric. psychomeuic, 

and mthropologic and sociologie approaches. One of the general ihemes is the formation 

and evolution of concepts over time and across disciplines towards the development of 

integmtive frmeworks for studying risk. An argument is made throughout the chapter for 

the use of social and cultural theones of risk in particular, for guidbg case studies of risk 

in context. Before ernbarking on the review itself, definitions of the terms risk and hazard 

will be discussed. 

Risk is charactenzed in a number of ways, Uicluding the following: 

' This is discussed funher regarding the interview checklist. section 3.2. 

10 



i) The likelihood that something unpleasant will happen (British Medical Association, 
1990) 

ii) The quantification of a hazard in terms of the probability that h m  or undesirable 
results will be realized (Baker, 1990) and; 

iii) The probability of h m  times the magnitude of impacts (Starr et ai., 1976). 

The range of definitions for hazard includes: 

i )  An act or phenornenon posing potential h m  to some person(s) or thing(s) 
(National Research Council, 1989); 

ii) A range of natural events, manufactured systems, and people that threaten Our 
lives and life-support systems, our emotional security, Our propeny, and the 
functioning of our societies (Mitchell, 1989,4 10); 

iii) We may consider the environment as hazard only when some aspect of the 
environment threatens the well-being of individu& or society (Palm, 1990, 3). 

There are three aspects to note within these definitions. First, while hazards are negative 

environmental phenomena which threaten individu&, groups, and societies; risks 

çenerally involve the probability and magnitude of such threats. For example, Kates and 

Kasperson ( 1983,7027) provide a definition which distinguishes hazards from nsks, 

"Hazards are thrrnts to people and what they value and nsks are rnrasirres of hazards" 

(mphusis nJJeJ). Second. because risk and hazard are conceptually linked there is a 

considerable temptation to use the two interchangeably (Drottz-Sjoberg, 1991). For 

exampie, psychometnc researchers ask people to rate various czctivities and ~ech»toIo~es 

(Le., hazards) according to characteristics such as voluntariness rather than jua the 

perceivedprobnbifi~ies (i.e., nsks) of adverse outcornes. Thus within the psychometric 

approach, the separate components of risk perception and hazard perception have been 

reified into the single concept: "risk perception". The same is true for concepts like the 

social cu~d orltttraI cot~stn~ctiot~ of "ris&", as opposed to risk a d  hazard. Third, the 



confounding of risk and h-d is understandable, since, as will be demonstrated in this 

review, probability and magnitude are but two of a wide range of considerations for 

people rnaking decisions about the threats fiom hazards. In this thesis Mitchell's broad 

definition of hazard is adopted since i; includes threats to individuals, groups and society. 

Palm's notion of threats to well-berng is added to re-frame hazards as: 

A range of natural events, manufactured systems, and people that threaten well- 
being including: life-support systems, emotional security, property, and the 
functioning of society. 

As a prelude to the rest of this chapter the definition for environmental risk for this thesis, 

which incorporates sorne of the above issues as well as ones which will be covered further 

in the chapter, is as follows: 

In situations of uncertainty and conflict, nsk is a social and cultural constmction. 
It involves the cognitive reasoning, logic and meaning employed by individuals and 
groups to assess the threat of a perceived environmental hazard. Perceived threat 
is infiuenced by technical issues as well as the social, political, economic and 
cultural contexts in which the hazard is situated. 

2.1 The geographic approach 

There is a relatively long tradition within geography which deals with 

environmental hazards and risks. These geographical approaches to nsk and hazards 

overlap most other literatures on these issues, so much of what is touched on here is taken 

up in more detail in later sections. 

One of the first geographers to conduct research on hazards was Gilbert White 

( 1974) who headed a study of human adjustment to naturai hazards (e.g. floods). The 



work is summarized in the book entitled Faturd Hanrds: Lgcal. National . Global and is 

firmly rooied in the ecological approach wit! a focus on the concept of human adaptation. 

This grew fiom earlier work which sought to explain why people choose to live on 

floodplains in the U. S. at a time when floodplain disasters were on the increase (White, 

1958). While this work deals directiy with a core interest in geography - the relationship 

between humans and their natural, physical environrnents - it is important to note two 

other characteristics of this work. First, the work was largely quantitative emphasising 

survey research to elicit reactions to the hazards at the expense of more intensive 

methods'. Second, it is Brmly rooted in the economic decision-research tradition for 

studying risk. This work focuses on the notion of bozrnded rationaliry advocated by 

Slovic et al. ( 1974) in the following passage: 

Research, in both natural and laboratory settings, strongly supports the view of 
decision processes as boundedly rational. Given this awareness of our cognitive 
limitations, how are we to maximizc our capability* for making intelligent decisions 
about naturd hazards? Two answers to this question are considered here. The 
first is primarily non-analytic in character and works within the frarnework of 
bounded rationality. The second is an analytic approach that accepts the notion 
that hrtman beings are fallible in processing informufion, but strives to help [hem 
corne os dose as possible to an ideal conception of rational decision making." 
(1 99) 

This is explained M e r :  

How might we apply knowledge of bounded rationality to improving adjustment to 
natural hazards? Consider two key aspects of the problem - the need to make the 

The use of  the survey research to the exclusion of other methods and the lack of 
social theory in this work is the subject of numerous reviews including Tony (1979) and 
Watts (1983). 



decision maker's perceptions of the hazard more accunite and the need to make 
him aware of a more complete set of alternative courses of action (200) 

These authors assert that laypeople, and more importantly, decision makllig experts have 

traditionally been overconfident in their decisions regarding the risks of hazards. The 

underlying theme is that, while the true risk (probability) of any nahird disaster is 

uncertain, experts can make more satisfactory decisions if they are made more aware of 

the sirnplimng assumptions and biases that they (perhaps unknowingly) use. This 

fiamework is discussed more thoroughiy in section 2.2.2 . It is important to note, 

however, that these early geographers helped shape economic approaches to risk 

management which tended to dominate the risk policy literature from the 1970s to the 

early 1990s. 

This work is called by some the "Burton-KatesWhite paradigrn" (see Watts, 1983; 

Burton et al., 1978) and has been cnticised for the absence of a role for social theory'. 

For example, Watts is critical of the "historically specinc" structurai-functionalist view of 

the nature-society relationship in this approach. Specifically, he is concemed with the 

inordinate focus on the concepts ofadapcztliori and homeostasis which are seen to be 

blocked by hrhavioirrd irratiotzali4 (due to such things as inadequate knowledge). 

Watts recognizes that while responses (either cognitive or behavioural) to the same 

hazards Vary, this is not necessarily due to inadequate knowledge on the part of individuals 

' This issue will be taken up again in the section 2.4 conceming cultural and 
sociologic theones of risk. 



and that "social context and political econorny mediate individual perception" (Watts, 

1983,240). Similarly, Oaiordan (1986) grapples with the delineation of a "universal" 

theory of response to natural hazards by reviewing the trmmition thesis (Burton, et al., 

1978); and the ~tlnerabiiï& ihrsrs (Wisner et al., 1977). While these were developed 

specifically to understand naturai as opposed to technological nsks, they both have 

relevance for understanding technological environmental risks. O'Riordan recognizes that 

group values are important for adapting to hazards and that certain groups are more prone 

(vulnerable) to be concemed and take action against certain hazards on the bais of such 

value commit ment S. 

Palm ( 1990) contributes to social theories of hazards and risk by reviewing several 

approaches to the study of human-nature relationships in geogaphy, including 

determinism, humanism, structuralism and engagement with the structure-agency debate, 

to propose her own integrative approach. Palm (79) nimmarizes that: 

Research perspectives on the relationships between people in societies and their 
environments have ignored the linkages between individual-environment 
interactions and society-environment interactions, how individus! responses can 
modify the syaem, and how awareness of the constraints of the system affects the 
selection of micro-level behaviours. 

This work resonates with s~ccttiratzot2 iheory (Giddens, 1993), particularly the notion of 

reflexivity (see also Beck, 1992a) in that di concern how individuals are inauenced by, but 

can also influence in considerable ways, social structures within society. Palm advocates a 

Framework (Figure 2.1) which is reflexive, whereby social structures influence individuals 

and individuals affect social structures and both are reflexively comected to the 



environment. She also recognizes the importance of cultural values, her five vafw realms, 

for the detennination of behaviour: 

iv) the nature and safety of the environment as well as the place of environmental 
 accident^" ; 

V) the "purpose' of the physical environment with respect to human beings; 
vi) the degree to which human activity can affect the nature of the environment; 
vii) individual as opposed to collective responsibility for well-being; and 
viii) the interaction of racial, ethnic, or gender divisions of labour and the use of the 

environment. 

Similarly, O'Riordan ( 1986,273) comrnents on the nature of strategies people use to cope 

with hazards: 

We shall see that these strategies are not just a function of the charactenstics of the 
hazard; they are also a reflection of the way groups in a society judge govermnent, 
science, technology, and indeed, authority in general. 

This thesis centres on the comection between the values outlined by Palm and O'Riordanls 

concem with coping and what Palm refers to as the "hazard calculus" in Figure 2.1. These 

issues will be re-visited in chapter eight, the discussion of the findings. 

White's early work was eventuaily expanded in the geographic literature to 

. .. incorporate human-made trchtioiogicd hazards. Susan Cutter's book J.iw with 

(1993) is likely the most prominent work by a geographer which deal with technological 

risk. Cutter ( 1993, 1) comments on why geography is important for understanding 

technological risks and hazards: 

There is an implicit assumption that geography matters, for it is the geography of 
technological hazards that permits us to understand the interaction between 
technology and society, the impacts of technology on society and the environment, 
and how society adjusts to or adapts to life under these hazardous conditions. 



FIGURE 2.1: PALM'S INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR 
UNDERSTANDING NATURAL HAZARDS 

1 Awareness 1 

Environment 

Source: Palni, 1990. 



There are at least three major contributions of Cutter's work for informing case studies of 

risk. First, Cutter recognizes that to understand hazards we must undentand how they 

threaten people in the context of their everyday lives, a focus for the research in this thesis. 

Context is key since those who experience hazards, and the risks associated with them, do 

so against the backdrop of home life, community life, work, and the threat of other local 

hazards. Second, she focuses on the views/assessments of risk of laypeople who face 

hazards directly rather the gr~~eraIpop,rlatlon who may or may not face the hazards 

directly (Cutter, 1984; Cutter and Barnes, 1982). The following passage reinforces how 

social context, not just characteristics of the hazard itself, influenced the decisions about 

the risk From the Three Mile Island nuclear accident: 

The decision to evacuate may dso be infiuenced by social or situational factors, 
such as the actions of fnends and neighbours rather than the cognition of risk. The 
evidence to date suggeas that the behavioural effects of risk estimation or 
evaluation are secondary to contextual or situational factors (Cutter, 1993,255). 

Work like this hjghlights the need for case snidies which address the role of situational 

factors on risk perception. 

A third contribution of Cutter's work is to contribute heavily to discussion of 

rrwirotzmer~tal j~~st ice,  following a strong tradition of concern with justice generaily in 

and hazard policy initiatives should be less concemed with the question, "How safe is safe 

enough?", and focus more on, "How fair is d e  enough?". Environmental justice refers 



to the need for some sort of remedial action to redress an environmenta1 hazard which is 

imposed on a particular group (usually based on race or income). Environmental equity is 

a broader term refemng to the equal sharing of environrnental risk burdens without 

reference to reduction (Cutter, 1995). Some argue that risks are so pervasive that we are 

al1 at risk: 

Western democracies are continually in a state of flux as to how power is exercised 
and social justice determined. The distribution of risk has never been fair (i.e. it 
normally falls disproportionately on the powerless and the poor) but recently 
certain features of environrnental risk seem so ubiquitous.. .that even the wedthy 
and the powerful are becorning anxious (O'Riordan, 1983,347) (see also Beck, 
l992b). 

Others contend that spatial injustice based on race remain despite the peculiar character of 

technological risks suggested by O'Riordan (Chavis, 1 994)'. Controversy also surrounds 

the research on the spatial distribution of hazards in relation to the distribution of racial 

and econornic rninorities. Some argue that evidence is equivocal and depends on scale and 

type of hazard , with some studies that show higher income people are more Iikely to be 

exposed to hazards than low incorne people (e.g., Bowen et al., 1995; Cutter, 1995; 

Jerrett et ai., forthcorning). Others show injustices at both the local and national levels, 

particularly in terms of race (United Church of Chna, 1987; Bullard, R., 1990a). 

However, these studies inadequately address the possible mechanisms of injustice by 

explonng how assessments of nsk and sithg poiicy, for example, are comected to social 

processes. This case study explores such issues. It is also important to note that much of 

' See also, United Church of Christ ( 1987) and Bullard, R. ( 1 WOa; 199Ob). 
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this literature presumes that laypeople adhere to the same sense of environmental justice 

espoused in the literature. Justice may be defined differently at the local level, for those 

who face hazards on a day-to-day basis. This too, is investigated at Caledon. 

Geographers have also borrowed Rom psychology to develop concepts which 

explain why technological risks are so threatening. For example, Wolpert (1 980) borrows 

Edgerton and Bercovici's (1976) notion of the clwk of compe~er~ce traditionally used to 

describe how mental health patients cope with everyday life. It involves a persistent state 

of denial held by al1 people, who when faced with minor challenges to their cloak will 

make every effort to appear to be knowledgeable in order to fit in. Wolpert also argues 

that this state of denial is comected to an increasing reliance on cornplex technical systems 

in societies which are largely run by experts who have considerably more "cornpetence", 

but paradoxically each oniy has expertise in their specialized areas. As such, when 

something goes serio~sly wrong with these systems the cloak is shed and people feel 

extremely milnerable to threats. These ideas are echoed in Giddens' ( 199 1 ) notion of the 

protectivr c-ocou~~ and Beck's concem with seatrity and mthropologic shockr which wiil 

is discussed in section 2.4.5. 

In an effort to better understand the impact of natural and technologicai hazards 

empincal and theoretical work in geography has gown substantially over the last two 

decades. The claimed deanh of theory eady on in hazards research has led to considerable 

theoretical development in this area and substantial, animated debate (Cutter, 1993). 

Similx Iively debates, are occumng in the area of technological rislis fiorn within 
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perspectives rooted in economics, psychology, anthro pology, and sociology which overlap 

issues taken on by geographers. These issues and debates that will be discussed in more 

detail next. 

2.2 The econometric approach 

One of the major differences between hazards research within geography and the 

econornetric approach has to do with methodology. Much of the hazards work concems 

documenting individual and group reactions to hazards and their associated risks in the 

contexts in which they occur. However, rnuch of the risk work within economics involves 

expenmental Iaboratory work or survey work based on general populations which rnay or 

may not face hazards on a day-to-day basis. The following reviews some of the major 

areas of risk research which are heavily infiuenced by economics and the related field of 

decision research. It is argued that these approaches are useful for understanding some of 

the sirnplifjmg assumptions (heuristics) and biases people use when making decisions 

about risks under uncertainty and that these approaches have considerable appeal to policy 

makers and legal cases involving risk. Nevertheless, the extent to which these approaches 

advance understanding of how laypeople actually view risks in day-to-day life is iimited. 

2.2.1 Costs weighed against benefits? 

The work by Starr (1969) laid much of the groundwork for understanding how 

people understand choices involving risk. Starr's goal was to determine, "How safe is safe 



enough?", and one of his main arguments is that, at an aggregate level, society arrives at a 

balance between nsks and benefits by trial and error. He devisecl what is now called the 

revc,uIc!dprejrerrcr approach for deterrnining the costs (accidental deaths/hour of 

activity) relative to the benefits (amount people pay for voluntary activities, or income 

generat ed in involuntary) for various tec hnologically-related hazards (e. g. driving a car or 

plane, working in a mine, using electncal power) in the U.S.. Some of the major findings, 

or hypotheses, from this work include: 

i )  on the whole people are willing to accept risks to the third power of their benefits; 
ii) people are willing to accept voluntary risks which are roughly 1000 times greater 

than involuntary ones; 
iii) social acceptability of nsks is directly iduenced by public awareness of the 

benefits as determined by media campaigns. 

Starr is also the first to admit some of the limitations of this work as the following 

excerpts demonstrate, 

This assumption of a roughlv constant relationship between benefits and rnonies, 
for each class of activities, is clearly an approximation ( 1234). 

The social benefit derived from each activity was converted into a dollar 
equivalent, as a measure of integrated value to the individual. This is perhaps the 
most uncertain aspect of the correlations because it reduced the "quality of life 
benefits" of an activity to an overly simplistic measure (1234). 

The latter quotation actually suggests an ~îndwestirnation of benetits in this research, 

implying that the gap between risks and coas is actually narrower than it appears. This 

nins contrary to more recent case midies of people who live near technological 

hazarddrisks which suggest that many such residents focus on costs and discount benetits 



(e. g., Cutter, 1995). While Starr's work is criticised methodologically, (e.g., see Gardener 

and Gould, 1989) case studies of risk in context should explore the following issues:: 

i) The extent to which people think of risks fiom hazards in terms of weighing costs 
against benefits. 

ii) The degree to which the costs of hazards are fnuned in terms of fatalities and the 
benefits as money. 

iii) Lay assessments of risk at sub-national scaies? 

Starr's ground-breaking work has been a major impetus for the development of the 

cottzittg~ttt rdticitio~~ methal (CVM) which involves a more detailed detemination of the 

economic benefit of various non-market technological and environmental public goods 

(e.g., Gregory et ai., 1993; Harrison, 1992; Savage, 1993b; Kahneman and Knetsch, 

1992). This builds on the revealed preference method for phenornena that are not subject 

to the supply and demand market forces the usual parameters for understanding econom'c 

goods. In general the CVM asks people how much they would be willing to pay (WTP) 

to have an environmental hazard removed or how much they would be willing to accept 

(WTA) to be exposed to a certain activity/hazard. However, this research raises questions 

about the rrnsorrr for prefemng to reduce certain risks more than others. This is reflected 

in the conciusions of one study: 

Survey responses also reflect subjects' concew about govemment effectiveness in 
risk reduction, environmental effects associated with the various hazards, ami 
oflier c~s-y~~-i~~~spec'.ified rlemer~ts of the risk, however, t hese concerns ap pear to 
occur in addition to, not in lieu of, the preference to reduce higher nsks (Horowitz 
and Carsons 1993,46 1) (emphasis addeà). 

Statements like this are symbolic of a central debate in CVM, WTP, and WTA studies: 

for what exactly are people paying in theu choices to commit dollars (either directly or 
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indirectly) to reduce risk? Specificdly, it may be that the "other as-yet-unspecined 

elements of risk" are among the moa important for explaining such choiceq not economic 

value of the harard specifically. 

Kahneman and Knetsch (1 992) argue that rather than paying for the economic 

value of the good people are paying for moral satisfacfzoiiori, or what they cal1 the " w m  

glow of giving". This is demonstrated through the problem of embeddiiig whereby 

people are willing to pay more for an environmental good on its own than if it is included 

as part of larger group of related environmental goods (e.g. improved disaster 

preparedwss as part of a broader range of erzvironmenfai services). This violates the 

implicit assumption that WïP values are relatively stable despite how W P  problems are 

framed. Some argue that the main problem is technical, that not enough information is 

given to respondents about each choice and sampling needs to be more robust (e.g., 

Hamson, 1992; Keny Smith, 1992). Nevertheless, these same authors agree that fiarning 

is important and this is one indication that people may not think of environmental 

phenornena in terms of their economic value per se. 

Context seems to be a strong deteninant of WTP values. Criticisms of CVM 

studies on this basis include that: the scenarios are hypothetical and thus measure 

intentions rather than behaviour (Men and Peterson, 1988); the scenarios are usually not 

comprehensive enough to ensure that people are paying for what the researchers intend 

(Fischhoff and Furby, 1988); and preferences for the sarne good changes depending on 



how the scenario is constructed. These problems provoke Irwin et al. (1993, 16) to 

conclude that: 

If values are constructed during the elicitation process in a way that is strongly 
determined by contexr, neither traditional WTP methods nor choice-based methods 
c m  be relied upon because each method evokes its own idiosyncratic fonn of 
information processing (emphusis added). 

Since context is such a strong determinant of WTP and the risks from environmental 

hazards generally, it is appropriate to investigate context thoroughly in order to 

understand lay assessments of risk. This has been done in the case study of Caledon. 

More recent approaches to CVM have tned to account for these contextual 

influences. For exarnple, Multi-Attribute Utility Theory Contingent Valuation (MAUT- 

CV) atternpts to overcorne the problems of context on WTP by constructing values 

through a series of elicitation steps which is used to assign a utility value between 0-1 00 

(subsequently converted to dollars), rather than assigning dollar values in one single 

question (Gregory et al., 1993). Two problems remain. First, people generally find it 

difficult to put numbers to their values and some particularly abhor putting dollar values to 

very deeply held beliefs (MacGregor and Slovic, 1986). Second. the MAUT procedure 

may make a somewhat artificial separation between facts and values which has symbolic 

importance. The following passage demonstrates the problematic assumption that facts 

are the domain of experts and values the domain of laypeople: 

Conducting a multi-attribute CV study requires extensive knowledge about the 
facts of a problem and detailed elicitations of people's values. But the method 
allows the analyst to distinguish facts fiom values; stakeholders are asked to 
determine the components of value; experts then make the factual contributions to 



understand impact pathways and magnitudes. Thus, the people whose values are 
sought do not need to understand scientific complexities in order to express their 
values (Gregory et al., 1993). 

Thus, experts are implicitly seen as neutral in the process whereas lay people are sub- 

divided into stakeholder groups. It is perhaps more appropnate, especially given the 

authors' own recognition that politics and context play a role in values elicitation, to think 

of experts as another one of the major stakeholders in any situation involving an 

environmental good (see Shrader Frechette, 1 99 1 ; Sabatier and lenkins-Smith, 1993). 

This is funher complicated by the growing trend whereby each stakeholder group in a 

confiict over an environmental hazardshisks will hire their owr, experts. Similady, facts 

are difficult to distinguish fiom values when scientific assessments of a hazard confiict. 

Many have demonstrated how technological hazard "facts" can be disputed among experts 

such that "values" may influence (consciously or otherwise) how probability estimations 

are constructed (e. g., Jarnieson, 1996; Shrader-Frechette, 1 99 1 ). The problems with 

separating facts Rom values in confiicts over environmental risks is discussed fbrther in 

section 6.3 as it applies to the case study. 

2.2.2 Decision Research 

Contingent valuation is closely linked to two theories of econornic decision- 

making: expected utility theory and prospect theory . Expected utility theory (e.g ., 

Friedman and Savage, 1948; von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944) is based on 

Bernoulli's theory of declining marginal utility which explains that the value (utility) of 



money decreases with the amount dready won or existing wealth. In gambles involving 

changes in wealth people should take fewer chances as their existing wealth increases. 

Expected utility theory is thus a normative mode1 for rnaking rational decisions regarding 

changes in wealth and is compnsed of a set of axioms for maxirnizing utility and wealth. 

This work is based largely on experimental gambles of the sort described by Plous (1993, 

Choose one of the following alternatives: 

Alternative A: $1,000,000 for sure 
Alternative B: A 10% chance of getting $2,500,000, an 89% chance of getting 

S1,000,000, and a 1% chance of getting $0. 

Plous (1993) outlines six axioms for maximiring utility: 

i )  ordering of alternatives 0 rational decision makers should be able to 
compare alternatives and decide which one 
they prefer or be indifferent to them; 

ii) dominance the choice with the maximum utility should 
be chosen over al1 others even ifonly slightly 
superior; 

iii) cancellation (substitution) O common factors among alternatives should 
cancel out; 

iv) transitivity if A is preferred over B and B over C, A 
should be preferred to C; 

V) continuity a gamble between the best and worst 
outcome should be chosen over an 
intermediate and sure outcome if the odds 
are good enough (e-g., in the example above 
alternative B should be preferred since the 
odds of getting $0 are sufficiemly slim); 
decisions should not be afEected by the way 
they are fiamed 

vi) invariance 



Following expected utility theory environmentai risk decisions are seai as gambles to 

ensure maximum utility for society. An example of an environmentai gamble for a 

community deciding whether to voluntarüy accept a landfiIl site might be framed as 

follows: 

Alternative A: no landfil1 and no benefits. 
Alternative B: a 0.00000 1 % chance of contamination of the water supply with a 

100% chance of a reduction in taxes and the addition of a new 
community centre. 

There are a number of problems for using this theory for environmental risk 

decisions whether they are made by experts or laypeople. First, there is no a priori reason 

to assume that environmental goods are thought of by laypeople in t e n s  of maximizing 

financial wealth. As indicated in the section on CVM, people have little expenence in 

cognitively evaluating things environmental so they may not know how to apply the 

axioms. Perrow ( 1  984, 3 17) summarizes why people are more likely to employ 

simplifjmg assumptions (heuriaics) rather than using t h e  "rational" axioms for utility 

First, heuriaics prevent a paralysis of decision making; they prevent agonieng over 
every possible contingency that might occur. Second. they drastically cut d o m  on 
the "costs of search," the time and effort to examine al1 possible choices and then 
to try to rank them precisely in terms of their costs and benefits. Third, they 
undergo revision, perhaps slowly, as repeated trials lead to corrections of hunches 
and niles of thumb and do so without expensive conscious effort. FinaUy. ..they 
facilitate social life by giving others a good estimate of what we are likely to do, 
since we appear to share these heuristics widely. We may do something an expert 
would disagree with, but at least joint action.. .is possible, even if that action is not 
the one best line of action. 



Second, real-life "alternatives" are not as clear cut as the experimental examples. For 

example, in the landfiil choice descnied above the probability of contamination is very 

difficult to determine since this involves the interface of complex humammade and natural 

systems that are not understood with anything approaching the degree of certainty of 

prospects in lottery gambles. Thus "subjective" estimates of probabilities are usually used 

instead of the "objective" ones on which expected utility theory depends. Third, although 

the goal of the axioms is to make the best decisions in terms of maximum utility, it begs 

the question of, "maximum utility for whom?". Environmental risk decisions usually 

involve numerous stakeholders which may have differing views on maximum utility. For 

example. are we talking about maximum benefit for politicians with strapped budgets, the 

people living near environmental tlueats, or society at large? Fourth, the axioms are often 

violated by experts and [aypeople alike (Invin et al., 1993; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). 

There are numerous other violations of the axioms of expected utility theory including the 

ceriah& efleci and the reflectiori rf/ecf (which violate the axiom of cancellation), as well 

as the isohtio~~ effea (which violates the axiom of transitivity) (see Kahneman and 

Tversky, 1979; Plous, 1993; and Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Since Iaypeople orid 

experts fail to adhere to the axioms consistently expected utility theory is truly a 

"normative" mode1 rather than one which explains how decisions are actually made. This 

led to the development of prospect theory which was intended to be descriprive of real- 

world decisions rather than prescripive of how decisions should be made. 
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Expected utility theoiy was developed to expose some of the simpüfyug 

assumptions (heuristics) and biases (violations of expected utility theory) that people use 

to make decisions about risk (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 

1974). Prospect theory involves asking people to place a value on choices relative to 

current wealth, rather than evaluate choices in ternis of utility - changes in net weaith. 

While Kahneman and Tversky ( 1979) convincingly demonstrate how prospect theory 

overcomes common violations of expected utility theory, there are two aspects which are 

particularly relevant to technological environmental risks. First, prospect theory involves 

an S-shaped value function to account for fiarning effects nich as preference reversais. 

The S-curve, depicted in Figure 2.2, shows that people value prospects differently 

depending on whether they are presented in terms of gains or losses. The steeper value 

function for losses relative to gains shows that people value (in the negative sense) losses 

considerablv more than they do the same gains. Thus, in terms of gambles involving 

changes in wealth, losses "loom larger" than do gains. In other words people are "loss 

averse". Loss aversion is apparent in environmental risk and health choices whereby 

individuals/communities react against having noxious facilities located in their area (a 

potential "health" loss) by forming comrnunity groups whereas they may not be as 

proactive in organizing cornrnunity health promotion activities (a potential " healtht' gain). 



FIGURE 2.2: S-SHAPED VALUE FUNCTZON FOR GAINS AND LOSSES 
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The other major contribution of prospect theory is to demonstrate that people tend 

to overweigh small probabilities and undenveigh medium to large probabilities. While this 

finding is usually used to explain our burgeoning Iottery and insurance industries, it also 

has implications for environmental risk. The notion that people are overweighhg low 

probability outcornes probably has explanatory appeal for those who feel that people 

overreact to technological environmental hazards like nuclear power sites, toxic waste 

sites, and particularly municipal waste landfills which are presumed (perhaps dubiously so) 

to be relatively low-risk. 

Closer examination of this research casts some doubt on whether it adequately 

explains environmentai risk decision-making. First, al1 of this work is based on 

hypothetical experimentai laboratory work and there is little reasons to presume that these 

decision patterns will hold for people facing real-life risk decisions. People make choices 

within a context which may include the potentially profound influences of family, social 

and community networks, which include socid and cultural constraints on decision- 

making. Second, like expected utility theory the decisions are restricted to gains or losses 

of money only. For example, there are many other less tangible losses which may be 

considered by individuals and communities who face environmental risks, including 

anxiety, stress, social suppon, cornmunity comectedness, dread, ways of life, and future 

healt h (e.g., Edelstein, 1988). Expanding risk theory by considering non-financial inputs 



to decision-making is the focus of the next two sections on psychornetnc as well as 

sociologie and anthropologie understandings of environmental risk. 

2.3 The psychometric approach 

The psychometric approach is also called the expressedpreference5 approach 

since, in contradistinction to the revealed preference approach of economists like Starr. 

people are asked directly how they feel about risks and hazards rather than imputing them 

from secondary data. While the econometric approaches effectively show that rationality 

is bounded by the fact that we al1 use simpliQing heuristics and biases in our decision- 

making. what is largely absent frorn this literature is any explanation for why these 

"simplifications" exist in the first place. Wildavsky (1 979,32) succinctly outlines how 

econometric approaches do not address a core concern for risk analysis: 

Today, there are risks from numerous small dams far exceeding those from nuclear 
reactors. Why is one feared and not the other? 

One o f  the early and important contributions to this literature is the study by Slovic 

and his colleagues at Decision Research which asked experts and laypeople to evaluate 

numerous technologies and activities in terms of 15 charactenstics of these hazards and 

expected mortality (Fischhoff et al., 1978; Lichtenstein et al., 1978; Slovic et al., 1982; 

Slovic, 1987). Factor analysis of these charactenstics for three groups of laypeople 

Fischhoff et al. (1978) are actually credited with originating the expressed 
preference approach, however, the work of Slovic et al. seems to be cited more in the 
literature in this regard. 
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(audents, members of the League of Women Voters, and members of clubs) reveals that 

these people think of risk in tems of two main factors6, &ead (including the potential for 

catastrophe, controllability, and voluntariness) and unRnown (including the extent to which 

the risk is new, has delayed effects is known to science, and is visible). Dread and 

mkitow~t create the factor space depicted in Figure 2.3 whereby the closer to the top an4 

more importantly. the fmher to the right an activity is located on the graph the more likely 

people are to perceive the activity as risky and want the risk reduced through regulation. 

Unlike the three groups of laypeople, the factor analysis for experts' responses 

revealed no statistically significant relationships for the 15 critena, but it does for 

expected mortality . The idea that laypeople and experts seem to be rating the same risks 

in very different ways adds another piece to the puzzle of why there are "biases and 

heunstics", but only for the laypeople. Thus, to use the language of economics, laypeople 

eenerally choose not to be maximizers when faced with choices involving particularly 
C 

dreaded or unknown hazards like nuclear power, chemical pesticides and chernical 

herbicides. But is it not possible that what people actually dread is death, such that 

laypeople are really thinking about death, but in a less direct way than the experts? There 

are two counter-arguments against this. First, laypeople are actually quite good at 

estimating the mortality associated with various activities. For instance, they seem to 

A third factor is reported - expome (including the tiumber of people exposed 
and personal exposure) - but this has a considerably weaker correlation with perceived risk 
and desirability for regulation than do the other two factors. 
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know that automobiles cause more known deaths than does nuclear power, but they still 

rate the latter higher than the former in terrns of perceived N k  (Slovic et al., 1982). 

Second, Gregory and Mendelsohn (1 993), who compute linear regressions of &ead and 

percciived risk (of dying) against six of the original 15 critena teaed by the Slovic group, 

find 

that cixprc~d morfality is a statisticaily significant, but weak contnibutor (coefficient = 

0.05) to the model for dread but a strong contributor to the model for perceived risk 

(0.37). Thus, dread does not seem to be a surrogate for dread of death. 

Gregory and Mendelsohn's work teases out some of the factors which contribute 

to perceptions of risk as opposed to dread, under the presumption that the two are not 

interchangeable. The most powerful predictors of dread involve hazards which: pose nsks 

t O firtirrr gcriurutioi~s, are associat ed with perceived immediatt! mortality, and are believed 

to have the catastrophic potential to kill large numbers of people at once. Expucted 

morrnlity is one variable which distinguishes dread and purceived ris& as is ccrtastrophe 

which is actuaily negatively associated with the latter since they tend to be personal risks 

(e.g., smoking and drinking alcohol). 

Thus, perceived risk and dread have different correlates. What is more interesting 

is that most of the variables considered in research of this type link the hazard to fataIitzes. 

This focus may be too narrow. While Gregory and Mendelsohn's models are 

parsimonious, with a seemingly large proportion of the variance in both dread and 
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perceived risk explained, there may be significant influences on these perceptions which 

lie outside the limited number of categories included in this research. That is, there may 

be other phenornena (confounden) which also explain how people think about risks. The 

case study of Caledon addresses this issue by inductively snidying views on risks rather 

than deductively testing existing constmcts. 

The original Slovic, Lichtenstein, and Fischhoff work has been expanded in a 

number of other ways to address both methodological and substantive issues. For 

example. some studies have focused on: obtaining more representative samples (e.g.. 

Gardener and Gould, 1989), detailed psychometric studies of specific hazards (e-g., Kraus 

and Slovic. 1987), the role of sociodemographic variables (Savage. 1993b). and linking 

the perception of risk with willingness to pay (McDaniels et al.. 1992). While each of 

these studies makes valuable contributions, the main findings of the original studies with 

the original focus on dread and unknown for explaining variation in risk perceptions 

remain intact. 

Another key contribution of the psychometric paradigm is that it addresses Starr's 

notion of tradeoffs between costs and benefits directly. The psychometric, expressed 

preference approach, focuses on costs measured in terms of perceived risk as opposed to 

just fatalities and has generally down-played the role of benefits. The results of 

investigations which do include bcnefits are mixed. In their original study Slovic et al. 

( 1982, 87) find that perceived benefit does play a role. 



In agreement with hypotheses origindy put forth by Starr people's tolerance for 
nsk appears related to their perception of benefit. AU other things being equal, 
the greater the perceived benefit, the greater the tolerance for risk. 

Nonetheless they qualify this by saying that acceptability is also mediated by numerous 

factors like fumiliarity, coiitrol, cuiasirophic potentiaI, and urur>certaitur>îy where Starr only 

considered vol~uitnririrss. However, in the later paper by SloMc (1987,283) there is a 

seemingly contradictory claim, 

Across the domain of hazards, there seems to be little systematic relationship 
between perceptions of current risks and benefits, 

which is qualified by the fact that it is only for those activities that are seen as highly 

beneficial (e.g. automobiles) that benefits plays any appreciable role (and these also tend to 

be voluntary). What is most informative perhaps is the absence of bewfls in many of the 

subsequent studies/papers which tend to include many of original 15 variables (e.g. Kraus 

and Slovic, 1988). 

There are contradictory findings in those perception studies which do include 

benefits as a variable. Flynn et al. ( 1992) h d  that the perception of rco~iomic benejits 

does not play a significant role in predicting either support or opposition to the Yucca 

Mountain nuclear waste repository, while Gregory and Mendelsohn (1993), show that 

rcoiiornic gains and personai guzm are negatively associated with perceived risk of 90 

different potentially hazardous activities, technologies, and products. Gardener and 

Gould (1989), dissatisfied with the notion that benefits are usuaily measured in economic 

terms. unpack benefits into four characteristics ecorzomk benefits, basic iieeaS, safety 
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and senrriîy, and pleanrre. While econornic benefits did consistently account for the 

largest variation in overall benefits across six harards, the remaining three benefit 

measures also accounted for considerable variation, with the exact ranking depending on 

the type of hazard considered. Nevertheless, benefit generally accounts for very little of 

the variance in desire for regulation (perceived risk) in the study. These psychometnc 

studies involving benefits suggest that people may not think of the risks fiom 

environmental hazards exclusively in ternis ofweighng the coas/risks against the benefits. 

There are a number of potential limitations in the psychometric paradigm which 

provide windows for expanding such work in order to develop richer understandings of 

the ways people think about risks and hazards. First, many of the studies have centred on 

representative samples of the Amencan public and have paid less attention to studies of 

those who are known to face particular hazarddrisks on a day-to-day basis. People who 

face risks direct ly (eit her ternporally or spatially) tend to evaluate thern differently t han 

those distanced From them (e.g., Elliott et ai, in press; Taylor et al., 1992). Second, 

while drrad seems an important predictor of the perception of risk, there has been little 

attempt to disentangle this potentidy multidimensional concept. For example, in some 

studies d d  is rather nebulously defined as the respondent's "gut reaction", yet it retains 

high explanatory power (e.g., McDaniels et al., 1992). What exactly makes up this "gut 

reaction" to hazards: fear of death, feu of other physical hann, loss of incorne, or loss of 

something else entirely? Third, while quantitative statistical techniques are usefùl for 

eliciting perceptions fiom a wide range of people, the questio~aires on which they 
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depend are (necessarily) restricting. For exarnple, the initial factor analysis only 

considered 15 different characteristics and later studies focus on much fewer. These 

characteristics may not entirely capture people's views on risks from hazards. Thus, there 

is a need for more intensive studies which consider the perceived risks of hauvds in the 

context of everyday life to ensure that ali the multiple shapers of perceptions are 

considered. Fourth, the only variables considered are characteristics of the hazards with 

Iittle consideration of the people who evaluate them (beyond sociodemographics). 

Characteristics of the hazards provide indications of peoples' potential reactions, however, 

there are social, political, and econornic influences on risk perception which may be of 

equal importance. These issues are considered in the case study and are elaborated in the 

next sections. 

2.1 The anthropologie and sociologie approaches 

It may seem problematic to join sociologic and anthropologic approaches since 

they are built on very dflerent foundations, the former largely on the links between social 

structureJrelationships and nsk and the latter mainly on the cultural dimensions of nsk 

constructions. Nevertheless, they are similar in at lem the following respects: they both 

focus on the role of context on nsk assessments/perceptions; they concern risk at the 

group as well as the individual Ievel; each recognizes that nsk is value-laden not value- 

fiee; both involve the notion that risk is often contested and is concemed with conflict 

between groups; and they assume that risk perceptions are w d l y  and c u l ~ r d y  
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constmcted. The parallels with some geographical approaches is also evident, especially 

the roles for confiict and stmcture. 

In contradistinction to the econometric and psychometric approaches, there is 

emphasis on theoretical development in both the anthropologic and sociologic approaches. 

However, this is ofken at the expense of substantial empincal support (Rayner, 1992). 

This study provides empirical support for sorne of these theories. Whereas the 

econometric and psychometric approaches focus on characteristics of the hazards 

themselves the anthropologic and sociologic approaches shifi attention to the social. 

political, and cultural contexts within which images of hazards and their associated risks 

are formed. While there are a number of theories that have developed, particularly in 

sociology, which may inform studies of risk including: organizational theory, social 

rnobilization theory, and systems theory (Rem, 1 W?), the following is a discussion of five 

of the more fiequently cited and debated approaches7- cultural theory's gid/group 

analysis, the social amplification of risk, social arenas of risk, nsk and social leaming, and 

the risk society. 

2.4.1 Cultural theory 

Cultural theones of risk may be traced to Mary Douglas' (1966) 

which concems body demement and group rituals at various times throughout history. 

' Most of these approaches are examined in Krimsky and Golding (1992). 
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She claims that groups consciously select rituals like dietary re~rictions (e.g., the Jewish 

aversion to pork) not out of economic or medical necessity m d y  (although these may be 

important side-effects), rather as a way to maintain a group identity which is 

distinguishable within wider society. As Rayner ( 1992, 87) summarizes: 

Whatever objective dangers may exist in the world, social organizations will 
emphasize those that reinforce the moral, politicai, or religious order that holds the 
group toget her. 

When 

mord 

misfortune falls upon an individual within or even outside the group ( e g ,  illness) 

blnme is attributed to the individual if they have transgressed the rituai observances 

or the values of the group. 

The concept of grofip solid~iry or maintenance is explored further in the book 

Jfiat~iral Smbok (Douglas, 1970) which involves an effort to define the dimensions or 

cirlnrral biom which typify various groups in society. These cultural biases are 

comprked of a group's worldvi~w or ideology which entails deeply held beliefs and values 

(Wildavsky and Dake, 1990). Douglas (in Short, 1984, 720) explains how worldview 

plays a role in risk perception: 

Human perceptions rest more upon social construction and consensus.. .A 
distinctive program for human cognitive psychology would take special interest in 
how the class~fic*n~io~is of the workdme f m e d ,  how they threaten to disintegrate 
and how certain social processes shore them up (emphasis aded) .  

The process of unearthing worldviews now commonly involves grid/group analysis and is 

depicted in Figure 2.4. Grid refers to the role constraints which influence individuals 

within the group including age, gender, race, kinship and social hierarchy. When grid is 
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weak there are few role constraints and the group is largely egalitarian, conversely when 

it is strong, individual roles and achievements are largely based on the characteristics like 

age and gender which may be imposed from withln the group, from outside the group, or 

even by the individual. The grozrp dimension concems the degree to which individuals are 

incorporated into the social unit and the degree of regular social interaction. Weak group 

represents corn petit iveness whereb y individuals interact with a wide range of others 

outside the social unit and infrequently with the same people. Strong group represents 

individuals who interact with each other on a regular basis and hence depend on each 

other heavily. Thus, those groups who engage in the ritual means of maintaining solidarity 

suggested by Douglas are most likely to be in the upper-nght quadrant of Figure 2.4 as 

opposed to the bottom-lefl. 

Perhaps the best known and most extensive application of gridgoup analysis and 

the associat ed concept of group solidarity is found in Douglas and Wildavsky's ( 1982) 

study of the .4merican environmental movements of the late 1970s in and Culture. 

Their main thesis is that these grass-roots national environmental groups have consciousIy 

selected certain environmental hazards for attention for the Unpiicit purpose of reinforcing 

the social cohesion of their organizations. The grid/group quadrants are essentially 

reduced in this analysis to a dichotomy: the c e ~ r e  - representing both markets and 

hierarchies oriented towards îndividuals (quadrants A and C) and the bordPr cornprised of 



egalitarian collectives (quadrant D) called sectarians! Thus, in ternis of environmental 

risks those groups towards the centre are comprised largely of scientific and govemment 

experts who are characterized as making rational tradeoffs between costs and benefits. In 

contras, the environmental groups are depicted as sectarian and implicitly irrational. That 

is, they focus on the cancer risks of uncertain technologies/substances/actiMties mainly to 

ensure the survival of these organizations whose popularity began to wane in the 1970s. 

The moral transgressors are big business who have unnecessarily exposed society to the 

health risks posed by the technologies they support. Douglas and Wildavsky argue that 

the environmental groups fonvard such a position more to justifi their own existence than 

to ncs to reduce technological cancer risks explicitly. 

This example of the group solidarity thesis in Bisk and Cul- proved to be highly 

controversial, and this controversy has to some extent underrnined the potentially valuable 

contributions of Douglas and Wildavsky's work. One comment by Nelkin ( 1982) is that 

there is a diversity of environmental groups rather than the narrowly defined radical, 

grassroots, egalitarian groups depicted by Douglas and Wildavsky. Two counter 

examples are the Sierra Club which is comprised of high status people connected largely 

by a mail network (towards the ceme - quadrant C in Figure 2.4) rather than face-to-face 

contact and the so-called NIMBY groups who form oniy because they facehave a noxious 

Wildavsky and Dake (1 990) sidarly idente a three-fold classification of social 
relations (patterns of interpersonal relatiowhips), which are highiy connected to cultural 
biases (worldviews or ideologies involving deeply held beliefs and values): individualists, 
hierarchia s, and egalitarians. 
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facility located nearby (quadrant B in Figure 2.4). Since in the former case little direct 

contact occurs and in the latter gmup contact is only fleeting (until a decision is made) 

these organizations do not fit the strong group/weak grid characteristics of egalitarian 

groups (see also Rayner, 1992). The logic of the group solidarity hypothesis breaks down 

in the latter case especially since the environmental group forms becmse of the 

environmental threat and is not muir~iaitied ody as consequence of it. Although 

maintenance rnay continue once the group is fomed it may not be because of 

commitments solely to sectarian or centrist values but other sets of values entirely. The 

case study of Caledon corroborates that the hazard did not reidorce/maintain existing 

group solidarity according to the grid/group categories rather it brought very different 

groups together seemingly for the purposes opposition to the hazard alone9 (sections 5.1, 

6.1, and 7.1 ). Thus, the grid and group dimensions may not be the most appropriate 

means of' defining sociaVcultural groups who oppose hazards viewed to be high nsk. 

Rayner ( 1992) elaborates on six other criticisms of cultural theories of nsk, and 

while some of these are refùtable, others cas further doubt on the applicability of 

gid/group midies to certain environmental nsk situations. The criticisms are that 

cultural theories tend to: lead to cultural relativÎsm, stereotype, cannot accommodate 

differences in scale, are deterrninistic, ignore the role of self-interest, and are inherently 

conservative. Cultural relativism is the extreme position that suice each group has its own 

9 It is argued in chapter seven that opposition merely a consequence of the need to 
protect s h e d  core values which do not align entirely with the grid and group dimensions. 
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set rules for evaluating risk/hazards al1 have equal claims to the "tmth" (see Burger, 1988; 

Whipple, 1988). Rayner contradicts this by clairning that rnost cultural theorists do not 

deny that al1 knowledges should be vdidated against nature, but of equd importance is to 

recognize that science (or only particular forms thereof) does not have the on& claim to 

such validation. Perhaps more importantly, groups mua l e m  to respect that under 

conditions of considerable scientific uncertainty (which defines most conflicts over 

technological nsks) al1 positions must, to a certain extent, be respected (ror! also 

Funtowict and Ravetz, 1985). The claim of stereotyping is that grid/group analysis takes 

certain characteristics of individuals to represent collections of characteristics and 

behaviours. Rayner (1992, 102) views the stereotyping criticism as a "gut level reaction 

to categorizing people", which he acknowledges as an uncomfortable but necessary aspect 

of social science. The argument here is that ail social theorists categorize people in one 

way or another, but many do so only implicitly. Douglas and Wildavsky's theory, 

however, is explicit and well defined so it is open for scrutiny rather than being implicit, 

vague and banal. 

Cnticisms involving scale and determinkm are interrelated. The scale criticism 

centres on the fact that the level of observation in grid/group analysis is often the 

individual while the level of analysis is the group - and theu cultural value constraints. 

Thus, some argue that @d/group analysis is ill-equipped for addressing questions at larger 

or smaller scales. Rayner accepts this as a limit of the cornmon methodologies for 

grid/group midies, but also tums the scale argument on those who would clairn that 
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cultural theory is deterministic. One cannot make predictions about individuals on the 

basis of the group(s) to which they belong since each person may experience a varie@ of 

different group cultural biases (e. g., simultaneously being part of a family, cornrnunity, and 

industry). The goal of cultural theory is to define the collection of value-constraints of 

various groups, and not necessarily to show how each set of constraints impinges on each 

and every member of the group. The problem which remains, however, is that the value 

constraints have been rather narrowly defined in terms of the grid and group dimensions 

rather than conaructing them inductively to see ifother value constraint apply. 

While self-interest is the rnost cornmon concept used to explain social behaviour ( e g  

Laswell, 1958) cultural t heonsts seem to reject any role for self-interest . Rayner accepts 

that self-interea plays a role, but that this is likely defined more by the group-culture than 

most behavioural scientists might be willing to admit. He invokes the example of the 

pr~cCnzi~zot~~rrj prilrcipk, as opposed to proof-first principle, in environmontal regdation 

to show how the grid/group dimensions are linked to whether a collective is protectionia 

and prudent or pro economic development and proof-oriented. However, such a 

charactekation does not account for why both these groups often join together to oppose 

certain hazards. 

Claims of conservatism have been levelied directly againa Douglas and Wildavsky 

who boldly claim that their own bias is towards the centre which favours market oriented 

and hierarchical groups as opposed to the egaiitarian/sectarian environmentdists. At a 

time in social science when researchers are being encouraged to acknowledge their own 



partialities, such a declaration need not be a threat to their work on its own. However, 

Nelkin (1982, 776) is not convinced that there is much evidence to support some of their 

The authors develop their mode1 of the sectarian society less from evidence than 
fiom their own opinion of the radical wing of the environmental movement. 

For example, Riskpnd C b  was written prior to, or at the genesis of major 

environmental disasters like Love Canal, Three Mile Island and Chemobyl, to that point 

considered by experts as "uniikely" tragedies these environmental groups were 

"imtionally" fearing. Nevertheless, Nelkin (1982) sees the potential in cultural theones of 

risk if they focus on the vulnerability of particular groups to hazards, and are more to do 

with people who face risks on a day-to-day basis. As such, she poses the following 

question: 

Why not ask how factors at work and in daily life influence people's risk 
perceptions (776)? 

This is the type of question Irwin et al. (1996) are addressing in their studies of the social 

and cultural influences on the formation of knowledges regarding potential environmental 

threats in Manchester, U.K.. This question also guides the research at Cdedon. 

Kempton et al. (1995) address some of the problems of the Douglas and 

Wildavsky research by engaging diverse groups within the Amencan public using semi- 

structured i n t e ~ e w s  followed by surveys to explain the nse in environmentalism. Being 

anthropologists they too focus on the roles of culture, values and beliefs but 

environmentalism is not said to arise soleiy fiom egalitanhn anti-industry values which 
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maintain group solidarity. On the contrary, they h d  that whiie rnaintenance group 

solidarity is at issue, enviromentalism is connected more to values about nature rather than 

industry including parental responsibility, obligation to decendants, traditional religious 

teachings, and even valuing nature for its own sake (biocentnsm). 

2.4.2 Social amplification of risk 

The social amplification of risk seems to be the only conceptual fiarnework which 

attempts to integrate several, apparently disparate, theories of risk (Kasperson, 1992; 

Kasperson et al., 1988; Renn, 1992). The main thesis/assumption associated with this 

framework is thattMhazards interact with psychological, social, institutional, and cultural 

processes in ways that may ampli@ or attenuate public responses to the nsk or risk event" 

(Kasperson et al., 1 988, 1 77). This was developed to help explain how seemingly "minor" 

risks gain prominence in the public eye in some instances. but not in othea. This work 

was articulated at a time when many began to recognize the potentially serious impacts of 

amplification and attenuation. The implications of amplification are highlighted by Burger 

( 1988, 309) in the following passage: 

To the extent that a disparity exias between perception and tme nsk, we are in 
danger of embracing, in a wholesale fashion, inappropriate, expensive or 
unproductive public policy choices. 

Kasperson is clear, however, that the social amplification framework is not intended to 

make any clairns about the relationship between true (objective) and perceived (subjective) 

risk. First, Kasperson ( 1992) and moa others who snidy technological hazarddrisks have 



long recognized the degree of expert disagreement about "true" risk that cm accompany 

scientifically uncertain hazardous situations. Second, risks are only meaningful when 

people choose them to be, even when experts or the media say otherwise. Thus, social 

amplification is the process by which hazardous events are perceived by groups through 

various social, economic and cornrnunity phenomena, and in the process have impacts on 

these same phenomena and groups (see Figure 2.5). 

The social amplification process generally starts with an ritviro~~mrr~tal evrnt (e.g., 

a radiation leak fiom a nuclear facility) which has certain characteristics dl, some, or none 

of which various groups may choose to select for attention. These events are then 

portrqed in particular ways t hrough individuals and institutions (e.g., the media). 

However. as Kasperson ( 1992, 159) explains, what is key is how such messages are 

Role-related considerations and membership in social groups shape the selection of 
information that the individuai regards as significant. Interpretations or signals that 
are inconsistent with previous beliefs or that contradict the person's values are 
ofien ignored or attenuated. They are intensined if the opposite is true. 

This is complicated, however, by the fact that individuals also have to adhere to a set of 

cultural values associated with the ittstitt~tions to which they belong (e.g. the Company for 

which one works), which may or rnay not be consistent with iridfvidtlai valuesheiiefs. For 

example, after a radiation leak in the Ginna, New York nuclear plant in 1982, locals were 

far less perturbed than various national anti-nuclear groups partially because the residents 

either worked in the plant or recognized the importance of the industry for the locd 
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economy (Kasperson, 1992). Thus, individual and institutional values were linked at the 

local level for this event, but not at the national level. The variation in responses to 

seemingly similar hazards (e.g. the Ginna radioactive leak as opposed to the Three Mile 

Island le&) highlights the fact that group values, beliefs and commitments to certain 

structural arrangements which support these play key roles in the social amplification 

process. 

These perceptions, as filtered through sets of cultural biases, result in various 

responses to the hazard. Among the most extreme negative reactions are psychosocial 

stress, alienation, or anornie which may result from tensions between personal 

vzluedbeliefs and wider obligations (e.g. to family, community or job). For example, 

those involved in community activism against a facility may find difficulty bdancing 

protest endeavours and home-life obligations. There are also srcor~daty impacts which 

may result. usually from amplification as opposed to attenuation, including: enduring 

negative images of technologies/institutions, impacts on the local economy, changes in the 

political climate, social disorder (eg ,  protesting or sabotage), and erosion of public trust 

in public and private institutions. Perception of these secondary impacts may also cause 

rippfr effecls to impact on new groups (e.g., regional and nation& institutions), people in 

more distant locations and also Nture generations (e.g., through changes in local sdety 

regulations). Thus, harardous events involve more than jus the perception of events or 

the cultural interpretation on the part of people involved, rather it involves a cornplex 
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interplay of these phenomena which cm have any number of (unpredktable) impacts (see 

also Edelstein, 1988; Edelstein and Wandermian, 1987; Vyner, 1988). 

The fiamework is usefùl for at least three reasons: it ties together technical, 

psychological, sociological, and anthropological work on nsk; it illuminates higher order 

impacts not accounted for in technical costhenefit analyses; and it adequately portrays 

that nsk responses are unique to each new context no rnatter how similar each riskhazard 

situation is to any other. However, the fiarnework has been the source of much debate, 

the most notable concerns coming fiom the sociologists and cultural theorists rather than 

the econornists and psychologists. First, Rip (1988) is concemed thqt the model will be 

used largely as a tool for risk managers to deal with "e~aggerate~rrational" feus rather 

than a Framework for understanding. Thus, managers may corne to premature 

conclusions/policies in contexts which, by their nature described in the model, are 

dynamic. Second. Rayner ( 1988) clairns that the framework is too "passive" in the sense 

that individuals/group are reactive to risks only after they "happen", whereas many people 

actively srrk oitt risks in order to demonstrate perceived injustices - which may be Linked 

to other political realms. This is not so much a threat to the overaii model as it is a 

necessary corrective. That is, these exposers of risk/hazard would be defked in the model 

as those who initiate "eveilt pornqd'' (see Figure 2.5) (Kasperson, 1992). Third, there is 

not a well-developed treatment of the social processes and interactions alluded to in the 

framework (Svenson, 1988). For example, there is liale discussion of how to determine 

cultural biases, how peopldgroups resolve tensions between various sets of cultural 



biases, or even how they are translated into various groups or individual behaviours. 

Founh, since stakeholders are seen as mpliflcation stations or receivers of information, 

and there is an apparently significant role for the media, justice may not be served in those 

contexts which invoIve direct negotiation between such groups. This is particularly 

relevant now that many nsk cornrnunicators are acting on the information in the recent risk 

literature that negotiation is a key strategy for developing trust between stakeholders. 

Fifih, empirical studies which use the risk amplification framework tend to focus on 

economic impacts and pay less attention to social impacts on particular subgroups and 

individuals (e.g., Kasperson, et al., 1990). There is a danger that this framework may be 

used to focus attention on how cornmunities ampli@ risk at the expense of considering the 

potentially far-reaching impacts environrnental hazards (perceived or actual) have on 

individuals and communities. This case study shifts the focus onto the latter, but also 

considers how ihese are co~ec ted  to sociaVinstitutional structurai changes. 

2.43 Social arenas and risk 

Renn ( 1992) developed the social arena concept in order to address a perceived 

lack of attention to the structural factors t hat shape group interactions involving 

environrnental nsks, in particular, the outcomes of environmental risk disputes. While 

Renn considers social mobilizatiotl theory, critical theoty and the cttftttral theoty as 

possible approaches for understanding structural forces, the first and third do not pay 

much attention to the "outcomes" of conflict, and the second focuses too much on powr 
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at the expense of attention to vaizies. Despite a growing list of inductive empincal studies 

on conflict (e.g., Dietz et al., 1989; von Widterfeldt and Edwards, 1984; Wynn et al., 

1993) Renn claims to be among the first to provide a (preliminary) fiarnework for 

understanding the role of social structure. 

The arena itself is metaphor for the"symbolic location of political actions" 

(Renn, 1 992, 1 8 1 ) that comprise a policy debate (see Figure 2.6). That is, it is the total of 

al1 interactions between groups involved in the same environmental risk issue/conflict. 

The main assumption of the framework is that siakeholdrrs interact with each other, 

through their representatives (actur-s), to influence a policy outcome. The actors are 

const rained by a ride rrijocernerit agency, ofken govemental or judicial, which decides 

the formal rules of interaction, and t here are irformnI social rides which are leamed as 

the process develops. T here is a role for isme arnplrfcatio~~, very similar to the 

Kasperson et al. ( 1988) model, whereby various observers - particularly the media - report 

on what goes on between the stakeholders. The gerwralpzrblic is seen as individuals or 

new stakeholder groups who may potentiaily become involved in the social arena 

depending on the influence of issue amplification. Outcomes are thus inherently non- 

deterministic since the number and type of stakeholders and the amount and types of 

resources may change over time within the arena in largely unpredictable ways. 

The main argument of the social arena concept is farniliar. Various social groups 

interact in a political arena attempting to maximize their o p p o d t i e s  to influence the 

outcome by mobilizing social resources. However, the group which has and utilites the 
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most resources does not necessarily obtain their favoured outcome since they are often 

stmcturally constrained not only by the rules of the social arena, but also by the idluence 

of competing groups. That is, the d e s  may favow certain types of resources such that 

one group rnay effectively reduce the influence of another's use of resources. Within this 

frarnework Renn identifies five of the most Unportant social resources for infiuencing 

policy decisions in environmental risk arenas: money, puwlrr, social it~fluence, value 

comrnirnww, and rvidur~cr . Rem argues that it is these resources themselves and how 

they are used, and not the people or organizations that use them, that ultimately persuade 

policy makers in debates over riskshazards. He asserts that motwy cannot buy decisions 

explicitly, rather it is used to gamer support fiom others in the form of things like wages 

when industry is involved. 

Socin1 i t r f i a ~ e  is exercised through reputation and social reward and is used to 

garner social tnist in specific policy positions People trust stakeholders or their actors if 

these stakeholders are sincere, are accepted as role models, or are recognized as believable 

experts in the policy area. However, Rem does not directly acknowledge that shared 

beliefs and values rnay be among the most important criteria for apparently uncritically 

accepting these qualities in stakeholders. Social influence is not as unproblematic as Rem 

seems to indicate since it is comected to shared value cornmitments. Likewise it is 

difficult to disentangle v~Izie cornmitment from social values, since they both involve roles 

for values, beliefs, and shared meanings. Value cornmitment involves stakeholders 

convincing the griaral at(dietrc*~~ and policy decision-rnakers that the aakeholder's 
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position is consistent with a worldview which they dl share. People are thus encouraged 

to join the stakeholder position in order to affirm a sense of community in shared 

meanings. Social influence and value commitments are particularly plausible when conflict 

over assessments of nsk (particularly scientific ones) is high since evidence is often much 

less certain in people's minds than the values to which they are committed. 

Evide/~cr involves claims to truth, rather than truth itself'. While Rem argues that 

truth is actually formed through specific methodological rules and accepted theoretical 

knowledge and hence may be compared against reality, he warns against the evidettce 

trap. The latter is a function of the nature of environmental risk whereby there is often no 

tirm reality against which to compare evidence. The trap occurs when stakeholder groups 

try to acquire support through the use of evidence which is easily refbted. Such was the 

case in Caledon involving arguments for and against the environmental suitability of a 

prefzrritd landfill site. 

The social arena framework is appealing since it explains at least three important 

risk issues: inappropriate/ineffective mobilization schemes, the effectiveness and power of 

so-called interest groups, and political staiemates. The ineffectiveness of nsk managers to 

wield power and money, and even control over d e s ,  is a longstanding conundrum of nsk 

communication and management (e.g., Lawrence, 1996). However, this highlights Rem's 

point that al1 resources are not created equal, or at least, are not used in equally effective 

ways. In such cases social influence and value cornmitment are likely the most important, 

such that no amount of evidence will convince people if it is not fiom a truaed source 
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who shares common rneanings for the phenomena of interest (e.g., Farago et al., 1989; 

Fischhoff, 1996; Flynn et al., 1992; Johnson and Chen, 1995). Stalemates are claimed to 

result when no one stakeholder is able to dominate the policy arena. 

There are, however, limits to the social arena theory. Perhaps the most senous 

limitation of this h e w o r k  is that only groups who enter the arena and mobilize their 

resources are considered. There is an implicit assumption that those who are not involved 

have no stake in risk policy outcornes. This may seriously misrepresent certain sets of 

values and beliefs which may not be mobilized because of contextuai factors within or 

outside the arena. For example, Bailey et ai. (1992) report that in a study of Sumpter 

County Alabama, containing a hazardous waste landfill, the general public were less 

convinced than comrnunity leaders of the assurances by Company operaton that it was 

being run safely. Nevertheless, the leaders were apt to be more vocal than other residents 

because the "mil1 town" values of the area discourage candid opposition on such issues 

(especially since it is a major industry for the area). Similarly, individuals or stakeholder 

groups may resist entrance into the arena until a time when they view the hazard to be a 

serious enough threat (e.g., afier the announcement of a contamination event) at which 

point it may be too late to learn the rules and effectively mobiiire resources. There are 

parallels in the Caledon case study. 



2.4.4 Risk and social learning 

While Renn alludes that the social arena framework may be used for equitably 

resolving risk policy debates and assist in risk policy formation, Wynn (1 992, 199 1) more 

directly addresses how experts and laypeople rnay together reach risk policy compromises. 

He introduces the notion of social learning to risk policy debates for at least two reasons: 

to expose why conflicts occur, and to show how they may be resolved. The concern in 

this thesis is mainly with the former which provides important clues to the latter 

One of Wynn's main concems is that lay risk perceptions are treated as 

incornpetent or unreasonable in relation to those of experts and this tends to cloud the 

more relevant underlying issue of the social relations of rechnoIogy. Like Rem, Wynn 

assens that neither laypeople nor experts have any claims to knowledge of tnie risk rather. 

as W y m  claims, they may just have different values, beliefs, and interests to maintain. The 

social relations of technology refers to the growing literature which clnims that scientific 

knowledge. like lay knowledge is cornprised largely of interests (e.g. Wolgar, 1 98 1 ; 

Shrader-Frechene, 199 1) and this condition is particularly relevant within uncertain or 

indeteminate technology issues like environmental risk controversies (Nelkin ,1979). 

Wynn claims that al1 knowledge, not just lay knowledge, is conditionai within risk 

debates. That is, al1 new knowledge is conditioned to fit pre-existing, tacit models of the 

way the world works (e.g. rational scientific, democratic). Tacit models parallel the 

worldviews discussed by cultural theonsts and social theorists like Rem. Wym (1 992. 



574) says that new idonnation is implicitiy used by individuais and groups to confirm 

exiting identities: 

Communication between social actors is intrinsically limited by the primary process 
of self-confirmation by which individuais or communities try to maintain (and 
develop) their identities. We reconstnict the meanings ofEered to us by others into 
fonns that correspond with Our fundamental identities. In the process, the onginai 
meanings are transfonned, or perhaps we should say violated. Kierkegaard (1985) 
wrote with great power about the tragedy, not just that we are confined to 
distorting each others' meanings, but more that we are confued to pretending that 
it is otherwise. 

Thus, debates over knowledge become understood as ways of generating and maintainhg 

authority in order to preserve the tacit models on which individual and group identities 

are based. Opposing groups may have entirely dserent h e s  of reference for 

understanding risks from hazards, and without conunon ground, have difficulty resolving 

disputes. This is true in situations like one in Caledon in which entrenchrnent of views 

happened very early in the codict. Social /ear,ri,rg occurs when there is a, 

reflexive unearthing and negotiation of the precornmitments shaping knowledge 
fiameworks. It is reflexive in the sense that it critically examines and edarges the 
self-knowledge of the social actors involved (Wynn, 1992,278). 

Social leaming exposes how each group thinks about nsk (Le. the "precommitments"or 

tacit models) in order to develop a better appreciation of how al1 views are constructed 

and comected. 

Like other theorists (e.g., Renn, 1992), Wynn highlights the role of tnrst. A lack 

of trust in institutions is a common feanire of current lay identities. This is evidenced in 

Laird's (1989) notion of the declitted of defermce whereby lay publics are becorning 
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alienated and less willing to defer important environmental risk decisions to instihitional 

elites. This is said to expiain why many are moved to join or fom voluntary organizations 

(stakeholder groups) in order to consolidate their positions in confiicts over nsk. Wynn 

takes credit for being among the f%st to bnng the concept of trust into the risk literature, a 

phenomenon long recognized by sociologists such as Garfinkel(1963) as a key element in 

the maintenance of positive social interaction and institutional preservation. Nevertheless, 

tmst is often absent since expert rationality tends to frame most risk debates which angers 

and fmstrates lay groups. Entrenchment usually ensues and dixourages social leaming 

(Wynn, 1992). 

Further, Wynn describes potential influences on lay tacit models of nsks fiom 

technology to demonstrate t hat t hey are (unconventional) rational. He draws on Daly's 

( 1 970) notion of techtiologica/ spectres to typify how people frame their impressions of 

technology. People tend to condense complex technologies into images involving 

simplified syrnbols. Since people recognize the importance of these technologies in their 

lives they accept them as powerfil, but at the sarne time the technologies are impenetrable 

since they are run by distant and elite groups of experts. These symbols are hence 

negative, orninous and have led to "mass neuroses" within mainstream culture. The 

technological institutions themselves uphold these symbols by portraying these 

technologies as "magic black boxes" that need not concem the average person. These 

issues resonate with the risk society theory descnïed in the next section. However, as 

has been argued against psychometric risk research, focusing on the nature of technology 
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(i. e. the hazards), expert t echnological support systems, and so-called mass neuroses alone 

does not account for the potential contextual influences on consmictions of nsk. 

Wynn's approach has been accused of being antiscience and impractical for policy 

formation. As far as being antiscience, Wytm argues that he is only redressing an 

imbalance in the risk literature which focuses maidy on exposing Iuy models of nsk 

whereas he concentrates rnainly on expert models. Wynn (1992, 289) reinforces that he is 

not againsi science itself, rather the obstruction of social leaming. Examples of practical 

applications of social learning for infonning policy are few (Wynn, 1991 ). However, 

Wynn demonstrates through examples of his empiricai work how he bas proactively used 

his own research findings to help groups (panicularly the expert policy makers) recognize 

t heir own assumptions, particularly the faith that technical issues are context-fiee (e.g ., 

Laurence and Wy M, 1989). One recomrnendation involves the notion of imtisliltitional 

/7cixihili~ for social Iearning, that those within institutions should take the first steps 

towards reflexive self-understanding which may initiate trust-building between them and 

the public. This is argued to initiate a process of reforming both individual and institutional 

identities with a view to making compromises. Institutional itdlexibility as a contributor to 

distrust and entrenchrnent of positions is re-visited in chapter eight concerning the 

implications of the research in this thesis. 



2.4.5 The risk society 

The risk society theory is concemed with explaining the tacit models (to use 

Wynn's tenn) of laypeople as conditioned by being members of lute modern society. In 

particular, theonsts like Beck (1 992% 199213) and Giddens (1 990, 199 1) attempt to 

explain how technological environmental risk is increasingly dominating social life which 

cm lead to profound individuai and societai anxieties. The risk society concept is unique 

as a social theory in the sense that, while it builds on historical social processes. to explain 

boih current and potential future conditions. That is, it traces the contours of social 

change, how change is influenced by technological risk, and how the connection between 

individuals and social structures is a pre-condition for change. This broadens issues the 

implications of riskfiom Hoiv safe is safe enough? or even, Huit1 fuir is srife enoogh?, to. 

"How do we wish to live?" (Beck, l992b, 1 19). 

The risk society theory was developed by Beck (1986). The rîsk socieiy iiself 

describes one of a number of possible societal outcornes as we move from simple 

rnodernity (industrialized society) towards reflexive modernity which is emerging. but 

whose social charactenstics remain uncertain The shift towards reflexive modemity is 

charactenzed by the following at least four characieristics: 

i) the presence of global technological hazards (or mega-hazards) with the potential 
to do large-scale irreparable damage to vast numbers of people; 

ii) science and technology play a central role in the diagnosis and control of these 
hazards - which they continually assess as low risk; 

iii) laypeople are increasingly recognizing the uncertaînty associated with scientific 
assessments of these hazards and the lack of avdable data upon which to make 



nich assessments - paradoxically accidents have to happen (the more the better) 
before the probabilities can be calculated; 

iv) public de fer ence to expert decisions regarding tec hnological risks is decreasing . 

These characteristics are linked to two concepts which Beck uses to descnie the shift 

towards the risk society, 

i) secirriîy: which has been an organizing principle for modem society which is 
undermined because of the first four characteristics. 

ii) rrflexivig: individuals and social institutional structures are so intimately linked 
that when individual security is threatened, so too are the institutions in which they 
are embedded. However, the impacts of individual actions on social structures is 
often unintended. 

Thus, the risk society is distinguished by high levels of anxiety and considerable confiict 

over technological hazards. Conflict in the transition to the risk society differs from that 

of modernity . The latter is characterked largely by disputes between labour and capital 

over the distribution of wealth. In the risk society capital cornes up against capital and 

labour against labour as al1 groups forward daims about the threat posed by complex 

hazards. Thus, the risk society is predicated on the distribution of nsks from hazards 

rather than wealth. Beck focuses on the catastrophic potential of global hazards like 

nuclear technology and implies an inevitability for future disasters. His arguments in this 

respect are bolstered by some who nudy the accident-prone nature of complex 

technological systems. For example, Perrow (1 984) daims that the tightly coupled nature 

of complex systems predisposes them to inevitable falues (e.g. due to human error) 

which can have catastrophic potential. Thus, Perrow (1 9844) suggests expert probability 

caiculations are gross underestimates: 



This suggests, for exarnple, that the probability of a nuclear meltdown with 
dispersion of radio-active materials to the atmosphere is not one chance in a 
million a year, but more like one chance in the next decade. 

Perrow uses this coupling argument to show why, for exarnple, the Three Mile Island 

accident occurred and why such an accident is likely to happen again. 

Despite the fact that Beck and Giddens seem to have developed their theories 

about the nsk society in isolation fiorn each other'; similanties are striking. For example, 

both: focus on high-consequence global hazards, have a simiiar time-line for the transition 

From modemity to late modemity and, share the idea that there is increasing public anxiety 

because of technologicaf environmentai threats, and the links between individual identity 

format ion and institutional developments (i .e., reflexivity). 

"Juggemaut" society is Gidden's equivalent of the risk society which encapsulates 

the idea that in late modemity we willingly allow our safety frorn dangerous hazards to be 

guarded by technicaliscientific experts. The reason for this is that people have a 

fiindamental desire to be 'at ease' in the world or what Gofmian cals rrmweit - a 

consciously created sense of normalcy with which people surround themselves. Giddens' 

(199 1 ) related notion of theprorecttve cocoutz - which prevents profound anxiety in the 

face of potentiaîly threatening events - highlights the defensive nature of this condition and 

is akin to Wolpen's cloak of competerzce referred to in section 2.1.. This cocoon is built 

on basic tmst and the ot~miological secrrrity that interaction wit h others and the with the 

10 e g ,  there are no cross-references to each other's work in the earliest papers. 
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outside world itself will be consistent with the maintenance of the cocoon. Al1 of these 

concepts correspond to Beck's (1 992a) notion of semriîy. Anxiety results when basic 

trust and the cocoon itself are shattered by events that are, by definition, outside local 

control (e.g., proposais to build a nuclear waste site one's neighbourhood). This 

culminates in a fatefitd moment when the individual has to choose a course of action to re- 

build (although likely in different form) the cocoon. In tems of technolagical hazards, 

courses of action include joining grass-roots cornrnunity groups or actively acquinng new 

knowiedge on the issue. Thus, refl exivity itself involves individuah and institutions 

attempting to re-create their own identities which are intncately linked to each other 

through the uncertainties surrounding risks. 

The theories by Beck and Giddens have been criticised for paying undue attention 

to high-consequence global nsks. Some clairn that there are meso-level hazards which 

satisQ many of the characteristics outiined by Beck and Giddens, (e.g expen dependence 

for safety), but which will not have the associated destabilizing consequences once the 

market sufficiently adjusts to account for environmental nsks (Mol and Spaargaren, 1993; 

Mol et al., 199 1 ; Huber, 199 1 ). Nevertheless, since there are no studies which 

specifically incorporate the nsk society theory for understanding views on and effects of 

risk at the meso/local-ievel, the issue warrants empirical investigation. The study at 

Caledon represents one example. 



2.5 Summary: Placing risk in the context of everyday life 

The meaning of risk and hazard has changed over time for theorists who now 

acknowledge the limits of science for predicting "actual"' risks in complex, uncertain, 

technological systems. Context, including social and cultural processes, significantly 

shapes conflicts over the definition of risks from hamrds. Risk. including its constitution 

and distribution in time and space. may be a powerf'ul signal of social change as 

individuals, groups, and the social institutions in which they are embedded, struggle to 

maintain identities and reduce anxiety. 

This review surveys a broad array of theories and concepts conceming risks and 

hazards. While the psychometric and econometric literatures on risk contains considerable 

breadth they may lack some depth. The concepts and definitions of concepts corne mainly 

from researchers, so the concepts and definitions rnay be inadequate for explaining how 

those who face risks on a daily basis understand and define local risks. Atso, therc are 

relatively few empirical studies that examine the relevance of some of the more recent 

sociological and anthropological concepts which are argued in the review to be among the 

most important for understanding the meaning or risk in everyday life. Some of the 

concepts which are investigated in the exploratory case snidy of Caledon include residents' 

views on: values, dread, uncertainty, benefits, trust. Lay-expert differences regarding the 

meaning of risk, equitylfaimess, and psychosocial impacts. Some concepts were included 

in the study because they emerged strongly from this literature review (e.g. values, 
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uncertainty), while others were included because they emerged strongly in what the 

resident s said (e . g . equitylfairness, psychosocid impacts). 



Chapter 3: 
Research Design 

3.1 Scope and objectives of the research 

This research has three broad, overlapping objectives: 

i) to explore the meanings of risk and uncextainty for residents in an 
environmentally sensitized community; 

ii) to investigate the effect of context on risk perceptions/constructions; i.e. how 
stakeholder groups (e.g., government, scientists, cornmunity opposition groups) 
interact to influence meanings of risk for individuals and the community and; 

iii) to develop a conceptual framework for understanding risk at Caledon and 
compare this to existing frameworks for understanding environmental nsk. 

This dissertation builds on two projects, one addressing the psychosocial impacts of 

exposure to a recently approved landfiil (Baxter, 1992; Eyles et al., 1993a), another 

examining tne psychosocial impacts of a tire fire (Baxter et al., 1992; Eyles et ai., 1993b). 

Major findings of the former project are that the site threatened the residents' nirai, 

agrarian way of life. In the latter study it was similady found that contextual factors like 

mistrust of some government authorities heightened the perception of risk and 

psychosocial impacts arnong certain residents. Such rnistnist and threats to way(s) of life 

and core values rnay result in feelings of uncertainty and insecurity which may affect 

emotional health (Giddens, 199 1). This study is part of a larger project which seeks to 

examine risk and uncenainty in environmentally sensitive situations in more detail and to 

71 
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understand the language and meaning of risk which underlies the psychosocid impacts 

observed in the previous case shidies. 

While qualitative research was used in these pnor studies the depth of analysis was 

restricted in specific ways. In one, the qualitative face-to-face ibdepth interviews and 

focus groups were used mainly to expand conceptslfindings from a quantitathe survey 

(Buter, 19%; Eyles et al., 1 993a); in the other, due to the status of emergency at the site, 

only one round of relatively brief in-depth interviews were used to explore concerns of a 

self-selected cross-section of residents. However, qualitative research which is not 

constrained by pre-exining frameworks and involves suaained contact as well as feedback 

from participants elicits more robust and tnistwonhy findings (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; 

Patton, 1990). This study seeks to provide more depth by conducting i n t e ~ e w s  with a 

wide array of stakeholders over a two year period of sustained contact and feedback. 

Two rounds of qualitative in-depth face-to-face inteniews were used within an 

interpretive methodology. 

3.2 The Caledoo community 

3.2-1 Site selection 

The focus of this study is on community reaction to a potentiaiiy destabilizing 

environmental event(s) so this formed the basis of site selection''. That is, the community 

 o or practical reasons the cornmunity also had to be within approximately an 
hour's driving distance for the purpose of face-to-face interviews. 
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had to be sensitized to the sarne eventlsituation so that they would have a common hazard 

about which to taîk in the interviews. Contact with the Caledon community was made 

through community group leaders who invited researchers fkom the Environmental Health 

Program to give advice about research that they wanted to conduct. Subsequent meetings 

with other group leaders indicated that this community was highly "sensitized" and that, 

leaders at least, were willing to be inte~ewed as part of a study conceming environmental 

risks. 

3.2.2 Community profile 

Caiedon is the nonhem moa municipality within the region of Peel, one of three 

regions which make up the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). Caledon contained the 

preferred site for Peel's garbage from 1993 to 1995. It has the smallea population in the 

region at 34,965 in 199 1 (Table 3 .  1) up by 17.9 % from 1986. While Caledon is growing 

at a faster rate than the province (10.8%) it is not growing as fast as the region as a whole 

(23.8%). The area has the lowest population density in the region by far, at 5 llkm2, 

compared to an average density in the whole region of 598/km2. Notable features of the 

age structure are the slightly larger than regional and provincial proportion of people 

below age 14 (22.9% compared to 22.7% and 20.4 % respectively) and considerably 

smaller proportion of people over the age of 65 (7.2%) when compared to the province 

( 1 1.7%). The large majority of these people live in single-detached dweliings (93.7%) 

which are occupied by their owners (86.4%) which far exceeds the regîonal and provincial 



figures (57.6% and 63.7% for Ontario, 49.4% and 68.3% for Peel). The area has a 

comparatively large percentage of "traditional" households as there are 93.3% husband- 

wife families compared to 87.4% and 88.8% for the province and region respectively. The 

higher than average wealth of this community is evidenced by three characteristics: a 

median income ($65,801) almost $8,000 higher than the region and over $20,000 higher 

than the province, a very low incidence of low income economic families at 2.6% 

compared to 8.7% and 10.9% for the 

Table 3.1: Selected Census Characteristics (1991) 

Characteristic Ontario Peel Caledon 
Population Charac teristics 
Land area (km') 
Total Population ( 199 1 ) 
Population density (personskm2) 
Proportion < 14 years 
Proportion > 65 years 
Population percentage change 1986-1 99 1 
Dwelling Characteristics 
Averase dwelling value 
Percentage of owner-occupied dwellings 
Percentage of single-detached dwellings 
Househotd Characteristics 
Percentage of husband-wife families 
lMedian househotd income 
Incidence of low income economic families 10.9 8.7 2.6 

Source: Statistics Canada ( 199 1) 

region and the province respectively; and an average dweliing value comparable with the 

highest in the country, at $3 34,119 (Ontario $197,967; Peel $247,93 7). 



The predominantiy rural character of the area, including the small town 

atmosphere of the larges buiit-up area Bolton (nearest the preferred site), has attracted a 

large number of weaithy people who can a o r d  to c o m t e  to the city (Toronto). New 

young families seem to have chosen Caledon to raise their families and a small wealthy 

minority have selected it for retirement. These newer residents, dong with the long-time 

residents, are looking for an alternative to the "hustle and bustle of the city" which, in the 

eyes of the participants in this study, is generaiiy too crowded, polluted and contains too 

much crime. This is reflected in the development goals of the area as surnmarized in the 

three hills of the Town of Caledon syrnbol - the first representing conservation and 

recreation, the second agriculture, and third industry (see Figure 3 -2). This indicates a 

cornmitment to modem progress while maintaining the natural environment. 

3.2.3 Site history 

Table 3.2 provides a brief hiaory of the 1andfd.i siting issue in Peel including key 

events. It indicates the context within which the conflict over preferred site C34B 

developed. The table also juxtaposes these evems with the start and finish of each set of 

interviews. The site search began in 1990 with the New Democratic Party's o P )  

provincial government announcernent of a waste management strategy for the three 

regions which make up the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). They formed a crown 

corporation calied the Interim Waste Authority P A )  whose mandate was to find a large 

municipal solid waste site (so-calied "mega-dumps") for Peei, MetrorYork, and Durham. 
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The IWA set up a process of systematidrational site selection which included a 

component of considerable community involvement. Critena were selected on the basis of 

potential adverse impacts (e.g. hydrogeology, social impact, heritage) and were ranked 

with the input of the comunity. The number of sites in Peel was reduced from a long list 

of 2 1 sites to five and eventuaily to the preferred site near Bolton (C34B)in November 

1 993 While it took three years to select the site, the process d l  required that the IWA 

face its community opponents in a set of quasi-legal hearings in nont of the Joint Board 

(comprised of members appointed fiom the Ornario Municipal Board and the 

Environmental Assessrnent Board) which promised to be a lengthy process. This stage 

was never reached because the NDP were voted out in June, 1995 and the IWA was 

disbanded by the newly elected Conservative govemment. Despite comunity 

involvement in the process four community groups fonned to oppose the site, one after 

the announcement of the long list of sites in June 1992 and the other three subsequent to 

the selection of C34B. 

There are two things to note about the siting process. First, it was cornph, 

systematic, and expert-controlled. It was one of the fbst siting processes to directly invite 

and partially finance community participation under a provincial regdation that aiîowed 

parties opposing the W A  to obtain "intervention fbnding" (a law which was revoked in 

March 1996). This formalized and legitimated those redents who choose to oppose the 

site and not defer to the MA'S choice of sites. However, this participation was oniy 

allowed under the conditions predetermined by the IWA and proMnciai legislation. 



FIGURE 3.1: TOWN SYMBOL FOR CALEDON 

OF THE 

TOWN OF CALEDON 



Table 3.2: A Brief Chronoloiw of the Landfill Search in Peel 

Nov 1990 - province announces action plan for waste management in the GTA 
April 1991 - govemment foms the Interim Waste Authority (IWA) - an agency responsible 

for hding 3 landfiii sites in the GTA one of which is in the region of Peel 
Aug 199 1 - IWA releases document - Environmental Assessrnent (Dr& Approach and 

Criteria) which outhes how the sites will be chosen - a rational process based 
on ranking the importance of various criteria and gatherhg data on each 

Apnl 1992 - revision of Aug. 199 1 EA document based largely on public input on cntena 
rankings (community participation is lower than expected) 
- govemment passes the Waste Management Act (WMA) which continues the 
IWA as a Crown agency and is used to guide the IWA on legd rnatters related 
to site selection 

June 1992 - IWA releases long List of 2 1 sites for Peel 
- formation of Don't Assault Rural Environments (DARE): comrnunity group to 
oppose the siting process 

Nov 1992 - IWA releases short List of 5 sites 
Nov 1993 - IWA announcement of prefmed site (C34B) 
Dec 1993 - formation of CLEAN, a group to represent business interests in Bolton and 

launch an attack on the process at the provincial political lwel 
Feb 1994 - Protect and Respect Our Bolton Environment (PROBE) foms to better 

represent Bolton's interests - splintered fiom DARE 
- Envirohealth f o m  to better represent health issues - splintered fiom DARE 

Oct 1994 - start of interviews with group leaders 
Nov 1 994 - rnunici p ai election (avaiiability of up-to-da te voters lia for sampling) 
April1995 - start of interviews with IWA personnel 
May 1995 - start of Peel's Joint Board Hearings: pits the IWA against the "community" in a 

quasi-legal process about the environmental viability of site C34B 
June 1995 - start of interviews with people from the community (non-group leaders) 

- Provinciai Election: Conservatives replace New Democrats - landslide victory 
especially in GTA areas facing mega-dumps 
- IWA dissolved by new government - waste once again f d s  under the mandate 
of the Regions 

Aug 1995 - end of first round of interviews 
July 1996 - start of round 2 interviews 
Aue 1996 - end o f  round 2 interviews 
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Second, there are two types of uncertainty, one associated with the siting process 

itself and the other with the nature of the proposed site. The siting process employed at 

Caledon was inherently adversarial and hence uncertain since the cornmunity was literally 

placed against the IWA who had an unambiguous mandate, set out by the province, to site 

a landfiii within a specified penod o f  time. The other source of uncertainty is that the 

"exposure" in this conflict is not an entirely tangible one, @en that the hazard is a 

proposed landfill site for the disposai of non-hazc~rdous municipal waste. Uncertainty in 

this case may have been higher than rnight be anticipated in the case of an existing landfil 

(Elliott and Taylor, 1996). Uncertainty in such processes is associated with perceived risk 

(Slovic, 1987), high degrees of  distrust of experts (Eyles et al., 1993% Eyles et ai., 

1 993 b), community stigma (Edelstein, 1988), and conflict (Renn, 19%; Wynn, 1992), and 

potentially large roles played by values and beliefs (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982; 

Shrader-Frechette, 1991). Thus, the cornmunity is appropriate for snidying how risk and 

uncertainty are constnicted. 

3.3 Participant selection 

The case study involves i n t e ~ e w s  with 44 participants nom three distinct groups 

who were co~ec ted  to the landfill site a d o r  siting process (see Figure 3.2 and Table 

3.3). The rationale for participant selection was to ailow for the exploration of diverse sets 

of opinion regarding the landfiII and si@ process in order to develop a robust conceptuai 

frarnework. Maximum variation sampling was the general strategy used to select a wide 
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variety of participants who were willing to share their opinions. Participants varieci on 

the basis of four characteristics known/expected to influence views on risk: group 

membership (e.g. Douglas and Widavsky, 1982), distance Rom the site {zone) (e.g. 

Elliott et al., 1 993); gender; and tirne (round} (EUiott et al., Ui press). Representativeness 

within the community was not as important as heterogeneity/variety, yet both may have 

been satisfied due to the variety of sarnpling strategies employed. 

Within the maximum variation strategy separate selection strategies were used for 

three different groups known to be the most involved in the landfili siting process: leaders 

of the community opposition groups, non-leader residents, and proponent-experts. These 

are analogous to the nsk stakeholders referred to by Rem (1992). Table 3.3 and Figure 

3 -2 indicates the three different participant selection strategies used within these groups: 

purposive sampling, nratified random sampling, and snowball sampling respectively. The 

reason for between goup differences in participant selection is that no single strategy 

seemed appropnate for al1 groups. The following is a brief discussion of the rationale for 

each participant selection strategy. 

Random selection was used in the non-leader community sample since, based on 

repons fiom community leaders, concern was expected to be high such that moa people 

would be motivated to talk about the landfiil. That is, convenience or snowbaii sampling 

which are often used in qualitative research to locate informative/takative participants 

were not necessary since there appeared to be large pool of potential1y willing participants 



FIGURE 3.2: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

Participant Seleciion 
Maximum Variation 

3 groups 
3 zones 
2 genders 
2 rounds 

c3 

In-Depth Interviews 

residents 
non-leaders 23(8) 
leaders 7 (2) 

exoects 
IWA - 4 

44 interviews 

Interview Text Concepts 

> 800 pages 

Codiog 0 
emergent themes 
sub-themes 

NüDoIST F o m  of Findings 
278 themeskodes 
hietarchical structure conceptual fiarnework 

theme frequencies 
quotations 

in the community from which to select randomly. While random community sampling in 

previous research was aratified on the basis of level of concem about the site (Baxter, 

1992) no such tactic was used in this study since the concem is the one of the main 

motivations for talking about nsks. That is, mconcemed residents were not sought 

explicitly, but were included in the study by chance. The 1994 municipal electoral rolis 

were used as the sampling fiame for the non-leader residents. 

From conversations with the community group leaders it was apparent, however, 

that opinion likely did Vary on the basis of location within the community. This is dso 

supported by recent studies which show a distance decay in awareness and concem with 

increasing distance fkom landfius (EUioti et al. , 1993, Furuseth, 1990). Thus, non-leader 



residents were stratified based on distance away fiom C34B. These are not linear point 

distances but three zones which are comprised of groupings of electoral polling areas from 

which the residents were selected. Residents were randomly selected from within town 

(n = 9), rural (n = 7), and site (n = 7) zones (see Figure 3.3). 

Table 3.3: Participant Selection Strategies 

Sampling Strategy First Second 
Round Round 

Group Leaders purposehl 7 2 

Comrnunity stratified random -quota 23 8 

Experts snowball 4 :# 

totals 34 1 O 44 
*Since the focus of the research is on Iay rather than expert constructions of risk experts 
were not part of the follow-up round o f  interviewing. 

Letters were sent to 60 people and telephone calls were used to screen out those unwilling 

to talk openly, and to ensure equal nurnbers of men and women. Refusais were recorded 

and while slightly more men (n=17) than womrn (n=I3) were excluded from the sample 

there is no other systematic variation arnong those not interviewed, so this increases the 

likelihood that the sampie of 24 reflects a broad array of people in Caledon (see Appendix 

Cotnmunity group leaders were selected purposefully. Contact was made with 

leaders at the outset of the study and only those who were highly involved in the 

opposition efforts were sought for interviews since these people were presumed to be the 

opinion leaders in both the groups and the larger cornrnunity. Seven leaders agreed to be 

intewiewed. 



Brampton 
FIG- 3 3  STUDY SITE AND SAMPLE -AS. 



Contact with a proponent expert fkom the Interim Waste Authority (IWA) was 

facilitated through a CO-investigator on the larger project. From this contact snowbl 

sampling was used to develop a rapport with each new IWA participant. Al1 people in the 

IWA who deait directly with the community siting process in Peel were interviewed in this 

manner. Due to the demise of the IWA in June, and the subsequent dissolution of the 

Environmental Assessrnent Hearings process, interviews intended with a srnail cross- 

section of consultants and lawyers (i. e., other "experts") were not conducted. 

A second round of intenhews was conducted in order to: track changes in meaning 

of risk and uncertainty held by residents, clarifi and probe issues r a i d  in the initial round, 

check interpretations from the initial round of interviews, and maintaiddevelop a positive 

rapport to obtain in-depth personai opinions. In a second encounter the participant will, at 

the very leaa, know more what to expect and therefore be more at ease and forthcoming. 

Fust round interviews were conducted between October 1994 and August 1995 while the 

second round was conducted between July and August 1996 (Table 3 2). This one year 

tirne gap between the tirst and second rounds was deterniined less by particular event(s) 

within the siting process and more by the practicalities of dys i s ,  that i s  the time needed 

to interpret the initial round of in te~ews in order to determine the issues that need more 

probing. The rationale for round two participant selection was to continue conversations 

with a wide array of the moa informative participants. The qualitative software used for 

the analysis (NUDoIST) was used to select the top 10 ïnte~ews when ranked by total 

number of J'tfeten~ emergent themes. The round two sample of 10 has the foliowing 
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chasacteristics: four men and six women. two lea&rs and eight non-leaders, five town 

three nrrai and two site, and no rehals. 

3.4 Interview checklist 

The checklists used for each of the groups interviewed: leaders residents. non- 

leader residents, experts and round two residents respectively are included in Appendices 

B-E. The first round of interviews explored a nurnber of topics mentioned in the 

environmental nsk literature including: 

iii) the eflects of the proposed site on the individuai/fdy/cornmunity; 
iv) issues of sa/ety, as well as present and ftture concerns related to the site; 
v) defining ris& in relation to individual and community values; 
vi) the commtcttica&ion of risk information and the development of tmst 

between comrnunity laypeople and experts; and 
vii) the effects of, and ways of dealing with, ccncertaitify related to the potential 

sitejsiting process. 

The checklists were used to ensure consistency ûf topics covered mainly w'ithit~ and 

somewhat k t w e m  i n t e ~ e w  groups while still aiiowing the participant to focus on the 

topics that interest herniim the most. Between group checklist similarity suffered 

somewhat in order to ensure that each checkiist was taîiored to cover issues of primary 

relevance to the respective group. For exarnple, the IWA proponent checklist centres 

more on the sii,ngprocess than does the resident checkiist, yet the latter group generally 

still talked about siting by raising the issue thernselves (see Appendices C and D). Since 

the group leader interviews were used to develop a rapport within the community and 

understand the role of opposition groups in the process this checklist has the weakest 
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connection with the literature. The second round of inte~ews,  however, has the closest 

co~ect ion with the environmental risk literature. This checklia contains central concepts 

within the literature which emerged as most relevant in Caledon including views on 

3.5 Methodology: A merging of frameworks 

The methodology for this research is informed by frameworks for understanding 

the meaning of phenomena in everyday life including: hemeneutics, interpretive sociology, 

structuration theory, and symbolic interactionism. As indicated above, the principal 

method used was face-to-face in-depth inte~ews,  but these are set within a methodology 

which allows interpretation of how people view risk and uncertainty in the context of daily 

living. This was done by incorporating their expressed understandings wit h my 

interpretations of those understandings and by situating both in the iiterature on 

technological environmentai nsks and uncertainty. 

3.5.1 Bermeneutics and the role of language 

While the review in chapter two serves to ensure that topics discussed are relevant 

to the risk literature, the methodological design is based largely on hermeneutics within 

interpretive sociology. There is no universal definition of hermeneutics within interpretive 

sociology. Ricoeur ( 197O,8) defines hermeneutics as, "the theory of the d e s  that preside 

over an exegesis - that is, over the interpretation of a particu1a.r text, of a group of signs 



that may be viewed as a text". He also points out that one of the main âiflimlties within 

interpretive sociology is that there is no general henneneutics, that is, there are Merent 

theories about the rules which should govern interpretation. Ricoeur reduces these to two 

"poles" of henneneutics. On the one end of this continuum is the restoration of m e m g  - 
the restoration of meaning which has been bound up in syrnbols (defined below); and at 

the other end is demysr>fcation - the reduction of illusion. Ricoeur does not go into much 

detail in distinguishing these two poles, but what he does make clear is that both are 

concerned with dmible memings. 

Ricoeur cornments on the reiationship between double meaning and language in his 

discussion of Freud's method of interpreting drearns, 

. . . by the sarne token language itself is Rom the outset and for the most part 
distorted: it means sornething other than what it says, it has a double meaning, it is 
equivocal. The dream and its analogues are thus set within a region of language 
that presents itselfas the locus of cornplex significations where another meaning is 
both aven and hidden in an imrnediate rneaning. Let us c d  this region of double 
meaning "symbol". (7) 

Two points are criticai for this research: i) language is the medium through which people 

express the meaning of phenornena; and ii) the meanings expressed in what people actually 

Say may be symbolic of additional meaning(s). Meaning is presented through syrnbois 

which are, "double- or multiple-meaning expressions whose semantic texture is correlative 

to the work of interpretation that explicates their second or multiple meanings" (Ricoeur, 

1970, 13). Symbolism is presented through thefulness of hnguage, that is, "a second 

meaning dweiis in the £ k t  rneaning" (3 1). This is elaborated in Habermas' (1971) 
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distinction between the denotative, connotative and pure quality hctions of language. 

The denotaiive concems intended meanings, the connotative (or representative) concems 

meaning(s) other than the denotative and the pure quafi@ refers to meanings which are 

unintentional. Thus, in order to gain as complete an understanding of meaning as possible 

social scientists must penetrate as many of these layers oflanguage as possible. What is 

somewhat absent from Ricoeur's discussion of language symbol and interpretation is a 

more practical account of how social scientists might go about peeiing back these layers of 

language and meaning. An exception is his discussion of the role of reflection. which 

recognizes that the knowledge in social science is only one fom of knowledge and one 

which depends on understanding the composition of lay knowledge (see also Habermas, 

1971). 

Reflection is defined as, 'the appropriation of our effort to exist and of our desire 

to be, through the works which bear witness to that effort and desire"~coeur~ 1978,46). 

To clanfy, it is useful to link reflection to intermbjectivity - the notion that within 

groups/cultures there is tacithnderstood knowledge which does not need to be aated to 

be understood among members of the group (Dilthey, 1967; Giddens, 1993; Habermas, 

197 1 ). Giddens (1 993, 62) points out that "understanding is achieved through 

discourse.. .and language is the medium of intersubjectivity". It is through ~e~reflection 

on intersubjectively understood phenornena that assists in unmasking the various layers of 

meaning bound up in what people say in an interview. This unbinding of meanings shoufd 

happen though self-reflection by the participants as weii as the researdier, neither of which 
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commonly reflect on the nature of the inter-subjective meanings which are incorporated 

into their daily lives. Thus, research should encourage participants to engage in self- 

reflection by talking about themselves and their cornrnunities and thinking about both in 

ways to which they may not be accustomed. For exarnple, few people actively think about 

the environmental risk and justice and how these may be connected to their own 

community expectations. Similarly, the researcher should be self-conscious how they 

interpret the of rneanings by reflecting on how these relate to their own undentandings of 

how the world does and shotrld work. 

3.5.2 lnterpretive sociology 

In a review of Schutz's existentid phenomenology, Gartinkel's ethnomethodology 

and the work of Winch, Giddens (1 993) summarizes some of the main assumptions of an 

interpretive sociology which includes hermeneutics. First, the technique cif versielrren - 

"the particular expenential form in which common sense thinking takes cognizance of the 

social cultural world" (Schutz, 1962,56) - is not only essential to sociological 

investigation. but al1 social interaction. Second, as a consequence of verstehen, social 

scientists draw on the same sorts of resources as lay actors in rnaking sense of the world. 

Thus, the "practical theorizing" of laypeople cannot be dismissed by social scientists as 

irrational. since it is through such lay theorizing that rneaning and understanding of 

phenornena is constituted (see dso Shraeder-Frechette, 1991). niird, social scientists 

must have prior understanding of the concepts used by the laypeople under study in order 
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to develop theu own concepts of the associated phenomena. Fourth, whüe intersubjective 

knowledge may be taken for granted in social interactions, since this is ofken difficult for 

lay actors to articulate in propositional fonn, it is the responsibiiity of the social scientist to 

articulate such knowledge. These are what Schutz refers to as second-order typifications 

which are scientific constructs of tirst order typincations - lay understandings of their own 

comrnon-sense lives (see also Eyles and Donovan, 1986). Giddens argues that this 

contradicts Schutz's ( l967,44) postulate of adequacy which states that a 

proposition/construct (of intersubjective knowledge), 

. . .must be understandable for the actor hiniself as well as for his feliow-men in 
tenns of cornmon-sense interpretations of weryday lie. Cornpliance with this 
postdate warrants the consistency of the constmcts of the social scientist with the 
constructs of cornmon-sense experience of the social reaiity. 

Giddens asserts that, in the end, the metakattgmge (second-order typifications) of the 

social scientist should take precedence over the terms used by lay actors since social 

scientists, through techniques such as ~e~reflection of intersubjective knowledge, are 

better able to articulate phenomena. Also, ''the interests, and therefore the critena, which 

guide the formulation of sociological concepts are difFerent from those involved in 

everyday notions7' (Giddens, 1993, 38). However, this critickm seems to contradict 

Giddens' notion of the double henneneutic - that social scientist's interpretations are in 

fact interpretations of lay interpretations of their own (and other's) actions. Along with 

this, "there is a continual ' slippage' of the concepts constnicted in sociology whereby 

these are appropriated by those whose conduct they were origindiy coined to analyze, and 
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hence become integral featwes of that conduct" (Giddens, 1993, 170). Since 'slippage' is 

apt to occur and to avoid as much distortion of meaning as possible, it seems reasonable 

to do as Schutz seems to suggest and, where possible, use concepts which arise 

inductively from lay worids so that they may be readiiy understood by the lay actors . This 

is especially relevant in studies, like this one, which feedback interpretations to their 

participants (see rnember checking - section 3.5.2) 

3.5.3 Sym bolic interaction 

Blumer's ( 1 969) syrnbolic interactionism framework formalizes how meaning is 

constructed between people through face-to-face interaction (see also Berger and 

Luckrnan, 1967). As with hermeneutics generally, language is at the forefiont of analysis 

guided by symbolic interactionism since it is through language that meanings are expressed 

and negotiated. Symbolic interactionism may be condensed into three main premises: 

i) human beings act toward thlligs on the basis of the memti~tgs those things 
have for them; 

ii) the meanings of things are derived fioom, the social hzteractiori that one has 
with others; and 

iü) the meanings that things have are handled in, and modifieci through, an 
iiitepretive process used by people in dealing with the things they 
encounter (Blumer, 1969). 

For example, one's opinions about a local landfiIl are kely to be based on interpretations 

of conversations with fa* members, members of the community, and groups who 

support or denounce the facility. This h e w o r k  is important for highlighting the role of 

communication between people in the formation and alteration of what various 
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phenomena (e.g., the risks of the proposed landîili) mean to individuals and groups. 

Syrnbolic interaction also stresses the need to understand social interactions without 

removing them from the settings in which they take place. This requues direct engageaient 

with participants face-to-face within their comrnunity in order to understand directly how 

they interpret their world. A major criticism of symbolic interactionism is that it 

emphasizes the particulars of mem~ings for relatively smail groups at the expense of 

understanding the role of social stnrctwe on social phenomena There is a relationship 

between meanings negotiated between individuals and the social stnictures within which 

those meanings are formed. That is, context and setting are important. Nevertheless, 

social structure does not influence people in uniform ways and thus, must be understood 

at least panially in terms of how people interpret the social structures in which they are 

embedded. 

3.5.4 Structuration theory 

Giddens ( 1 993) tries to strike a balance between meaning and social structure. He 

points out that henneneutics should not be ail that comprises the interpretive social 

sciences. He outlines at least three major shortcomings of much interpretive sociologieal 

work which focuses on hermeneutics: 

i) a focus on meaning to the exclusion ofother practical activities of human 
life; 

ii) the tendency to explain hurnan conduct in terms of motivating ide& with 
very little attention paid to causai conditions of such conduct; and 

iii) the failure to examine social n o m  in relation to asymmetries of power and 
divisions of interests in society. 
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This is situated in the so-cded structure-agency debate and is the foudation on which 

Giddens buiids his theory dstrr~cturation. For Giddens (1993, 169), "to enquire into the 

structuration of social practices is to seek to explain how it cornes about that structure is 

const ituted through action and reciprocaliy how action is constituted structurally". As 

such, one of the major tenets of structuration theory is that while hurnan agency does 

determine human action and meaning, due attention must be paid to the possible "causal" 

uinuence of structures in society which may be both constraining and enabling. Much 

work in the interpretive social sciences has focused on the role of human agency as a 

reaction to the hegemony of logical positivism with its focus on the causal influences of 

social structures. Structuration theory reconsiders the influence of structure, seen less as 

unchanging influences on social action and meaning, but as phenomena which are 

constantly reconstituted through human agency and are mediateci by the meaning of social 

phenomena (e.g. actions and the structures themselves). It is also necessary to recognize 

that there are likely discrepancies in power within any group midied as well as between 

the social scientist and those studied. As Giddens (1993, 167) points out, "social science 

stands in a relation of tension to its 'subject matter' - as a potential instrument of the 

expansion of rational autonomy of action, but equally as a potential instrument of 

domination". One of the key ways that social scientists can be mindfiil of these "tensions" 

is through the process of (ethically motivated) self-reflection discussed eadier. 

This thesis is interpretive and strikes a balance between the major methodological 

tenets of structuration and symbolic interactionism. Neither of these approaches is 

associated with particular research methods. Structuration implicitly emphasizes 
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observation to understand the connections between institutiod socid structure and 

individual meanings, whiie symboüc interaction focuses more on h e c t  engagement with 

the people midied. In this thesis symbolic interactionism is used as a general guiding 

framework for interpreting intewiew texts generated through face-to-face contact, while 

the ideas fiom structuration theory are used to contextualize these meanhgs by observing 

the structurai influences of community groups and the proponent siting agency in 

particular. At the same tirne there is attention to düferent levels of meanhg (purttculcviy 

doiible and dermiive meanings) in what residents have said. These are reveded through 

taking notice of things as subtle as body language as weii as more overt phenornena iike 

the participant's expressed need to protect personal financiai or political interests. This 

combination of exploratory frameworks will be usefd for buildimg on existing theory 

concerning risk and uncertainty The fom of interpretation is explained further in the next 

section. 

3.6 Data mluction and analysis 

3.6.1 CoatextuaLized thematic analysis 

The f o m  of qualitative interpretive analysis is detennined somewhat by the volume 

of data to be analyzed. The 44 i n t e ~ e w s  in this study averaged approximately 60 minutes 

in length with some being over 120 mimites and others as short as 40 minutes. This 

translates into over 42,000 h e s  of text within appro-tely 850 pages of interviews. 

This volume of data necessitated the use of a computerized data management scheme for 

indexhg themes and taliying theme frequencies. Thus, ail interviews were taped, 
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qualitative software package NUDoIST (see Figure 3.2). NUDoIST was selected fiom 

arnong a variety of computer packages due to its user-fkiendly tree-structured indexing 

(nodes/codes/thernes) interface (see Appendix F) as well as its capacity to handle an 

evolving index system (e.g., merging of themes, cuning and pasting of sub-trees). 

The approach to data presentation in this thesis rnay be called contextualked 

rhernaiic unalysis and builds on traditional modes of presentation in interview-based 

studies. Much qualitative work involves inductive emergent thematic analysis whereby 

codes (nodes) are ascribed to discrete units of text (DUT) within the interviews (Willms 

and Johnson, 1994). The coded DUTs are retrieved at some later stage in the analysis to 

be presented as quotations representing ideas developed in the interpretation (Miles and 

Huberman. 1984). Displaying data in this format alone has been criticised for failing to 

indicate the degree to which the quotations are representative of al1 quotations or DUTs 

within the dataset (Baxter and Eyles. in press). 

Three types of data are presented in this thesis (see Figure 3.2). First. as wîth 

most hermeneutic analyses, quotations will be used to show how the participants talk 

about the proposed landfill and its associated nsks to reveal the meanings of various 

phenornena. Second, there are also tables which show al1 related thernes for each 

quotation, to indicate how the themes are connected within the hierarchical coding 

scheme. These tables include three columns (e.g., see Table 4.1): the theme fiom the 

NUDoIST index system, the number of times that theme is mentioned among the 

transcnpts, and the number of interview participants who said something related to that 
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theme (also expressed as a percentage of the total data set1*). The first column reveals 

how groups of sub-themes are connecteci to each other under a main theme, the second 

column shows haw ofien the topic was taiked about, and the third column indicates if the 

topic was raised by only a few participants or a variety of dzfferentpmticipnts. The 

themes are contextualized in two ways. The frequencies within the table show how 

related sub-themes rank relative to each other, while the mrucirnums at the bottom of each 

cotumn show how the themes in the table rank relative to rest of the data set. That is, 

these frequencies indicate how prominent each theme and set of themes are relative to 

other themes (see also Silverman, 1993). Third, there is a conceptual fiamework which 

connects the most important themes in the data set. 

3.6.2 Structure of  the NUDoIST theme database 

This section elaborates more on the fom of the data and how specific data were 

chosen for presentation. The interview data are categorized within NUDoIST under 

themes which emerged from Our conversations, so the themes are not entirely shaped by 

the checklist of topics (see W i s  et al, 1990). Each interview transcript was printed as 

hard-copy and read while margin notes were made about the themes to which various 

sections of text referred. DuMg a second reading, DUTs were more formaliy deheated 

and marked with themes in the fom of wor& ifnp code aiready existed in the NUDoIST 

l2 The numerator for the percentages varies depending on how the data are 
partitioned for the table (e-g., experts n=4, ali residents n=40, round one residents n=30). 
The partitioning itself was usefid since cenain themes ocaired ody in certain sets of 
interviews. 
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trsuiscripts. Thus, the coding scheme\theme database grew as each new transcript was 

coded to a point where no new codes were added - the codhg saturation point (Patton, 

1990; Willms et al., IWO).  For al1 practical purposes the sahiration point was reached 

afier about the 27" interview was coded, d e r  which very few new codes emerged. 

although several code definitions changed somewhat to accornmodate themes in the 

second round of resident interviews (e.g., code 4 1 '': images of diimps was changed to 

images of dumps und garbage-R2-2 to incorporate responses to the second round ("RZ"} 

question conceming people's mental images of landfills {labeled question "2" in the 

checklist)) 

There are 278 nodes/codes/themest4 in the NUDoIST database in a four-tier 

hierarchical system containing 7 top-level themes, 87 at the next level down. 157 at the 

third level, and 27 at the deepest level (see Appendix F). For example, landflill 

sire/concerns/ivater qualiry/ivells=preferred source" ( 1  2 1 1) spans al1 four levels and 

describes rural residents who talk about the landfi11, and say that they prefer a well to 

"city" water. It is not unusual for hierarchies like this to have successively more codes 

I f  Throughout the thesis codes will be identified with a node address. a series of 
nurnbers separated by spaces, which idendies the location of the theme in the NUDoIST 
database. This may be used for reference, to situate the theme within subsets of themes in 
the coding heirarcy in Appendk F. 

'' These terms will be used interchangeably throughout the thesis. Node is the 
term used within NUDolST, code is the most commonly used term in the qualitative 
literature, while theme is perhaps the most widely understood of the three as being an idea 
or set of ideas within a text represented by a single word or phrase. 

l 5  The "/" separates each level in the coding hierarchy . 
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M e r  down the tree and then taper back to fewer codes at the deepest levels. This 

reflects that the third level deep contains senes of lists of related codes (e.g., water quality 

(1 2 1 ) is one of 37 landfiII site concerns (1 2) - al1 of which are on the same level), but 

that some of these may have their own sub-codes which serve to qualify various important 

themes (e.g., wells=prefeeredsource reflects the idea that many of the people in Caledon 

value well water). Twenty-two codes were removed fiom an original list of 300 through 

rnerging and eliminating codes. Codes with similar definitions were merged such that al1 

of the DUTs c o ~ e c t e d  to the node title which was eliminated were cut and pasted under 

the remaining node title (any duplication of DUTs is automatically elirninated by 

NUDoIST). Any code with only one associated DUT, and which was not merged with a 

code ofsimilar definition, \vas eliminated unless it was at the end of a code branch as part 

of a list (e.g., a specific concem about the site) a d o r  was diamevically opposed to some 

of the main ihemes within its branch within the coding hierarchy (i.e. it is a negative case). 

hkrging was donc much more frequently than elimination in order to retain as many 

DUT s as possible. Appendix F shows the full set of theme narnes as well as the structure 

of the hierarchy when read from top to bonom and left to right. 

3.6.3 How data were selected for presentation 

One of the challenges of qualitative data analysis is to present the full range of 

ideas represented by these 278 themes in a concise marner. Since several DUTs may be 

associated with any one code (e.g. landfiil site/concems/water quality has 42 DUTs - 
Tabie 4. l), only a fiaction of these DUTs are presented in the fmdings. nius, presentation 
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to select quotations which satisfy at least one of the foiiowhg conditions: 

iv) they are among the most representarive of al1 DUTs for a code; 
v) they contain ideas which o p p e  the main themes within the data (i.e., negative 

cases); 
vi) they are in the form of a narrative (see section 3.6.4); 
vii) the speaker expresses a range of ideas in an arficukate imrtor cotzcise rnanner; 
viii) DUTs fkom that speaker are rare in this chapter, for example because the person 

seldom satisfies criteria iv (i.e., this ailows many to"speak"). 

In order to assist theoretical development research fieldnotes and analysis notes 

were consulted prior to DUT seiection. Throughout the process notes were made about 

the theoretical implications of what various people said. While many of these notes were 

made in a field notebook during the interview process (e.g. post i n t e ~ e w  thoughts), ideas 

were also recorded on the computer during coding. These notes are attached to 

documents and/or nodes in NUDoIST and were printed at the end of coding to provide a 

full set of ideas for conceptuai/theoretical development throughout the process. These 

have been used as a partial guide for selecting and arranging quotations. 

The remainder of this chapter connects with the notion of "dread" discussed in 

chapter two. That is the themes and quotations may represent a partial explanation of why 

landfilis and municipal solid waste are so dreaded. Throughout these next t h e  chapters 

there is a conscious use of conceptdterms contained within the literature in order to 

facilitate connections to the iiterature in the discussion chapter (seven). To be clear, 

however, themedtems outside the literahire emerged as weil - those included in the 

interview checklias (some researcher derived), and raised by the respondents themselves 

(respondent derived). 
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Each section is sub-divided by selected themes (in bold) and under eech theme 

various DUTs (quotations) are presented. WithUi these sections round one and round two 

data (see section 3.2) are presented one &er the other to show how the second round was 

used to refindprobe various ideas. Presenting both sets of date side-by-side, rather than in 

two separate sections, shows how the round one findings were used to develop second 

round questiondprobes. For example, while round one respondents were asked what 

coiiczms they had about the preferred landfil1 site it seemed nom their responses that 

some very fbndamentai things were being threatened. Nwenheless, these "things" were 

not articulated expücitly. Thus, in the second round residents were asked directly what 

the landfill threutened to see ifiow they would talk more explicitly about these more basic 

concerns. This helps to guard against reading too much in to what they said. 

3.6.4 Narratives and metanarratives 

Narrative analysis is a form of textual aaalysis which interpets in-depth intewiew 

data as "stones". Narratives or nones display distinct characteristics. Paget (1982) 

contends that a story consists of a cast of characters, a raison d'être, a prefàce, a central 

theme, various sub-themes, a coherent structure, and a resolution. Such a definition may 

be too restrictive since it pertains mainly to rather lengthy DUTs or combinations of DUTs 

and presumes that telhg stories is the main way people converse. Sacks (1972) outlines 

characteristics which are less limiting in his daim that a narrative usually has a proper 

beginning and end, proper in the sense that theu location in a narrative is understood by al1 
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members in the "in group" in question. He also emphasizps that while narratives can be 

quite short, even only two sentences long, they can still be endowed with numerous, 

unstated meanings. 

Narrative anaiysis is one of many ways to organize and interpret interview data and 

is useful for revealing different layers of meaning and Linking meanings for individuals to 

social structure (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). The featwes of narrative aiialysis which 

make it an attractive technique for reconstnicting the meanings contained in i n t e~ew 

texts are summarized below : 

i ) 

ii ) 

iii) 

iv ) 

A narrative contains meanings which are unstated (e.g . , the relationship between 
actors; the order of sentences indicates the order of occurrence of their contained 
meanings), and may not be reveded through interpretatiow which are les 
contextual (Sacks, 1972). In this sense narratives allow for possibilities which are 
not available through stricter question and answer sequences (MisMer, 1986). For 
example, the second round of in te~ews was used to cl@ nories developed in 
the tirst round. 
Stones contextualize meaning and the constmction of knowledge by placing 
natements in logical and temporal relation to other utterances in a text . This 
avoids the Riviaiizution of meming since the dialectic of the interview is 
maintained. That is, an exchange between an intewiewer and inteniewee is not 
divorced kom the discourse process since it is connected to precedhg and 
following conversational exchanges (Paget, 1983). 
Stones are a common conversational fom and they are an intrinsic feature of the 
production of knowledge through in-depth in te~ews (Paget, 1983). In this sense 
they are understandable to scientists and lay people alike. 
Focus may be placed on the intentions of the narrator rather than the intentions of  
the researcher (Agar and Hobbs, 1982). 

Sayer (1989) is concemed that there must be a tradeoff between narrative analysis 

and what he cds ma&sis. While he is largely concemed with scientists' rather than 

participants' narratives, he does not want the use of narratives to divert attention away 
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from the influence of structure. He distinguishes analysis fiom mative whereby the 

former has to do with abstracting cornmon, widely replicated structures and mechanisms 

which affect different groups in different contexts while the latter bas to do with both the 

construction of texts and the way accounts are given of social We in ternis of a aory of 

successive events. Thus, he focuses less on the fom of participants' narratives and more 

on how scientists construct and use these to form metanmatriws. One of his main points 

is that while narratives often only focus on sequences of events, and are told in a manner 

which serves largely to maintain the reader's interest, metanarratives involve an analytical 

search for structures which are tied up with the meanings and actions of those midied. 

Sayer proposes a reaiist approach to resolving the tension between the two types of 

narratives by searching for the necessary and contingent conditions of various events. 

While Sayer's ideas about recogniring the role of structure in metanarratives is useful, as 

indicated above, stnicturation t heory rather ihan realism guides this thesis. 

Where possible, quotations in the analysis are presented as narratives within the 

thesis which itself is a narrative of what happened at Caledon when it was the preferred 

site for the Region's waste. With a data set of this size a tradeoff in the structure of the 

analysis must be made between the depth that can obtained through a narrative analysis 

which focuses on a few "typical" case transcripts, and the breadth that can be gained 

through inter-inte~ew cornparisons of themes in all transcripts. The main problem for 

this dataset is that rnany people did not express themselves by using stones - opinions 

need not be narrative in the strictest sense of the term. The narratives presented in this 
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thesis are of the type descnbed by Sacks - usuaily short, and sometimes as few as one or 

two sentences. As indicated in the previous section there is a tendency towards inter- 

interview analysis of emergent themes in this thesis, however, where possible quotations 

which represent longer narratives (i.e., "stones" involving sequentidy Linked sequences of 

events - see Mishler, 1986) are selected for presentation where possible. 

3.7 Enhancing qualitative rigour: Sbatcgies for reinforcing trustwortbiness 

One of the major challenges for qualitative research is to interpret data in a manner 

which is demonstrably ngorous. Funher, a problern within social geography is that while 

many do use strategies for enhancing rigour they often do not report these explicitly 

(Baxter and Eyles, in press). The work in this thesis is done in accordance with Lincoln 

and Guba's (1985) cntena for establishing îrustworthiness (qualitative rigour), in order to 

construct, "findings which are worth paying attention to and wonh taking account of' 

(290). They outline four main criteria for establishg tnistworthiness: credibility, 

dependability, conknability and trderability. Credibility is the most important since it 

represents the degree to which a description of human experhce is such that those having 

the experiences would recognize it immediately and those outside of the experiences can 

understand it. This is linked to Schutz's postulate of adequacy discussed in section 3 -3 -3. 

The strategies used here for enhancing crediility, and advocated by Lincoln and Guba, are 

purposeful sampling, triangulation, member checking, and proloaged engagement, ail of 

which are elaborated in the folfowing sections. Dependability is closely Linked to 
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credibility Li that it has to do with the extent to which it is possible to deal with the 

instabilitylitdiosyncracy and design-induced change or more practically, the consiaency 

with which the same consmicts are matched with the same phenomena (see dso Kirk and 

Miller, 1986). Tnanpuiation and the use of low-inference descriptors are among the 

strategies used in this study to address dependability. Confirmabüity, which is ünked to 

credibility, concerns the extent to which the findings are determined by the participants 

and the conditions of the inquiry and not solely by the biases, motivations, interests or 

perspectives of the researcher. An autobiography based on self-reflection is used in this 

thesis to demonstrate how this threat was avoided. Transferability refers to the degree to 

which findings fit within contexts outside the study situation. For most qualitative 

researchers, however, this is likely the least pressing concern since most social 

geographers who do qualitative work acknowledge the idiographic nature of social 

phenomena. It is not the aim of this research to demor?straie the transferability of the 

findings beyond Caledon. Nevertheless, the variety of sampling strategies used to obtain a 

maximum variation in opinions bolsters the representativeness of the findings within 

Caledon and the ability to determine the transferabiiity of these hdiigs in future work. 

3.7.1 Source and investigator triangulation 

Triangulation c m  be among the moa powemil techniques for strengthening 

credibility and dependability. Two types of tnanguiation were used in this research: 

source triangulation and investigator triangulation. Source trianguiation refers to 
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situations where several diikrence sources say a p p r o h t e l y  the same thing @ e h ,  

1978). There are at least 34 dif5erent "sources" or participants in this study fiom three 

major source groups (cornmunity group leaders, resident non-leaders, and proponent 

experts). NUDoIST is used to demonstrate how meanings are corroborated across 

sources by showing how many difrent  people taik smüarly about the sarne issues. This 

is found in the results tables in the third columns conceming the number of dtfferetit 

participants who talked on each theme. While participants are not always expected to 

agree, when they do such issues are considered to be prominent in the cornmunity. 

Investigator triangulation involves two or more investigators codinghndexing the 

same sarnple of i n t e ~ e w  text s to check for consistency in rnatching the same DUTs with 

the same themes. My coding was compared with Dr. Eyles' coding of the same three 

randomly selected transcripts using the same Iist of themes developed in collaboration with 

Dr. Eyles. Table 3.1 shows the number of times codes appeared in one coder's summary 

and not in the otherts. The discrepancies indicate low inter-coder dependability, but they 

should be clarified in at les t  three ways. Fia, the codhg scheme is highly cornplex, 

involving 278 codes which overlap in many places, so that the Iikelihood of mismatches is 

considerably higher than it would have been with a short= list of codes. However, a 

smaller code set would have made the selection of quotations exceediiy diffcult since 

numerous DUTs would have to be rnmually searched for typical cases. 

Second, the mismatches occurred mainly at the iower (particularly the bottom) 

levels (n= 1 O 1) in what is a hieruchicai coding scheme. Mismatches at the highest level in 
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the hierarchy are much less fiequent (n=3), as both coders generally placed the DUTs in 

the same broad code categories (see Table 3.4Xsee also W b  et al., IWO). Thus, 

discrepancies resulted nom subtle differences in understandings of the code dejnitions 

and the fact that some DUTs could easily fit under several themes at once. WMe John 

was involved in the code development stage, 1 was much more farniliar with the intended 

meanings of each code (noted in NLlDoIST "memos") which helped rninimired overly 

exhaustive coding of particularly robust DUTs. For example, John used codes for fint 

round i n t e ~ e w s  "Andrea" and "Jackline" which were developed after the second round of 

inteniews (e. g. 2 1 5 - descriptkm of Ideal community R2-5). This also explains why John 

generally had more codedtransctipt than 1 (see Table 3.4). Parsimoniously coding robust 

DUTs is desired to reduce search and retrieval time at later stages of analysis while, at the 

same tirne, retaining the DUT at some different places in the code hierarchy. This exercise 

reinforces the point, that the fiequencies found in the renilts tables are conservative 

estimates as various DUTs which may have been coded under nurnerous categories were 

instead coded only under the moa o b v ~ u ~ ~ s  categones (to this researcher). The value of 

such an exercise is that it draws attention to potentid interpretive biases which are to be 

taken into account at later stages of analysis. For example there was a tendency for me to 

list a DUT under concem where John would code it as impcts. The coding of the 

transcnpts was re-done with such issues in mhd. 



Table 3.4: Cornparison of Two Different Rcsearchen' Coding 

Transcript Code in * JWB Code in JDE . Diserepancies at Discrepancirs 
not in JDE not in JWB Highest Lcvd in at Lower Lcveis - {totrl J W B - d c s ) s t e m  in Indes Svstem 

r 

Andrea 16 (47) 13 (47) O 29 

Jackline 14 (44) 20 (50) 2 32 

Nancy2 17 (38) 24 (42) 1 40 
* N B  - Jarnie Baxter's version of codmg 
JDE - John Eyles' version of coding 

Third, many interpretations can be made ushg the same data, however, this does 

not mean that every interpretation is equally credible, but that the interpretations should be 

judged against the data fimn which they are derived and the degree to which others agree 

with the interpretations. Table 3.4 suggests that two dBerent interpretations of the same 

data and raises questions regarding whose intpretation is more credible. Howewer, despite 

different coding we both have the same general interpretation of the entire data set. That 

is, both of us agree actualîy agree on the same meta-narrative - that the landfill and siting 

process threatened deeply-held values in the comrnunity. 

3.7.2 Member cbeckiog 

Member checking involves authenticating the d y t i c  categories/constnicts with 

those hom whom the original data were obtained. Some, like Hammersley (1992,65), are 

cautious about such an approach since, 

To assume that participants can validate or even f d s e  accounts in some defhitive 
way is to forget the social chamter of the relationship between researcher and 



participants and to  assume that they have priviieged access to the mth. Neither of 
these assumptions is sustainable. 

Participants do, however, have privileged access to their own opinions and it is these 

which concem this research, not the truth. Checking with the participants is done in the 

spirit of an "exchange of ideasn in order to guard against inappropriately forcing 

participants' opinions into existing or developing constructs/fiarneworks (Borland, 199 1). 

Member checking was accomplished by sending a simple one-page form entitled Did WC 

Get The Stop S m  which was attached to a surnmaxy of main findings as of June 

1996 (see Appendix F). The form contains one question, "Do you feel that the 

information in the âttached sumrnary makes sense with the way you understand the landfiil 

siting issues at Caledon?", with a section for further comments. Al1 30 residents were sent 

the forrn in a pre-addressed and stamped enveiope which nine people retumed. In addition 

to this eight more people responded verbaiiy in the second round of inte~ews.  Al1 1 7 

people responded that the findings did make sense with how they understood things at 

Caledofi and the additional cornments, ail positive, are in Appendix H. 

3.7.3 Prolonged engagenta t 

Prolonged engagement involves spending Nfncient tirne in the field to build trust 

and rappon with the participants. to learn the "culture" of the group(s), and to investigate 

for possible misinformation/distortions Uitroduced by self or participants. 1 have contacted 

or spoken with the participants in this study, on several occasions over the course of weil 
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over two years, including: an initial letter introducing the study, a phone c d  to arrange an 

in te~ew and discuss the study. the fkst interview, the second round for 10 residents, the 

member checkhg feedback discussed above (3.5.2), and various phone calls to and fiom 

experts and community leaders to discuss the progress of this research and the Caledon 

waste siting issue. Based on the positive rapport built with al participants and the general 

willingness of people to talk at length 1 have good reason to believe that people were 

fonhcorning and trutffil in their statements. There were cases, however, where people 

were not willing to divulge names related to certain controversial staternents (e.g., 

regarding aspiring politicians within the community opposition groups), but in many cases 

these names are not as important as the ideas themselves. 

3.7.4 Low-in krence descripton 

Threats to dependability increase with the nurnber of layers of interpretation in 

analysis (e-g. fiornjieIdtotes to ma&sts notes to cottstmcts to theories) as one gets 

potentiaily further away kom what a participant actually says, does and means. One way 

to guard against this is to maintain the original words of the participants throughout the 

analysis. This is aided by audio-recording the interviews, transcribing verbath, 

maintainhg the verbath DUTs in the anaiysis, and altering DUTs oniy at the stage of 

preparing the quotations for presentation (when they were "cleaned" to change the 

idiosyncratic style of speech hto a more formal written style). 
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3.7.5 Autobiography 

Autobiography involves ~e~reflection (see also section 3.3.2) and serves at least 

two main purposes: to iliuminate the nature of interview relationships, particularly power 

relations and rapport, and to clarify sorne of the biases, motivations and interests of the 

researcher in what they interpret fiorn the data (Bell and Roberts, 1984). In the former 

case the degree to which the participant is forthcornhg about issues relevant to the 

research is in question while in the latter case it is the interpretations of the researcher that 

are in question. The goal is not to eluninate bias per se, but to expose them for the 

scmtiny of readers of the research. 

Interview relationships are imrnediately afFected by appearance and demeanour and 

it is recornmended <O dress in a similar manner to the participant in order to foster an 

atmosphere of equality (McDowell, 1994; Roberts, 1984). Since most of the intewiews 

were in people's homes during their leinire time 1 chose canial summer dress, usually 

tailored shorts and a T-shirt with a collar. In cases where the i n t e ~ e w  was at a person's 

place of work 1 wore pants and slightly dressier attire. In al1 in te~ews  1 reinforced that I 

was a student which put most people at ease and in many cases the i n t e ~ e w  actually 

included fkiendy conversation about my funue aspirations. This served to support a 

positive rapport and at the same tirne reidorce that my intentions are acadernic and not 

political. The ody cases where power seemed to be an issue were interviews with those 

younger than me, especiaiiy those with other students. These people were put at ease 

through continued reassurance that the inteMew was not a "test" and by averting the 



conversation, at times, away from the research to other areas of munial interest (e.g. 

student Me). Rappon and power may also be affected by socio-demographic Merences 

in gender and ethnicity. Some women were cautious about meeting with a male 

researcher, especidy since the fkst round of residents intemews coincided with the high- 

profüe Paul Bemardo murder trial. Most women were reassured by being able choose an 

intexview location themselves (e.g., at work or some other public setthg), yet two women 

refused interviews because they were suspicious (see Appendix A - n~spicims of motiws). 

Ethnicity, and particularly language ciifferences proved to be a challenge in three 

interviews. These were overcome by asking questions in several different ways to ensure 

dl topics were adequately covered. Nevertheless, it is ditncult to know if ethnicity- 

specific meanings may have been loa. 

This thesis concems the role of values in the construction of Nk so it is important 

to be clear about my own value biases. The thesis argues that the people in Caledon share 

traditional mral and small town values whereby things iike spaciousness, fnendliness, and 

natural clean environments are paramount for residents. I grew up in a t o m  sirniiar to 

Caledon which has long since undergone considerable growth and change, so 1 share some 

of the sarne values as Caledon residents. While shared values facilitated to good i n t e ~ e w  

rapport and ready understanding of shared meanings in the cornmunity this may threaten 

the find'igs ifthey favour the residents' point ofview to the exclusion of ail others. Biases 

in this research should also be viewed in the context of at least two central equity issues 

at Caledon: whether the siting process was fair and whether the waste should stay in the 
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region of Peel. I began the research under the presumption that values were ükely low- 

priority considerations in l a n a  siting and thus was sensitive to whether the residents 

viewed the siting process as unfitir on these grounds. 1 empathize with cornrnunities who 

feel like they are under seige. Nevertheless, 1 a p e  to the principles that communities 

should be the guardians of their own waste, and that economidiy disadvantaged 

communities are not unreasonably exposed to the nsks from hazards generated in 

comparatively wealthy communities. The former opinion predisposes me to be 

sympathetic towards the residents' points of view while the latter urges me to also be 

critical (since many favoured the export of waste outside the comrnunity). In i n t e ~ e w s  1 

generally took a neutral stance on these issues except in cases where I played "devil's 

advocate" to urge a participant to think through their position on an issue. Interviewhg 

and interpretation have been done with a conscious effort to keep these predispositions in 

check. 

The next three chapters report the main fmdings of the case study foiiowed by a 

discussion chapier which puts the interpretations of this research in the context of the 

environmental risk lit erature. 



Chapter 4: 
Concerns About Landfill 

These next three chapters present the fkdings from the study. These findings are 

divided into three sets of related themes which emerged fiom the interviews. This chapter 

focuses on the concerns residents have about their comrnunity, nsk and safety and the 

landfill in particular, including images of landfills generaiiy and why they may be so 

dreaded. Chapter five centres on the potentiai impacts of the landfill, the likely impacts of 

the siting process, and the underpimings of concems in t e m  of community values, costs 

weighed against benefits and the role of uncertainty. Chapter six extends discussion by 

putting the construction of risk at Caledon in the context of the siting process and 

differences of opinion between residents and experts. It also focuses on issues of equity, 

trust, community participation in decision-making and comrnunity opposition and ends 

with a surnrnary of findings within a conceptual fiamework for understanding risk at 

Caledon (see Figure 6.1). 

4.1 Dread 

Initial meetings with group leaders inâicated that the levei of concern about the 

landfill was hi@, and one of the purposes of this research is to determine why since expert 

opinion indicated that the nsks to individuals and communîty of C34B, and municipal solid 

I l 3  
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waste landnlis generdy, were quite low. This section is divided into four sub-sections 

which together unearth some of the things that are dreaded: images oflandfills, expressed 

concems about C34B7 background concems within the community, and community risk 

and safety concems. 

4.2 Images of landfiiis 

Concerns that people have about the Region of Peel's preferred site C34B mua be 

put into the context of how they view landfills generally. Many people, especially those 

who have lived for a long time in rural areas, have considerable first-hand experience with 

municipal "dumps" which likely shapes their feelings about C34B. In general in Caledon 

these images are rat her negative, and are so varied that they are not sub-categonzed in the 

coding scheme in many cases (Le. gemraf images of /w~dfils (1 4) has the moa mentions: 

n= 39). Thus, one of the major foci for coding these DUT's was to separatepositive 

images of dumps from the more pessimistic ones. In tenns of frequency of mention Table 

4.1 shows that the negative imagery ovenvheimingîy outweighs the positive imagery 70 

DüTs to 5 and only 4 different people have at least one positive image of 1andfd.i while a 

minimum of 2616 difTerent people have negative imagev. 

l6 The 26 refers to the generd negotive images code. Whiie many of the 
mentions in the related negative image codes are from the same 26 residents (e.g. horror 
srones - n=14 residents), whether the remaining 4 (of 30) residents have negative images 
was not tested. 



Table 4.1: Residents' Images of h d f &  and Garbage - 

*Theme\topic Numbcr of Nurnber of Resirilenîs 
_Mai-oilsY~ of the3û) 

general (negative) images of landfiils 39 26 
horror stories about sunilar landfiils 19 14 
community vs megadump 8 8 
positive images 5 4 
emected mishans 4 4 
maximums for community data set 55 28 (93) 

* The first coiumn contains a set of related themes fiom the hierarchical mdexin&/COdYlg 
scheme for the interviews (contained in NUDolST); the second column shows how c f h  the 
topic \vas tsllied about and the thùd column indicates if the topic was r d  by od a fcw V respondemts or a variet). of diflerent respondents (also exprcssed as a percentage O the set 
of intmiavs fiom which the themes are taliied). The mauimums at the bottom of columris 
hvo and ihree represent the gitest fiequeny of mentions and resp0nd.m respective@ for 
any theme in the relevant set of inteniews (in this case al1 round one resldent inteMews 
n=30 is the relevant set of interviews such that percentage of residents is caiculated as: 
30/28* 1 OO=93%). The frequencies contextuaiize themes within the subset of rclatcd 
themes, and when compared with the maximums, conte?ttualizes the subset of themes 
n3hm the broaàer data set. 

generd images of Iaodfùl(l4) 

For example, Roberta's comments are typical of those who focus on visual 

appearance: 

"ROBERTA (town, non-leader1?: 1 pichire seagulls al1 over the place, 1 pichire 
rats, 1 picture mounds and mounds of garbage jua sitting there. 1 picture 
thousands of diapers.. . 

" Where necessary the quotations in this thesis have been edited in order to 
Eicilitate ease of reading. Thus, words like "uhm and "ahhh" have been removed and 
grammar has been corrected where possible. Words that have been added are enclosed in 
parentheses. Several Iines of text have been removed when these do not add to the main 
point of the quotation. Thus each quotation does not necessarily represent an entire 
conversation. Careful attention has been paid to maintainhg the rneaning of quotations 
and to not omit nuances of meanhg (however subtle they may be) in this process. 

l8 This notation refers to the sample zones (town, rural, site) and respondent type 
(expen, resident opposition group leader, resident non-leader) to provide some context to 
the respondent's comments. Additional information about the respondent is often 
provided ifit adds to the point being made and respects as much as possible respondent 
anonymity. 



This type of imagery is extended by Jennifer who appeals to the sense of smell, 

IENNIFER (town, non-leader): Well an image that I personally get is being acres 
of land of rotting stinking garbage and gulls and rats and then a big bulldozer and 
then a big dump truck and dumping more stinking garbage. I just dont get a good 
feeling about it; 

In both these cases there seem to be co~ect ions  to ideas about pestilence, that seagulls 

and rats will accompany waste and that these anirnals are particularly despised for be being 

diny. Cheryl invokes the sense of taste to make her point; 

CHERYL (rural, non-leader): You can even taste it, you know. It's just that, the 
air you know, you can just sort of, inhale it, it's just g ros  you know? 

Bob and Doug refer to negative body imagery when they talk about landfill which, in this 

case. actually concems the proposed site: 

BOB (rural, non-leader): There's nothing good about it. You're gonna have a big 
mountain of shit in the. you know ... 
DOUG: Ya it's going to be forty meters deep and thirty meten high. It's going to 
be like a big hill. Just like a zit in the middle of the field. 

Cheryl, Bob, and Doug seem to be concemed that waste, in various ways cm invade the 

body - either through the air as pollution, or visually as an aesthetic eyesore. Along with 

these images that appeal to the senses, others like Veronica, see landfill more as a 

metaphor for general societal failures. In the following case she refen to the failure to 

develop more environmentally "responsible" technologies for disposing of waste, 

INT: What is it about landfill that you don't particularly like? 
VERONICA (town, non-leader): There is a risk to the environment and it's a 
really big reminder of our own failures in trying to figure out ... We're jusi being so 
senseless. Lt just seems so irresponsible in a way and it's a reminder of that 1 guess. 



Thus, having a IandfilI nearby wouid be a "big reminder" of one way that science, 

technology and society has failed not only the local cornrnunity, but comrnunity in the 

broader sense - society. 

While positive images of landfili are far fewer, they tend to be based more on 

direct expenence with local landfills. For example Giselle, who is actually an opposition 

group leader, talks about the landfill currently operating in her region, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): Britannia landtill, is one of the best run, probably, in 
Ontario or Canada. 1 mean certainly it is a classic example of a well-run iandfill. I 
was quite impressed. It's very clean and well organized, and it wasn't the horror 
story of seagulls and smells and whatever's expected. Yes, there were seagulls, I'm 
not saying there weren't any, but there weren't Bocks and you weren't being 
attacked. 1 just expected that it wouid be horrible experience to tour a landfill site. 
And the open space of the landfill was very small. 1 mean they were working, 
because we were there during the day. But I didn't find the odour offensive. 

Giselle's cornments are somewhat puzzling given that she is arnong the most vocally 

opposed to C34B. This is an indication that there is more to opposition than jua g(i 

rractiom (as dread is often defined in the literature) to landfills themselves. Giselle is 

among the moa articulate of the respondents so conversations with her will appear 

frequently and her position wiil be made c h e r  throughout these three findings chapters. 

Nevertheless, Roberts's comments imply that the initial appearances to which Giselle 

refers can be deceiving. She relates what her fiiends who live near MetroNork's 

(neighbouhg region) landfiii tell her, 

ROBERTA (town, non-leader): What I heard about the Maple landfill is 
apparently it looks iike Disneyland M g  (in) it's ali green, you don't wen see it 
fiom the cornmunity. So ifyou're driving up near Maple landfill, having been up 
there, it's all greenery I guess until you get right hto it. Like people have 



complained about the stink but 1 don't know, like a kilometre away and out on the 
deck al1 the time with my kids you know with the stench. 

The use of ienns like "stink" and "stench" show Roberts's particular aversion to smells 

that may be associated with garbage and landfill and are evocative of the rot and decay 

others mention in relation to a technology that is generally unwanted. 

horror stories (1 4 3) 

While sorne refer to direct experiences with landfills others draw on stohes they 

hear from others - often through the media. For example, Bob and Doug talk about a 

newspaper article which refers to leachate roning people's basements. 

DOUG (rural. non-leader): In yean to corne if they make these big holes and put 
al1 this garbage in it. it'll be just like puddles of contaminated waste everywhere 
right? And that goes into the ground, like 1 said on the Brock Road al1 those 
houses south of that. you c m  go up to the concrete and pick it off. 
INT: Do you know someone down there? 
DOL'G: No. but I seen they h3d a wite-up in the pnper years ago. Thry had a 
wite-up in the paper of it and it was just saying that the people were saying that 
their fucking basements were falling apart. 

Such horror stories seem to represent visions of almost apocalyptic proportions whereby 

the homes that people work so hard to obtain and maintain cnimble in the wake of 

landfill. The following passage attests to the lasting effect that past environmental 

catastrophes which have been covered extensively by the media have had on people's 

perceptions of related issues. Jennifer is one of three residents to raise the spectre of Love 

Canal (a toxic waste dump in New York State that leaked) and unknowns. 



MT: What did the p r e f d  site threaten the most? 
JENNIFER (town, non-leader): Wefl number one 1 wouid think the groundwater. 
Water is quite a big one and maybe some other toxins that we don? know about 
like the Love Canai situation. Who knows. There could be other cuCUmSfances 
coming about that we don't know about. 

Perhaps the most meaningfil implication of horror stories about other places is that for 

some they reinforce the certainty of impacts from similar ficilities. Rosemary's cornments 

are an example, 

ROSEMARY (site, non-leader): 1 mean 1 know people who have lived across 
from dumps. There's another.. . there was another one on Fifkh Line up and it 
ruined their well. 1 know one of the farmers that Iived on the road, on the f m  up 
there and she had to put Li city water and she did want to, but it ruined her well 
eventually . 
iNT: So when you hear about things like that ... ? 
ROSEMARY: Yeah, and then if you hear of it you think, "Oh weU, it's going to 
happen the same to you." 

In this way past events get translated into cause-effect relationships. That is, if a landfill 

has nlined a well in the past it will most Wrely "happen the m e  to me'9". This contrasts 

with the way scientias refer to the relationship between potentially environmentdiy 

hazardous sites and contamination as probabilistic events - with usually very low 

probabiüties attacheci to contamination events. 

4.3 Lay roncerns about the preferred site 

When people are asked directly about th& concem about C34B most of the 

responses uivolve the expected concems about things Iike water qtrafity (1 2 I), heafth (1 

'' Iialics withlli quotations represents that the quotation is paraphrased. 



2 7). p r o p q  vahes ( 1 2 9). hmc ( 1 2 5) ,  noise ( 1 2 20). and even community str'gma 

(1 2 26). Table 4.2 is a lia of the top 20 concerns, in ternis of mentions, arnong the 30 

residents. Not al1 of these themes can be elaborated here via quotations, but these are 

found in the environmental risk literature (e.g., Baxter et ai, 1992; Eyles et al., 1993b). 

However, W ~ Z W  qualiiy, because of its prominence (42 mentions from 26 of 30 residents) 

and its connection to so many other concerns, warrants some elaboration. The followhg 

exchange with Christine is typical of many whereby she makes the connection between 

heafrh, smells, and water qtiaIity: 

MT: You talked about property values, were there any other concems? 
CHRISTINE (site, non-leader): Health, smells. 
iNT: Yeah ... ? 
CHRISTINE: Any other concerns.. .? 
Nï: Why were you concemed about health and smells? 
CHRISTINE: Well if the dump goes up? Yes, because we're al on wefl water 
there. And sometimes you don? want to treat your lawns because it c m  penetrate 
through the soil, it can go towards the water. Although they say, "No there's other 
things that you cm use", but yet, it's sta some kind of chemical base or something 
that's going to destroy. So, you try to keep the water as natural as possible. But 
well water is that way. 1 mean whatever they put on the roads goes into the water. 

Water is by far the mon tangible concem for most residents since moa have their own 

well or get their water fiom Bolton's well. People Like Christine may even be 

chemophobic. When talking about weUs and contamination chernicals are perceived to 

have a considerable capacity to "destroy" and "penetrate" undetected into water systems. 

Giselle (niral, leader) equates taking away fresh weil water fiorn the people of Caledon 

with "hitting a child", an evocative metaphor to show how devastatiag losing "fiesh water" 

would be: 



GISELLE (rural, leader): That created Iüre an incredible amount of support from 
the community because everybody deserves to have clan, fie& water ri@? 
[NT: Oh ya, that really lit a fire under them did it? 
GISELLE Oh no (ironic, implyingyes), but the community, W<e that's a natural 
thing. Ifs like, "How dare you kit a child!, üke you can't take my fresh water away 
f?om me!". It's like a right. 

There is considerable debate about the Iikelihood of contamination fkom a waste site at 

C34B7 so there has been much focus on hydrogeology. There are those in the comrnunity 

like Janice who, based on their expenences with digging their own weUs, are convinced 

that the leachate that escapes a landfill at site C34B would enter local welfs, 

JANICE (rural, leader): Frankly, i can't imagine that there's not a co~ection. 
Anyone who knows anything about, you know, osmosis and the movement of 
water, no one can convuice me that adjacent water supplies don't ever rningle. 

The idea that "no one can convincet' Ianice that the water supplies are not comected 

reinforces the point above that residents like Janice (and Rosemary above) seem to think 

in terms of (1 00% probability) cause-effect relationships. However, it is important to note 

that opinions about water tables varies. T h  a local contractor who, although he does not 

like the politics behind siting, questions whether there is a water table close the site, 

TIM (nirai, non-leader): But regardes of that, in certain ways, it is a good spot 
because there's no water over there. The 4th Line the& no water because they 
had to b ~ g  the water fiom Grandpals up to there. So al1 this canying on about 
the aquifer.. . 1 used to drill water weiis for a M i e  and aii this about the aquifer 
over there is just horse .... There's no water there. There's people (that) drilleci and 
dnlled and dnlled 'til they're blue in the face and they had to put water all there. 
So in that aspect you're looking at yeah okay, well maybe, because there's not a 
major water course there or whatever. So ifthey line it nght and do it properly, 
well not a problem. 



While Tim may not accept that the existence of the aqwfer, he qualifies that the site would 

have to be engineered "properly" in order to avoid "problems". 

Table 4.2: Residentrs Top 20 Concenu About the Landfa rad Sithg Rocess 

"Themekopic Number of Number of 
Mentions Resrmrlents 

1) water quality 42 26 (87) 
2) health - 33 19 (63) 
3)  srnefi 27 17 (57) 
4) property values 23 11 (37) 
5) traffic/tmcks 24 15 (50) 
6) famerdagriculture 22 13 (43) 
7) pests (esp. seagulls and rats) 21 10 (33) 
8) waste of money 19 1 1 (37) 
9) immanency of effects - concerns for the future 17 13 (43) 
10) top concem? 17 12 (40) 
1 1) effects on children 15 12 (40) 
12) IeaksAeachate 14 12 (40) 
13) unknowns 13 10 (33) 
14) other people's (municipality's) garbage 12 9 (30) 
1 5) who benefits? (not community) 11 4 (10) 
16) forced not voluntary IO 8 (27) 
1 7) people not disciplined re: disposal habits 10 7 (23) 
18) too big 9 9 (30) 
19) no guarantees re: safety 9 8 (27) 
20) community stigma 8 7 (23) 
unconcerned 34 13 (43) 
maximums for communitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

unconcerned (1 2 32 & 1 2 32 1) 

There are a large number of mentions (34) about being unconcerned about the site. 

At first inspection it seems cMicult to reconciie the faa that the number of residents 13 

(43%) who are apparently unconcerned does not balance (i.e., add to 30 - the number 



interviewed) the number who mention at l e s t  one concem (e. g., waier qua& 26 187x1, 

health l9[63% 1). The reason for this is that people are only unconcemed about specific 

things or their lack of concem is conditional on other aspects within the local siting 

context. For example Craig, a real estate developer, is not very concerned about property 

values dropping because of a landfill which is viewed as no more problematic than a "train 

track", 

MT: Were you really concemed about your (property value) here? 
CRAIG (town, non-leader): No. 
MT: So. what do you know about the properties down there? 
CRAIG: That it really doesn't affect people. It's kind of like a, for new people 
coming into an area it's sort of like a train track. 
[NT: Oh yeah. 
CRAIG: Within a close proximity to their house. They don't really view it as any 
big impact. 

However, elsewhere in the conversation Craig mentions 10 different concems that he does 

have including watrr qz~ufity, that it is too big ( 1 2 8), and a waste of money ( 1 2 2 1 ). 

Christine is unconcerned about C34B largely because she did not expect that it would be 

approved, 

MT: You werentt entirely surpnsed that it was going to be stopped? 
CHRISTINE (site, non-leader): Weii 1 was. 1 would say 1 was surpnsed, yeah. 1 
can't see them aiming for that, for that area there where we are because, 1 dont 
know, they would min that, I don't know. 
MT: It doesn't make sense to put it in that spot? 
CHRISTINE: No, no. 
INT: Why not? 
CHRISTINE: Because there's too many people that have, too many hard working 
people that have put everything they have towards a piece of land and a home. 
Perhaps they have a business too. These are al1 people that are hard working 
people, they've got more than jua a regular home you know. So, you kind of do it 



as an investmenf maybe you do it because you like it or whatever. So 1 don't 
know 1 just couldn't see something like that going in that area. 

It is apparent how people like Christine would be concemed should the site be re- 

considered in any new siting process since there are undertones of threats to "hard 

working" peoples' property values in what she says. Nevertheless, there are those like 

Isaac, who seem entirely unconcerned about C34B since they are convinced it will be nui 

safel y, 

ISAAC (rural, non-leader): But you people don't know about the precautions that 
are taken, right. 1 work on a lot of construction sites and like there's a lot of 
precautions taken and that there's nothing to wony about. Like know that they'll 
spend as much money in landscaping there as anything else.- If they don't like I'd 
be very. very surprised. I'm sure there'll be trees, stufflike that planted around the 
outside. 

However. there seem to be very few like Isaac. who appear to have no concerns. More 

arc like Craig and Christine. and are only unconcemed about specific impacts and are thus 

cautious to avow a lack of concern entirely . 

4.4 Background cancerns 

It is usehl to place the concems about the landfill in the context of general 

concems within the community to see how one may affect the other. Table 4.3 lists al1 

concems raised by residents which were not directly linked to the landfill. These issues 

were raised in response to probes wiùiin four major topic areas fiom the checklist 

(Appendix C) meant to account for unsolicited concem about C34B: environmental 

concems. safety concems, nsk concems, and general concerns within the community. 



What is remarkable is the overlap between Tables 4.2 and 4.3 on the following themes 

(where codes do not exactly overlap, Table 4.2 codes are in parentheses): loss of faith in 

governmenr ( 2  16 6 3) and government picking on "the little person " ( 2  16 6 2)  gorced 

nor voluntary), wuter ( 2  16 1). trafic (2 16 4), high taxes (2 16 7) (waste of rnoney), and 

noise ( 2  16 13 3). What is striking is that the landfill seemed to intensi& general concems 

that residents already have about their community. 

Table 4.3: Everyday Community Concerns 
(Not Explicitly Linked to Proposed Landfill) 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

loss of faith in govenurient 
traffic 
viater 
high taxes 
govemment picking on Iittle-person 
isolated 
rural life 
general pollution 
access to Toronto 
maintain income 
local property restrictions 
politics 
health 
noise pollution 
Iack of amenities 2 
maximums for communitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

loss of faith in government 

For example, Man and Roberta show that their lost faith in govemments to be 

believable and trustworthy is confirmed by the landfill issue, 



MATT (town, non-leader): This is.. . it's very cynical because 1 thuil< I'm very 
cynical, 1 mean the more you read in the paper about what the governments are 
doing, 1 dont believe that anything is d e .  

ROBERTA (town, non-leader): You know I dont tnist them. I mean 1 just don? 
trust them. 

The following passage shows how people in the community can be united by their mutual 

dislike of govemment. Giselle tells a story of how the police reacted to one of the 

cornmunity protest s against the landfiiî, 

GISELLE (niral, leader): Remember the police had quite an issue with the 
govemment as weil. These officers are sitting there with no expressions on their 
faces, 1 thought, "Oh this doesnt look particularly good", cause you try to read a 
person's body language as to you know, (and Fm thinking) "1s my aory sinking in? 
Am 1 making any headway with these people or do they think we're a bunch of 
wacko fanners and Italians causing problems on the side of the road?" . So then I 
hit the buttons, it was sort of, "And we're fighting the govenunent", suddenly these 
srniles came across their faces. 
NT: Oh, ya? 
GISELLE I'm going, "Oh thank goodness (laughmg) there's a reaction out of 
these guys! " 
ET. kVho isn't fighting the goverment? 
GISELLE Right. And then they said well we can appreciate that and it was kind 
of cdmed d o m  and we got out and went back to the people, and of course the 
N A  decided not to show up that day. 

Once the police recognized that the protest was against a govenunent initiative "smiles 

came across their faces" which immediately sigmfied some sympathy for the resident's 

"cause" which is important recognizing that the duty of the police is also to enforce 

"govemment" legislaion. 



picking on the little penon 

Linked to this general lack of faith in government is the idea that they are targeting 

cenain groups with unfair policies. Thus Roy and his son Tim talk about how unfar are 

the M)P provinciai government policies regarding not only waste, but gun control and 

speeding, 

ROY (rural, non-leader): It's a dump for the city and that's what I'm saying a lot of 
people resent. The way the NDP govemment put it, "It's gohg here no matter 
what." And that's what gets most people riled (that,) "It's going here no matter 
what." Something like the gun law that's going through no matter what. And this 
is what gets people riled up. It's really becoming reafiy like a... 
TIM: ... comrnu nist... 
ROY: ...p olice state. "You do this, you do that or youll get hed." The same 
with the, 1 jus heard on the news tonight that there's been more people k i k i  by 
speeding and everything else since they put the (photo) radar in. 

Roy and Tim seem concemed about faimess in the way government irnplements policy. 

This issue wiil be elaborated in the section on equity faimess which includes a discussion 

of differing views on equity between residents and the govemmenWA (section 6.1). 

general water pro blems 

The concerns about weli water contamination may be connected to a heightened 

attention to water issues since many people have wells and know how fiagiie they can be. 

For example, Bob and Doug tak  about how diffidt it is to maintain water pmtity 

("steady water") and paIity ("good water") in some wells, 

iNT: Do you have Town water out here. 
BOB (rural, non-leader): No not here @ougts). Our house out on the fourth lhe. 
They brought it up for six houses. Coa ten grand each. 



MT: Why did you hook up? 
BOB: The wells were dl bad in that area. Out of six of us only two guys had 
good water, had steady water. 
NT: Oh, and what was that because of? 
BOB: Because they had just bad weUs 1 dont know what it was, jua that little 
area. 
DOUG: Sometimes you get a vein that, you know only produces so much. 

Similarly some are concemed about the viability of well water into the funire. Colin talks 

about how disconcerting it would be to have to connect to Toronto water, 

iNT: What about environment? 
COLM (town, non-leader): Environmental risks let me think. I've been thinking a 
bit about water and the fact that the ah.. . (sigh) is going to becoming a concem, I 
heard of we might join the Toronto water and I'm not exactly happy with that. 
The idea that we're going to take it ffom Lake Ontario where the Americans dump 
and we dump and it al1 cornes back into here is ... is the dumbest idea I've ever. 
And 1 know that Caledon has it's spring water that they sell and whatever, in the 
bottles and stuff, and 1 think that it could become a concem to us in the ah.. . in the 
future. That if we either become part of the (Toronto) water, or ifour water, for 
example, by the dump gets tainted. 

For Colin, the possibility of a landfiil contaminating wells presents a "no wh" situation 

whereby the ah ernative, Lake Ontario water, is presumed already polluted. 

4.5 Risk and safety concerns 

The literature on risk, specificaliy that which concerns risk communication, ofken 

presumes that siting potentialiy harrnfui landuses concems mainiy risk and safety issues 

(e.g., Lundgren , 1994; Walker, 1995). That is, a potentially noxious landuse like a 

landfill is a concem for residents primariiy because it threatens individuals and their safiety 

- including tangibles like health and hanciai concerns. To address this each resident was 
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asked eady in their (round one) interview to describe some of their general risk and safety 

concems in the community to see if the landtill was one of the issues to emerge unsolicited 

(see Appendix C). This was intended as an introduction to talking about the preferred site 

for the landfill since the latter was presumed, based on reports from the comunity leaders 

and experts, to be among the biggest risk and safety concems (traditionally defined) in the 

community. 

Ris k 

In terms of community risks, the landfill(2 20 5) was the most fiequently 

mentioned single issue, but this is rather low considering there were 23 mentions of other 

things other that also pose risks. Landfill seems to be only one of many risk concems in 

the comrnunity. 

Table 4.4: Risk Concerns in Caledon 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

risk (unclassified) 6 5 (17) 
proposed landfill 
financial 
crime 
risk = safety 
c hildren 
water quality 3 3 (10) 
maximums for communitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

risk (unclassified) (2 20) 



In many cases, when asked what rkks they face, people do aot quite know how to 

respond. This partially explains the relatively high number (n = 6) of unclassified mentions 

conceming risk. These are al1 single mentions which could have been dropped through the 

code culling process (single mentions were eliminated or merged with other codes). These 

residents did not seem to readily connect "risk" to environmental concems like landfills. 

For example, Cheryl thinks about risk in terms ofnot-so-rare events like traffic accidents 

and rare events like lightening strikes, but does not include IandfiiI impacts within the lia, 

MT: You talked about things like trafnc, are there any other risks associated with 
living here? 
CHERYL (mral, non-leader): Living up here, is there anythmg else that would 
create problems? 
NT: Well any risks, yeah, do you think you face any risks up here? 
CHERYL: Uhm, (pause) not really, 1 dont know (pause). It's a very open area so 
1 mean, 1 dont h o w  maybe lightening or something 1 dont know. 1 don't know, 
that could cause a lot of damage. 
NT: What about risks associated with the landfill? 
CHERYL: I can't t hink of any. 

Colin talks about risk in terms of Bolton, and those who live there, being "lefi behind", 

NT: We dl face risks in Our lives. Do you think there are any risks living in this 
area? 
COLIN (towii, non-leader): How about death of boredom. Apart fiom.. . risks, let 
me think of risks here in town risks of living here. 1 can't thînk of any say physical 
(thing) or anything to that extent but maybe one risk (is) of iiving in Bolton, son of 
obscure or something, but sort of being like lefi behind. 

This idea of Bolton and Caledon being slow growing, traditionai, and by Colia's account 

"boring" will be revisited in later sections where people actuaüy comment that, for some, 

these types of things are in fact valued aspects of the cornmunity. Nevertheless scattered 

single mentions like Cheryl's and Colin's seem to portray a topic which may be more 



readily talked about among technical scientEc experts who deal with definitions of nsk on 

a more regular basis than laypeople. Darren and bis mother reinforce this idea in the 

following exchange in which they try to understand what is meaat by "risk", 

INT: What about risks? 1 mean we all face nsks in our lives. Do you think there 
are any nsks related to living here? 
DARRM (rural, non-leader): 1 don? quite understand what you mean. I dont 
know how would there be a risk? 
INT: 1 don't know. 
DARREN: Well, ... 1 don't think there are any ... not ... that 1 can see anyway. 
Ni': No immediate ones? 
DARREN: Not that 1 cm think of. 
INT: Yeah.. . nothing that youtd.. . concem either of you personally or your f ~ l y ?  
DARREN: No, 1 don't think sa 
MOTHER No, 1 wouldn't think so either. 
INT: What about.. . 
DARREN: You mean risks like Xyou lived in downtown Toronto or something 
and you're afiaid to.. . 
MOTHER: Step out the door? 
DARREN: ...g O for a bike ride in the middle of the night or something like that, is 
that the type of risk that you mean? 

The fact that Darren and his rnother to seem to grapple with the intent of the question 

underscores the problems with this type of research where laypeople are not used to 

thinking and talking about concepts which are very basic and familiar to experts. 

While there are five mentions of the IancWl as a nsk, these corne from only three 

dEerent people. Each of the three taik about the nsks of the landfîli in very different 

ways. Andrea mentions the landfill when asked spedically about emronmenta! nsks 



(Le., a partially solicited mention - by signalling Andrea to thiak of risk environmentdy) 

and she responds with concerns about keeping Caledon "clean", 

ANDREA (rural, non-leader): Not so far, 1 dont see any risks redy. 
MT: What about in the environment. are there any risks in the environment do 
you t hink? 
AMIWA: Well the only thing we were thinking about is that landfill that they're 
going to bring, that's the only thing so far. Because I think even Caledon, they're 
trying to keep everythhg, you know, clean. 

Rosemary is specificaiîy concerned about water. The foiiowing is important since it 

represents an unsolicited mention (interviewer gave no cues about the environment or 

lat1dfiI4 of concerns about the risks to weUs, 

MT: Do you think there are any risks living here? 
ROSEMARY (site, non-leader): Well if they had of put the dump in, yeah 
(laughs). 
MT: (Will you) elaborate on that? 
ROSEMARY: Well, 1 betcha my well would have been no good. 
ïNT: Yeah? 
ROSEMARY: Oh, I'm sure it would have gone. 
IXT: Why do you think that 
ROSEMARY: Weil, they were testing the weUs. They were testing every 3 
months when they were testing for the dump. 

Daniel expresses a broader concem about the capacity of environmental risks to pose 

particularly fnghtening threats. In the following exchange landfil sites and nuclear power 

sites are compared in terms of the magnitude of the nsks they pose, 

DANIEL (town, non-leader): Produchg more power or converthg people and 
keeping things going, maybe we shouid be mothbabg Pickering (nuclear power 
plant) or maybe we should be mothbaliing Douglas or both. (Laughmg) these are 
real issues. Frightening issues. 
INT: On the sarne scale as the IanW issue? 
DANIEL: No, far, far greater. Far greater I mean we're talking serious, serious 
problems and any corporation that gets itselfinto $35 billion in debt when they had 



cme blanche for incorne is one fùcked up organization! Pardon the language, but 
1 have n o  love for Ontario Hydro. 1 mean 1 literdly am afiaid of that beast. They 
built these humungous time bombs, that's all they are. The waste is a tirne bomb, 
the (nuclear power) facility's a tirne bornb. 
INT: Is landfil1 a time bomb? 
DANIEL: Weli in a lesser degree because a little bit more physical constraint, as 
you said, liners and methane extraction and.. . It poses a threat at a degree of 
magnitude.. . 
INT: What are the, I mean what are the degrees of magnitude? 
DANIEL: I'm a terrified of Ontario Hydro. I really am. Landfilling that's another 
order of magnitude, I'm terrified. 

Daniel views both landfûl and nuclear power sites as "time bombs" in terms of their 

potential to cause devastating future impacts. While l a n m  is "an order of magnitude 

les" because of the potential to control contamination it is aiii seen as somethg that is 

"serious" and "temfying" . 

In four cases (in terms of both mentions and residents) residents talked about risk 

as a financial rather than an environmental issue, the former being one of the more popular 

uses of the term r i s t  However, in this case the two issues are comected. When Michael 

is asked about the nsks of living in Caledon he talks about the potential for various things 

to "devalue" his house, 

INT: M a t  about risk.. . rkks associated with living here, 1 mean we face nsks in 
our lives.. . 
MICHAEL (town, non-leader): Okay, you know, the big risk is, one of them, and 
(this) is every homeowner's nightmare is to have something that wili devaiue your 
house. 

Michael goes on to mention how this is ~ 0 ~ e ~ t e d  to his concems about the landfüi, 



MICHAEL (town, non-leader): Like you put a lot of tirne and effori and money 
and you make certain decisions. It's N e  sort of playing stock market or whatever 
you rnake an investment you sel and.. . and you move one and weryone said that.. . 
when they were going to build the dump that was chosen as a site. "Would that 
decrease your house's value?", being that it's gohg to be 2 kilometres away, the 
wind would blow the srne11 this way ah ... 

Christine, who works in a bank, also thinks of her property as an investment and that a 

local landfill has the potential to threaten that investment. However, she is more confident 

than Michael that her property wil1 retain its value despite a landfill, 

CHRISTINE (site, non-leader): 1 do face a risk but we've always looked at it the 
old way, if you have property you have money. Sc hopefully in the near future, 
sornething will corne about that the value d l  go back up. 
MT: Your property's gone d o m  mainly because of just generd trends rather than 
anything specific in the area? 
CHRISTNE: Well we figure the dump too, if the dump is going to go up. In ow 
area we al1 have custom built homes. There hasn't been really a developer in that 
area that has ail these homes, one &er another. Everybody is distant fiom (one) 
another and they've spent good money on their homes, they're al cuaom built so 
everybody's trying to put the fhest of what they can afford in their homes, outside 
their homes. 

While Chnstine sees the value of property involves risk she is confident that "custom 

built" homes with large lots ("distant fiom one another") are likely to hold their value. 

Elsewhere in her interview Christine confides that C34B would Uely not be approved 

which may boister her confidence about a real estate market upswing. However, this 

combination of factors may also make those Wre Christine al1 the more susceptible to 

feelings outrage if C34B is eventudy used for the region's waste. 



risk = safety (2 20 3) 

At least three residents seemed to equate community risk with community safety. 

This corroborates the notion that risk is somewhat loosely defined by such people since, 

for them, nsk is not directly about the probability of an adverse impact from landf'iu. For 

example, in the following exchange with Matt and Veronica, Veronica ünks risk, safety, 

and cornmunity crime, 

MT: Are there any risks associated with Wng here do you think? 
MATT (tom, non-leader): Risks? 
INT: Yeah, nsks. Some ternis that 1 sort of want you to define (for) yourself and 
talk through them. This is part of what I m  interested in is how you rnight define 
something like that. So do you see any risks associated with living here. 
MATT: Risk? 
VEROMCA: There's risks in living in anywhere im't there. 
INT: 1 would Say so. Any particular ones here? 
VERONICA: Not any more nsks here than living anywhere else. 1 would think it 
would be safer here. 
MATT: Yeah. 
NT: Safer in what way? 
VERONICA: t e l l  in tenns of crime, burglaries, robbery. 

Veronica, who actually has a number of concems about the preferred site for the landfill 

(e-g., see section 4.3.1. l), actually tdks about crime and scrfety and not the landfil when 

asked about risk. The next section elaborates how safèty itself is talked about by the 

resident S. 

Safety 

Safety was probed in the first round of intewiews as a partial test of some of the 

risk society concepts referred to in chapter 2. That is, residents were asked about their 



safety concems to find out not only what they mention but aiso how they talk about the 

issue of safety . This was expected to provide some insight into how important safety is 

generally and how (consciously) reliant are people on expert systems to ensure 

safetylsecurity. Table 4.5 shows that the most fiequently mentioned safety concems are 

crime (2 19 2) (1 9 mentions by 16 residents), followed by trafic (2 19 1 ) (9 mentions by 

8 residents), personal s a f i ~  ( 2 19 6) (8 mentions and residents) and then the landfiil (2 

19 7) (4 mentions and residents). 

Table 4.5: Safety Concerns in Caledon 

*Themehopic Nurnber Nulober of residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

crime (general) 19 16 (53) 
traffic 9 8 (27) 
crime (persona1 safety) 8 8 (27) 
landfill 4 4 (1 3) 
health 3 3 (10) 
safety (unciassified) 3 3 (10) 
w t e r  quality 2 2 (7) 
maximums for cornmunitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

crime (general and personal) 

While crime is the fust thing many people in Caledon think of when asked about 

safety, there are differing views on Caledon's safety. Colin. Desmond, Katrina, and 

Andrea al1 consider Caledon to be safe while Penelope and Nancy are less convinced. For 

exarnple. Colin perceives the area to be "unbelievably safe" because there is "very little 

crime", 

MT: Do you think it's a safe place to live? 



COLIN (town, non-leader): You mean here? Y& it's extremely d e .  
INT: How would describe the safety? 
COLIN: I think it's unbelievably d e .  See in Bolton there's very linle crime, 
there's very Iittle of anything in Bolton. And I v e  also heard that Bolton, or the 
Caledon area is like the Beverly Ws of Ontario for police to work in. 

Desmond and Katrina are a little more cautious since as Katrina says, "you cm never be 

sure", 

INT: Do you consider this a safe place to live? 
DESMOND: Very safe. 
MT: How are you defining safkty? 
KATRINA (nirai, non-leader): You mean your kids can go outside and not get 
kidnapped and stun! Yeah 1 think it's pretty safie. You can never be sure though. 
DESMOND: Yeah, you can never be sure of anything. But I can leave my nieces 
and nephews out there for hours and nobody will bother them. 

Andrea thinks of safety and crime in the relative sense, that Caledon is much "safer" in 

cornparison to Toronto, 

INT: Wouid you consider this area a d e  place to live? 
ANDREA (rural, non-leader): Yes, 1 think so, so far. 
iNT: Yeah. How would you dehe a safe place to live, you know, what rnakes it 
d e ?  
ANDREA: That's a good question. 
INT: (laughs) These are the types of questions. 1 know they're hard to answer in 
some senses (because) it's not something you (may) think about. 
ANDREA: 1 dont know maybe because in the city (there are) more people. Of 
course you have more, you know, young people on drugs and they cany on. Well 
we were living in an apartment in Toronto and we got broken into. 

Penelope thinks about d k t y  in terrns of "break-ins", something her famiy has experienced 

twice, 

PENELOPE (site, non-leader): Oh, safkty 1 think this is a good subject. We've 
been break-in at least two times here. 
INT: Oh realiy? 



PENELOPE: The last time it was in December here. 1 think in the Bolton area 
and Norwood and all this, it's getting bad. We had a big break-in in December 
before Christmas. 

Similarly, Nancy actually wnsiders the safety of the area to be "terrible" due to break ins 

and threats to "personal safety", 

ïNT: How would you describe the area in tenns of safkty? 
NANCY (rural. non-leader): Terrible. 
NT: Terrible? 
NANCY: TERRRR[BLE, absolutely, as far as personal &*y goes, as far as 
break-ins and whatever like that, it is definitely on the increase. We, as 1 say, are 
close enough to the city and are pretty VULnerable here because the position we're 
in nobody can really see. I mean 1 know my next door neighbour can tell because 
her dog barks when we get Company coming in here. 

Others are concemed about the nature of protection h m  the crime. For example, Daniel 

appears to connect safety to police presence in the community - a presence that seems to 

be lacking, 

INT: Do you ever think of safety in any other way? 
DANIEL (tom, non-leader): Overall safety there isntt an appearance of 
constabulary as much as in Toronto. For instance, OPP (Ontario Provincial 
Police) have a bigger temitory, you might see a cruiser go through an area once 
every two weeks. In Toronto, it's not uncornmon to see a cruiser every day. So 
the appearance of safety, if you want to use law enforcement as part of that, there's 
no question (it is lacking). 

Thus, Daniel has a concern that the expert police system which nonnally helps to ensure 

safety in any community is somewhat lacking in Caledon. 



t raff ic 

Caledon has a number of people who commute to the city and it is also a comdor 

for many travelling north. People often travel the back roads of Caledon for alternative, 

quicker routes to the often congested multi-lane highways. These drivers are aggressive, 

they drive over the speed limit, and take chances according to residents who have 

witnessed numerous vehicle accidents in theu area Cheryl, k e  Andrea, assesses safety by 

way of cornparison to the city. Caledon has lower crime, but "driving" is a concem in 

Caledon, 

CKERYL (rural, non-leader): Wel, it's, just a very peaceful place, everything is 
so, everybody's at ease and you don't see too much violence up here. in that 
respect it seems to be safe. Than it would be living down in the city there. 
[NT: When you Say d e  what do you mean by that? 
CHERYL: Like I'm not afiaid. I'm not atiaid to walk outside, like take a walk. If 
you go into the town of Bolton here, 1 mean you're not scared to walk around as 
if you were in the city. (In the city) You'd be looking around and be scared you 
know. 
MT. So you mean like crime, violent crime that sort of thing? 
CHERYL: Yeah. 
LNT: Do you ever think of safety in any other way? You know there might be 
other.. . 
CHERYL: The ody thhg up here, drivhg. 

It is important to note the way Cheryl talks about her commwiity - as a "peaceful place" 

where "everybody's at ease". In Cheryl's view these things seem to be threatened most by 

crime and not the proposed l a n a  explicitly. 



However, there are those who me concemed that the landfill is something which 

threatens cornrnunity, family, and individual &&y. In the following exchange Desmond 

and Katrina are encouraged to think of safety in environmental terms to see if this wiil 

prompt them to talk about the landfill as a safety issue, 

Ni': Okay. What about what we were just talking about in terms of uh, the 
environment? Do you ever consider safety that way? 
KATRINA (rural, non-leader): That's unsafe, aii that garbage. 
DESMOND: Yeah all that garbage d l  that pollution. 
NI': In what way? 
DESMOND: Like 1 said right now it's fresh air. When they bring that in who 
knows what kind of garbage they're b ~ g i n g  in. Al1 the soil could be 
contaminated, we're gonna smell that. You know you can get sick. I wouldn't 
want that. 
KATRINA: I'm unsure if it's in the water in the weils or stuff like that. 
DESMOND: Yeah in the well water. 
NT: (You're) concerned about the . . . 
DESMOM): Sure. It goes into the soil, into the dirt. 

Thus, when prompted, residents like Desmond and Kanina eventually aan talking about 

safety in terms of landfill as a potential environmental threat. In particular, Katrina and 

Desmond refer to issues like the inability to keep track of the types of waste that goes into 

landfill, as well as soil and water contamination - nmilar to the thixags that are mentioned 

when residents are asked directly about landfill concems rather than community 

/environmental safety generaily (Table 4.2). Others did not have to be prompted to talk 

about safety in relation to the cornrnunity or the environment, they raised the issue of 

safety on their own. For example, Philip describes his concems about C34B and how 

lanWs are not safe for hture generations. 



PHILIP (site, non-leader): 1 think it's the fact that it sits there forever. Our 
children, Our children's children, no matter what, that will be there and 1 think that's 
in the back of everybody's mind. 1 don't think the safety is there, the safety factor's 
not there, you know. 

4.6 Summary 

Despite being officially classified as non-toxic waste, municipal landfills and waste 

generally are viewed very negatively by a number of residents. These residents appeal to 

al1 the senses to elaborate evocative images of filth, chemophobia, pestilence and invasion 

of the body by waste in the form of air and ground contamination. These images and the 

threat of catastrophe are seen as causally, not merely probabilistically co~ec ted  to landfiil 

- views reinforced by knowledge of horror stories of past contamination scenarios from 

sites similar to the landfill that was proposed at C34B. 

The powefil aversion to waste is part of what underpins a litany of expressed 

concerns about landfiil and C34B in particular. However, these concems extend beyond 

aversions to waste into social and political realms (e.g., loss of faith in goveniment). Al1 

concerns seem interconnected and many are lhked in some way to a fear of water 

contamination. This threat is prominent largely because al1 water in the area is drawn from 

personal or public wells, but aiso because this type of water is part of ways of Me that are 

particularly important to residents. The concerns about the landfil are also connected to 

everyday concems that aiready existed in the community such that the former seem to 

exacerbate the latter and intense concem generdy. Residents, however, do not seem to 
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think of the landfül explicitly as a risk or safety issue in the comrnmity unless prornpted to 

do so. Risk and safety tend to be thought of in tenns of everyday issues like crime, t r a c ,  

and financial concerns not probability of threat as it is defined in the risk literature. 

Nevertheless, issues like t r a c  and financial concems are indirectly linked to the landfiil in 

tenns of truck trafic and impacts on property values. 



Chapter 5: 
The Underpinnings of Concern 

The previous chapter outlines some of the concems residents had about their 

community, the landfül and the extent to which the landtill was seen as a risk and/or safety 

issue. This chapter focuses on actual and potential impacts of the site and siting process 

and what lies beneath the concems about C34B besides an aversion to waste and landfill. 

Included is a discussion of how residents talk about (un)cenainty in relation to impacts 

ffom landfill. One of the main arguments is that the landliil threatened intangible aspects 

of the cornmunity which are highly vaiued by residents. The chapter also reports the ways 

residents talk about the costs and benefits of landfill a conventional, scientific approach to 

assessing environrnental impacts of projects like landfills. 

5.1 Impacts of siting 

Despite the fact that the landfiii only got as far as a preliminary environrnental 

assessrnent hearing, the siting process seemed to affect some residents adversely. Table 

5.5 lias themes which represent both impacts fiom the siting process and anticipated 

impacts as the process proceeded. Adverse impacts of the process range from emotiond 

respmses (1 3 1 3) to various landfiil siting announcements,personaI sacnpce (3 6) on 

the part of comrnunity leaders, stress (1 3 1 2) and depression (1 3 1). 



Table 5.5: Residents' Perceiveci Impacts of Landfa and Siting Roccss 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residtwts 
_%the  440) 
emotional responses (e.g. shock) 21 13 
way of life 15 
personal sacrifice (re: groups leaders) 10 
shattered dreams 10 
cornrnunity-level impacts 9 
stress 9 
depression 5 
qu&y of life 2 2 
maximums for community data set 65 35 (80) 

* see bonom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

emotional impacts 

Many of the mentions of emotional impacts (n = 2 1) are linked to the 

announcement of the preferred site in Caiedon. The three sites on the shon Lia were so 

scattered within the region that many seemed to delay concern until the announcement of 

the preferred site - that is, as is typical of many who have to s o n  through a range of life 

concems, until something happened people suspended concern. Penelope's reaction was 

typical of inte~ewees close to the site, 

PENUOPE (site, non-leader): Of course we were shocked. 
Ni': Yeah ... 
PENELOPE: We were shocked and ... and worried, what else. 
INT: Did you ever think that it would end up being that one? 
PENELOPE: No, we didnt thhk that it would be nght next to us, so close. Ifs 
oniy when they (showed us) the little map or whatever that 1 said, "Oh my god, itts 
ody a couple of kilometres fiom us." 



In some ways it is difncult to determine how deeply felt was this "shock". However, there 

are those like Nancy who, although she is not nearly as close to C34B as Pmelope, shows 

how emotional attachent to one's home is linked to reactions like Penelope's, 

NANCY (nuai, non-leader): Weil hang me (if) somebody came in here and said 
"This is where we're going to put the dump." We planted every tree in this place 
as a seedling. I would be emotionally involved. 

Others were more generally disturbed by how the ImdfiiI issue prompted residents to 

interact with each other. Colin relates his frustration in sorting out "both sides" of the 

landfili debate and how community meetings concerning the dump tended to bring out 

some of the wora in people, 

COLIN (town, non-leader): People are so strong willed and stubborn and tend to 
get very emotional about it (so much) that either side doesn't give a clear picture 
necessarily. 1 remember going up there to one of the meetings and jus havhg 
people yelling and screaming, it sounded like there was going to be a brawl. And I 
was amazed that people, adults, would act in such a way. 

Thus, the impacts of the Iandfill issue on his neighbours has causes Colin to question the 

way he sees his neighbours and other "adults" generally. Colin, a high school student 

seems shocked and disturbed at how people, presumed to get dong with each other, can 

start "yelling and screaming" at each other. 

persoad sacrifice - community groups 

Severd who became emotionaiiy dedicated decided to becorne involved in 

communîty opposition groups. Becoming heavily comrnitted to these groups may have 

exacerbated the overd emotional toll on these individuais and their families. Giselle talks 



about the "pncel' she is paying in terms of "thegt and "disruption" for being so closely 

involved in the fight against a landfill in Caledon, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): You have no idea the pnce I'm paying for this. To be 
there aU the tirne. And some people chose in tenns of even protesting or not 
becoming involved, you h o w  it's easier (not to be involved). 1 know why people 
arenlt doing it because it's a homndous disruption to your Me. You know the 
stress and just the amount of time that it takes, and you know like I'm out th.= 
Nghts this week dump related. 

Similarly, Theresa tells her story of how taxing opposition can be, 

THERESA (rural, leader): You know when (you're) working you get home from 
work at quarter to six and throw something together that you can cal1 supper and 
you're out the door again at quarter to swen and you see you've seen your kids for 
an hour and you know, that goes on and on and on, so for people that jus say, 
"Leave me out of it", 1 understand. 

Theresa goes on, however, to relate how once you are involved community peer pressure 

rnakes it difficult to pull out which, in mm, prolongs the exnotional sacrifice, 

THERESA (niral, leader): So 1 sort of decided long ago that 1 wasn't going to 
judpe people because no one is in this situation willingly and eveiyone has their 
reasons for doing what they do. But 1 redly find it hard to maintain that attitude 
when 1.. . . (baby crying) 
INT: Do you ever feel like just giving up? 
THERES A: Oh, many times, many, many times but.. . 
INT: Do you feel k e  you have a choice? 
THERESA: Well you dont have a choice and 1 don? think I could look a lot of 
people in the face who are stiii fighting. Because there's been a lot of personal 
sacrifice on a lot of people's parts. Like if 1 look at people like Martin and Giselle, 
you know Martin has a young family, he travels a lot. 

"Stress", and "worry" were also detected in the iarger community. Mark, one of 

the cornmunity group leaders, discusses some of the reactions he sees in the comrnuaity, 



MARK (rural, leader): 1 think there's a tremendous amount of stress in some parts 
of the community. 1 think its other parts, dortunately (who) aren't, who knows 
why, particularly womed it's not a real conceni, or are womed they aren't 
involved. But there is a group that is extremely upset and 1 know for example that 
part of the Italian community is very upset and they corne to meetings and they're 
womed about dwaluing of their propedes. 

Mark's opinion about mental heaith/weU-being is particularly relevant because he is a 

physician in Caledon and is thus reasonably quaMed to iden* such conditions in his 

patients, neighbours, and fellow opposition group members (including himself). 

way of life impacts 

The landfill seems to threaten something very bdarnental in Caledon. This is 

evidenced by the themes: way of ive (1 3 3) (1 5 mentions by 11 residents), shattered 

dreums ( 1 3 4) ( 1 0 mentions by 8 residents), and qcuiity of life ( 1 3 2) (2 

mentiondresidents). While the impacts to things iike property values, t r a c ,  srneus, water 

quality and health likely remain to be seen once the landfiii is built and operating, the 

selection of C34B proved to be an immediate &ont to rural ways of Me. Robena relates 

that "however you select a lmdfilf", the process may mean very linle if one outcome is 

that somebody's centuries-long way of life is threatened, 

ROBERTA (town, non-leader). When they were looking for the landfiIl they 
arbitrarily flew around and did al I  this stuffright, however they selected it. So they 
took some farrner's land that he's been working on like it's been in his family for 
100s and 100s of yean and they said "WeU part of this is going for a 1anWt'. 1 
mean the governent just wandered in arbitrarily and takes your liveiihood. Like 1 
wouldn't want hhn to corne into my house say halfofyoür house has to go to 
somebody else. So 1 mean they should have asked the famer you know ' D o  you 



want to sell your land to us?" And if he agreed then fine ifhe didn't go find 
somewhere else jua don't take over their We. 

Further, Theresa speculates on the changes expected to happen in her comrnunity if a 

IandfiU were built nearby, 

THERESA (nual, leader): Beside a landfil 1 just see more of a detenoration. 1 
think you're going to find that whoever lives here wants to live here. Obviously 
that's going to lend itself to a general feeling of well being and a content 
comrnunity. (What) we are going to end up with (is) people who don't want to be 
here anymore and maybe forced to live here because of economics or people who 
have no other place. Choice is a big thing. Yeah 1 think it really influences your 
outlook. 

Thus, there are concems about a movement fiom a general sense of community "weU 

being" to one of "detenoration" and lack of "choices". It is imponant to recognize that 

concems like these are less direct than many of the ones residents mention when asked 

specifically about their landfill concems (Table 4.2). It may be some of these deeper 

concems that prompt such vehement opposition to the landnU. 

It is not just farmers who feel threatened. In the following passage Katrina and 

Desmond relate how Desmond's father constantly questions his choice to retire in Caledon 

because the landfil1 may be nearby, 

INT: So this is something that gets taiked about at the dinner table? 
KATRINA (nirai, non-leader): Yeah, yeah his father ofien mentions it. 
Ni': Yeah does he get really mad or what? 
KATRINA: At the b e r  table (laughing). Like, "Oh shoot, you know i f 1  just 
would have sold it!" 1 dont know if he gets "rnad" but it's something he thinks 
about a lot. 
[NT: Does he? Do you know ifhe intends to aay, this is your father (to 
Desrnond)? 
DESMOND: He wouid like to retire here. Sure, he loves it. 
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Katrina's comments that Desrnond's father sometimes regrets not selling his place before 

the landfill issue arose, may be the type of restricted choices about which Theresa talks 

above. 

shattered dreams 

Giselle tells a story about one of the first community protests and how it is 

comected to the protection of the type of lives residents wanted for themselves. This 

particular situation involves residents' reactions to IWA officials wanting to do some 

preliminary on-site tests, shortly d e r  the announcernent of C34B as the preferred site. 

Giselle starts by describing the problem, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): 1 called the mayor and said, "This is the problem we 
have, they're trying to come on these properties at Christmas time", and he of 
course called David Tilson (local rnember of provincial parliament). We got a lot 
of officials involved, and they of course called the police and they said, "Can you 
intercede and keep these people off of the property", because now it was like 
December 19th, it was the week before Christmas, and that really was our issue. It 
was like listen, "These people have been through so much stress this past summer. 
Just leave them alone for another ten days and in the new year come back on, but 
there's no great, like the expediency that you people are demanding is not going to 
be of any great benefit to you and we are going to capitalize on this if you don't 
leave us alone". Two days later they arrive on the site to start drilling. 

Thus, the issue was not so much that the IWA was coming ont0 people's properties with 

signed access agreements, but that it was too soon after the announcement of the 

preferred site and around Christmas time. Next, Giselle describes one man's reaction. He 

had signed an IWA access agreement months earlier and what follows is a description of 

how that signature suddenly became the reality of people drilling holes on his land, 



GISELLE (rural, leader): So 1 get this c d  fiom this little Italian gentleman. (He) 
is going on about, "the men they are here! " . I'm going, "X what men are here. He 
said, "the men in the iittle tnicks", he sounded like an alien (laughs). I'm going, 
"X calm down", and he was really, you know how Italims are excitable. And so 
finally 1 realized he was talking about the IWA consultants and drillers and 
whatnot had shown up on the site. And 1 (am) going, "Whoa, that is important 
they shouldn't be there, it's just a day or two d e r  the announcement, you're quite 
(right) you know, what are they doing?". "Oh 1 don? know what they're doing, 
but there's a lot of them here", and I'm going, "Okay, 111 be right there" . 
MT: So did you get a lot of other people to come d o m  with you ? 
GISELLE Not at that particular point in tirne because 1 felt confident going by 
myself as long as I had the police there as a witness as to what happened. So 1 
went by myself, and the (police) staff sergeant was there by the tirne 1 arrived. 

Thus, Oiselle felt the need to come to the aid of her neighbour who apparently felt under 

siege by "a lot" of IWA consultants. In the following passage Giselle reports on the 

confrontation itself, 

GISELLE (mral, leader): There was a major confrontation with X, from the I W 4  
and myself, because 1 said, "You have no right to be on this property at this 
particular point in the" .  And he of course had his hand fidl of, you know, site 
agreements and said, "Yes we've got signed agreements to be on al1 of these 
properties", and I said, "That's not the issue here", I said, "It's the issue of the 
comrnunity needs to be shown respect. 1 mean only two days aga, 1 mean they 
were a~ounced  as the preferred site". 1 said, " 1 think that the way you should 
handle this is you should come forward and explain to the community what can be 
expected over the next few months, because al they know is that they're being 
impacted on in an incredible nature that they've never been impacted on before. 
And 1 think they deserw respect and an explanation as to what they can expect. " 
"Oh we don? have to do that!", and 1 said, "Well, I'm not saying you have to do 
that, but I'm saying (laughing) 1 think that is the appropriate manner in which to 
handle it." 
[NT: What do you mean by respect though? 
GISELLE Well, in that you are imposing, 1 believe that they are irnposing on a 
community. 1 can't think of a simple explanation. You're sort oc it's a pnviîege to 
come into a community, I think it's a privilege to come into a community. They 
don? think it is, they think it's their right to come into the community and 1 think 
that's the difference. So because we define it as priviIege to come into a 
cornmmity, especidy land, I think there is a lot you have to understand about 



owning land and how precious it is, especidy to fanners and to Italians. It's not 
just something they twi over wery few years or that they profit fiom. It's 
something that derive their livelihood fiom, if youtre a fmer ,  or if you're an 
Italian it's your lifelong drearn to own land. So by coming in and violating that 
kind of right, walking ont0 property, even though itts somebody elsets property and 
they have their signed access agreements. 

Central to this confrontation is the issue of "respect". The IWA did not acknowledge that 

drilling on somebody's land is a "privilege" not a right, signed agreement or not. It is as if 

the Iandowners want the IWA to remember that they dili own the land. Giselle concludes 

by showing how this event, in a way, represented a cnsis point since it sparked the 

mobdization of a whole host of powerful residents who helped to harmonize future 

opposition. 

GISELLE (rural, leader): I strongîy recommended to X that they not impose 
themselves, that they meet with the community, set up a public meeting and 
approach it as, "This is the next step". 
MT: So how did it go with him? 
GISELLE: Oh he stood his ground, and was adaxnant that they would not move, 
that they were continuing. 
[NT: So what happened? 
GISELLE: At that point 1 wanted some municipal officiais to back me up. 1 went 
down to the X f m  next door and called fiom there and explained the situation to 
them. Within the next haif hour we get a couple of emergency cals  through and 
explained what was happening on the site. We decided that nothing was going to 
be achiwed that day because the IWA were taking such a stubbom position. What 
we should be doing was confionthg them the foliowing moming and barring them 
access 6.om the site. 

The landfiil process and the landfill itseif seemed to  threaten particular ways of Me. 

However, these conversations were rarely evoked by questions about landfiii concems - 
rather it was uaiaiîy talk of the siting process which prompted these mentions. Thus, in 

the second round of inte~ewing residents were asked directiy what was "threatened" to 



allow them the opportunity to speak in more detail about these deeper concems (see 

Appendix E). 

round 2: threats (1 12) 

For some, the direct probe about threats also elicited mentions of the tangible 

concems like wuter qudity , haaf, health and smeIls (see Table 4.2).  ûthers, when 

asked, "What did the landfil1 threaten?", responded rather differently than in the fmt 

round. For example, Roselyn weaves her concems about water quality, trafic congestion, 

and noise into a generd concem about community "cleanliness*, 

NT: 1s there anything else that the preferred site threatens besides water? 
ROSELYN (tom, non-leader): The tr&c congestion and noise. 
MT: How were the things you talked about, how were they threatened, or not, by 
the prospect of having a landfill? 
ROSELYN: 1 don't think that that sori of thing would be threatened by a landfil1 
ot her t han the cieanliness, the perceived cleanliness. 

In the following excerpt PMp adds some detail to the notion of threats to "livelihood" and 

"retirement" to explain why people were so vocally opposed to the site, 

PHLLIP (site, non-leader): Theû life eamings are basically their home. That's their 
asset, that's basically their retirement, that's everything to them. And 1 think if that 
is threatened, your Iivelihood or whatever or your retirement or whatever and I 
think if you're back's against the wall then you son of fight. And then people corne 
together, because it is an issue, it's a big issue. 

Theresa who, in the first round, spoke of deterioraiio~l of the community, talks here about 

this detenoration in terms of threats to agriculture and the "rural way of Me", 

[NT: In your view what did the preferred site threaten the most? 
THERESA (rural, leader): From a persona1 point of view or a cornmunity? 



N: Either or both. 
THERESA: Weil, 1 think more generally 1 114nk it threatened agricuiture, and it 
threatened a rural way of Me ifet people choose. 1 mean there are a lot of 
pressures on agiculture, 1 mean it's not something that's valued in our society. 
And 1 think whether someone is looking at the land and thinking it would be a 
great place for a landfill or whatever. 1 think that there are a lot of threats, mody 
because it's not valued and in fact 1 dont even think it's considered. 1 don? even 
think that it enters into the minds of planners and developers who are moaly 
Urbm. 

In this passage Theresa's idea of "choice" (Le., lack thereof') emerges again. In the first 

round she linked choice to being forced to aay next to a landfill (e.g. due to lack of 

buyers) and in this case she connects it to a lack of respect/value for the lifestyle that rural 

family f m e n  choose. Thus, probing about threats rather than just concerns proved to be 

helpfùl for getting people to put in their own words what they mean by things like 

"cleanliness" , "livelihood" , "rural way of life", and "choice" . 

5.2 Core values: Values, woridviews and ways of life 

Much of the environmental risk research does not pay due attention to the role of 

context in the perception/constniction of risk (chapter two). Therefore, questions about 

what each resident values about their comrnunity were included to broach conversations 

about how community context might shape how risk is viewed and talked about. The 

topic was usually broached with a very generd question, "How would you describe the 

area where you ïive?" with mbsequent probes tailoreci to how people responded (see 

Appendk C). These topics were among the easiea for peopIe to talk about and DUTs 

related to these themes occur at m q  Werent points in the intewiews, not jus in 
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response to the above question. The volume of data related to these issues is evidenced 

by the Tables 5.6 and 5.7 which contain relatively large fhqumcies of mention in the 

NUDoIST index system (e.g., mdi fown\fwt vs ci@ n = 55, place to roise kidr@d'y n 

= 3 1, quiet peacefid n = 3 1 ). 

The codes in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, and more Unportantly the quotations connected to 

these themes, reinforce that there are fundamentai issues that underlie expressed concems 

about the landfill site. What underpins these concems may be cailed core values - values, 

beliefs and expectations about the world/community which are deeply held and vehemently 

protected since they support chenshed ways of Be. The ways of life overlap and share the 

sarne general sets of values and worldviews, nevertheless their importance lies in the fact 

that they are conciously pursued andior maintained by residents. Examples of ways of life 

include mral farming, family/child rearing, and retirement. Walter, a retireee and gardener 

who enjoys having his large family visit on weekends reveals how the three are connected. 

His comments are instructive since they provide a concise representation of the way 

people Iike him think about Caledon - as being as pristine as a "garden", 

WALTER (mal, non-leader): 1 Say Bolton is l i e  a garden. It's a garden, it's al1 
f m s  and you know big houses with two acres, three acres. 

Walter's cornments are indicative of the type of place some residents expect Caledon to be. 

The foilowing is a discussion of the kinds of things that people in the comrnunity value and 

what they expect fiom the place where they ïive. This is what the proposed landfiIl 

threatened, and which sparked ardent comrnunity opposition. 



Values 

slow-growth (2 17 10) 

Two of the values shown in Table 5.6 succinctly demonstrate that there is more at 

aake than expressed concems iike property values and health: it is a way of life which 

involves being for sfm-growth and respecting a bud"tionul way of life (2 17 6). These are 

expressed in Roselyn's comments about her hopes for the future, 

INT: What are your hopes for the fbture here? 
ROSELYN (town, non-leader): WeII 1 hope it gays pretty much the way it is, 
myself 1 don't want to see it growing too much. I'd W<e to stay here and 1 don't 
want to have to move because of al1 this (including landnll issue), like just what 
happened in Rexdale. We wanted out of there because (we) saw that it was just 
going down hill. 

Table 5.6: Things People Value in Cakdon 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

quier/peacefbl 3 1 17 (57) 
slow-growth 21 1 5 (50) 
respect for pnvacy 18 13 (43) 
fiiendly 17 12 (40) 
rooted 15 i l  (37) 
independence 15 10 (33) 
traditional way of Me 12 7 (23) 
good property maintenance 9 7 (23) 
hard working 7 3 (10) 
laid back 7 5 (17) 
law abiding/orderly 6 5 (17) 
tmsting 5 4 (13) 
proud 4 4 (13) 
conservative 4 3 (10) 
maximums for cornmunitv data set 55 28 193) 

see bottom of Tabie 4.1 for description of how to read tables 



traditional way of life 

People like Roselyn seem to consider the landfiil yet another form of community 

"growth" that is undesired and may cause Caledon to go "dom Ml". This is fuelled by a 

reverence for a fraditimal way ojlve, which is tied up in notions of agriculture and the 

family farm as Martin (niral, leader) demonstrates in the following passage about the 

importance of farming for the area: 

MT: 1s it anything more than that, than just providing food? 
MARTIN (mral, leader): 1 Say, "Well 1 iive in Caledon", (and people respond) 
"Oh thatNs gorgeous up there." (They hply that) in fact it is a playground for 
individuals (fiorn the city), but £irst and foremost it's an agricultural cornmunity 
supplying the needs of basic humanity and, you know, that is paramout, 
paramount for aü of us to maintain that. That's the fint and foremost reason for 
every body. 

While Martin's comments should be qualified by the fact that he is from a fm family, 

othen corne to expect such activities to be a defining element of their cornmunity. For 

example, Adde shows her sympathies towards local fmers who "Iive off the land", 

ADELE (site, non-leader): Bolton's a good town. And it's a lot more dean than 
other places and a lot of people live off their land. So ifyou put a dump there well 
it's the wne as firing 40,000 people. 

Some impacts of siting and the siting process are quite subtle. The siting process 

seemed to aEected the way certain people viewed their neighbours in community. The 

following two quotations Eom Mark and Giselle respectively show how the land6.U issue 

was a divisive force in the community and caused some to question whether they could 



tnist their neighbours. First is a passage from Mark who talks about a strategy that many 

saw as a useful way to delay the IWA process - re-examining W A  short-lia sites, 

INT: And so what we want to do is go back in the process and identfy those 
sites, better sites, more appropriate site. 
MARK (mal, leader): With the argument that we were going to do that for a 
number of the technical issues. And we had a big argument about that and Theresa 
was very upset with that because she thought what if they even pick C48? 1 
remember her saying, "you know what happens ifyou go through this process and 
you pick C48, C34B is off the list where are you guys going to be then?" And 
t hat's a quote " where are you guys going to be then". And 1 think some of the 
people were Bolton people and some of them admitted they wouldnt be around 
because they wouid have won, honest enough. But I was there before, I was there 
when there was 21 sites and 1 told her 1 would be there no matter where the site 
was in Caledon, that this was only a short term strategy to get rid of C34B and 
that was the problem. And if they pick another site 1 told her that Pd be fighting 
dong with her regardless of where the site was. Because 1 don? believe in 
megadurnps. 

As Mark relates, Theresa was among a group who felt that Mark's approach was unethical 

shce she did not want to risk the IandfiiI going near any of her famiing neighbours - no 

matter how physically distant they may be from her. Giseue shares this ethical stance and 

describes how such an issue can cause "philosophical turmoil", 

GISELLE (rural, leader): But think then thwgh how a Bolton resident might 
think and of course their only thought is that they were threatened and they are 
threatened by 348. So in some respects they might not care as much if an old 
Chingacousy site is brought back ont0 the list, as long as it's taken away fkom the 
Bolton comrnunity. Now Itm not saying that that was the attitude, but that was the 
son of balance that makes a ciifference in the way you think things through. And so 
philosophicdy, it was quite apparent that the original DARE executive and some 
of the new Bolton members wanted to fight C34B at any coas. Weîi, that sounds 
like a wonderful principle untii you am thinking the thing through. And if at any 
cost means comparing it to other potentiai sites that were on the list in order to get 
C34 off, weli I donet go for that. That wouid be going back on our cornmitment to 



the community. So it created a major philosophical tumioil within the DARE 
executive, and that was what caused the split. 

Thus, Caledon residents were forced to confiont what is popularly known as NIMBY or 

Not-In-My-Back-Yard whereby some communities are, or are accused of being, willing to 

do what it takes to ensure a noxious landuse is not located locally, even if it means another 

comrnunity may have to accept the site. When some residents seemed to be advocating a 

NIMBY stance it caused deep divisions among opposition leaders. This important point 

is elaborated further in section 6.4 on community opposition groups. 

Worldviews 

srna11 town (2 1) + clean (2 8) + place to raise kids (2 6)  

Many residenrs came to Caledon not only because it is has a traditional farming 

comrnunity, but also because of more practical qualities. Table 5.7 shows the kinds of 

things many expect from their home and comrnunity. For exarnple, the following 

quotations elaborate what many residents expect in terms of a dean (1 5 mentions), smaU 

roivn (55 mentions) atmosphere - ideal for raising kidr (3 1 mentions). Doug talks about 

how Caledon must be cleaner than the city since the former has fewer "smells", "fines", 

and "carbon monoxide" and contains "trees which give out oxygen", 

DOUG (rural, non-leader): 1 mean in the city you smell pollution and when you go 
d o m  to the city on Yonge Street what do you smell? You're, always closed with 
d l  these buildings and al1 the fumes fiom the cars and you know what are you 
smelling? You might as well just breathe carbon monoxide, I mean that's what 
you're doing reaily. 1 mean out here it's a littie better, cause the trees give out 
oxygen and stuff right and you know it's gotta be better than being in the city. 



Craig focuses more on how the Caledon represents an appropriate small t o m  

"environrnent" for raising his children - one which is expected to be "low worry", 

CRAIG (town, non-leader): (1 used to live) around Toronto and 1, like a lot of 
people, decided to move here into Caledon because it was sort of small town and 
it's a quiet place. And because 1 had young kids at time and more to provide an 
environment for them. 
MT: What kind of things, what type of environrnent were you looking for, for 
thern? 
CRAIG: Looking for a small town. Something with a larger lot let's Say. 
Somewhere where you get quiet streets, so you don? have to worry about them 
r u ~ i n g  out into heavy traffk. 

Table 5.7: What Residents Expect from their Community - 

*Theme\to pic Number of Number of 
Mentions Residents 

(% of the 40) 
small townkown vs city (Toronto) 55 20 (50) 
place to raise kids \farniiy 
faming\agriculture\gardening 
clean\pristine 
space 
nature 
drearn place 
Cresh air 
recreational opportunities 
worry-free 4 3 (8) 
maximums for communitv data set 65 35 (80) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

What the landfill thrratened was the residents' security in a particular way of life. 

itself supported by strong attachent to particular values and cornmunity expectations. 

Nevertheleu, many do not make explicit value or worldview daims against the proposed 

landfill. There are those who are quite good at relating the importance of such issues and 

must be called upon to articulate what others do not. In the lengthy narrative which 



follows Craig (who sat on a development board) describes how a srnail town near Caledon 

fought to maintain its identity by claùniag that the septic systems for a new subdivision 

development would threaten their water supply. Wlthin this story are many of the issues 

that concemed the residents in Caledon, particularly the comection between a growing 

community and threats to values, 

INT: I'm sorry, what was the issue, something was going in? 
CRAlG (town, non-leader): Yeah, it was a development, 1 think it was in 
Cheltenham which is jua a small little hamlet. And someone had been working on 
the development for a nwnber of years. 
INT: A subdivision? 
CRAIG: Yeah a subdivision, to put a group of houses in and they were on land, 
some of which had already b e n  classified as environrnentally sensitive and the 
remainder of the property they were looking to develop had no sewen in there. 
They had to look after the sewage thatts there. So they were saying, "Look with 
that many more houxs, apart frorn the fact that it may impact negatively on our 
existing environment over a period of time, you know it's probably going to end up 
loading too much nitrates etc. into well water and then we won? be able to drink 
that." 

The raidents in this t o m  are against the subdivision on the grounds that the weii water 

may be overloaded with nitrates and undrinkable. However, Craig chose this aory 

because he believes there were other issues involved. In the next passage Craig is asked 

what else was at stake, 

INT: Do you think that was the real issue? 
CRAIG: I'm not sure that it was the real issue. 1 think the real issue is, "We dont 
want any more people coming into OUT community." But the interestkg thing was 
that these people who were very emotional about this issue, showed up and ... 

Similar to Caledon the people in this community were very concemed about the growth of 

their small t o m  beyond a size which would sustain the qualities the residents enjoyed and 



had come to expect from their area. This threat pmmpted "emotional" reaaions an 

mobilization against the development, 

DR: Ali 300 of them? 
CRAIG: It wasn't that many but they were representatives of a larger group and 
they'd obviously been involveci in the process as it went dong. And they were 
totally udamiliar with the planning process, I mean they didn't know how to go 
about stopping it. Al1 they knew is they didn't want it to happen. So they were 
leaming as they went. But the interesting thing about it was that they had sort of a 
grasp of the nomai evolution that would take place in their community if t his 
continued to happen. Like if the growth continued to happa and they let this in. 
That was kind of interesting. 
MT: They did have a gr- of that? 
CRAIG: They did have a grasp of that . They'd come around to the idea that it was 
a process that takes place, 1 mean you have a little cornmunity that has it's wells 
and it has it's septic systems, right? And you bring in more houses and their septic 
systems, and they bring in some more and eventually that's got to filter into the 
water supply. It's coming out of the ground directly ffom that area. So the next 
step is, "Well the water had deteriorated so much that we have to set up a system, 
we have to set up a filtration plant." 
INT: Get a town weii? 
CRAIG: Get a t o m  wel, filtration, piped water, put al1 that in and then there's a 
certain number of people (who) you know juste doing that and so then you get 
into a scenario that aarts to propel the idea of growth. If you're going to put these 
facilities in, why not design them to expect the fact, and accommodate some new 
growth, because the new growth is what pays for it. Right? And the Region looks 
at it and says, "We need sorne development charges to pay for this." 
DJT: It will increase the tax base.. . 
CRAIG: Yeah, right. So they increase that and they get some development 
charges on the way in and then it cornes around to the next step in the evolution, 
"We dont want anymore septics in town, we can't grow beyond a certain sise on 
that basis. So well have to put in some kind of sewage treatment system." And 
the whole thing mowballed and that is sort of iike the natural evolution that takes 
place. 
INT: They probably saw it happening in other toms  close by? 
CRAIG: Yeah. 

Thus, Craig credits this cornmunity with recogaizing the long-term implications of a 

seemingly innocuous residentiai development project. The residents identified a "natural" 



or "normal evolution" that accompanies such developrnents (e.g. evenhially being forced 

to accept piped water) and how it might "propel (tmvmted) growth". Craig provides an 

epilogue to the story which parallels some of the concems in Caledon. He presumes that 

threats to small-town, traditional life are not seen by the authorities involved as "concrete 

criteria" for preventing developrnent projects, 

INT: So what happened up there? Did the development go in? 
CRAIG: 1 think so, 1 didntt see a follow-up to it. I thllik that probably itts going to 
go ahead. because of the fact that the rnunicipality was behind it. So these people 
rnay force the issue and it may end up going to the Ontario Municipal Board. But 
it met the criteria of the municipality . They had done sufficient studies okay, to 
show that technically, there shouldnt be a problem with this. And so, you know, 
they had al1 their hornework done. And 1 think that uh, when it goes before 
somebody who's Iooking at it and it's got the support of the municipality and it 
meets al1 the criteria then unfortunately for them, they wouldnt have anything 
concrete other than their feeling that it's going to impact theù Little cornrnunity. 

Thus, a subdivision in certain important respects, can threaten in the same way that a 

landfill does. The people of Cheltenham, like many in Cdedon, want to maintain a srnall 

t o m  or nird atmosphere and can readily connect sequences of events which would 

potentially jeopardize that atmosphere. While the people in Cheltenham focused mainly 

on the technical issues surroundhg septic systems and drinking water, the proposed 

landfill in Caledon was opposed on several additional issues including hedth, traffc, noise, 

and safety, but rnany of these are symbolic of the more deeply rooted concems about 

values and worldviews. 

There is a risk of reading too much into a possible comection between 

values\worldviews and the threat of the landfill. Further corroboration of such a link 



cornes fiom member checking process (see section 3.6.2). A document which was rnailed 

to al1 round one respondents subsequent to their interviews and initial analyses of the 

t.ranscnpts includes statements like the following: 

"It was expected that residents would be concemed about things like health, safety, 
and excessive spending of tax dollars, however, the threats to values and the type 
of place residents expect their commun@ 10 be perhaps beîter explain the often 
intense opposition to the landfill and the landfill siting process"(Appendix, G). 

Seventeen of the 30 people responded and al1 17 confirmed that statements like the above 

"make sense" with the way they understand the cornmunity and landfill siting issue at 

Caledon. 

5.3 Cost weighed against benefit 

To this point the findings have focused on the negatives or costs of landfiil. 

However. chapter 2 reveals that in technology-dependent societies decisions rnust be made 

about siting which often involve weighing the benefits of certain technologies against these 

potential or certain costs (risks). Zero-risk technology, for all practicd purposes, does not 

exist. Given these broad societal considerations, it is usehl to consider how the residents 

of Caledon taik about the benefits of landfiIl. 

There is no topic in the round one interview checklist which concems the 

"benefits" of landfill, so mentions of benefits depend largely on whether or not the 

residents broached the topic themselves. In Table 4.2 there are oniy 1 1 mentions by four 

different respondents under the theme who benefis? (1 2 21 1) which indicates that, in 



idequently tdked about issue within the i n t e ~ e w s  . What is more instructive is the 

content of the DUTs connected to this theme, since al1 but one of them concerm the idea 

that any benefits would not iikely be realized by the community. 

In the following passage Doug is not only concemed that the cornmunity would 

not benefit, but that those who would, would not be accountable for any mishaps, 

DOWG (rurai, non-leader): When 1 went to the meetings they said, "The 
cornmunity is mt  going to benefit fkom this", so by rights, the way 1 would do it, if 
you are gomajeopardize the community by putting this miserable dump in there 
everybody shouldn't have to pay taxes (for it) as long as this thing's open. Why? 
Cause your watef s gonna get contaminated, more trucks on the road, you're 
jeopardizing your kids, yow family for what? So they make money and they, after 
the hole's filied (say), "See you later". They leave, they wash their hands clean, 
they leave right . 

Doug's use of the phrase "they wash their hands clean" refers to the notion that those who 

run the landfill can walk away at any time while, by implication, the community would be 

lefk with a dirty site. Nancy suspects local politicians may benefit fiom the location of 

C31B to the disbenefit of the rest of the community, 

NANCY (rural, non-leader): I'm cynicai, 1 don't know politicians owning land, 
owning area beside the land (site C34B) and 1 don? know. You look into that and 
there's a lot. 
INT: But do you think it's local poiiticians? Cause.. . 
NANCY: Uh huh. 
NT: 1 mean aren't local potiticians.. .? 
NANCY: Against it? 
INT: Yeah. 
NANCY: Verbdy. 
Ni': Oh yeah? 
NANCY: It brings money in here. There's a lot of money can be brought in here. 
They don't fight very hard. You just figure the tax dollars and everythuig coming 
in, the revenue. Sure. 



[NT: Yeah, why? 1 never reaily thought about that, thought of it in that way. 
Because they seem to be fighting it. 
NANCY: Not very hard. 
[NT: Yeah? Why do you say that? 
NANCY: They're not r d y  backing up anybody, citizens that are trying to you 
know, create a stink over the dump and whatever. They're not really, they're not 
b a c h g  us, they're just rnildly verbal. 

Darren and his brother Isaac are the only ones in round one who considered that 

there were actually benefits fiorn landfill, beyond being a place for cornmunity waste. For 

exampfe, Isaac recognizes the possibiiity of irnproved roads dong the trucking routes. 

ISAAC (rural, non-leader): 1 know they're not going to (just) dig a hole and put a 
durnp full of garbage. I know they wouldn't do that. And 1 also think it'd create a 
lot of industry. The roads will be improved around here. 

However, what one resident sees as an improvement another may see as a potential 

problem. This is acknowledged in an exchange later in the same interview, 

ISAAC: They don't want to see the roads improved, they don't want to see more 
trucks, stuff like that, right. 
INT: You know what is it about improving road, 1 mean, who wouldn't want to 
improve roads? 
ISAAC: Because they could have a Clane highway, right, going by in kont of 
their house. 
DARREN (rural, non-leader): You drive on this road that we're on now and you 
Say, "1 wonder why they don't pave this thing"? But ifthey said they were going to 
pave this road half the people (who live on this road) wouid be in an up-roar 
because they'd say, "Weli, if you pave it there's going to be more tratfic, and the 
cars on it wiil be going faster", not, "It's gohg to save the bottom of your car", 
because you won't have aone chips. 
JOAN: And we Lilre to keep our vehicles clean so we'd Ne it paved (laughs). 
DARREN: It would never ever get done. 
INT: Theyll take the stone chips over the t r a c ?  
DARREN: Yeah, and the dust. But that's just the way it is. 
ISAAC: I think that's what it boüs d o m  to, people dont like change and they 
dont want to see the country change. 



JOAN: Yeah, but don? you think they have to accept that in here now. It was like 
that years ago but we're a suburb of the city and 1 mean, the city has to go 
somewhere so it's going to come out here. 
BROTHER: Well sure. 
NT: Do you think that's inevitable? 
JOAN: Yeah, 1 do. 

Seemingly simple issues like paving roads can be symbolic of a whole range of issues, 

which can, in tum be traced back to the proposed landfill. Paving local roads may 

threaten the quiet, slow-paced atrnosphere that rnany have come to e x p t  in the wal 

areas. Therefore people seem willing to pay the costs of not paving in terms of .hinor 

inconveniences like stone chips on vehicles. ûthers, like Darren, his mother and brother 

have more pragmatic views of the area. They see it more as a "suburb of the city" - which 

is expected to have the attendant benefits like paved roads. 

round 2 - benefits (1 11) 

In the second round of i n t e ~ e w s  the 10 residents were asked directly about 

benefits. It was expected that they would be more apt to acknowledge potential benefits 

of landfill approximately one year after the NDPAWA process had been dismantled. That 

is, C34B was no longer the official preferred site which may have distanced residents 

somewhat from the issue and vehement opposition was expected to be less likely to 

motivate responses. Five of the 10 residents felt there were no benefits of h a h g  a landfill 

in their cornmunity. Some of these responses were as blunt as kanifer's, 

JENMFER (town, non-leader): 1 don? see any benefits; 



While those like Steve o&ed brief explanations for their stance; 

STEVE: What's it going to ernploy 20 people? Nothhg. 1 can't see it, unless Fm 
missing something here. 

Those who did mention any benefit did so reluctantly and usually quaüfied their statements 

by explaining or inferring that the potential harm far outweighed the potential benefits. 

Veronica, who actuaiiy wants her cornmunity to grow, expresses this latter idea, 

VERONICA (town, non-leader): The look of this community. It would have 
changed what this community is. It probably would have made it bigger. It 
probably would have created a lot more t r a c .  You kiow this is an agridtural 
community to some extent so, itllI change the look of what this is. It wiii change 
the community . 
INT: And what do you thhk of that change? How do you feel about those types 
of changes? 
VEROMCA: Well, 1 think the benefits.. .To change a community by bringing in a 
landfill site is a little drastic. It's a lot to pay for what you get out of it. I dont 
necessarily mind that Bolton gets bigger, I'm not one of those that wants to keep it 
small. 1 realize that things change. 

Colin agrees with Veronica's sentiments about a landfl being a "little drastict' as an engine 

of "economic growth", 

COLM (town, non-leader): You dont bring a dump to your community to 
increase economic growth. That shodd be done through other political channels. 
Although that would be the end result moa likely of the dump. It's not necessarily 
the bea way to go about it. 1 think therefore the problems with the dump far 
outweigh the benefits that would be gained. So 1 dont think that it's a fair 
tradeoE 

Giselle provides one of the most detailed views on costs against benefits. In the following 

exchange she indicates a disproportion in the burden of proof when it cornes to 

demonstrating benefits as opposed to hanas, 



INT: So was it a matter of weighing costs and benefits for C34B? 
GISELLE (rural, leader): No because the benefits seemed so minuscule, and are 
very ditncult to see. So it ail r d y  just appeared to be costs, a nsk. 
MT: But to be fair some of the negatives were maybe difficult to see as well. 
GISEUE: Exactly, there's no doubt about that. But (you) protect yourself nom 
something even if you just perceive it's a risk. And if a benefit is going to be 
proven, then you (must) be able to give me, to tour me 10 landfill sites so that 1 
see real benefit. And ail we couid sa was maybe a W5 video of the one in 
Michigan where it was a ski hill and it had million doliar homes around it. But that 
cornrnunity had gone into it with the whole intention that, "We are going to rake it 
in, we want to rnake income fforn it". 
INT: How many sites would you have to tour to be convinced that there would be 
negative things? 
GISELLE: Iust son of one to three. It wouldn't take too many. And rd say thatts 
one too many. 

Thus, Giselle seems to suspend belief when it cornes to benefits and is seems more readily 

convinced of costs ( h m s )  from landnll. Chapter two indicates that this is to be expected 

under prospect rheory where losses are felt stronger than gains, and this mns counter to 

traditional views of rationality which hold that losses and gains should be treated equally - 

that is, in tems of the burden of proof for establishg impacts. 

It is interesting to note that the experts did not talk much about benefits either 

This is partiaily due to the fact that they were not asked to do so. There are two pieces of 

evidence to support this: no code concerning benefits emerged under the WA or Euperi 

main branches of the NUDoIST index tree, and a text search in the NüDoIST interview 

database m e d  up no finds for the word "benefit" (or its derivatives - e.g. benefitlsled) in 

the expert interviews. There are two possible reasons for no talk of benefits by the 

experts. First, experts stated a number of times that their manche was to find the most 

appropriate site 1102 communicate about risk, which would presumably involve mention of 



benefits. Second, these experts kely did not want to make an already volatile community 

more incensed by mentioning any benefits of landfil1 when the main focus for residents 

seemed to be the negatives of IandfiU - a prudent risk communication caveat (Lundgren, 

1 994). 

The way people view the costs and benefits, and the landfil issue in generai, is 

shaped largely by the uncertainties sumounding landfil1 risks. While there are several types 

of uncertainty (e.g., economic, social) associated wit h the site residents (t hrough i n t e ~ e w  

probes in some cases) tended to focus on scientific uncertainties in predicting the potential 

for contamination. For example, there were 19 mentions from 15 dinerent people of the 

i<ttkrrow~~ (1 2 14) when people were asked to talk about their concems about the landfill 

in round one Craig relates how his neighbours seem to view contamination at an 

"emotionai level", and implies that to some extent he shares this opinion (e.g., the switch 

fkom "they" to "we" by the last sentence), 

CRAIG (town, non-leader): Water and air quality and everything else is very much 
a motherhood issue and you know, people relate to t on an emotional level more 
than on a, technical, logical level, which is the way that they present it in studies. 
And so that brings it to the forefiont for (residents), they have this feeling that 
evenhially they're going to tum on their tap and who knows what's going to be 
running through it. Or there may be a situation where they don? detect it for a 
period of the,  it's almost an unknown, until you have the ability to measue 
whatever it might be that's (going) into the water. And then it's too Iate, we've aii 
been drinking it for five years. 



Craig highlights that there are differences in the way technical experts and residents view 

risks. The former address risk on a "technical, logical level" while for the latter emotional 

issues are also involved, ones which are very deeply felt, as implied in the use of the term 

"motherhood". Those like Vickey are mistrated by the answen they get when they ask 

technical questions and are rather demanding of scientists. In this passage she explains 

how, when it comes to landfills like C34B, she fears the "unknown", 

VICKEY (site, non-leader): 1 guess just fear of the unknown, you know, you 
don't know what, exactly what that can cause and ... and what comes out of that. 
Still not enough done on that, 1 don't think. 
IN?': On what? 
VICKEY: In t e n s  of pollution and risk, how it affects the water, maybe it's just 
my ignorance, 1 don? know. 
NT: There's not enough done meaning ... ? 
VICKEY: They just don? ... they can't prove exactly what's going to happen. Like 
how much of an effect that would have on the water or on the vegetables, that 
kind of thing. It's kind of just melts around that, no one really gives you an exact 
mswer. 

imminence of effects (1 2 15) 

To contrast this concem about unknowns there are others who are actually quite 

certain that particular impacts would be felt. This is corroborated by 15 different 

respondents who talk about the immanence of effects in relation to the proposed landfïll 

on 19 different occasions. For exampie, Colin talks about how unconvinced he is of the 

longevity o f  the liner that was proposed to contain contaminants, 

NT: But they said they're going to put (in) a liner. 
COLIN (town, non-leader): Yeah, but that's not going to effect a d a m  thing. 
INT: Why not? 



COLIN: Because (laughs) it's such a feeble.. . it just bothers me things k e  that. 
It's just so stupid. It's just Wte, "What are you thinking?", because it's not going to 
work. You're talking about a liner underneath a huge mass of garbage and 
something's going to break the tiner and it's going to seep down. The way that 
nature works is that it's not held back just because you put down a liner. Just 
because you put down concrae or whatever doesn't mean it's not porous. And 
just because you build on clay doesn't mean that aAer 20 years the stuff isn't going 
to eventually get dom.  

While Coün explains his position in terms of "the way nature works", others O<e Jackline 

and Adele are less specific, almoa to the point of stubbomness, 

JACKLINE (town, non-leader): It rips, tears the liner itselfbreaks down over the 
years. It's just a logicai conclusion that it wouldn't be fool proof 
MT: But what if the experts Say they can dwelop a fool proof system of keeping 
it contained? 
JACKLINE: 1 wouidn't believe them. 
NT: Why not? 
JACKLINE: Because it's.. . it's garbage. 

Jackline does not explain her position beyond this passage, but this corroborates some of 

the images of iaiuyill, earlier in this chapter, as being particularly despised. That is, in this 

case "garbage" is imbued with great power, capable of bypassing any enginee~g efforts 

to contain it. Adele agrees, but does not elaborate, 

ADELE (site, non-leader): No matter how much protection you put 1 don't think 
it's enough. 

Since many of the respondents seemed to be rather certain that various impacts 

would be felt, though few elaborated their position, round two was used to ask residents 

explicitly to explain their certauity. The following three passages relate at le& three 

reasons (coded under certainty ofinpccts - 1 2 15) why some are convinced that negative 



impacts will happen. Fust, Colin is "positive" that harrns d l  corne by the fact that other 

"dumps" have failed in the past, 

INT: How certain are you that those thiogs might happen? The bad things. 
COLIN (town, non-leader): If the imdfill was put in? Positive. 
INT: Positive? Why? 
COLIN: The bad things, there's no doubt because it's happeneci in the past with 
other dumps. That's why we know about it now. And also the fact that it's just 
sort of cornmon sense, you put enough garbage in one area and you're gohg to 
have problems. 

Like Giselle, (see above), Colin seems to most certain about negative impacts coming to 

hition, as demonarated in the phrase "The bad things, there's no doubt.. .". Jennifer, 

however, centres on the fallibiiity of science itself by clallning that "there is aiways room 

for error" in research on impacts fiom leachate, 

JENNER (town, non-leader): WeU panicularly for the dump they were going to 
put up here I'm concemed about the leachate or whatever that wauld contaminate 
our groundwater because our community (relies) more on groundwater, not water 
fiom the lake, (but fiom the) Oak Ridges Moraine or whatever. ifanything got 
contaminated then the whole comunity would d e r  fiom that. 
INT: How certain are you that that type of thing might happen? 
.ENN[FER: Wel 1 would think that nothing is 100% foolproof no matter how 
much research there's always room for enor. If someone didn't calculate.. . and 
you can't check like every single bag of what's going in there. Like people have a 
List of what you should be putting in garbage and what you shouldn't and Pm sure 
people stP throw out cans of paint or other noxious things that shouldn'tôe going 
in there and 1 imagine that that could easily leach into the groundwater. 

While experts would accept that there are errors in the caiculation of impacts, these 

residents seem particularly sensitive to such a notion. Similady, Steve talks about the lack 

of goverment certainty, so he relies on his own knowledge of groundwater "filtration" to 

help form an opinion, 



KNT: You were talking about contamination of water. How certain are you that 
water contamination might happen in a landfill? 
STEVE: Geez, the government doesn't know how certain it is. And, they're 
professionais and we're jua everyday people. 1 just know that if you take, you get 
rain, and it filters, that's what cleans water right, is the ground. The filtration 
system, (works) naturdy and al1 of a sudden it's going through some oü and 
garbage and crap or whatever, wherever that water runs off or whatever it will 
pick up. 

It is useful to put Steve's comments in the context of the MA'S position on revealing 

uncertainties. In the following excerpt Roger explains the iWA policy on "scientific 

uncertainty" and the implication of such an approach, 

MT: What Pm getting at is that in a lot of this there are some uncertainties 
involved, even in the science. I'rn wondering how you resolve that when you talk 
wit h the community? 
ROGER (IWA proponent-expert): You're better off by admitting (it). 1 think that 
there is always going to be some uncertainty in the science because then they know 
that you are being trutffil and then there's that credibility that you develop with 
them. If you Say, "Yeah 4 (drill) holes and that's it", then they're going to Say that 
you're telling a little "corky" there (laughter). Yeah, it helps in a mange sort of 
way. But at the same time they can use it againa you, I mean the hydrogeologist 
will never say the landfill site WU never leak, the hydrogeologist will (never) Say, 
"Yes itts going to leak". They are only being tmtffil because in the end a 
hydrogeologist wiil find that statement repeated to them over and over and over 
again. 

Thus admitting uncenainty does leaves room for controversy, but this seems to be the 

lesser of two evils - the second being the potential for incorrect assessments/predictions 

about the impacts of landfill. 

Since there are those in the community who seem to want some guarantees about 

the safety of a landfiIl, round two participants were also asked the types of guarantees that 



might satisfy them. Thus, they were asked to desmie a dsk-free IandfiIl(1 10). Roselyn 

taiks about the phciples which should guide the choice of a risk-fiee landfiIl, 

[NT: How would you describe a risk free landfiIl? 
ROSELYN (town, non-leader): Free of any toxins 1 guess. 
NT: Okay, anything else? 
ROSELYN: So that it stays kept, nothing can ham the environment or us or the 
ground. 

Roselyn wants the waste "fiee of toxins" and to aay "kept", the implication being that 

nothhg escapes, particularly toxins. Ironically there is a ariking similarity between 

Roselyn's sentiments and the official mandate of the IWA to find the most 

"environmentaUy . ." site (ref. IWA docs). People Like Jennifer demonstrate that there may 

be a mismatch between what people expect for landfill dety  and what is economicdy 

feasible, 

ENNIFER ( t o q  non-leader): Something in concrete and lead, something 
~e~contained you know like they make some kind of big reservoir or something 
that nothing could pemeate through, 1 don? know if there is nich a thing. Sure 
technology could corne up with a certain kind of barriers that if it cornes through 
one that there's another emergency type thing, 1 dont know. 
INT: Do you think that maybe it's possible? 
ENNIFER: I'm sure they could do somethg, but I mean but it would probably 
be such enormous expense that 1 tbink another method wodd be much more 
reasonabie, if'things were incinerated or something üke that. 

There are those üke Veronica who feel that such a landfiIl does not exia - that is precisely 

why they oppose C34B and prefer other methods like incineration, 

VEROMCA ( t o m  non-leader): Completely nsk-fiee? 1 don't think it exias. 
Probably one of those incinerathg types would probably be more risk-free. 



Views on incineration versus IandfU are discussed in the next chapter, which shows 

considerable support for the fomer. Others prefer cm out of sight of mind qproach, 

COLM (town, non-leader): A risk-frbe landfill? I guess it depends what you think 
a landtill is. if you use, üke what they were considering as a mine-shaft. If you did 
that, garbage goes two miles down into the ground. It's not going to hurt anything 
or anyone d o m  there, nor is it going to have the smell, you dont have to worry 
about anything. 1 think that's pretty much risk-free. If you're talking about a 
conventional dump, Itd say you'd have to take serious precautions in the 
construction. 

The sense of sight and aesthetic appearance also emerged as prominent issues in the 

images of landfill generally. Giselle has a more pragrnatic philosophy about waste disposai 

which paraiiels that of the experts. She talks about efforts that wodd "rninimizing rkk" 

rather than eliminate it altogether, and proposals that may have fwer financially 

constraints than the ones mentioned by Jennifer, 

INT: How would you describe a risk-6ee landfill? 
GISELLE (rural, leader): 1 don? think there is such a thing as a risk-fiee landfill. 1 
think there are landfiils that minimize risks. So those would be landfiils that would 
bum off the methane, coUect the feachate, have large boundaries around them that 
aren't being filled. So we have the classic example of the one that's being proposed 
by the rninistry that bas a 500 meter zone around the lanâfiii where you dont have 
houses. 

Thus, residents reinforce the negative sentiments about landfill, but also describe some 

views that may contradict a position which dernands certainty - that is, safety guuruniees 

in the fom of either prevention or remediation. When pressed, most recognize tbat 

parantees are unlikely, but at the w n e  t h e  alternative approaches emerge as more 

preferable than landfill (e.g. incineration). The perceived nsks of the landfill must be put 
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in such a context and this is elaborated in the next section on equity and fàimess which 

includes more detailed views on alternatives to landfilling waste. 

5.5 Summary 

There is much that lies beneath expressed concems about the landfiil at Caledon. 

Impacts were felt in the cornmunity in the fom of emotional shock in the wake of the 

announcement short lia of sites and the preferred site. For many these seemed 

illogicaYinappropriate and hence unexpected choices. ûther impacts include worry about 

future impacts after the site became operational as well as direct impacts of the siting 

process. The latter involves a questioning of traditional notions of community whereby 

community divisions becarne highhghted. For some, unquestioned trust in neighbours was 

cast in doubt as ethics became an issue in the tensions over strategies to fight the landfill. 

The landfill and siting process seemed to threaten ways of life rooted in particular values 

and worldviews/expectations (which together comprise core vahes) about living Caledon. 

While residents expressed concem about tangibles like health, smeiis, t r a c  and property 

values there are also concemed about intangible core values which support the traditional, 

mral agrarian, f d y  oriented lives which many built for themselves in the cornmunity. 

These social-value issues were viewed to be of low importance in the siting process. 

The latter partiaily explains why residents reaâiiy discussed the costs of landfill, but 

found it more difficult to see any benefits from such an undertaking in Caledon, even when 

prompted to do so by the researcher. These issues are also influenced by a high degree 
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of uncertainty ~IToundhg the impacts of landfill. Some residents are f d  of landnll 

precisely because impacts are uncertain and unlmown. These fears seem somewhat 

immune to reassurances by experts who are also viewed to be falhiie and uncertain. The 

landfil1 siting process highhghts for residents what technicalkientific experts accept as 

part of their work - that there is alwoys some uncatainty in estimations of nsks from 

hazards. This appears to unnerve some residents, but lack of faith in expert assessments 

of risk may also be influenced by the context of siting which is addressed in the next 

chapter. 



Chapter 6: 
Contextual Influences on the Construction of Risk 

One of the central arguments w i t b  chapter five, and this thesis generdy, is that 

the landfil1 and siting process threatened residents' ways of life which are deeply rooted in 

core values. This chapter discusses how the siting process and community opposition 

contributed to these threats. A thread which nuis through the tint section is the ways the 

IWA experts as opposed to the residents viewed key issues like equity, community 

participation in the siting process, and uncenainty. This includes a discussion of the 

function of trust in the relationship between residents and experts. Cornmunity opposition 

is addressed as a related issue siince so many in the community seemed to be involved 

directly in opposition. Whiie impacts of opposition have already been touched on bnefly 

in chapter five, they are revisited here in more detail since the context of opposition was 

particularly important for both impacts and the construction of risk. 

6.1 EquityRbirness 

The level of uncenainty was not the ody t h g  which infiueaced concern in the 

community. Uncertainty was also connected to the fairness of the siting process, which 



was the foundation of rnany landnll-related issues in the conwunity. This section 

describes how the W A  process was at the heart of opposition efforts since, in the eyes of 

many in the comrnunity, it did not involve enough choices. 

Table 6.1 : NA-Experts Impressions OC Their Mandate 

Themtkopic Number of Number of  
Mentions Residents 

convince the board 6 4 (100) 
equity 4 4 (1.00) 
protect the environment 2 2 (50) 
maximunis Tor entire data set 10 4 (100) 

* sec bottom of Table 4.1 for description of how to read tables 

Chapter three outlines the siting process and shows that the N A  had a mandate 

which was restricted by provincial legislation to include only potential landfill sites within 

Peel's regionai borders. Table 6.1 shows the things the WA-experts talked about when 

asked about their role in this legislated siting process. As might be predicted from chapter 

3, the main themes have to do with convit~cing the joint board ( 5  1 2)(6 mentiondexperts) 

of the viability of the site, protecting the e~t~irunme~it (5 1 3)(2 mentions/experts) in terms 

of the finding the site with the fewest (potentid) negative impacts, and equify (5 1 1)(4 

mentioniexperts) in rems of disposing of the garbage locally. The fks t  two are important 

context for a more lengthy discussion of the third. 



convince the board 

The context of expert involvement in choosing a landnll site for Peel is unique in 

the sense that the hterim Waste Authority had a mandate which, in many ways, had little 

to do with abating residents' potential concerns about landfitls. The effect of this is seen 

in the Jacques' succinct statement, 

JACQUES (IWA proponent-expert): Weil, if you say to yourseifthat the end 
product of the process in the Province of Ontario is to get it before a board and get 
a(n) (affirmative) decision out of the board. That's what you do. 

By implication, howwer, this means that nsk communication was mt a pnority for the 

W A .  That is, the IWA proponent experts viewed their role to h o l v e  convincing the 

environmental assessment board not the community of the safety of landfill or C34B 

specificiaiiy. While this may seem a subtle difference, for some residents this implied that 

the community was not as important/iegitimate as the board. 

protect the environment 

The guiding principle of the environmentai assessment process in Ontario is to 

choose an alternative which poses the least net environmental effects across a series of 

predetennined criteria. Sean reveais the important role that process plays in this decision 

making: 

SEAN (IWA proponent-expert): And that's the process we%e chosen. 
Comprehensive, systematic and as open as reasonably as we cm given the 
resources. And because at the end of the day the objective is to find a 
landfiil. If the objective was to do it without upsetting anybody, we would 
design a whole different process. If the objective was to do it cheaply, we 



would do it some other way. And so what you try to do is balance it and 
again, you have to remember why we're doing it. Why an we doing it? 
What's best for the environment. 

This parallels the provincial Environmental Assessrnent Act (EAA)~' for waste 

disposai the requirements of which aiso focus on protecting the environment by 

considerhg a range of alternatives (m August 199 1 : 2-3,4): 

a) a description of the purpose of the undertaking 
b) a description of and a statement of the rationde for 

i) the undenaking, 
ii) the alternative methods of carrying out the undertaking, and 
iii) the alternatives to the undertaking, 

C) a description of, 
i) the environment that will be affected or that might reasonably be 

expected to be affected, directly or indirectly, 
ii) the effects that will be caused or that might reasonably be expected to be 

caused to the environment, and 
iii) the actions necessary or that may reasonably be expected to be necessary to 

prevent, change, mitigate or remedy the effects upon or the effects that 
might reasonably be expected upon the environment, 

by the undertaking, the alternative methods of canying out the undertaking and the 
alternatives to the undertaking; and 
d) an evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages to the enviromnent of the 

undenaking, the alternative methods of carrying out the undenaking and the 
alternatives to the undertaking. 

Within these requirements aifernatives to was restricted to two options waste diversion 

(the so-called 3% - reduce, reuse, and recycle) and landfill, wMe the alfernative methods 

referred to the inclusion of alternative landfiiI sites and alternative landnll designs. Thus, 

fuiding a site for lat~dfiil within Peel was the only option. While the EA legislation did 

" The act was ameded in January 1997 by the Progressive Conservative 
governent under Premier Mike Harris. 
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restrict options for waste disposai it remains progressive in its use of a broad definition of 

the environment, 

The planning process must consider not only effects on the natural or biophysical 
environment but also effects on "the sociai, econornic and cultural conditions that 
influence the Me of man or a cornmunity" and their interrelationships. (IWA, 
August 199 1 : 2-5). 

This definition includes more than just the naturdphysicai environment a switch fiom past 

versions of the legislation. Many of the people interviewed, however, were neither 

swayed by inclusiveness of the definition of the environment nor the intent of legislation in 

general. In effw, the selection of an apparently comprehensive and systematic siting 

process, designed to minimire net effects to the environment, to the exclusion of any 

review of alternative methods of disposing of the waste, led to substamial conflict between 

the experts and the residents. 

equity 

The main equity issue for the majonty of the group of residents intewiewed was a 

fdure t O consider "alternatives" in general. In tems of the legislation residents irnplicitly 

referred rnainly to alternatives tu a landfiil for disposing of waste, and to a lesser degree to 

~Itemative meth& of landfilhg Table 6.2 lias the moa fkequently rnentioned 

alternatives to 1andfi.U. Perhaps rnost notewonhy is that these were not prornpted by any 

expiicit probes on the part of the researcher (alternatives was not a topic on the inteniew 

checklist). That is, these issues were raised maidy by the respondents. nie number of 



mentions contained within this table, and especially for the top three alternatives (remote 

areas ( 1  5 8 & 1 5 8 1)  - n= 53, incineration (1 5 1 }  - n = 43, and 3Rs ( 1  5 4) - n = 42), 

shows that these are among the most talked about topics in the interviews. Why these 

particular alternatives are preferred will be discussed below, nevertheless Janice 

sumarizes one of the main sentiments conceming the definitions of alternatives in the 

legislation, 

JANICE (rural, leader): Well to me that really tells me (is) that this is not a me 
environmental assessrnent where you look at al1 the alternatives and choose the 
best. Al1 we're (the province) doing is jarnming this one alternative through and 
the process is becoming so costly they can't even afford to retrench now. 

Table 6.2: Why Experts not Trusted: Alternatives to IWA Process 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

remote areas (particularly Kirkland Lake) 53 C 73 (93) 
incineration 43 26 (87) 
3 Rs 42 23 (77) 
al ternatives (unclassified) 15 9 (30) 
rail haul (mainly to USA) 10 10 (33) 
Brampton's tum (regional agreement) 10 8 (27) 
voluntary siting 9 9 (30) 
let the Region (not Province) decide 9 8 (27) 
NTMBY ("anywhere but here") 7 6 (20) 
Local (municipal) dump only 4 3 (10) 
future technological advances 4 4 (13) 
user fees 3 3 (10) 
maximums for cornmunity data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 

remote areas 

Sorne, in principle, seemed to agree that landfill is an appropriate means of 

disposing of waste, but that these should only be located in remote areas. However. in the 



following exchange Doug works through the possibüity of having a landfill in Kirkland 

Lake, a minhg t o m  in economic cnsis looking for ways of stimulating their economy, 

DOUG (nuai, non-leader): Why wouldnt they take it to Kirffield, they have an 
open-pit mine there, right, thatts where they wanted to take it. Er, er not 
Kirkfield.. . 
M: Krk, Kirklari.. 
DOUG: Kirkland Lake, you know they have an open-pt mine there probably 
hundreds of miles, 1 dontt know how big it is, but it's probably huge, and will 
probably never seep out of there. And it will create jobs for those people, but 
again you're just making a big pool of shit. You're not. .. 
MT: Iust moving it nonh (laughmg). 
DOUG: You're just movhg it north, you're not defeating the purpose. You want 
to try to get nd ofit in the most f5endly ewironrnentalist way so you don't (mess) 
the environment up, right? 

His concem that even if waae is deposited in a mine, "again youtre just making a big pool 

of shit" demonstrates that he is not entirely convinced that landfiil is the moa viable 

option. Sirnilarly, Anthony, Darren, Philip, and Vickey show how complex cm be 

considerations of equity. For example, when asked directly about the issue of keeping 

waste within the region hthony responded as follows, 

INT: There are those that Say Peel should look after its own regional garbage 
rather than sending it up somewhere W<e Kirkland Lake. What do you think of 
that point of view? 
ANTHONY (town, non-leader): Weil, you're going to get an argument fiom 
Kirkland Lake or wherever itts going to go. And you might create jobs up there. 
Itts a small town, it might create jobs up there because they lost the mines and 
everything. So we might be helping thern out. 

Thus, Anthony seems to see the Kirkland Lake proposal as an altniistic alternative in the 

sense that the "cmuîion of jobs may he(p them out". This sentiment is echoed in what 

Darren says, 



DARREN (rural, non-leader): Maybe it would be good for business up in Kirkland 
Lake, 1 don't know. Just f i g  in an old mine or something Wte that fiom what I 
understand. 

Contradictions emerge here whereby putting a landfili in Cdedon is seen as a highly 

complex threat to the water supply (see above), but the Kirkland Lake proposal is viewed 

in more basic terms as "just filling a mine". Philip raises a similar contradiction. He 

considers the jobs associated with a landfili operation as a benefit to Kirkland Lake but not 

to Caledon, 

PHLLIP (site, non-leader): There would be jobs. The coffers would be full too. 
INT: 1 mean it wouid create jobs here too. Do you think that this is something 
that ... ? 
PHILIP: 1 dont think it wouid create jobs here. For the simple fact that. .. maybe 
for the few people that would be workhg there which 1 don't know whether.. . 1 
don? know how it works or who would be the person that ... ï'm assuming that it 
would be the township, the community that takes care of the dump. 1 dont know 
how that works.. . 

Sirnilarly Vickey talks about who assumes the coas (risks) of a landfill, 

VICKEY (site, non-leader): Weil, 1 just think it's an unnecessary risk to take. 1 
jus see it that way especially when we get into like the, what's it called, Kirkiand 
Lake issue. When we have someone who is willing to take the garbage. Basically 
as far as I cm see it as a money issue then it's kind of a shame that we're putting 
these people in risk, you know, in this environment here when we could just 
basically be giving it to someone who wants it s a  

Contained in al1 these statements is a hint of the not-in-my-back-yard (MMBY) 

phenornenon such that keeping the risk out of Caledon seems paramount, despite the fact 

that others, somewhere, wilI be put at risk - whether they want to accept that risk not. 



incineration 

Not al of the residents' proposais for alternatives seem as ünked to the NIMBY 

syndrome as the notion of sending the waste to a remote landfill. Incineration is one 

example. 

Incineration is the most popular non-landfill alternative arnong the participants in this 

study. In the vemacular of the EA Iegislation incineration was considered an ~Iterttatzve 

zo landfiIl which, as mentioned above, had been d e d  out up front by the government. 

Like some of the passages concerning remote oreas there are those who seem to prefer 

incineration simply because it is hoped to move the site away fiom Caledon, 

NT: Does the landfill bother you more than an incinerator or.. . 
ROSEMARY (site, non-leader): Oh, yeah because they wouldn't be putting an 
incinerator up here so 1 won't get the t r a c .  It was those trucks realiy that was 
bothering me, that traffic wery morning. It was really going to get me to go up 
there. 
[NT: You're cenain if they did put in an incinerator it probably wouldn't be.. .? 
ROSE,ZWY: It wouldn't be out here. 
INT: Why not? 
ROSEMARY: It better not be. 

Like other residents preswnptions about the inappropnateness of site C34B prior to it 

being announced as the preferred site, Rosemary seems to be setting herself up for 

potential future emotional shocks by failing to consider the possibilîty that alternatives 

methods of disposa1 may also be considered for location in her community. Other 

opinions seem to be forrned more on general impressions of the incineration process itself. 

Such is the case with Philip who sees incineration as a "cleaner" option than landfiil, 

PHILIP (site, non-leader): 1 iike the idea of incineration. From what I've heard 
new incinerators are Sie 89, 90 percent cle m... clean. 



Cheryl offers other reasons why incineration seems like a good idea, 

CHERYL (rural, non-leader): Weil 1 don't see anything wrong with buming it 
because it becomes ashes and, and nothhg. 
INT: Why do you like that better than a landfiIl? 
CHERYL: Yoo joa don't want to see the garbage you h o w  what 1 mean? 1 
mean Like you don't ... 1 don't know. You just, you gotta get nd of it somehow 
where you don't have it lying around you know what 1 mean? Whatever solution 
they corne up with as long as it doesn't have anything to do with, you know, 
having a landfül site and actuaily seeing piles and piles and piles of garbage you 
know what 1 mean? 

l e~ i fe r ,  Veronica and Matt share Cheryl's views, 

NT: 1 mean, you've got a choice between a landnll and an incinerator, it's not 
much choice is it? 
IENNIFER (town, non-leader): No it's not but I think overall an incinerator would 
be better you know. 
NT: Why, why is that? 1s it something at just a gut level or that seems more 
reasonable? 
JENNLFER: 1 don't know it jua sounds better, get it in there get it out, eliminate 
it. 

iNT 1s there something about incineration that is more preferable than landfills? 
t'ERO&XX. Yeah, it's out of sight. 
MATT (town, non-leader): It's out of sight . 
VEROMCA: Maybe it sounds better, "burn it", you know, it jua sounds more 
logical. Get rid of it. 
MATT: Burn it, it's out of there. 

These people find burning appealing because it is presumed to "get rid of' or "eliminate" 

the waste which to those like Veronica simply "sounds better". These comments are 

consistent with the sensory imagery of landfill described earlier in this chapter. That is, 

preventing the waste from offending the human senses in any way (in Cheryl's case the 

focus is on visuals) appears to be important. Giseile is more cautious about problems 



associated with the bi-products of incineration, or as Cheryl refers to them the "ashes and 

not hing" , 

[NT: Are people a lot more confident with incineration? 
GISELLE (mal, leader): Well, for example incineration is a big controversy, but 
here in Peel though we iive with incineration in that we have the newest incinerator 
in Canada. And my belief is that at least 1 know what I'm fighting. 1 mean there's 
monitors that tell me what the emissions are and 1 know that 1 get point zero, zero, 
zero two points of this, and it's within the specincaiiy monitored. But there's a lot 
of controversy about that because some people believe that they should be 
subjected to zero nsk. (Lf) you're gonna build something beside me subject me to 
zero risk. And there is like a very small risk being beside an incinerator, so people 
don't want any of that imposed on them. My attitude, "Well we're not going to 
stop building cars tomorrow". Like life is a Nk, simply to live Me. So 1 accept 
incineration as a risk. 

Despite the fact that Giselle is willing to acknowledge that, as with landfill, there are risks 

frorn incineration, she is more willing to accept the risks from the latter. When asked to 

explain her position she challenges the status quo of using landfiil and cites the need for 

more scientific research, 

DIT: Do you think that there are fewer unknowns involved with incineration, 
versus îike what might corne out of a landfil 
GISELLE (n id ,  leader): 1 believe that. There aren't enough studies that directly 
compare incineration with landfill. Landfili jus seems to be one of these things 
which historicdy we've always done it. 

Giselle also conûonts the nature of scientific uncertainty in the foiiowing exchange which 

shows she is also cautious about the resuits of any studies which compare l a n m  to 

incineration, 

NT: So how do you think that's going to be determined? Do you have 
confidence in these studies? 
GISELLE (rural, leader): No. Because just like any kind of study it can be 
manipulated and it's not until you have a great deal of, like a wealth of research, 



that you're able to look at which ones are wel done and compare them to other 
weU done studies. 

Giselle's concem about research is echoed in the foliowing excerpt in which Mark 

cautions that incineration does not have " 100%" support in the community, 

MARK (rural, leader): 1 don? think that any of the groups are going to say they 
100% support incineration that we should solve ail of the Region's waste problems 
with incineration, but it should be considered. 

Mark was more concemed that incineration be "considered" as one alternative in the 

process than he was with it being the only solution to the waste problem. Roberta actually 

finds little difference between landfill and incineration, especially at C34B, since both 

involve " hauling garbage" through the comrnunity, 

MT: Would you feel better having an incinerator than a landfili? 
ROBERTA (town, non-leader): Incinerators wouldn't that be the same though? 
You'd still have to haul the garbage up to the incinerator. 
MT: Presumably, yeah. 
ROBERTA: So 1 wouldnt want it around my neighbourhood, no. Like 1 mean 1 
wouldn't care if it was in the Region somewhere far away fiom homes, not this 
close, not this close to, you know, suburbs and people and schools. 

voluntary siting (1 5 10) 

Some preferred to consida entirely Werent approaches to siting landfiiis, 

including voluntary siting. Voluntary siting is a process whereby cornmunities acnidy 

compete against each other for a site, in return for sîzeable remunerations often in the 

form of t a .  breaks. Cornmunity eligibility for such a competition is usualiy decided 

through a plebiscite - a comrnunity-wide vote. Giselie descnies why she thinks this is a 

reasonable way to site landfills and why Caledon would not enter such a competition, an 
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opinion that seemed to be shared by at least 25 other participants in the study (see Table 

63, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): I have no qualms about shipping it to communities that 
want it, so they are utilizing it as a resource, whether it's garbage or whether it's 
ash residue. Because the only qualm 1 have is that 1 dont want to fear that you 
know somebody's made a deal with their govemment and the government's g&g 
a dollar kickback off of the tonnage and the community's really not - there's not a 
real agreement made with the comrnunity - there's just an agreement made with a 
govemment body in the area. And 1 think we see some classic examples of that 
even right now - WMI (Waste Management Incorporated?) and their agreement 
with the village in Ohio. 1 mean that village is quite outraged. 
T :  Do you think that there are communities that are accepting? 1 mean 
obviously Caledon, Bolton probably isn't one of these communities.. .? 
GISELLE: No we said, "No". 
MT: Do you think there are communities? 
GISELLE: Like unially they are a community that's very down on their luck and 
need a resource like Kirkland Lake. A community 1 think needs the option. A 
willing host wiil benefit with employment or with increased economic activity. 
You must create a benefit in order to balance out the N k  to a community. And 
that doesntt follow the IWA process at dl. There is no benefit to this community 
by participating in the IWA process at dl.  For example, the IWA spent $80 
million, I would have jus put out ads in the papers and said we are looking for 
communities in these three areas and we are wibg to pay $5 million. Line up, 
forms here. 1 bet you would have got applications fiom communities. That would 
have been what we c d  willing hoas. This is a whole new type of process. And 
I'm not saying that you're buying those comrnunities but you're ident@mg the fa* 
that there is an element of risk and the cornrnunîty has to look at what elernent of 
risk they are wüling to take on. But whea you corne in and people leam, they're 
obviously going to l e m  about the risk, and the risk jus grows exponentially, itts 
being forced on you. 
IM: As far as the willing communities go, who puts the nibber stamp on it in the 
cornrnunity - is it the whole community? 
GISELLE: No, it im't. Itts a majority. 
IM: Ultimately somebody has to have it in their backyard. 
GISELLE: But there are communities, we see examples of them in the States 
where they build ski hills out of them and resorts and big homes arouml the 
bottom. They have decided they want them and it's a benefit to those communities 
and it's sold that way. 



In this exchange the in te~ewer  takes on the role of the WA1s advocate by providing 

counter arguments to some of her claims - arguments that corne directly fkom the IWA 

documentation on equity. Giselle concedes not oniy that voluntary siting is new, but that 

it is flawed when she mentions the "outraged" Mllage in Ohio. Thus, she confronts the 

issue of how communities that are "down on their luck" have to expose themselves to 

uncertain risk in order to mm their local economies around. This raises questions about 

how "willingnare w i h g  hoas. 

It is useful to place these views in the context of the IWAis position on equity. It 

is important to remember that the views expressed by experts in the IWA is constrained by 

the Environmental Assessment legislation. The main example is that the iWA was not 

allowed to consider shipping the garbage outside the region or to consider incineration. 

However, the EA legislation does dow considerable leeway for defining critena for site 

selection. Equity was not such a criterion and this irked some residents. The N A  (1991) 

viewed equity in the foilowing marner, 

Whether any cornrnunity, group or individual is being asked to bear more than "a 
fair share" of the negative effects (of siting or facility development) (6-1). 

Some in the cornrnunity asked that such a principle be traaslated into a critenon for site 

selection such that it might be considered on the same level as nich issues as 

hydrogeology, econornic and agricultural impacts. However, the IWA ( 199 1) was 

concerned that , 



This Unplies that some cornrnunities have a more legitllnate claim to equity than 
others and, M e r ,  that their c lah  can be dete-ed in advance of the detded 
site assessrnent -dies (6- 1). 

The Dr& Approach and Cnteria document is unclear why the IWA felt residents wanted 

equity daims to be determined in "advance" instead of collecting equity information as 

they would for al1 other critena. Further, this seems to nui contrary to a subsequent 

statement in the same document which indicates that the IWA was coilecting equity 

information anyway, 

The WA believes that it would be fair to view al1 equity concerm as legitimate 
and to make every effort to understand people's concems in this regard so that 
they can be addressed. 

It is useful to sort out these statements in what the MA-experts acnially said about this 

issue. Karen shows that there was some disagreement between experts and residents 

regarding what counts as equity: 

U R E N  (IW.4 proponent-expert): In Peel you will hear that equity, equity, equity 
which was a very big topic and a lot of people brought it up. Vaughan (another 
community facing an IWA site) would bring out equity, "we already have one 
landfill" . The truth is there are already so many buried landfill sites aü over the 
place, everybody's got a landfi11 site. 

While Karen's view of equity is clear - the disposal of waste in the region of origin, 

residents' views sometirnes differed. The W A  focused on inter-regional equity - keeping 

the garbage in Peel where it is created - while many residents appeared to be more 

concerned with inha-regional equity - that each municipality takes its hun with a regional 

landtül and; process equity - inclusion of alternatives to landfiU for consideration. 



equitylfairne~s round 2 (no separate code) 

In order to explore the alternatives theme further it was included as a probe in the 

second round of resident inteniews (see Appendix E). This was used as a partial test of 

the notion that the issue of alternatives is largely an eqz~ity/faiaints issue for residents. 

That is, it was expected that the residents would (re-)raise the issue of alternatives when 

asked directly about equity/fairness. 

Table 6.3 sumarizes the round two responses to probes concerning "fair waste 

disposal for Peel". The sirnilarity of this table to table 6.2 is striking, with overlap on al1 

themes and a similar ranking based on mentions hcluding hci~~eration and shipping to 

remore areas, and the 3RF in the top three positions. This reinforces that this group wants 

the waste to remain out of sight and they seems to equate equity/fairness with the 

consideration of a wide range of "alternatives to" and "alternative methods". It also 

supports the notion that these residents' views have changed little over the year since the 

NDP/IWA process was halted a year previous to these second intemiews. The following 

quotations eqand some of the sentiments expressed in the first set of inteniews, but this 

time in the explicit contea of eqz~ity~ fairness. 

Brampton's turn 

According to some of the residents Iike Colin there was a local agreement smick 

between the three municipalities which make up Peel (Brampton, Caledon and 

Mississauga) to share the respomibilities for waste. That is, since Mississauga contains 



Table 6.3: Residents' Views on EquitablelFPir Landfiil Siting (Round 2) 

*Therne\topic Number of Number of Residents - 

Mentions (% of the 10) 
incineration 14 7 (70) 
remote areas (particularly Kirkland Lake) 11 8 (80) 
3Rs I l  6 (60) 
let the Region (not Province) decide 4 4 (40) 
rail haul (mainly to USA) 4 4 (40) 
Brampton's tum (regional agreement) 4 3 (30) 
voluntary siting 3 3 (30) - 
user fees 3 3 (30) 
maximums for comniunity data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 

the current site and before that Caledon had a waste site it was understood (among the 

regional councillors) that it was Brampton's turn. People like Colin feel it makes sense to 

honour this pact. While Colin does not recall the details of the agreement, he explains 

why i t  is still appealing: 

NT: Based on the idea of fairness what shou1d be done? 
COLN (town. non-leader): 1 h o w  there was another region that drserved, i: was 
their time for the dump. 1 don't remember which one that it was. 
NT: An area within Peel? 
COLIN: Yeah that was supposed to have, it was their tm for a dump because 
Caledon already had something, another community already had something. And 
this other area, it was their tum for the dump and they were supposed to have the 
dump. 1 think chat they were also asking for the dunp. That was my 
understanding, they wanted the dump because they knew it was going to bring in a 
lot of economic benefits. And therefore the most viable option would be to give 
the dump to hem, pass the dump to them. 

By most accounts Brampton did not actually "want" the landfill, rather they were expected 

to take it. For example, Giselle relates how there are those in Mississauga who anwiousiy 



await the covering-over of theù Britannia Road landfill. in the following excerpt she talks 

about recent home-buyers located within a few hundred feet of this site: 

GISELLE (rural, leader): The people that live in those houses, who moved in the 
last two to three years - there's two or three good spokespersons in that group that 
seem to be quite adamant that, "No, no, no, no, whea we moved in here and it was 
going to be tumed into a golf course over the course of the next 5 years" . They 
seem to be quite outspoken, but even within that group there's reason. You know 
though, it's going to take a lot of public process and a lot of negotiation, and 1 
don't think the region has those kinds of capabilities. Well end up, council wiU 
make an ethical versus a hancial decision, and we know where councils will side. 
TheyV be split, because the Mississauga council may decide to say, "No we have 
an equitable agreement, it's selection in the next year and a ha& so we will provide 
a united front that we are going to stand up for our residents". And they have 9 of 
the 2 1 votes. And Caledon and Brampton may Say, "Weii we are not going to 
have increased taxes, so therefore (here's) our 1 1 votes, and the chairman are 
going to vote this (?) way". So (laughs), it's going to be hteresting. 

Now that the region has to find a solution for the waste problem the intra-regional equity 

argument raised by Colin has aaually corne to the forefiont of debate. Based on Giselle's 

cornrnents there are doubts about whether such an agreement, wiil in fact be honoured in 

its original fom. 

Raü haul (out of region) 

Je~ i fe r  is asked directly if she thinks it is a good idea to have the waste stay in the 

region, as the NDP had legislated for the IWA process: 

INT: In tenns of disposing of the part that can? be composted and recycled and so 
on, would you prefer to see it stay in the Region, or you say in Caledon, the 
municipality, a s  opposed to senâing it out or ... ? 
JENMFER (town, non-leader): Weii ifwe could send it out I'd be happy about 
that but I wouldnt want someone sencihg th& to us because they (we) couldn't 
deai with it. But if there's any way that you could deIy  get rid of it.. . 



While she would be "happy" ta send waste out of the region, she also shows some 

empathy for those who would actuaily have to take the waste in her statement, "1 wouidn't 

want someone sending theirs to us". Statements like these show that for some it is hard to 

reconcile what may be conamed as NIMBY sentiments with notions of faimesdequity. 

incineration 

There are those like Nancy who are willing to face local disposal of waste, even if 

it is "next door", but as incineration rather than landfill: 

MT: Based on the idea of faimess, what should be done with it? 
NANCY (rural, non-leader): The incinerator. 
MT: Where should it go? 
NANCY: 1 don't care if it's next door, 1 really don't. 
JNT: You wouldn't have any concerns about it? 
NANCY: Of course 1 would be womed about the trafic and those are 
cornmonsense worries. 1 would not wony if it was up to date and it was a 
technologically sound system, 1 don't think there should be aay worry whatsoever. 
A landfill site to me offers hunâreds of years of worry. I know that an incinerator, 
you have to be worried, because you're not going to know a hundred percent, but 
from what 1 can gather t hey're 80.85% safe. 1 think if you control the amount of 
cars then we'd be a lot better off 

Nancy seems willing to tradeoff long-term worry about fùture contamination for short- 

tenn inconveniences (e.g. in the form of "traflic"). For many the incineration issue had as 

much to do with fair process as it did with "safkty''. Janice shows how talk of incineration 

is symbolic of the broader issue of the NDP govemment's "inflexiiility" in the exclusion of 

choices for waste disposal: 

JANICE (nid, leader): 1 think the M)P started off on a process here that they 
didn't have any idea how complicated it's going to become. They've been 



absolutely infiexible about looking at alternatives. And you know what, if they're 
so convinced that incineration is the worse thing anci that you can't consider it, 
then you know what, d the research that's been done on.. . on incineration should 
be able to be on the table and prove itself. 

The second-round conversation with Giselle demonstrates that residents will kely get 

their wish to consider alternatives, as it f is with the current provincial govenunent's 

agenda: 

GISELLE (rural, leader): Considenng our cunent (conservative) goverment, 
we'd expected that they might make a more arbitrary process. It .wiU be interesting 
to see though how it actually works. That will be the tme test. 
MT: 1 have not focused to much on the process.. . 
GISELLE: They are holding public hearings. 111 maybe write a letter, just sort of 
pointing out the things that we feel are important. Things like the public actually 
do get a say as early in the process as possible, and that we keep the "aitematives 
to" which, there is every indication that it's been kept. Because you always had to 
argue that there are better alternatives and that's one thing that's really important to 
the public, you don? just have a private piece of land and Say, "I'm going to make a 
landfill or an incinerator here". And the public doesn't get an option to have 
another put on the table. So that's always been an important issue with us. 
[NT: And that's gohg to.. . 
GISELLE. And that's going to be. 

Nevertheless, this will likely bnng new issues to the forefkont of debate as the region tries 

to decide what to do with its waste. It is unclear that inter-regional equity will be among 

these issues without provincial-level authorities in place to push such a position. What is 

clear is that the consideration of alternatives, more specifically the restriction 

choices/options, was a central issue for residents and one which fiieled opposition. 
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6.2 Community participation in decision-making 

Efforts at cornmwity participation in the siting decision in Peel did not have the 

htended efEect of grnering Caiedon's acceptance of the IWA's choice of sites. Section 

3.3.2 outlines that the NDP/IWA siting process was unique in the sense that it involved at 

least two mechanimis for community participation in decision-making. The fist, involved 

invitations to comunity residents to provide their preferred weighthg and ranking of the 

site selection criteria. The second, "intervenor fiuiding", provided money for residents' 

efforts (uniaiiy by way of community opposition groups) to commission their own 

research to oppose the W A  in environmental assessrnent hearings. Such an approach 

reflects current wisdom that communities should be involved in environmental decisions 

like waste siting. Despite this approach community opposition to C34B, the WA, and the 

NDP governrnent remained high throughout the process. 

Table 6.4 lists five themes that are directly related to comunity involvement in 

the siting process. Most of the mentions are fiom the group leaders who each spoke at 

some length on these topics. Thus, although the number of mentions are relatively low 

(maximum n= 13) in cornparison to the dataset maximum of 55, the group leaders actually 

taiked at considerable length about these topics during the interviews. What is most 

informative is the content of what they said. 



Table 6.4: Community Involvernent in IWA Process 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residenfs 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

participation on the IWA's t e m  13 10 (33) 
participation on the community 's ternis 13 10 (33) 
CO mmunity invo lvement (general) 12 8 (27) 
deck is stacked against cornmunity 3 2 (7) 
too abstract 2 2 (7) 
maximums for communitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 

participation on IWAts terms (5 2 14 )  

One of the main issues that irked community group leaders was that the 

mechanisms for community participation were set up and controlled by the 1 WA. The 

process was very technical (e.g., rating and tveighting of criteria such as hydrogeology . 
social. and heritage impacts) and time-consurning to undentand. Giselle relates how 

difficult it \vas to become involved in the process, as it was an "overwhelming" 

undertaking j ust to understand the process, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): It was pretty overwhelming because the first few 
interactions went,"Well, go home and read this." 
MT: This type of sM(pointing to the IWA binders - fills long book shelf). 
GISELLE: 1 said, "Okay, 1 guess 1 do have to become knowledgeable", because 
that's the kind of person 1 am. 1 have to be knowledgeable about something that 1 
am going to have to argue for. So you go home and go through the books. But 
then you keep coming back and asking more questions. And actually it's as you 
become knowledgeable and you start to ask them more questions that you realize 
just how archaic this process is that they are going through. It's single-pronged. 
it's not looking at any alternatives and they're quite defensive about that and not 
willing to even listen to anything other than, "We're going through this process so 
just bloody well get in line and go through this process". And even in the process 
it was' "Ahh okay we'll listen to you", and it was kinda like, "Oh what have you 



got to say", and, "Oh we'U write this down". And in six to nine months time, 
"We'll put your little quote in the book. 

At leaa two other issues are worth mentioning here. First, reference to the notion that the 

IWA expected residents to "just bloody well get in line", demonstrates that Giseiie feels 

the process was inflexible and in many ways was forced upon the cornmunity. Second, the 

sarcasm in the phrase, "we'U put your linle quote in the book", conveys the opinion that 

there is doubt about whether any cornmunity input would have been taken seriously, 

despite being quoted in W A  documentation. Theresa and Martin are aiso cnticai of the 

efforts at community inclusion. Theresa shows how she feels about what she cdls "forced 

participation" such that the IWA is compared to an "invading army", 

THERESA (site, leader): No, any input fiom our part is voluntary. You know 
they're opening up the process to the public and ifwe choose to participate we 
may, but 1 don't know that's like an invading army sa* "Well we invite them to 
corne and talk to us every once in a while". If everyone around here had their 
choice the IWA wouldn't exist. So they make it sound like it's open and public and 
people donPt enjoy their interaction with it. It is forced participation whether they 
see it that way or not. 
INT: So they have a mandate to involve you as the public? 
Theresa: Weiî, it's a little box that they have to check off that's part of their 
process the EA process says public consultation and so as far as they're concemed 
1 reaiiy t hink it's just a box that they check off and redy not ali that concemed 
about what input they get, it's just they%e gone through the motions of getting that 
input. 

Martin is concemed that the IWA is just going through the motions and cornplains how 

community input into the process was restricted. ï h e  theme of restricted choice, which 

appears in the previous section, is echoed in Martin's explanation of how he feels the W A  

operates, 



MARTIN (rural, leader): Let's put it this way. Well, you listen to your kid. You 
listen to what they have to Say when they're young. But when you corne back to 
them and say to them, this is what 1 want you to do, you give then two options 
that you want. 
ïNT: Okay. 
MARTIN: Right? And you let them choose, right? So that's what they did, they 
Iiaened to us and then said, "Okay Martin here are the two options 1 want you to 
(choose nom), you pick which one you want." Right? So they've given you the 
choice, they've aven you a facade of being able to give inputs, by giving you your 
two choices. You have to choose between those two choices, (but) what you 
didn't understand was that the third choice was out here. 
INT: Okay, so it's a non-choice redy. Also you're giving me the sense that it's 
also a bit patronizing. 
MARTIN: Oh yeah. Oh people are angry about this thing because, well you 
know they Say "Oh weiU listen to you, we'll listen to you". 

Not only was the lWA seen to give only an illusion of "choice", by implication, they were 

viewed also to be patronizing. 

Many of the residents did not become involved in the weighting and ranking 

procedures that Theresq Giselle, and Martin talk about. One reason may be that they did 

not hear about it. Philip, who was not as intimately involved in opposition as these leaders 

thought the community actuaiiy was m t  given the opportunity to be involved at dl, 

INT: When they picked the site here. .. .How do you feel about the way the 
community was involved? 
PHILIP (site, non-leader): To tefi you the truth, 1 don? know if the community 
was actually involved when they picked the site. 1 dont h o w  how they came 
about to pick the site, whether it was a govemment issue. .. 1 kiow at the tirne Rae 
was in power. 
INT: They put together that interirn Waste Authority to find the sites. 
PHILIP: Ya, the uiterim Waste Authority which was a separate body. 1 donit 
believe the community was involved was it? 



While it rnay be unredistic to expect everybody in the comrnunity to be involved, a 

process which was set up specifically to include participation implies that Philip should 

have at least known about others' involvement, even if he was not a participant himseK 

community involvement (genenl) (5 2 4) 

Much of the conversations with the IWA experts had to do with community 

involvement in the siting process. Al1 four experts taiked about the wide array of 

information provided to residents and that these were avaiiable in a variety of fonns. 

However, the amount and availability of information did not necessarily satis@ concerned 

residents. Sean relates how providing information for residents to get involved was not 

acceptable to residents, 

SEAN ( W A  proponent-expert): Our philosophy was we're going to, we're going 
to give you the Uiformation so that, this is how we're gohg to do it before we've 
even selected the site, so that shouldnlt be a surprise io you. We%e told you, 
we've opened the books to you. We cadt anticipate al1 the requests but most of 
that information is in the reading room. The problem is that they don't usually like 
the answer that we wrïte in these thhgs and then it perpetuates this, "We want 
other information. " It's almost like, $1 can characterize it, searchg for more 
information to wait for the answer that they want. 
MT: Can you give an example of the type, the situation where they ask for a 
certain type of idormation? 1 just want to put it in concrete terms what types of 
information we're talking about. 
SEAN: " Why don't we recycle one hundred percent?" Okay. "Why don't we 
incinerate like in Europe?" You know. You can down the litany of the kinds of 
questions and then we reply, we provide a response, but the response isn't 
satisfactory. But that is the response. We dont incinerate because a) it's banned in 
Ontario; b) we have different, we have different a cultural attitude towards 
incinerators. In Europe they are small, you know, you can go down through d 
the reasons and rationale. And in the end they Say, "Why dont we incinerate?" 



From Sem's point of view some residents were stubborn since inquiry sessions with these 

people ofien resulted in circular discussions/~~guments. Thus, the residents and IWA 

experts became fnistrated in a process which was preaimably set up to encourage 

cooperation by working together to find an appropriate site. 

participation on tbe community's tems - round 2 (5 2 4 5) 

The residents' cnticisms of the IWA mechanisms for comrnUNty participation in 

round one prompted the creation of a second round probe which asked how cornmunities 

should be involved in difficult decisions like choosing a landfdl site. Those like Roselyn 

request the very information that the IWA actually provided, 

ROSELYN (town, non-leader): I mean that's the fair way to do it . Put something 
in the local papers, send flyers, whatever, have a representative corne door to door. 
INT: Did they do any of this when they had the proposed site? 
ROSELYN: 1 don't remember seeing anything. 
STEVE: They were posted eveqwhere. 
ROSELYN: No, no one came to us. 

Although Steve did corne across information that was "posted", Roselyn did not. Others 

were more concemed with having direct cornrnunity involvement in decisions. For 

example? Veronica feels that residents' "voices should be heard", 

VERONICA (town, non-leader): Well 1 think nwnber one, a list of information- 
You should be well informed. Have a mechanism to have your voice heard. 

Sirnilarly, Nancy f i d y  believes in the use of a cornrnunity plebiscite on the issue, 

NANCY (mal, non-leader): 1 most dehitely tliink that there should be a vote. 
INT: A vote. 



NANCY: A vote, yes, because it affects us dl. You could Say vote and be done, 
and you're never going to get 100% either way, but 1 think if al1 the literatwe and 
whatever was in the open 1 dont think it would be a problem. 

Further, Roberta takes issue with the idea of taking away a f m e r s '  land - taking over 

"their life". Again the idea of having choices is echoed in her daim that f m e r s  should be 

allowed to have the option of not selling their land, 

ROBERTA (tom, non-leader): So 1 mean they should have asked the f m e r  you 
know "Do you want to sel1 your land to us?" And if he agreed then fine if he didn't 
go find somewhere else just don? take over their life. 

Although some asked for exactly the things the IWA provided - things like access to 

information and mechanisms for having residents' voices heard - others wanted 

participation on the comrnunity's ternis, which seemed to require more democratic, 

locally-owned mechanisms for involvement. 

Strdtegies for upposing the landfill 

lronically the mechanisms for community participation mas have contributed to the 

demise of the NDPn WA process as there were unique opportunities for the residents to 

slow d o m  the process. Table 6.5 shows that despite opposition the respondents mention 

resident involvement in efforts to actualiy oppose the site, as well as the siting process. In 

section 5.1 Giselle talks about how a series of protests were initiated and many of the 

themes in this table parallel the issues she raises including the themes: adversarial- 

protests ( 3  2 2 1 ) .  adversaria[ - visible anger (3 2 2 3). adversarial - poiitellegal 

confrontation ( 3  2 2 2), and adversarial - general (uncategorized) (3 2 2). Other 



strategies were less contiontationai inctuding letter writing (3 2 9), and signing petitions 

(3 2 IO), yet the table paints a pichire of a cornmunity detennined to prevent the landfill. 

Table 6.5: Strrtegics for Opposiog Prefemd Site C34B 

*Theme\topic Number of Number o f  Residents 

adversarial - protests 17 13 
slow down the N A  process 10 9 
attract media attention 9 
adversarial - visible anger 8 
adversarial - politeUegaI confrontation 8 
political lobbying 7 
petitions 7 
general st rat egies (uncat egorized) 6 
re-consider previously eliminated sites? 5 
separate politics fiom science 
ethically 
letter writing 
adversarial - generai (uncategorized) 
no dump period! (NIMBY?) 
participation in IWA process 2 2 
maximums for community data set 66 36 (82) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 

stow down the process 

However, one of the key strategies orchestrated by the community opposition 

uoups was to slow dowir the process (3 2 5) (10 mentions Erom 9 residents) which was w 

the second mon popular interview conversation topic regarding opposition. Dale explains 

the political nature of this suategy, 

DALE (town, leader): I've met some very interesMgpeople in that time-fiame. 1 
had an opportunity to meet with Ruth Gner (Minister of Environment) and have 
met X and the severai of his senior people in the IWA and within various other 



miaistries and so on. It became v a y  obvious to me, very early in this period of 
time, that politicai pressure, was in my rnind, the way that we were ever going to 
slow this thing down, or stop or change it. That as how it had to corne and that 
was where we had to get that through. 

Giselle elaborates how, as Dale phrases it, "slowing this thiag down" as a strategy for 

opposition met with initial resistance among residents. She also explains that such a tactic 

was appealing because it used the WA's efforts at "public participation" against them, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): From a strategic point (of view), they were shply 
government employees. So the way that they think is very much straight line. 
Tick off the boxes, go through this process, "I've got my job to do and I'm going 
home at five", you know "Itts like 1, it's my job and Fm gohg to do it this way 
because I've been told to do it this way". But on the outside as someone fighting 
that process you're a more creative thinker, and you dont have to think in a 
straight line, you can Say, "Okay, 1 know how they're going to think", so this is 
how we combat it, we jus overloaded their system and that was what caused 
probably a l l  the delays. We created public participation in such an ovenvhelming 
manner that they could do nothing, that was the beauty of it, it was public 
participation. "What, you don? want public participation, that's what your whole 
program is about?"! And yet we also had to coach the public, because the public 
says, "Weil, why bother to participate in yow (IWA) stupid program, they're going 
to do whatever they want with it?". 'Wo. no, no, participate, do this you must 
participate, it's very important". There definitely was a division with, even within 
DARE about whether to participate or not to participate, because of the 
hstration, because we knew it was of no benefit to the community to participate 
other than that was the way that the IWA process could break do-. 
IM: How do you know they were overwhehned? 
GISELLE: Feedback a m d y  from them, and the numbers. You know , it's kinda 
like they had ten and we had sixty, 'Wey we did pretty good on that one! ". 

Thus, the community may have participated in the process less to find the most 

appropriate site, as the NDP/IWA intmded, and more to buy time until the next election 

when the community would have a chance to vote the NDP out of power. This strategy 

relied on political spenilation that the NDP in Ontario, for various reasons. were Likely 



lose the provincial election. An additional irony to the fact of the community Nning the 

IWA participation process against the N A ,  is that the process became extremely costly, a 

concem not only of the IWA but the cornmunity as weli (wasie of money { 1 2 21 } 19 

mentions by 1 1 residents in Table 4.2). The IWA experts recognized the residents' 

strategy of prolonging the process. Nevertheless, Jacques questions whether this will 

ultimately remove C34B from consideration. 

JACQUES (IWA proponent-expert): The process that we were involved in, a lot 
of the aim and object of the objective was to prolong the process. 
MT: Why do you think? 
JACQUES: Well, we were gating problems fkom the p h e s  not in power, that 
they would definct the M A  and put the process back to the municipalities, but it 
doesn't make the process any more or less valid ifyou put it back to the 
municipalities. 
INT: Wetll see what happens then 1 guess. 
JACQUES: My answer has aiways been, ifyou put it back in Peel what does Peel 
do next? If 1 was Peei, as a logicai person, 1 would go the Province and say 1 want 
to go ahead with this site, there have been a lot of effort spent in finding it, 1 dont 
have any problems with the cnteria but therefore let's use it. 

If Jacques' prediction that Peel may say, "ter's use C34B" is correct, the slowing of the 

process may just prolong the uncertainties and concems already felt in the community. 

Altemately the temporary defeat of C34B may set up those in the communhy who think 

the issue is over for fitture emotional shocks. 

6.3 Lay - expert interactions and the rok of t rust  

The previous two sections discuss that differing views on equity and the form of 

cornmunity involvement in the siting process were two major sources of tension between 



residents and the IWA experts. This contributed to an environment of conflict and distnist 

which is reflected in a wide range of themeslquotations in the dataset. This section 

describes why residents did not trust the IWA experts for information about the site and 

siting process despite considerable efforts on the part of the IWA to provide accessible 

material. Included are details of how experts and residents viewed each other, which 

greatly shaped the interactions between the two groups. 

Trusted information sources 

In round one residents were asked about their trusted sources of information 

conceming the landfill and siting process. Table 6.6 expands some themes already 

foreshadowed by previous sections of this chapter. Most important among these is that 

none of the 30 residents made any mention of the IWA or experts as trusted sources of 

information while one person did contact the Joint Environmental Assessrnent Board 

(assessment board { 1 6 1 )) directly. 

Table 6.6: Residents' Trusted Sources of Information about the Landfill Issue 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 30) 

"did not follow it" 18 8 (27) 
opinions of media coverage 14 13 (43) 
Iocai papers 8 8 (27) 
fairness of media coverage 7 4 (13) 
local governrnent 7 4 (13) 
who trusted (uncategorized) 5 5 (17) 
"myself '/family and friends 5 5 (17) 
assessrnent board 1 1 (3) 
maximums for communitv data set 55 28 (93) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how ta read tables 



didn't foUow it (1 6 3) 

Over one quarter of the residents i n t e~ewed  (8 of 30) actually claimed that they 

did not make any conscious effort to follow the siting process. While many clahed not to 

follow the issues directly they were often concemed and/or knowledgeable about the 

process. For example, Philip explains that he followed the issue, but not too closely, 

NT: How else did you follow the issue? Was that the main way, you went to 
(community meetings). . . 
PHILP (site, non-leader): It was the main way and then the ne4spaper, 1 would 
read, you know, what.. . what happened at some of the meetings. 1 mean I didn't 
pay much attention to it either, pmonaily, 1 mean. 
MT: Why not? 
PHILIP: I've always been under the.. . we were assured almoa that it would nut 
corne in at first., because of the fact that the out going leader, which was the NDP 
at the tirne.. . . .would.. . would be out by the tirne of voting. So, afier awhile it was 
just tedious, or a waste of time for me to even show up for the meetings. 

Those like Philip, who ''wure mst~red hat the im@II w d d  not corne in", seemed only to 

follow the issue peripherally. Similady, there are those like Rosemary who relied on 

people close to them to follow the issue closely and keep them infonned, 

NT: How did you follow the issue? 
ROSEMARY (site, non-leader): 1 redy di& foUow it my husband did. He was 
up there protesting, he was just talking about everything. But 1 really didn't foUow 
it. I jua figured weil if they're going to put it, they're going to put it. 1 mean what 
cm 1 do? 1 can't fight it 
INT: Why not 
ROSEMARY: Well, we did. We did fight it. 1 mean, my husband made me go to 
the meetings. . . (laughs). 

It is important to recognize, however, that Rosemary and Philip actually live quite close to 

C34B and are quite concerned about 1andfi.U as a threat. 



famiiy and frieads 

Some depended on passive means of gening idormation, particularly relying on 

family and fiiends to keep them informed. While Rosemary died on her husband, Roselyn 

and Jennifer relied on their fkiends, 

ROSELYN ( t o m  non-leader): 1 didn't redy follow it probably as closely as X 
did. 1 mean sure you read about it in the paper @ut) 1 dont reaiiy read the paper 
that rnuch 1 just (sigh) never seem to have time to sit dom and read the paper. 
But you're in conversation with people, you might be out together with people and 
you start discussing it. We had this one fnend who - one of the proposed sites was 
right in his backyard - so then you get talking to people, but that's pretty much 
how 1 followed it. 

ENNIFER (town, non-leader): I would think (1 know) pretty much what 1 
needed to know. I have a neighbour down the areet she's quite politically 
involved so she would kind of keep me informed of things. I'd meet here at the 
mailbox and she'd be al1 ticked off about something and she'd want to let off a bit 
of stem, and 1 think I'd be the one there. 

People who express concems about the landfil1 (see Table 4.2) are among those who 

aciually did not follow the issue very closely. Nevenheless, some did get information 

through fnends and family who seemed to be very weli infonned. That is, those who 

claimed they "did not folow it" may have set standards for laiowledge about the issue that 

are made against their highly informed family and fiends. 

local papen (1 6 2 2) 

At least 8 of the 30 residents mentioned that the local papers were the moa truaed 

source of information about the landfill issue. Vickey offers her reason for this preference 

- that the people at local papers are "Eom within the comrnunity", 



MT: Who did you tnist to get good information? What sources, (or) what people 
did you trust to get.. .? 
VICKEY (site, non-leader): 1 would probably say the local newspaper only 
because, that's based on the assumption that a lot of those people are from within 
the cornmunity . 

It is responses like these which were the basis for developing a probe question for the 

second round of interviews which had to do with why the local papers were truaed and 

for what types of information. In the followiag exchange Veronica and Matt explain why 

they trust the comrnunity papers, 

MT: As far as information about the landfill, getting idormation about the landfill 
issue it seemed that a lot of people trusted the local papers. 1 wonder what your 
thoughts are on why that is. 
VEROMCA (town, non-leader): Because they told the tnith. You know they 
had.. . 
MATT (town, non-leader): Weli it's the local papers so they're looking out for the 
comrnunity. So I'm sure they're a little bit biased, but at the same time they're 
looking out for the cornmunity so. 

The idea that the paper was "looking out for the cornmunity" was offered as a reason by at 

least 6 of the 10 resident inte~ewed in round two. However, Matt r ecowes  that the 

local papers are "biased", which is acceptable when balanced against the fact that these 

papers have the community's best interests at heart. This opinion is shared by Cheryl who 

admits that the local papers will "not always be accurate", 

INT: What about the accuracy of the information? 
CHERYL (rural, non-leader): 1 dont know, 1 can't really remember what they 
wrote. 
MT: JUS your seneral impression. 
CHERYL: 1 dont think they will always be accurate. 1 just think that it will 
always be negative, because people in Bolton dont want the landfiii. So the people 
that are writing it are going to be all negative, they're not going to be positive 



(about the) lanW. So 1 think it's dways going to be mgative because we don't 
want it. So they're not going to be, they're not going to have everything. 
NT: 1s that a problem do you think? 
CHERYL: A problem? It might be, it depends. But people jua don't want it so 
they're jua going to write al1 that negative M. So, when you wnte that stuffyou 
help to get the people's attention and help fight not to have the landfili in Bolton. 

These residents seem less concemed about accuracy than they do about hearing al1 the 

potential "negatives" about the dump. However, Nancy explains that while the local 

paper may have been a vehicle for venting community concerns, she sought sources like 

the "Toronto papers" for t h g s  like "scientific details", 

NANCY (rural, non-leader): Because it's pertinent to us. It obviously effects our 
everyday life. You l e m  the scientific details fiom the Toronto papers or whatever 
like that, but you leam how it is going to effect you in the local papers. 

Thus, residents may seek information sources which serve specialired needs. 

The general disagreement between lay and expert opinions of equity described in 

section 6.1 agrees with the lack of mention o f  government or experts in Table 6.6. 

However, it is useful to explore other influences on the interactions between the residents 

and the NA-experts. Table 6.7 represents ai l  the themes that had to do with the 

communication beniveen the IWA and the residents within aii 44 interviews. Thus, the 

table needs to be interpreted carefully. For exarnple, the idea that the experis 

accommuùated cornmz~r~i~ )tee& (5 2 1) regarding communication (12 mentions by 4 

people) are exclusively fiom the experts themselves while the concerns about 

ir~appropn'ute ittadequate commmication ( 5  2 3) (12 mentions by 9 people) are ody £?om 

the residents. 



Table 6.7: Trust and Lay-Expert Communication 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 44) 

accommodation of community needs 12 4 (9) 
inappropnate or inadequate 12 9 (20) 
general comments about communication 9 6 (14) 
addressing public concems? 9 6 (14) 
maximums for comrnunitv data set 66 36 (82) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 

accommodation of community needs 

All of the experts interviewed talked about how the IWA went to extra lengths to 

accommodate comrnunity needs in terms of providing information, making it accessible. 

and making themselves available. For example, Sean tdks about the variety of 

"opportunities" residents had to become informed, 

SEAN (IWA proponent-expert): 1 don't think you'll find another process in Ontario 
which (bas) the breadth in the number of mechanisms that were there. 1 don't think 
anybody could have m y  criticism about the number of opportunities. What they 
may have criticism wirh is, they may say, "the IU'A wasn't listcning", or the N ' A  
wasn't doing these things, but you know, we can't accept what everybody says to 
us cause we would never be able to do it. 

In order to move forward in the siting process Sean admits that communication, in some 

respects, could only be one way (from IWA to residents) which gave the appearance that 

"the IWA wasn't listening". While communication may not have been entirely two-way, 

Karen is convinced that the IWA was flexible in their approaches to public involvement. In 

the following passage Karen discusses how a workshop meant to weight and rank the 

IWA's criteria for site selection tumed into a forum for "answering questions", 



KAREN (IWA proponent-expert): So, there had to be the flexi'bility. So, for 
example 1 got called into one group and they sort of said we dont want to do this 
exercise (weighting and ranking) we want you to answer some questions. We 
want you to tell us what you think of this, what you think of that, answer these 
questions for us. 
INT: So the workshop changed al1 of a sudden? 
KAREN: For that partidar group of people they thought that wes more 
important for them at that particular moment in t h e .  (They said,) "You're the 
person, here's live body, you're here, we're here, you can answer our questions". 
MT: Did they go away from that feeling that they got what they needed do you 
t hink? 
KAREN: That's very dificult to ascertain. 1 think it would have depended on the 
individual. 1 think some people, I h o w  some people through the exercise, even 
though, through the process, even though they diân't Iü<e what was happening, 
there was a landfill site proposed to be next door to them, stüi felt that they were 
being listened to, they were getting answers. 

To surnmarize, Sean explains that the one of the main phifosophies guiding IWA 

communications with residents was to avoid "surprises", 

SEAN (IWA proponent-expert): Our philosophy was wetre going to, we're going 
to give you the information so that, this is how we're going to do it before wetve 
even selected the site, so that shouldn't be a surprise to you. 

But the section on Impacts (5.1) shows that people were nirprised and shocked by various 

N A  announcements, foremost the announcement of the preferred site C34B. This, 

implies that the communications were often inappropriate or inadequate and did not guard 

against surprises. These impacts, however, were aiso infiuenced by strategies used to 

cope with uncertainty which are discussed in section 7.7. 



inappropriate or  inadquate 

Despite efforts by the experts to includddom the community, many of the 

residents were concemed that the communication of information about the siting process 

and the risks of the site were inadequate or inappropriate. For example, those like Craig 

(a property developer who expressed interest in knowing about the landfill issues) 

apparently did not receive enough information. In the following passage he expresses 

concem about the N A  doing everything "behind closed doon", 

MT: Did you ever see things that laid out the arguments (for choosing C34B), 
you know sorneone laid it out.. . 
CRAIG (tom, non-leader): Never. Never. It was kind of like the IWA was 
working behind dosed doors. How they were coming up with selections of things 
never seemed to be clear. It was never clear as to why they decided on this one 
over that one. And they certainly didn't get any coverage of it. The only thing that 
I'm aware of that they did was set up an information centre, and bad al1 the 
documentation. So it had the first draft and it had the selection of the short List and 
from there you know, it had the sites that were actuaiiy chosen for this Region 
anyways. But there was no synopsis or anything that you could read. 
N. Right. 
CRAIG: So who's going to pick up, you know, a 60 page report and go through 
it. I'd have to Say they did a very poor job h selling it to the people. 

ûthers did remernber receiving some of the IWA messages, often in the form of 

pamphlets. Philip describes what may be a typical response to the receipt of an iWA 

INT: So what did you do with those pamphlets or l d e î s  that you got fiom the 
IWA? 
PHILIP (site, non-leader): 1 dont know, I think they're in the garbage. 
INT: Did you look? 
PHILIP: WeU 1 think 1 browsed through them, but basicaiIy 1 think the IWA was 
saying where the land would be, what land was being used, (and) the position that 
they were in. 



INT: Was it a good ledet, a bad leafia, did it grab your aîkntion? 
PHILIP: 1 really couldn't tell you because I redy just thumbed through it, just 
iook some of the highhghts. 

While the IWA may have only hoped that residents "thumb through for the hi@ghtsU 

Philip, despite being very close to C34B, seemingly dismisses the messages within the 

brochure by throwing it in the garbage. Others actualiy had difficulty understanding 

information they were given. Walter distrusted of the IWA who were perceived to "hide" 

things. In the following exchange is a discussion of problems interpreting technical 

information when English is not your first language, 

IM: What do you think of those things they send you? Do you betieve them, are 
they accurate? 
WALTER (rural, non-leader): (There are) many things that are not in the report, 
(there are) so many things they hide. 
MT: Can you give an example? 
WALTER: See (the N A )  was taiking in a meeting (but other) they have school 
they have they know what they was talking about. But i f 1  have to explain to you 
what it was, well 1 can't. 
NT; So was it hard to understand? 
WALTER: Well yes because it's scientists the words are x, hard, it's not my 
language. I never go to school. You know the worst is for Italians this 
(understanding English) is side work. The words is no.. . what 1 know. 

However, these 12 claims of inadequacy by 9 difFerent residents must, in many cases, be 

put in the context of the comrnunity groups' delay tactics descnid in sectioa 6.2. That is, 

some may have disregarded the NA'S information hoping that the political manoeuvre of 

slowing things down would work to disable the M A  Giselle, a major proponent of this 

strategy, provides another explanation. She explains how the IWA workshops may have 



had little "relevancen for residents because they happened so early in the process and were 

in a "language" that few understood, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): They (experts) dont even have a comrnon language to 
speak in. And at difEerent points in time - like for example, at the beginning of the 
process they had a lot of these workshops where they'd bring in the experts. Well 
the expert would speak in a language that was in no way relevant. The public 
didn't know what was needed to know, but they knew they needed to be there, and 
it was so (too) early on in the process. Here you have this expert expoundiig al1 
these things and it just wasn't working at dl.  
INT: Do you think people were expecting too much of the experts? 
GISELLE: I dont h o w  what the answer is. 

Giselle's view is that these early workshops did not work, yet she does admit in the next 

quotation that eventually most residents did acquire the information that they 

GISELLE (rural, leader): 1 very finnly believe thai the public do need that 
information, and they did acquire it over the course of the 3 years, but it was al1 
thrown at them in the firn 4-6 weeks. And it was just total knowledge overload, 
and it wasn't the appropriate time for it to be occurring. 

According to Giselle the process relied too much on residents being idormed early in the 

process, at the stage of weighting and ranking cnteria to corne up with the preferred site. 

Implied in Giseiie's and Karen's cornments above is that residents ofien came to workshops 

to become informecf rather than to actuaiIy participate in the process - the latter being the 

NA'S intended use of the workshops. For some residents this raised imrnediate 

suspicions about the IWA, their intentions and hence their trustworthiness. 



Residents' perceptions of experts 

The community's general lack of trust in experts was not entirely due to suspicions 

about their motives and their technical Ianguage. Trust seems to have had as rnuch to do 

with residents' recognition of the limits to expert knowledge. Table 6.8 Iists the residents' 

responses to questions about their impressions of the mle of experts played in the landfill 

siting process. These themes elaborate some ideas already discussed in this section. That 

is, experts were descnbed as being: too technical (4 8) (4 mentions by 4 residents), 

patronking (4 5 )  (5 mentions by 4 residents), (un)accountable (4 1 1) to the pub!ics for 

whom they uitimately work (9 mentions by 8 residents) and are even biased (4 6) (9 

mentions by 7 residents). However, the two largest number of mentions have to do with 

the limits to expert knowledge about the effects of landfills. Since there are already 

quotations about the technical and patronizing nature of expert interactions with residents, 

the focus in this sub-section is on expert biases and the limits to their knowledge. 

Table 6.8: How Residents Perceive Experts 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 40) 

limits to expert knowledge 20 15 (38) 
need more researçh4esting II 8 (20) 
cornmonsense contradicts experts 11 8 (20) 
more accountable 9 
biased (even fraudulent) research 9 

8 (20) 

a good expert is ... 7 
7 (18) 
6 (15) 

stalemate - no definitive answers 6 5 (13) 
just a job to them 6 
patronizing 5 

6 (15) 

4 
4 (10) 

too technical 4 (10) 
nve 4 
maximums for community data set 65 35 (80) 

* see bottorn of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 



biased (even fraudulent) resarch 

Those who accused the N A  of biased research generally seem to have a dirn view 

of governrnent and authority in general. However, the following experi is from Ron who 

seems to have some faith that science can, for the most part, be conducted with minimal 

bias. Ron is concemed specifically about the health effécts fiom landfill and he describes 

how an N A  representative claimed he would deveiop a study to demonsnate that there 

are no health effects of landal. The following demonstrates Ron's shock at hearing 

mention of such a blatant misuse of science, 

RON (town, leader): X (from the IWA) at this meeting said, 'Well everyone 
knows that there are no health effects and we're going to develop a shidy to show 
that there are no health effects. 
MT: They said that to you? 
RON: Yes. 
N T :  In no uncertain terms? 
RON: No uncertain terms. And you know for those of us that have a scientinc 
background, you know you kind of sit there and think it seems like you've already 
made 3our conclusion before you've reaiiy looked at this. 

limits to expert knowledge 

This apparent manipulation by experts, who appear then to be working in bad 

faith, must also be set in the context of an overali feeling (often by people with non- 

xientific backgrounds) that there are lintirs tu expert knowiedge so they cannot make 

guarantees. For exarnple, Adele tallcs about her lack of faith in experts to predict the 

long-term impacts of landfills, 

INT: Don't you think the scientists can predict that kind of stufY(impacts of 
landfills)? 
ADELE (site, non-leader): No. No 1 dont think so. 



iNT: No? Why not? 
ADELE: Maybe the first couple of yean they can predict, ten yean down the 
road they can't. And 1 plan on h g  a long t h e .  So, I dont know. 1 don't think 
they can. Man cm only do so much and thm in the end man destroys himselfas 
far as I'm concerned. And that's what we're doing, we're pu- the dump in 
Bolton and destroying ourselves. 

ûthers seem to value local expert knowledge more than that of the IWA. Nancy 

elaborates how she connects local knowledge with a lack of "respect" for experts in a 

discussion of the water table below C34B, 

NANCY (rural, non-leader): Because the f a m s  knew that they couldnt fann the 
land there because it was too wet. 
MT: Right, so they probably dug down or sornething like that. 
NANCY: WeU they didn't have to it was right there. The farmer said, "this is 
where you want to put the dump?" 1 mean the river's nght there. 1 mean this stuff 
isn't even logical so how can we possibly respect these experts. 

Funher on in the discussion Nancy is asked what the experts would have to do to 

convince her of the reasonable safety of a landfill, 

iNT: Even if there are liners and if they do take precautions? 
NANCY (rural, non-leader): With the amount of garbage there's no way they 
could possibly protect us. I'm sorry that's how I feel. 
MT: You're not the only one that feels that way. If or when you get new 
idormation that says, "That wontt happen, the water won? be affected.. ." 
NANCY: That's okay. If they give me some proof that they've got some scientific 
(proof), with testing to prove that. You canlt do that without years.. . 
INT: Years of data? 
NANCY: Yes. Because you can't possibly Say because this is a new one (landfill) 
it's seing to work. 
NI': You woufd be willing to believe? 
NANCY: That they could actuaiiy do something? I'd be willllig to give them the 
benefit of the doubt. But they would have to prove it. 
MT: Did you get any messages Wre that? 
NANCY: No. WeU yes they tried to Say that there was going to be.. . .it was a 
joke. 
N: Why? 



NANCY: Because of this 12 foot watex table (laughiag). I mean it was just a 
joke. 

While Nancy c l b  to be wüling to accept arguments that a IandnU is "safe", she requires 

"scientific proof' which, as she admits wouid require "years' of data on site C34B itseif 

Thus, she puts the burden of proof on the experts to demonstrate the safety of the 

preferred site outright, not just its safety relative to al1 possible sites in the region (as set 

out in the EA Act). This places extremely high, perhaps unrealistic, expectations on 

experts since even years of data may prove linle in highly complex technological systems 

like landfills which involve the interface of large-scale natural and human-made systems. 

more accountable 

Indeed the IWA themselves were seen as irrational and not to be trusted by some 

residents, 

INT: None bought the idea that they were rationally choosing the best site for 
Peel? 1 mean that certaidy was the impression that 1 was given, that the IWA 
wanted to choose the best site based on criteria. 
CRAIG (town, non-leader): Right. I mess it's a matter of criteria, you know, 
theû cnteria versus the criteria of the cornrnunity. It was kind of ke the IWA 
was, was working behind closed doors and, how they were coming up with 
selections of things never seemed to be clear. It was never clear. 

CRAIG's comments fly in the face of an environmental assessrnent process legislated to 

produce ciear and traceable documentation and written in language that the lay public is 

able t O under stand. Thus, resident s acknowledged and chaiienged expert understandings 

of the landfill and its supposai effects, which are both recognized as uncertain. 



Experts' impressions of residents 

Residents' ovenvhelrningîy negative opinions of experts seerned to solid@ over 

time which may, in part, be attributed to the ways IWA experts viewed the cornmunity. 

Table 6.9 outlines typical ways that the IWA experts characterized landfiil siting issues 

and, in mm, how they viewed the residents. 

Table 6.9: Proponent-experts' views of residents 

Theme\topic Number o f  Number of Experts 
Mentio(./o 0-4) 

rational vs irrational 6 3 (75) 
fact vs rhetoric 3 3 (75) 
science vs politics 3 3 (75) 
fact vs values 1 1 (25) 
lack of knowledge 1 1 (25) 
looking for compensation 1 1 (25) 
maximums for ex~ert data set 10 4 (100) 

* see bottom of Table 4. I for a description of hmv to read tables 

rational vs irrationai (5 8 2) 

The disîinction between rati01zaI and imaliouf was the most common way (6 

mentions) the four proponent experts characterized the people of Caiedon. Karen 

indicates that the IWA found it easiest to taik with people who were seen to be "rationai" 

while interaction with those deemed "irrational" were the most discouraging encounters 

for both parties: 

KAREN (TWA proponent-expert): There are two kinds ofpeople. There's 
irrationai people and rational people. (Rational people are) the people who dont 
like what's happening but they want to understanci, they're willing to talk to you, 
they're willing to listen to you, they're rational. And then there are people who are 
irrational and it doesnlt matter what you say or how you say it, they're not 
interested at dl, and they just want to yeii and scream and take a piece of skin off 



your back. 

lack of knowkdge (5 8 3) 

Roger suggests that this irrationality may be ünked to a lack of knowledge, 

ROGER ( N A  proponent-expert): There's a lot of lack of knowledge out there 
about landfil1 sites. There's a lack of knowledge out there about the Environmental 
Assessrnent Act and they feel that we have a lack ofknowledge of what they do 
for a living. 

Lack of knowledge likeiy played a role, but as descrîbed above, given the technical nature 

and shear volume of material produced by the IWA for Peel it is not surprising that rnany 

people did not choose to inform themselves beyond what they read in the focal newspaper. 

The iWA seemed to feel that only certain issues were wonhy of attention, the 

most central being thefucts and scietrce relevant to the landfiil search. These are 

distinguished fiom the rhetortc, poliria and values typically raised as issues of concern in 

the community. Table 6.9 shows that such distinctions were made by at lest  three of the 

four experts interviewed. For example, Jacques talks about how faas, not rhetoric, sewed 

to eliminate potential sites taken nom the list: 

JACQUES (TWA propoaentexpert): There was also a lot of rhetoric that didnlt 
get sites off the table. Because we said to the people, we're dealing with a factual 
process, ifyou can give us facts, weli act on those fms.  



There are dues, however, to the reasons for rhetonc and politics bebg invoked by the 

community people who are staunchiy opposed to the dump. This is demonstrated in the 

foliowing passage where Sean talks self-cnticaliy about communication between himself 

and residents, 

SEAN (IWA proponent-expert): 1 dont thidc we have a problem communicating. 
1 thhk what we have a problem doing is that one party is not wüling to listen - 
and this works both ways - to what the other party is saying. And it goes back to, 
"'1 donft like the answer that you are giving me, therefore that's not right or you're 
mordly bankrupt or whatever". 1 explah to them here's my role, here's my job, 
here's what 1 do, here's what we have been doing, here's the facts. You decide for 
yourself what is correct, ri@ or wrong. 

The comment that Sean is "morally banknipt" indicates that, for residents, the dispute had 

as much to do with values as it has to do with facts. Giving people idormation about the 

site/process (i.e. "facts") may not be enough to ailay resident concems. Yet, experts 

returned to the centrality of facts. Part of this factual base included the way the experts 

responded to concems about nsks. For example Jacques' cornments are informative. He 

talks about a different town who was concemed about the prospect of having a low-level 

radioactive waste site in their community , 

JACQUES (IWA proponent-expert): This is very low Ievd shiffand yes i f 1  sat Ui 
a puddle of it for thirty-five years 1 would probably increase my nsk. But their 
concem was spils. And 1 said to the- Lou people have had how many gasoline 
and oil trucks nui through your community on a daily basis?' And the answer was 
a lot. And 1 said, 'weil, you know, personally Pd sooner have the nsk of these two 
or three (low-level radioactive waste) trucks a day dump something on my fiont 
lawn by mistake, an accident, as opposed to a gasoline tmck thank you very much'. 

Jacques' attempt to put the risk of the waste in perspective by cornparhg it to gasoline 

underscores that laypeople and experts appear to used different logics to apprak risk. 



This gap did not seem to be bridged by the IWA or the community. The proponents, in 

pdcular, appeared to undervalue the threats to evexyday We that the residents themselves 

hold dear. Such a position led to heightened distrust, anxiety, and concem over the 

Giseiie sumarizes one of the main concems about expert-resident interactions - 
that there was an atmosphere of "us versus thern" rather than "cooperation", 

GISELLE (rural, leader): 1 mean again, (we needed) this sort of this give and 
take. Well if that works, then you have a sense of building of trust. But ifthat 
doesn't work there is that constant underminhg of the trust. 
: So it sort of started off very low trust and once you get there, itts sort of 
hard to get away nom that? 
GISELLE: Because the attitude, for exarnple, of the ( N A )  staffwas very much, 
"We're the experts". They didntt corne in with the attitude, of any sense of 
cooperation. It was like "thern" versus "us". There was very much an 
entrenchment of camps, right fiom day one. 

6.4 Community opposition groups 

It is unusual that there is no mention in the table conceming trusted sources of 

information (Table 6.6) of the community opposition groups, especially since there were 

four such goups. This must be understood in the context of a community which did tma 

local media and therefore indirect& tmsted cornmunity groups. That is, many of the local 

news pieces were wntten by community group leaders or included interviews with thern. 

For example, Giseiie talks about her role vis a vis the media, 

GISELLE (rural, leader): I tW there were only two or three articles in the 
course of about a year and a halfwhere 1 a d y  got a bi-line and somebody 
might h o w  that 1 wrote it. ûtherwise I would write it just as if 1 were a 
newspaper reporter. I might mention DARE, (actualiy) 1 would make sure that 1 



rnentioned DARE's name two or three times in the article as quotes. But again, 
that would probably be enough to instill the trust in people. Because, "Giselle had 
been quoted fiom DARE ..." 

Despite this exposure there were those who either did not know about groups Iike DARE 

or questioned their credibility. Table 6.10 indicates how the community groups were 

perceived in the community and these themes are elaborated in quotations which follow. 

Table 6.10: How Community Groups Perceived in Wider Community 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the JO) 

general perceptions of groups 21 16 (40) 
perceived e ffectiveness/credi bility 19 17 (43) 

effectivekredible 17 15 (38) 
not effectivelcredible 1 1 (3) 
no opinion 1 1 (3) 

no knowledge of groups 4 4 (10) 
maximums for communitv data set 65 35 (80) 

* see bottom of Table 4. t for a description of how to read tables 

no knowledge of groups (3 7) 

Table 6.10 shows that 4 residents actually claimed to know nothing about the 

groups despite the \ide exposure these groups had through the local media. For example 

Vickey, who was interviewed at a time when the issue was very prominent in the 

community since the IWA had recently been dismantled by the Conservative govemment, 

indicates limited knowledge of the groups. 

INT: What about the community groups, there were a few community groups 
formed against the dump, do you know much about them? 



VICKEY (site, non-leader): No, not r d y .  1 think there were a few things in the 
newspaper that said you know, "A meeting at such and such and such a place," but 
1 don't know rnuch about them. 

Perhaps more surprising is that Penelope has no knowledge of these groups, despite the 

fact that she is l e s  than a kilometre fiom the site and was actually prompted with the 

group names, 

MT: There were a few cornmunity groups opposed to the dump, are you aware of 
any of them? 
PENELOPE (site, non-leader): Well, we didn't go to many ( c o ~ u n i t y  meetings) 
we just (went) to a few. 
MT: Did you hear about other meetings fiom DARE or.. . 
PENELOPE: No, 1 dont think so. 
NT: or PROBE, or Envirohealth or any of those groups? 
PENELOPE: No. 

One explanation for Penelope's apparent ignorance of the groups is that English is her 

second language, although the interview itself did not seem hindered by this. Nancy 

suppons an alternative explanation, that certain people were missed by the cornmunity 

groups in their efforts to organize various events. Nancy talks about not being made 

aware of a demonstration, 

NANCY (rural, non-leader): Han& if I'd have known when there was a 
demonstration I'd have been there. 
NT: Oh yeah? 
NANCY: Yeah. That 1 can do you know of course. I diddt know. You know 
you get a linle bit of blurb, you know on the news (der it has happened). 
iNT: Why do you think that (happened)? 
NANCY: Lack of communication. 

However, she seems to contradict herself in a later statement, 

IM: Do you think they (IWA/government) did a reasonable job as far as 
involving the community? 



NANCY (mrai, non-leader): No, I tbink the people themselves (did). People 
worked their buns off to get pzople involved and they really had ahos? had to 
blackmail people to get to go to meetings. 

That is, since it rnay be inferred that "people" includes the cornmunity groups, she 

acknowledges that the groups did in fact "work their buns off to get people involved in 

opposition events. Even if it was not explicitly opposition groups who 'kot people 

involved', somebody did, which contradicts her clalln that there was a "lack of 

communication". 

perceived effectivencss/credibility of community groups (3 7 1,3 8) 

Despite some lack of recognition, mentions about community groups were 

favourable. There are at least 1 5 mentions that these groups were either effective and/or 

credible. Before elaborating on what some of these 15 residents said, it is important to 

point out that at leaa one person, Craig, thougbt the groups tended to be quite "militant" 

and therefore were not entirely credible. Craig talks about this view of the groups, 

CRNG (town, non-leader): 1 view the groups that are opposing that as one pole, 
one end of the spectrum and that unless you're predisposed to that it's perhaps a 
little too militant to sit there and lista to it . 
INT: Do you get the sense that they were fairly militant groups? 
CRNG: Yeah. 
M: Why's that? 
CRAIG: Oh jua in tenns of demonsnations. 
iNT: What was your impression of those demonstrations? 
CRAIG: Weli 1 think it's important, that's their role, to say (that) you know, 1 
don't have anything against the group. 



Even though perceived as militant, comunity groups were seen by Craig to have a Vole" 

and thus, he acnially does not feel strongly against them. ûthers were more favourable. 

For exarnple, Anthony talks about the credibiiity of the groups generaily, 

MT: Do you thiak these comrnunity groups are quite credible then? 
ANTHONY (town, non-leader): Yeah they're credible 1 think they're Iike a lot of 
other groups they blow a lot of hot air. But if you break it al1 down and look for 
the issues I think youll find a lot of .  
INT: Why do you say hot air? 
ANTHONY: Weii, you know they're saying ... Maybe they blow things out of 
proponion, but they have their fàcts and they might try to blow it out of 
proportion but they're just trying to make their point. 
MT: Do you have an example 
ANTHONY: No. 

Although Anthony daims the groups are generally credible, Iike Craig, Anthony 

recognizes that opposition groups are biased and " blow" certain things "out of 

proportion". Walter is more positive than Craig and Anthony as the following passage 

attests, 

INT: Do you think that they did a good job of that they have done a good job? 
WALTER (rural, non-leader): Ya. 
iNT: How do you know? 
WALTER WeU I've been there. They cail me, Like my son's brother in Iaw c d s  
me or some other people because they have (a) List of people who they have to 
call. Cause when we go to the meeting you sign up who was to be cded with the 
phone nurnber and you know. So.. . 
INT : And they cd every tirne.. . 
WALTER: They called every time there was anythkg for the group. 

Thus, Walter's gauge of credibility hvolves the degree to which the groups kept people 

appraised of key events. Like Walter, Roberta and Michel talk about the capacity of the 

groups to keep the community informed. However, whiie Walter talks about telephone 



networkhg the latter two speak more about how the groups a W y  raised awareness in 

the community, 

ROBERTA: See 1 don? know too much about it so when 1 read something new I 
said, "Oh yeah, you know, 1 never thought about that. ". You know like, "1 never 
thought about it leaking, you know, 1 never thought about al1 the rats and al1 the ... 
MICHAEL (town, non-leader): Seagulls. 
ROBERTA: . . . seagulls and al1 that like circling, and ah.. . I never thought about 
the wind, you know, whenever it's a hot, windy day you're going to be getting that 
srneIl fiom the dump. I never thought about al1 the toxins, I never thought (about) 
a lot of that. " So 1 didn't know anything about dump Till they starting talking 
about it. So 1 always.. . . every time there was an article in the paper 1 always read 
it . 
WT: Right. 
ROBERTA: Plus we were getting some stuff directly kom them werenlt we? 
MICHAEL: Yeah. 
Ni': From the N A  or DARE? 
MICHAEL: DARE. 

Roberta reinforces the notion that locals got their information frorn the papers which, in 

cases like Roberta's, raised awareness about numerous issues which she "never thought 

about". As this couple acknowledged that they had received infonation fiom the N A  as 

well, they were asked which source was more credible the opposition groups via the paper 

or the IWA As explained in the following response they favoured the former since the 

provincial govemment generally is not tmsted, 

: But when push carne to shove who did you beüeve? 
ROBERTA (town, non-leader): DARE. 
iNT: Dare. 
ROBERTA: Oh yeah. I would never believe anything the government says. 

Thus, for people iike Roberta and Michael, the content of the message seemed to matter 

less than the messenger. Messages from opposition groups concemhg things k e  toxins, 



23 1 

seagulls and other potential negative impacts were believed partially because the groups 

that delivered the information had the community's trust. 

Problems among opposition groups 

Since the community opposition groups seemed to garner considerable influence in 

Caledon it is worth outlining some of the problems these groups encountered and how this 

may have affected cornmunity unity against C34B. There is some mention of problems 

with opposition groups in section 5.1 which concems impacts of the landfill siting process 

and the toll it took on community group leaders. That section focuses on the 

extnordinary amounts of time these residents devoted to fighting the landfill, sometimes at 

the expense of penonal/family cornrnitments. This section has a slightly different focus. 

The siting process exacted further strain in the form of frustrations between the groups 

which caused many invoived to question borh their sense of community and trust in others. 

Table 6.1 1: Problems Amoog Community Opposition Croups 

*Theme\topic Number of Number of Residents 
Mentions (% of the 10) 

hstrations 19 8 (20) 
united in crisis? 12 9 (23) 

united 8 5 (13) 
not united 4 4 (10) 

too many "leaders" 3 3 (8) 
maximums for communitv data set 65 35 (80) 

* see bottom of Table 4.1 for a description of how to read tables 



too many leaden (3 3 1) 

The siting process outlined in section 3.3.2 describes how a total of four 

cornmunity groups formed to opposed C34B where opposition in most comUNties is 

usually guided by only one or two groups. Within each group there were a number of 

leaders and this number fluctuated throughout the siting process. Because of this unique 

context there was no single figure which aood out as the leader of the opposition efforts. 

This rnay have been influenced somewhat by the fact that there was a change of Mayor in 

Caledon in November of 1994 nich that neither the outgoing mayor nor the incumbent 

were in a position to politicdy spearhead the opposition campaip. Both were publicly 

opposed to the site. In the following passage Ron laments the lack of a "figurehead", 

RON (town, leader): What might help is if there was one. .. 1 think every cause, 
needs a figurehead, needs somebody that everybody respects. 
MT: Do you have that? 
RON: We need one, we need one, 1 just hope we have one. 
DTI': Do you think that may happen in the funire? Do you think there 1.9 someone. 
You dont have to necessarily narne someone. 
RON: There the potential of having someone like that. There are a lot of talented 
people in al1 groups. 
Ni': 1 see that. 
RON: You know the talent in that room Thursday night, you had ail spectrums of 
society represented and 1 think everyone would acknowledge that if you &ad one 
individuai that could act as a coordinator that would heip. 

However, there may be at least two reasons that no one person emerged as the 

"coordinator". First, being a CO-leader of a single group senneci a great enough main for 

even the moa committed residents, let alone being an urnbreila-style leader of four 

different groups. Second, coordinating the groups would have been difficult given the 



history of divisivemess arnong the groups. This latter point is elaborated in the next 

section onfnrstrations. 

frustrations (3 1 5 )  

Many of the group leaders experienced hstrations since it was difficult to reach 

consensus on many of the strategies for opposition. For example, Table 6.5 indicates the 

variety of strategies used to oppose the dwnp and section 6.3 descnies that there was 

considerable disagreement about adop ting such arategies as re-considering gpreviously 

short or long lisled sites, or becoming irwoIved in the IWA process of weighting and 

ranking site selection criteria. In fact, disagreement on these types of issues served to 

divide what was once a single group (DARE) into the four groups (DARE, PROBE, 

Envirohealth, and CLEAN). Mark, who wentuaily became a leader of PROBE (centred 

largely on Bolton-specific issues) recounts some of the fnistrations around the t h e  that 

PROBE and Envirohealth (focused on the health impacts of landfiIi) split from DARE. 

This was a tirne of considerable "mguing" within DARE, 

MARK (rural, leader): And then we all agreed that the Bolton people had to be 
part of the executive. So they were voted in. The executive sort of doubled in 
N e  and it was roughly 50-50 Bolton people and mal people. And, that was jua 
November, December, January, somewhere in that area, and we continued 
discussions and had a lot of arguments. (We) argued and argued and argued. 
NT: What about? 
MARK: Approaches to strategies and how to deal with the IWA and what studies 
to do and how to approach them. Attacking the IWA process. 
NT: 1 wanted to talk about that, (or do) you want to continue through the 
chronology? 



MARK: Yeah (re: continuing chronology). And, there were personality problerns 
between some of the members and there were hidden agendas and it got reaily bad. 
In the end there was so much yelling. 

Ianice speculates on the source of the problerns within, and evennially between the 

opposition groups, 

IANICE (rural, leader): Whether it was issue-reiated or personality-related is 
really . . . 1 don't know . 1 tried to do that . . . to take the politics out of aii of groups 
w or king t ogether . 

Lt seems that a combination of personality clashes and philosophical differences about how 

to approach opposing C34B contributed to the "political' tensions among the groups. 

Another source of negative pressure was disputes over funding. These problerns occurred 

subsequent to the splintenng of DARE into four. Mark desmies how DARE had already 

acquired much of the available IWA intervenor funding (hnding to cnticdy review IWA 

documentation, hire lawyers, and commission independent research) which put other 

groups at a disadvantage, 

MARK (rural, leader): WeU DARE had aii the participant hding.  If this 
manoeuvre hadn't been taking place and the Bolton people had split and kept the 
application and been successful with the application they would have had to split 
the participant funding. This way DARE got it d. And so this is a crucial two 
weeks in the whole history of this thing. The Bolton people were really bitter, Ron 
aood up and resigned, you won't meet a more reasonable person than Ron, he's 
very patient, vey quiet, very accurate, he just stood up and said "this is ridiculous, 
it's a waste of time 1 resign" and he walked out. And somebody N e  that's got to 
be pretty mad to do something iike that. And there were others that resigned, 
Theresa resigned, she's since then corne back, interestingiy enough. So it 
fiagmented into four groups, it went tiom one group into four which sounds pretty 
disastrous. 



Not dl talk of the relationships between the groups is so pessimistic. In the year after the 

groups divided they adapted quite well by coming to various agreements since they s t i l  

had a common underlying purpose - preventing C34B. For example, Martin talks about 

the sharing of funds between DARE and Envirohealth, 

MT: How would you describe your relationship, DARE's relationship with 
Envirohealth? 
MARTIN (rural, leader): We have donated some of our funds to them. 
iNT: Okay. 
MARTIN: To help them out. Up until a little while ago it was, we were to and 
froing (it was) devastating. (Now) we're letting them do their thing and then when 
they ask for cornments we'U give back Our thoughts on what they're doing. 
MT: When you say too much "to and froing" do you mean therets son of, not 
much communication or a bit of dissention or. .? 
MARTIN: No comment. 

Despite such agreements, many seemed to recognize that considerable damage had already 

been done. Martin's preference for "no comment" when asked about "dissension", 

indicates that even talking about paa group problems was seen as counterproductive. 

These problems seemed to have lasting negative impacts on those involved. Ron and 

Mark comment on their experiences of "wasted time" and king "hstrated" and "mad", 

RON (tom, leader): What happened to me personally was that 1 had gone to how 
many meetings where we just essentidy taliced about a lot of political issues, 
change in direction issues, mission statements and 1 for one was getting a bit 
hstrated. 

MARK (mal, leader): And let's get on with business because nght now if you 
look at my tirne, aii the time Fm spending 1 bet you 85% of my t h e  is spent on 
tlying to work out the ciifferences, the politics and the lack of clarity of who's 
doing what. Eighty-five percent of my tirne and that's reaily inefficient. And that 
rnakes me mad. You know that makes me mad. 



Many of these issues arose early in the interview process, raising questions about the 

potential impact that the inter-group tensions might have had on the overall campaign to 

fight the landfill. Thus, those residents who seemed to recognize the existence of any 

community group were probed about their perceptions of these groups. Group 

recognition is reported at the beginning of this section and in Table 6.10. Craig, someone 

who seemed to follow the issue quite closely, surnmarizes how distinpuishable the groups 

were, 

INT: Did you, as things went on, did you discem the differences between them? 
CRAiG (town, non-leader): (shakes head) 
iNT: So you didn't know what actually separated them. 
CRAIG: No. Probably just that they had different names (laughter). 
[NT: Do you think that was the general, do you think anyone knew the differences 
between these groups? 
CRAIG: Only those who are directly participating in them. 

Thus it is unlikely that the impact of community opposition group problems extended 

very far beyond the most devoted members and their M e s .  Given the nurnber of 

groups and estimated memberships this may have afEected numerous people directly and 

indirectly. The nature of the impacts extends beyond the anger, fnistration, and 

constrained familial relationships discussed above. As argued in Section 5.2 and Tables 

5.2 and 5.3 the landfill and siting process threatened core values in the community 

including traditional ways of life which were viewed as not respected by the NDP/IWA 

process. The following disarssions with Theresa serve to reassert and sutnmarize this 

central argument in the context of individuais who felt forced to oppose the landfil1 and 



were consequently forced to confkont how they view their community . Interestingly, t hese 

cornments are prompted by Theresa herselfat the end of her interview, 

INT: I dont really have any major topics to cover unless there's anything else 
you'd like to add about anything you want me to know about. 
THERESA (nid, leader): No 1 dont think so. A lot of the stuff you deai with is 
very difficult to define, 1 mean it's hard to analyre the community that you live in. 
1 mean it's just a bunch of people who live their day to day lives and hopefully 
interact without a great ded of confiict or problems. 
MT: Do you think the whole landfiil issue changed the community in a positive or 
negative way? 
THERESA: WeU in some positive ways 1 think that sometirnes you don't value 
what you have as much until it's threatened. You know you just sort of take things 
for granted. We're always going to Iive here. Life is always gohg to be like fhis 
and then you redize that that may not be the case and so 1 think that it made 
people appreciate what they had and it made them focus on the things that they 
like. 
MT: They were forced to define it? 
THERESA: Yeah. I think there were some negatives. 1 rnean I remember my 
husband's father saying nght at the beginning of this process, "You're going to see 
people do things that you're not going to me. And yodre going to see people act 
in cenain ways that you're not going to like." 
MT: So you started to see people act in ways you never expected them to? 
THERESA: Yeah. 1 got to know people in the community that 1 didn't know 
before that was a real plus. 

While Theresa ends this first exchange on a positive note, fùrther on she explains what her 

father-in-law meant by "people acting in woys she waîn 't going to ltke" . In the following 

passage Theresa taiks about a particuiar event diat "shocked" her into reassessing her 

capacity to be "tmaing". The shock involved learning of one cornmunity opposition 

group - &er a recently-achieved atmosphere of cooperation and fidl disclosure between 

community groups had been established - secretly obtaining funds from the municipal 



government. Many had discovered about this transaction just pnor to a Thursday night 

meeting of represmtatives of ali four groups, 

THERESA (mal, leader): We were paraiyzed simply by arguing amGCigst 
ourselves. 1 donh know fyou want to get into Thunday ni@? 
INT: Sure. 
Theresa: So no one questions the substance of these proposais but they certainly 
question the, well the way that people went about it and the motivation for doing it 
that way. 1 mean what is the point in cding five groups together for the sole 
purpose of figwing out who's going to do what and hopefùlly ail mutually agree on 
who's going to do what and then have two parties go off and decide that this one 
group is going to do this. I mean it was just completely out of the process and that 
is, and has been, part of the problem is that there hasn't bem enough of that 
cooperation and I'rn speaking of PROBE in particular here I'm not going to 
pretend. 1 mean 1 really, they've pulled a couple of real stunts which has led to a 
great deal of mistrust. 
MT: Why do you think that these things are happening? 
Theresa: I dont know! I'm, very naive and 1 tend to sort of trust anyone who, 1 
don't mistmst people enough, suspicious people 1 could very easiiy be taken in by 
them and never suspect anyone of an ultenor motive und it's too late. 
NT: Which makes it ail the more hstrating? 
Theresa: Yeah, I mean 1 was just shocked when I'd found out about what they'd 
done. 

Theresa now seerns to question her capacity to trust others in her community after a long 

tradition of giving people the benefit of the doubt, something she values about her smd 

rurai community. 

Theresa's cornments demonstrate how the threats of environmental hazards such as landf3.I 

extend beyond the direct risk to things like property values, smells, and health 60m the 

site itself 



6.5 Summary: A conceptual frimework for understanding risk at C M o n  

This section summarizes some of the main îindings of the study within a 

conceptual framework which describes how the risk of the preferred site for the landfil1 

was socidy constructed in Caledon (see Figure 6.1). The diagram serves largely as a 

heuristic device for understanding this case study. The fiamework is not causal in the 

sense that it may be tested empirically in other settingq it is largely inductively derived and 

descriptive. It describes why the landfill was seen as such a threat and risk, worthy of 

vehement cornmunity opposition. Nevertheless, the fnunework is partialiy informed by the 

literatures on environmental risk nich that it can readily compared to them. The 

h e w o r k  adopts, and in some cases, reconceptualizes concepts in the literature which 

may be tested deductively in future research (see chapter seven). 

What follows is a brief nimmary of the key elements of each concept (in bold) 

within the framework and how the concepts are interconnected. The details of each 

concept have already been discussed throughout the three findings chapters under 

subheading names that generally match those in this fiamework. While there are some 

lines and and arrows co~ect ing particular concepts (e.g., siting threatens core values and 

vice versa; values and expectations/worldviews comprise core values), many more could 

have been drawn to show the several interconnections 



Figure 6.1 Conceptual Framework for Understanding Risk at Caledon 



between phenornena at Caledon. Since al1 boxes are intercomected in various ways, 

these arrows have been left out for the sake of simplicity, nevertheless key connections 

will be discussed. 

The diagram is roughly circulas to represent the community. The main finding is 

that the proposed landf'iil and sitiog process, as guided by provincial 1cgUlation (bottom, 

curved centre box) were socially conaructed as high risk since they, threatened corn 

values which consist of expectations about how the world doedshouid work and what is 

valued (top, curved centre box). Thus, the circle of community which is comprised of 

these expectations and values was broken (dotted section of the circle) by the siting 

process and that process becarne a central, yet temporary force, in strengthening and 

sometimes reshaping core values. Opposition to the landfill and siting process was high 

because the core values which they threatened are deeply held and comected to ways of 

life that have long histones in the community or have been vigourously sought out and 

created by residents. 

Three central, but not mutualîy exclusive, ways of iife (top centre) supponed by 

the core values in the cornmunity are rural agrarian family/child rearing, and retirement. 

That is, many that live in the mal  areas are from century-old fann families or feel a strong 

comection to that way of life while many in the town of Bolton have moved away &om 

the city to a place expected to be safe, quiet, clean and slow growth, for raising children or 

retmng. The landfiil represented the antithesis of many of these things. It was seen as 

being unsafe, noisy, diny and unwanted growth and thus, a threat to the type of 
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environment many wanted for themsehres and th& fimilies. The siting process itself 

threatened the values that are held dear like fiendlines and trust. The process itself 

Molated these directly, but aiso created community hinwil which generated considerable 

mistration, anger, and resentment arnong those residents most devoted to opposing the 

landfill. For example, the tumoi1 surrounding discussions about opposition and the ethical 

treatment of neighbouring communities seemed to cause some residents to question the 

very existence of various core values, ones habihiaily thought to be shared with 

neighboun. 

These core values are argued to underpin residents' expressed concems about 

Iandfill (top lefl box). Concems about things like water quality, heaith, smells, noise, and 

property values are representative of a broader concern to protect core values. For 

example, the top expressed concem - threats to water quaiity - is connected to traditional, 

rural ways of Life such that proposals for having "city water" piped to the community 

should anything go wrong with the landfill is considered unacceptable. Thus, the removal 

of well water represents the elimination of a part of some people's way of We. Things iike 

well water and t r a c  were also viewed to be threatened prior to the proposals for landfill. 

These everyday concerns (top right) in the cornrnunity were intensified by the 

introduction of the proposed landfili site, which added to concerns about threats to issues 

like well water and t r a c .  That is, landfill wncem and everyday concem overiapped 

considerably . 



The concem about landfill are ùifluenced by at leart five htercomected 

phenornena: dread of landfill, images of landfill, h o m r  stories about other landfilis, 

certainty that impacts will ultimately happen and expectations that the benefits are 

miniscule in relation to the costs. Dread of landfill at Caledon is comparable to the dread 

of nuclear technologies generally (see Slovic, 1987). Landfill is particularly dreaded in the 

sense that it is feared to have the potential to recreate past horrors (e.g., decayed 

basements, soi1 and water contamination) and, as yet, unknown horrors (e.g., large-scale 

negative health outcomes). Residents draw on images of past horror stories like Love 

Canal, and problems with various local landfills, to conclude that such problerns are 

imminent near any landfill in Caledon. Landfill itself is a technological pariah associated 

with such images as decay. chernicals (with unknown human effects), pestilence and an 

underlying concern that the worst elements of the landfill may invade the body unnoticed 

ruid cause sickness or drath. For Caledon, landfifl represents considerable actual and 

potential costs with few appreciable benefits (centre, right). The benefits are deemed 

minimal partially because the local economy is quite vital, but moreover because the costs 

are viewed to be so great. That is, costs do not out weigh benefits as much as they 

overshadow them entirely. 

The social construction of landfill as a high risk in Caledon was greatly influenced 

by the siting context withh which resident's t rust  of experts was irreparably eroded early 

on. In the frarnework this context is represented by a series of boxes connected on the 

right side of the diagram. These boxes are placed on the fnnges of the community circle 
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to represent that thhgs like siting processes, governrnent experts and community 

opposition groups are usually ternporary elanents of any community context. There are 

at Ieast three interrelated key elernents to this erosion of trust: expert uncertainty in the 

prediction of impacts fiom landfill, Mering views on equity/faimess in the siting process, 

and the rote of community participation. Part of the reason that residents were 

convinced that the landîill would negatively impact the cornrnunity is that they recognized 

that the expert scientists could not predict the potential impacts of landfill. Specincdy, 

experts could not be relied upon to assure that nothing bac! would happen in the fiiture. 

The WA view of equity, as mandated by the EA legislatioq was to keep Peel's waste in 

the Region while many in the community viewed equity in terms of considering a wide 

array of alternative ways of getting rid of waste, not just lmdnll. Governent experts 

were distrusted because they failed to involve the community in any decisions about the 

elimination of alternatives. That is, many alternatives were abolished prior to any 

cornmunity participation in the process which restricted choice, the latter being highly 

valued in the community. Thus, cornrnunity participation was seen as a sham whereby 

residents were asked to weight and rank criteria for ody one waste disposal option. 

Community opposition groups gamered considerable support and sway in the 

community and became relied upon for news about the l a n a  siting issue. The 

cornmunity opposition box in Figure 6.1 is cfosely aligned with the community context 

box to represent that these groups in many ways were the community in the fight agallist 

the landnll. However for some, involvemat in opposition was associated with some 
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negative impacts including tirne away fiom other Iife duties and exposure to fnistrating 

and sometimes verbaliy violent clashes among residents. While these impacts did not seem 

to extend too far beyond the groups themselves, the community generally experienced 

impacts from siting in the form of emotional shock at various announcements throughout 

the course of siting, the moa prominent being the announcement of preferred site C34B. 

These residents seemed to deny that any site near them was sensible and so were caught 

off guard when the announcement happened. Residents may be setting tbmselves up for 

future shocks as some consider the issue of C34B to be dead, despite the fact that the 

Region still has to find a solution for waste disposal. 

The coincidence of al1 of the above phenornena served to generate fervent 

opposition from the community. Opposition, combined with the nature of the siting 

process, rnay have contributed to the ultimate dernise of the NDP government and the 

dismantling of the N A .  Residents were provided with unique oppominities for 

participating in the N A  siting process and the opposition groups orchestrated 

participation in order that it would slow down the process until a provincial election. 

Thus, a comunity participation process which was meam to get the cornmunity on-side 

with the choice of sites (e.g., since residents were personaily involved in weighting and 

ranking cnteria for site selection) backfired. The next chapter discusses how situations 

like the one in Caledon might be explained fùrther by connecting them to broader social 

processes. 



Chapter 
Discussion: Caledon as a Risk Society 

ibis chapter links the findings at Caledon, particularly the conceptual framework, 

with the technological environmental risk literstue reviewed in chapter two to broaden 

understanding of the case study. While there are many pardels between the Caledon 

findings and various theories olapproaches to studying nsk, the focus wüî be on the risk 

society theory which is argued, in this chapter, to be the most appropriate for 

understanding the socially constructed meaning of risk for residents at Caledon. 

Nevertheless, concepts (in itufics) from other approaches are invoked, particularly when 

these concepts seem to parallel or elaborate the characteristics and concepts within the 

nsk society theory. In particular, approaches that include prominent roies for values, 

beliefs, social context and the social construction of risk are revisited. While no empincal 

studies were found which are based the risk society as an exphnation, empirical evidence 

is used as argument of the potential transferability of the risk society concepts themselves 

beyond this case study. 

The chapter is organited accordllig to the main concepts outlined in the concephial 

framework in chapter six. That is, each cornponent or set of c o ~ e c t e d  cornponents 

within the concepnial framework for Caledon is described in terms of the risk society and 
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related theoretical and empirical literature on environmental risk. The discussion starts 

with a general o v e ~ e w  of how the risk society connects to the Caledon case study. 

7.1 Threais to security and core vaiues 

The central theme in the conceptual framework for Caledon is that both the 

landfill, and the siting process itself, threatened residents' core values which support 

security in particular ways of life. In this thesis core values are comprised of both values 

and worldviews. The separation of the two in the findings has been out of convenience for 

breaking up a large iist of core values that emerged in the interviews. That is, elsewhere 

valrces (what people feel is moral or desirable) are distinguished from worldviewdbef~efs 

(what people think the world is Iike)(Kempton et al., 1995), but here they are so 

intertwined (e.g . , in ways of Life) that they are combined within the concept "core values". 

Nevertheless, ways of life including rurai agarian, child rearing7 and retirernent are 

supponed by sirnilar sets of values and worldviews (e.g., slow growth, traditional, 

tmsting) and worldviews (e.g., s d l  town, place for family, clean) in the Caledon anyway 

and were jeopardized either directly and indirectly. This resonates with one of Beck's 

( 1 W2a) main assertions within the risk society theory - that security as an organizing 

principle of society is currentiy being undennined. 

Beck's theory refers to the transition fiom industriaiized modeniity to a new and 

unknown (since the process is under way, not complete) fom of social organizatioa which 

is presumed to be based largely on environmentai risks. Beck argues that in the indumial 
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era ( a h  cded modernity) se&@ is a centrai, yet rarely recognized, constituent of 

society whereby people coasciously create and presume safety nom various harms. Safety 

and security are argued to replace equality (e.g., social economic justice, gender equality) 

as ideals within the risk society as the centrality of weaM as the logic for production and 

social organization is transformed into the centrality of iechnoIogicaIlly creoted risks as 

the logic for production and social organization. A key feature is that neither the poor nor 

the wealthy can presume safety fiom erwironmentd hanns because technological 

environmental hazarddrisks are increasing in number and have insidious and extensive 

(even global) impacts. As argued in chapter two the idea that security/safety is a key 

social phenomenon is shared by Giddens (1991) and his notion of thepro~ectiw cocoon, 

Goffinan and the rirmveli, and Wolpert (1980) who uses of the idea of the clou& of 

competerice. However, Beck's is boldest in his claim that in the risk society security/safety 

becomes more prominent than equality as an ideai in the movement towards a nsk society. 

This may not be the case in Caledon. 

The reason that securitylsafety has become so important in the transition to the 

risk society bas ta do with the changing nature of both technological risk and the way 

industrialized modernity handies nsks 6om harards. Risks nom environmental hazards 

involve complex, technical, expert-controiled systems that may no longer assure safety 

from harm precisely because the systems are complex, technical, expert-controled and 

therefore uncertain. This is now paralleled by încreasing public recognition ofthe limits of 

science to be able to predict ami control the impacts fkom hazards and, thus public 
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deference to experts (scientists and governments) in decisions involving environmental 

threats is declining. This state of a f f '  is signalied by profound public shock and 

mrxieties when confronted with environmental threats directly which motivates political 

action. Thus, p r o t e h g  security and reducing anxiety, not stnvUrg for equality, are the 

main motivations to political action and social change in the nsk society. 

Beck's risk society was deveioped to explain macro-scale changes in Western 

industrialized society generally, not local-sale societal change. However, Caledon 

represents a community at the margins of the risk society. That is, this case shidy 

represents a microcosm of these macro-scale changes. The residents' core values are the 

basis for safety/security in Caledon. Many of the residents have moved to Caledon to 

retire or raise a famly or they have lived there al1 their lives. However, ail residents seem 

to share a desire for traditional ways of He built on classic nird values including trust, 

respect for the land and the desire for a clean, spacious, heaithy environment away fiom 

the city. These core values are central to what makes these people feel safe and secure. 

The landfill and siting process both threatened Caledon residents' security. The 

threats were both direct and indirect. The landfil itself was seen as a direct threat to a 

wide range of things that were vaiued in the community including quiet, trafic safety and 

the safety of children (e-g., threatened by dump-truck trafnc) as well as the natural 

aesthetic beauty of the area (e-g., threatened by the offensive appearance, smell and noise 

associated with 1andfi.ü itself). Indirect threat to security inchdes a questioning of trust in 

neighbours as opposition efforts divided the community group leaders. 



These direct and indirect threatdimpacts on core values forced residents to 

conffont their ways of Me which, to that point had never corne unda senous threat fkom a 

technological environmental hazard. It seems that residents were accustomed to guarding 

against threats Rom other realms including safety fiom nsks like crime and traffic. For 

example, the focus of residents' risk and safety concems was on issues like crime, t r a c ,  

and financiai issues not environmental concems. When asked about community risk and 

safety (security) concerns, landfill was rarely the fira thing people mentioned and/or 

wanted to talk about. This extends Drottz-Sjoberg's (LW 1) fmding that the way people 

define risks (they had four definitions from which to choose) is a determinant of the 

perceived severity of risk fiom hazards generaily. The Caiedon case indicates that when 

gven the opportunity to talk about "risk" environmental issues are rarely the first to spring 

to rnind even though the community was highly sensitUed to a specific hazard. While this 

thesis shows how traffic and financial issues are dso connected to environmental threats, 

this connection was not readily made by residents in the ways they tdked about risk and 

safety in their community. Nevertheless, residents agreed with the assertion that the 

landfiil threatened theu core values through their positive responses to the prelirninas, 

findings document (see Section 3.6.2 and Appendix F). This reinforces the value of 

interpretive social science based on qualitative interview methods for constructing the 

meaning of concepts like risk and safety for laypeople. Whiie laypeople may not habihiaîiy 

think about risk and safety in tenns of threats fiom the environment or technological 



hazards, they can stiu agree that this is a sensible way to frame their concem about 

iandfill 

The issue of core values is also prominent in recent discussions within policy 

analysis. Sabatier (1987) and Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993) borrow from Lakatos' 

(1971) discussion of changes in scientinc belief systems, and Converse's (1964) notion that 

abstract beliefs are very resistant to change, to corne up with their own threefold 

categorization of values: the deep core, policy core and secondary aspects. The deep 

core consists of the "fundamental normative and ontological axioms that define a person's 

underlying personal philosophy" (e.g., views on distributive justice and the nature of 

humankind), the policy core of "basic strategies and policy positions for achieving deep 

core beliefs" (e.g., views the role of goverment as opposed to the marketplace), and 

secondary aspects as, "a multitude of instrumental decisions and information searches 

necessary to implement the pclicy core" (e.g., views on the serioumess of a particular 

problem, like finding a site for waste disposal) (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993, 32). 

The key to this categontation is that it represents a hierarchy of resistance to 

policy change based on adherence to social values. That is, the issues that threaten the 

deep core are the most resistant to change through policy initiatives. Withh this thesis the 

deep core and policy core are combined into the general concept core values since the 

components of each ovedap the Caledon residents' values, worldviews, and ways of Life 

(see also Lomas, 1990). The most important parallel is the notion that both deep core and 

policy core values are resistant to change because they are part of a persoaSfgmups' 
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philosophical makeup. This resonates with Beck's and Giddens' notions that threats to 

these values (i. e., security/protective cocoon) has the potentid to produce profound 

concem and anxiety such that people are Eely to fight to protect core values. This issue 

is taken up again in section 7.7, conceming psychosocial impacts, and 7.8, conceming 

opposition. W e  Sabatier is generally concemed with why and how policy changes over 

time, his ideas are useful here for explaining how the meaning of risk can become socidly 

constnicted. 

The Caiedon case study may be connected with a wide array of 

theones/fiameworks that include a prominent role for values in the social construction of 

risk including: grid/group analysis, the social amplincation of risk, sociai menas of risk 

and risk and social leaming. That values are concepts in these theories/frameworks 

corroborates that understanding values is crucial for understanding how risk is socially 

construaed in everyday Me. For example, the notions of  worldviewideoIo~ and group 

solidarity central to gridlgroups anaiysis are also relevant to the Caledon study. 

Wildavsky and Dake (1990) argue that worldviews are actuaiiy comprised of deeply held 

values and beliefs which are the basis for group solidarity (see also Tonn et al., 1990). 

nie  case smdy acnialiy supports that there were a number of different "groups", defined in 

ternis of ways of life (e.g., ni ra i  Farming, familyfchild-rearing, retirement), whose solidarity 

may have been threatened. These ways of life also share values, so in this sense the 

solidarity of the community in generai was aiso threatened. 



Ways of life are not defined in the sarne m e r  as in traditional @d/group 

analysis (e.g., Douglas and Wiidavsky, 1982; Wiidavsky, 199 1; Wiidavsky and Dake, 

1990). Traditional gridlgroup analysis involves ways of life as defined largely by poütical 

philosophy (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993 cd this poky  COR, as opposed to deep 

core beliefdvalues which are also a concem of this thesis) - egalitarian groups {border) 

and cornpetitive individualists - while in this thesis ways of life are determined as much in 

tems of peoples' views on the relationships between natural and social environments (e.g., 

quiet/peacefùiness, cleanliness, traditional ) which may actuaUy be supported by either 

centrist or border groups. S hrader-Frechette ( 199 1 ) demonstrates why these traditional 

characterizations rnay not be appropriate for describing community reactions to specific 

technological hapirds, through an example first described by Kunreuther et al. ( 1987). 

She argues that opposition to Allied Chemicals' pollution of the James River in Vifginia 

was based not on the (egalitmian, border) anti-govemment, anti-industry sentiments that 

are usudy associated with environrnentafist opposition to industrial poiiution (see 

Douglas and Wiidavsky, 1982). Rather, opposition appealed to centrist arguments 

associated with (non)compliance with the law, constitutional "nght to know" and 

democracy (Kunreuther et al., 1987). Sirnilarly, at Caledon it seems that people who 

have centnst (e-g., conservative) and egalitarîan (e.g., liberal) valws together opposed the 

landfil at Caledon. 

Values are conceptuaiized in the social amplification of risk framework as filters 

for risk perceptions and thus, take on a peripheral role in the fiamework (see Figure 2.5) 
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(Kasperson, 1992). A key feature is that imtitutionaal values may conflict with indïvidùai 

values which can fiinction as a Mcrum for the delicate balance between risk attenuation 

(perception of risk muumized) as opposed to risk amplification (perception of nsk 

intensified). But Kasperson conceptualizes institutional values mainly in relation to 

employment rather than broader institutions Ore govemment or even science. It was the 

latter that were important in the Caledon case since science and govemment controled the 

siting process for the landfiîi (i. e., risk). Thus, the amplification of risk fiamework needs 

to account for broader sets of values to explain the amplifkation of risk in places üke 

Caiedon. 

Like Sabatier's work the sooal mena fiamework (Renn, 1992) and the notion of 

risk ami leaming (Wynn, 1992) are directly concemed with the analysis of environmental 

risk and policy. These parallel the Caiedon study through the concept of vahe 

commitmmrnts in the former and tacit rnodels in the latter. Rem (1992) argues that policy 

decisions are influenceci rnainly by the degree to which various stakehofders effectively 

mobiiize social resources to favour their position. He asserts that stakeholden try to 

convincing others of their point of view and that highlighting shared basic value 

commitments is among the moa powerful of social resources In Caledon, opposition 

organizers focused on the widespread maIl town, slow p w t h  values of residents to 

ensure community cornmitment against the landfil. 

Similarly, Wynn ( 1992) appeals to the notion of tacit ndIs  of the world to 

describe the role of values and beiiefs in social leaming. His focus is on the tacit models 



of experts as opposed to Iaypeople and that both have very difEerent beliefs and values 

about the way the world works, particulady in relation to the constitution of risks from 

hazards. He argues that all new information is used to preserve the tacit mode!. AU 

knowledge on the nsks firom l a n W  in Caiedon was conditioned by the degree to which 

they fit within the residents' tacit knowledge of the world around them. Thus, there is a 

direct parallel between Wynn's notion of tacit models and the definition of core values 

(particularly worldviews) in this thesis. 

These latter two h e w o r k s  (dong with the Sabatier's poücy learning framework) 

focus on the roles for values in explanations of policy change rather than Iay 

constructions of risk, the focus of this thesis. While values are centrai to Rem and 

Wym's arguments their goal is slightly different. Values need to take on a more central 

role in explanations of why certain groups are deeply concerned about the nsks from a 

hatard rvhile others are not - that is, how risk is sociaily constructed through shared 

meanings. This is the focus of the remainder of the chapter. 

7.2 Intensification of everyday concerns 

While the concerns about the preferred site for the landîïll expressed by residents 

at Caledon reflect what is reported in the literature (e.g., Baxter et al., 1992), it is 

important to recognize that similar concerns aiready existed in the community prior to the 

landfiil. Much has been made of the types of concems people have about particular 

hazards with a Mew to chaaging the hazards themselves to aiiay these concems. This 
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research reinforces that there were concerns about how the landfill might such 

things as water contamination (Edelstein, 1988; Fitchen et al., 1987; Rydant, l988), tratlic 

safety (Rydant, 1988; Stoffle et al., 1991), property values (Rydant, 1988; Sorensen et al., 

l987), and health (Edelstein, 1988; Gibbs, 1986; Ooss et al., 1987). However, focussing 

on expressed concems alone may hide at Ieast two deeper issues. Fust, these expressed 

concems are not easily mediated since they represent deeper core value concems in the 

community which are not readiiy minimized through basic remediation strategies (e.g., 

truck traffic diversion or seaguil canons). Second, these concems intennfied existing 

threats to core values in the community fiom general growth pressures in the area. 

The landfill issue reinforced sorne residents' existing concems/fears about living in 

Caledon that highlights the importance of context on the social construction of Nk. For 

example, some residents had existing concems about ever having to receive "city water" 

piped fiom Lake Ontario, a real problem as Caledon continues to grow and aretch the 

limits of the local well water supply. A landfiIl, with the potential to leach toxins into this 

local well water supply, added to these concem and threatened to speed up the switch to 

city water. While clean dnnking water is an issue cornmon to everybody, it has a 

particular meaning for the residents of Caledon - it is symboüc of their rural, srnail town 

values. 

In terms of the risk society, Caiedon was already experiencing threats to their 

secunty in various traditionai ways of life which is tied to a reverence for t h g s  like fresh 

well water. But, before the lanm issue, threats came more fkom uncontrolled residentid 
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growth and not from any specific technological environmental hazard. It was the landfi11 

t hat brought these threats into focus and prompted large-scale action as community 

opposition. 

Concem intensification resonates with the notion of the social amplification of risk, 

but also extends it. Kasperson's amplification of risk framework might view preexisting 

concems as part of either theportrqaI of the hazard (site und siting process) process or 

the resident s' ir~~erpretution and ris& perception processes (see Figure 2.5). Thus the 

6amework would explain that concem was amplifieci in the community because of the way 

the issue was negatively portrayed in the local media. The local media on the landfill issue 

itself were controlled by opposition leaders who either wrote or were quoted in the 

articles. The residents were also prone to trusting the local media for their information 

about the landfil as both shared the same view - landfill is high risk (see Section 4.3.1.3). 

However, neit her pomnyd, interpretation, nor ris& perception adequat el y capture the 

powemil role of the existing social context at Caledon, in particular, the impact of 

preexisting everyday community concerns. Whiie intensification of these everyday 

concerns is tied to core values and beliefs, and the latter are secondary considerations in 

the amplincation âamework (discussed in section 7.1) the former deserves separate 

consideration. That is, values and community context are not aiways linked together in 

any predictable way from one place to the next. For example, clean weli water may not be 

as syrnbolic of traditionai rural values in other places that, on the surface, seem similar to 

Caledon. Background/pre-existing concem intedication might be considered as a 
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separate element in firameworks k e  the social amplification of risk. This notion of 

intensification also provides one means for giving abstract notions iike core values more 

practical (operationaiked) grounding in the every day. 

7.3 Objects of dread: Images of land11 and the los3 of core values 

The environmental nsk literature, and psychometnc work in particdu, contain 

many references to the concept "dread" as a key element in lay perceptions of risk (see 

chapter two), yet little has been written about exactly what people dread about particular 

hasards (e. g., nuclear power). Landfa seerns to be dreaded in the context of local 

everyday life much like nuclear power is dreaded generally (see chapter four). However, 

the nuclear power is dreaded largely because of the threat of catastrophic deaths while 

there is little support for such an argument in Caledon. What residents in Caledon dreaded 

about the Landfil were the images they have of landfiil as wel  as the Ioss of core values 

(Le., loss of objects and people who suppodshare particuiar core values and ways of life). 

Symbolicaiiy, residents were concemed about the death of a community which is 

dominated by particular sets of values. Core values at the individual level are highly 

resistant to change, so individuais' values were uniike1y under threat of change. Yet, 

residents were concemed that valued aspects of the community rnight dissipate (e-g., 

destruction of the natural environment) and tbat growth would attract new groups who 

may support different sets of core values (e.g., associated more with city or suburban We, 

rather than rural, srnail town Me) which wouid c b g e  the commrmity generaliy. Thus, 
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dread may be re-conceptualized in the Wk society theory to represent the fear of a loss of 

security in a way of life not just death itself. 

There is more to dread than fear of catastrophic deaths. in the factor analysis 

studies of the perceived risks of a wide range of hazards, d e d  ris& is used to describe 

one of the two clusterings of factors which emerged. Dread risk is a combination of 1 1 

characteristics, whether a hazard is: uncontrollable, dreaded (the degree to which the 

hazard makes one feel uneasy at the gut level), global catastrophic, fatal, not equitable, 

catastrophic, high nsk to h r e  generations, not easily reduced, increasing in risk, 

involuntary, and suspected to efTect somebody persondy (Fischhoff et al., 1978; 

Lichtenstein et al., 1978; Slovic et al., 1982; Slovic, 1987). However, these 

characteristics focus on the hazard and pay little attention to the relationship between 

hazards and local, everyday life. 

Since these Iandmark studies, one of the main areas of attention has been the 

relationships between dread, perceived risk, and mortality (see chapter two). For 

example, some suggest that what people actuaily dread is death (personaVfamiiy, 

irnmediatdfunire monality) fiom the hazard (Gregory and Mendelsohn, 1993). While fear 

of death does seem to play a role in what is dreaded about environmental hazards 

generally (as demonnrated in Gregory and Mendelsohn's findings), for the people in 

Caledon there were no mentions of death as a concem, even in the discussions of health. 

For example, there is no theme about death and a NUDoIST text search of the words 

death, dyitg, and dead produced no fin& which could labelled as concem about the 
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landfiil. Nevertheless, the residents seerned to have gut-level uneasiness about M g  

close to the landfill. 

While the residents did not talk directly about the potential for landfill pollution to 

cause death it may be implied in the images people had of landfdi. Images of decay, rot, 

pestilence, and stench are symbolic of death. Another prominent image of landfill is that 

of invasion of the body - that somehow the bad things that are (temporarily) contained in a 

landfill wiU eventually h d  their way into people. Thus, there may be a vague fear (dread) 

that the decay, rot, etc. will become transferred onto individuais which would signal their 

death either physically (e.g., in the form of debilitating disease) or metaphorically (e.g., the 

stigma of these images passed on to their households and community). These images 

seem symbolic of deeper concerns which residents may have found difficult to express. 

Douglas (1966) writes about the centraiity of images and symbols to social group 

cohesion, whereby groups select certain symbols as fundamenal for protecting their group 

identities. In Caledon the landfill may represent the antithesis of symbols ke rural beauty, 

the farnily farm, and naturai cleanliness that are seen as essentiai for individuai, f d y ,  and 

community weli being. In the residents' view, the iandnll and siting process violated these 

central comrnunity symbols. The power of such symbols is reflected in the Town of 

Caledon Logo which contains three hills representing conservation and recreation, 

agriculture, and in the background, industxy (Figure 3.1). While the latter hin indicates a 

some commitment to modem progress the foreground is dominated by the things which 

support the oymbols small t o m  rural, nature-orientecl life. 



These images of landfill are also connected to honor stories of mishaps at landfills 

in other places. Both may be linked to the availability and vividness heuristics described 

by decision researchea (e.g., Plous, 1993). Such heuristics are used by laypeople to 

simpliQ complex problems in order to make decisions and these simplifications are 

claimed to lead to decisions which do not maximize utility (e.g. maximum monetary 

value). The availability heuristic involves the idea that people make decisions based on the 

images available to rnemory and vividness has to do with the degree to which past images 

are etched in peoples' minds. In Caledon some residents drew on vivid images of horror 

stories like Love Canal or local landfill mishaps for deciding to be highly concerned about 

the landfill. Thus, experts may daim that the residents are not rnaking rational (utility 

maximizing) decisions since they make use of such heuristics. However, for these 

residents utility itself rnay be comprised of core values nor just monetary concems. 

The relationship between images, syrnbols and heuristics resembles Wynn's (1 992) 

notion of technologicaI specaes, that people condense complex technologies like landfills 

into simplified symbols. This may be connected to the risk society in terms of the 

implications of such symbols. 

Wynn argues that one of the rasons that technology is viewed negatively is that it 

is generally hidden from the majority who benefit fiom it. These ghost-like technologies 

are controlled by equally invisible and distant experts. Being distanced fiom largely 

expert-controlled and complex technologies like landfill is a charactenstic of the transition 
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risk society. The transition itseifis disthguished by reahtions that these complex 

technological systems are uncertain and potentially dangerous. People are fnghtened by 

spectres as they, are becoming more visible to the public, sometirnes in the fom of 

shocking disasters within systems that go wrong (see Perrow, 1984). 

What the people of Caiedon dreaded was the negative images of landfil which are 

linked to the potential dilution of traditionai core values in the community generally. But 

these images are grounded in expenence, either directly or indirectly of a complex 

technology that can fail, with potentially disastrous results. These disastrous results may 

include changes to the nature of the cornmunity including cleaniiness, agriculture and 

natural beauty which support traditional core values. In Caledon therefore, people 

particularly dreaded the thought that they could not be protected fiom a technology 

perceived to be uncenain. The role of uncertainty in relation to threats to core values is 

elaborated in the ne'a section. 

7.4 Expert uncertainty translates into peneived impact certainiy 

Residents at Caledon viewed landfili as a technology with impacts that are, in many 

respects, unknown to experts (see chapter five). The perceived uncerîainty of experts 

translated into considerable resident concem and certain@ thet impacts would eventudy 

happen in the cornmunity. Public recognition of expert mcertainty is a characteristic of 

the transition fkom modemity to the risk society. This agrees with a recent study which 

h d s  that Americans generaliy hold mental models (simplifications of the world in order to 



make form opinions/make decisions) of the relationship between technology and the 

environment as complex, interdependent and unpredictable (Kempton et al., 1995). In 

Caledon this recognition was accompanied by feelings of dismist in expert opinion and a 

general sense that such people cannot protect the residents f?om landfiii hamis. Without 

this assurance of protection, concemed residents feand certain future impacts which were 

bolstered by lay knowledge of the fallibüity of complex technological syaems. 

The link between recognition of uncertainty and perceived certainty of future 

impacts is supponed by at least three concepts, Slovic et a1.k (e.g., 1982) u n k n m  Hsk, 

Vyner's (1 988) ideas about invisible frm~rna and Perrow's (1 984) related notions of tight 

coopliiig and complex itzteructions. SIovic et al. (1982) argue that a b a r d  which rates 

hi& on the unknown factor tend to have some combination of the foIIowing 

characteristics: not observable, unknown to those exposed effects are delayed, new 

hazard, unknown to science. At Caiedon all of these seemed to play a role since the 

proposed landfili was seen to have the potential to leach harmfÙ1 chemicals into the local 

water supply unobserved and remain undetectable to both experts and residents for some 

t h e .  The key paraIlel though between Caledon and Slovic et al. is the concem that effects 

would be delayed and are unknown to science. Section 5.4 concemhg residents' 

wicertainty reports that many residents claimed that impacts were immanent and that the 

experts had no reliabie way of knowing what these impacts might be or how to detect 

them. This is reflected in residents' desire to bave more research into such issues. The 

main Merence between the findings and Slovic et al is that landnll was not seen to be a 
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new hazard since many reported diect or indirect experience with landfill and its impacts. 

However, there were concems about new, and potentidy more dangerous, chemicals 

being deposited into landfU which may increase both uncertainty and nsk. 

Vyner (1988) argues that an important aspect of the uncertainty is that people 

oflen have ditnculty adapting to it (coping) and this can be traumatizing. When faced with 

a threat, most people try to understand the nature of the threat so that they cm make a 

decision about what to do in order to rninirnize the impact of the threat (see also Lazarus, 

1966). When the threat itself is fiaught with uncertainty, people oflen find it difficult to 

make decisions about (i.e. cope with) the threat. Vyner provides a twelve-fold typology 

of uncenainties, al1 of which can hamper efforts to cope. But most of these have to do 

wit h situations involving acrtte environmental events (e. g., the discovery of leachate near 

Love Canal) and therefore tend to focus on the invisibiiity of chemicals and nature of 

dose-response uncert ainty . For example, Vy ner t alks about Ia~mcy u~zcertaittty which has 

to do with the tirne period between exposure to a chernical and the onset ofa negative 

health outcome. Vyner (1 988,6 1) comments on the psychologicai impact of latency 

uncertainty, 

It is the experience of knowing that you have been exposed to an invisible 
contaminant, but of not knowing whether that exposure has already caused 
biological damage that will resuit in the appearance of contaminant-caused disease 
in the fiiture. 
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The impacts of the landfïli were certainly latent in Caledon since there was no acute event 

(other than siting), no chemicals, and no specific dose-response relationship to ponder, yet 

latency uncertainty does not hlly capture this meanhg of such a situation. 

The Caledon situation involved a unique f o n  of uncertainty, which may be added 

to Vyner's list of called site latency icncertaznty. In Caledon the exposure was the threat 

of landfill combined with the siting process itseif so site uncertainty concens whether a 

facility, which has the potential to produce invisible contaminants and eventually negative 

health impacts, will itselfever exist. Thus, exposure at Caledon had added hvisibility in 

the sense that there was uncenainty about whether C34B would be approved dong with 

latent concerns about all of the potentially invisible chemicals that may have contaminated 

the water if it was approved. Vyner's mode1 explains the high levels of concem in any 

exposed community as a fiinction of the level of uncertainty, both of which were high at 

Caledon. This has to do with both the nature of the landfils and the type of siting process. 

The latter had built-in uncertainty over the duration of site xlection and approval which 

according to IWA estimates was to take over four years. Ironically the residents 

themselves slowed down the process which increased uncertainty by extending the 

process. This issue will be re-visited in sections 7.6 and 7.8, while the impacts of 

uncertainty will be elaborated in section 7.7. 

Residents think causally (if A ever was connected to B, it has a 100% chance of 

occurrîng in the future) (see also Slovic et al., 1993) not probabilisticdy (based on the 

number of times A has been co~ec ted  to B, A has an x% chance of being comected to B 
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in the future), a marner of thinking about the risks âom l a n w  which was a i t i c i d  by at 

least one of the IWA experts (section 6.3). This expert view is supponed in much of the 

risk literature which presumes that taypeople do not think ratiodiy about the potentid 

impacts fiom technological environmentai hazards which are usuaIiy low probability risks 

(e.g., Burger, 1 988Xsee also section 7.6). However, researchers üke Perrow challenge 

this expert view and lend some credibility to the residents' points of view. The basis of his 

argument is that various segments of technological systems are so tighrly carpled that if 

something goes even remotely wrong in one segment (e.g. fiom human error) it can lead 

to far-reaching system-wide failures. This is similar to arguments fonvarded by Caledon 

residents who cite coupling xenarios like technid malfiinctions in the landfil liner and 

human error in detecting toxic chernicals in househoId garbage. Similarly, Perrow claims 

that cornplex technological systems may be comprised of complex zr~îeractiorrr which are 

unintended and therefore are not accounted for in the design of the syaem. These 

complex systems and interactions increase the likelihood of negative impacts. Caledon 

residents are concemed that experts do not have a reasonable grasp of the nature of 

landfiil and its impacts since it involves the complexities of technological, naturd and 

human systems which may interact in ways which cannot be calculated probabüisticdy. 

The residents at Caledon seemed to feel that the experts could not make 

reasonable assurances about the safety of complex waste disposai and waste disposal 

siting systems. Some were convinced, however, of the reasonable safety of altemate 

disposal options, pa~icuiariy incineration. For some residents one of the key Merences 



between the two is that IandnU remains a complex and uncertain syaem over a rnuch 

longer penod of t h e  than incineration. Thus for the latter, negative impacts from 

complex interactions are less likely. Waste in landfiil remains in the ground forever while 

it decomposes, however with incineration the complexity and uncertainty are perceived to 

end once it is bumed - at which point it was said to be, as one resident put it, " just ashes 

and nothing". There seems to be a powefil influence of context on the perceived risk of 

incineration since many Canadians view it as risky. In one study (Slovic et al., 1993) over 

60% of Canadians actually perceived the heaith risk of waste incinerators to be either 

moderate or high. The hopes for incineration arnong some residents in Caledon seems to 

contradict this popular view. It may be that contexnial conditions, like restricting 

residents' choices by eiiminating alternatives like incineration (i.e. the nature of the siting 

process), contributed to apparently lower concem about this technology in Caledon 

relative to the iest of the country. 

The high Ievel of concern about 1andfil.i nsks at Caledon was Linked to a common 

view that expert knowledge about the impacts of landfiIl was limited and inadequate to 

reassure the safkty to which residents had becorne accuaomed. Current research on the 

relationship between m a  in experts and uncertainty is inconclusive (see Johnson and 

Slovic, 1995) however, when put in the context of other circumstances which foster 

distrust, as in Caledon, the relationship seems negative. While distrust in expert knowledge 

is linked to other fonns of distwt (e-g. lack of alternatives) it is aiso comected to the fact 

that lanâfïll and landfili siting involve technological systenci which are complex, invisible 
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and uncertain Beck (1 992% 155) explallis his own view of distrust of experts in texms of 

two phases of the relationship between science and the public, 

The developmental logic of the first phase relies on a tnincated scientization, in 
which the claims of scientific rationality to knowledge and dghtenment are ail1 
spared from the application of scientific scepticisrn to themehes. The second 
phase is based on a complete scientization, which alsa extends scientific scepticism 
to the inherent foundations and extemal consequences of science itself. ui that 
way both its claim to truth and its claim to eniightenment are demystined. 

The landfill siting issue at Caledon forced residents into this second phase which is 

characterized by scepticism about science. At Caledon residents were suddedy 

confionted with technological systems (landfiil and landfill siting) which had remained 

largely invisible to their lives umil the advent of the W A  siting process. This 

confrontation led to recognition of the range of uncertainties associated with these 

technologies (based on science) which had been similarly invisible. It is such 

confrontations which prompt people to actively cope with such uncertainties and which 

marks the transition fiom modernity to the risk society. The traumatic nature of 

con£kontation may have contibuted to claims about the certainty of impacts. 

7.5 Costs overshadow benefits 

A common way to &me risk decisions concerning environmental hazards is to 

weigh COSIS (hazard risks) against bettefits. In Caledon few acknowfedged any benefits 

from having a local landfdl, and those that did, felt the benefits were so low that they were 

not even wonh considering. This may be explained partidy by the idea that the coas of 
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landfill were viewed to be so high that they ovenhadowed the value of benefits entirely. 

The overwhelmhg role of coas may be related to the faa that they included threats to 

deeply held core values and ways of life which residents fought hard to achieve and 

maintain even pnor to the landfiil issue. 

Prospect theoiy (Kahneman and Tversb, 1979) is one of the most progressive 

theones of decisions involving costs weighed against benefits since it asks people to value 

nsk choices relative to current wealth not in absolute terrns (see chapter two). One of the 

major findings from early prospect theory studies - that losses loom larger than gains (the 

S-shaped value function in Figure 2.2) - seems to apply to Caiedon. However, the 

negative value of losses (costs) on the left side of the graph would likely be considerably 

steeper since the costs of landfiii at Caledon were considered to be so great. A limitation 

of prospect theory for explaining what happened at Caledon is that it is based on value or 

utility expressed in monetary ternis. However, when (negative) utility is expressed in 

terms of loss of conditions which suppon core values, as in the case of Caledon, losses are 

higher and the curve is considerably exaggerated on the lefi side. The other major finding 

of early prospect theory studies, that people ovenveigh s m d  probabilities, is difncdt to 

ascertain since the probabilities of impacts are thernselves associated with considerable 

uncertainty. 

When considered in the context of everyday life ai Caledon costs and benefits had 

much to do with social values, not just economic issues. Gardener and Gould (1989) 

recognUe this in a study which disaggregates overail benefits to include economic 
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betzefits, basic nee& @îy and security , and pleanrre. Gardener and Gouid's notion of 

benefit is linked to the risk society theory in the notion that scrfety und securify is a benefit. 

In the study the non-economic aspects like safety cmdsedty benefits did not account for 

as much variation in perceived risk as economic benefits, howwer, overail benefit itself 

(ail four types combined) actuaily accounted for very linle variation in perceived nsk. 

This agrees wit h the findings of Fiynn et al. ( 19%) that economic benefits are not 

statisticaily signlficant predictors of cornmunity support or opposition to the Yucca 

Mountain nuclear waste repository proposal. These parallel the Caledon situation 

whereby benefits seemed to play a small role in the perception o f  risk. Further, this claim 

is supported by Lawrence ( 1996, 178) who actualiy studied a number of Canadian siting 

process including the NA'S, "local political and public resistance was often strongest 

within urban fringe areas, especidy where nird liestyle and quality of Me were a higher 

prior.): than empIo~rnttnt 01d economic opportzmitzes (emphars arlded). It is more 

appropriate to consider qualities like d e t y  and security as components of the c m  side of 

the cost-benefit equation, as in Caledon safety and security in particdar ways of Ne, 

rooted in common sets of core values, seerned to be intensely threatened. In relation to 

the risk society theory, saf'ety and security represent key social organiting p ~ c i p l e s  of 

modemity (and Caledon) whic h are increasingly being threatened by environmental 

hazards like the C3 4B landfiii in Cdedon. If reactions to environmental hazards continues 

to involve issues of safety and security fiom (non-financial) hanns, debitions of cosr and 

cifiliry may have to be expanded to include these concem. 



7.6 The Iay-expert interface and the erosion of trust: Linpage, ratioaality, 
equity and the refusai o f  deference 

Tma in experts was eroded on severai fronts during the IandnU siting issue in 

Caledon. While the erosion of trust was linked to technological uncertainty (descnbed in 

section 7.5) it was aiso a function of at least two other phenornena: residents and experts 

seemed to speak very different languages of risk tied to different views of rationality and 

equity, and the residents felt expert restricted choice too early in the process. 

Trust is now regardeci as one of the essential elements of any successfùl isk 

communication effort (Covello, 1996; Flynn et ai., 1992; Leiss, 1996; Slovic, 1993; 

Wildavsky, 199 l), yet at Caledon not only was trust eroded very early in the process, 

community risk communication did not seem as important the siting agency as actually 

findins and defending the choice of (lowest risk) site. Thus, residents felt that experts 

were not taking community concems (e.g., threats to core values) seriously. The low 

level of trust contributed to an unwillingness on the part of residents to defer to the WA's 

choice. The decline of deference to such expert decisions is a central characteristic of the 

change fiom modem industrial society to the risk society. 

The lWA experts and the residents seemed to speak different languages of risk. 

Experts centred on issues of rationality while residents focussed on a range of issues which 

reflected a deeply rooted need to protect their ways of Me. What mattered for the experts 

were fms, scieme, and rationalty which reflects a Mew of risk assessrnent and 

communication which has been criticised in the fiterahire for being too narrow. While 
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technically good science is important for hdnig appropriate lmdfill sites it is no longer 

enough on its own since community opposition has increased in importance. For example, 

Leiss (1996) reviews some overlapping sets of lessons leamed in nsk communication over 

its short history (since the mid 70s) including that: it is problemtic to speak of me and 

perceived nsk, laypeople resent the "technical arrogance" of experts and, lay trust in 

experts is essential for messages to be respected. The themes associated with expert 

conversations in this snidy indicate that sorne or a i l  of these may have been Molated. 

Lawrence (1996, 18 1) corroborates that the WA generaliy was "perceived to be arrogant 

or insensitive". That experts considered mainly facts, science, and rationality rather than 

building trust by avoiding stubbornness and arrogance s m d  to play a role in the erosion 

of trust at Caledon. While experts claimed that extra masures were taken to use non- 

technical (non-arrogant) language many residents in this study disagreed, accusing experts 

of being foo lechnical. patronzzirig, and bdared. 

iWA experts seemed to support a traditional, scientific Mew of rationality while 

the residents adhered to one based on protection of ways of Me rooted in particular 

values. The review of rational decision theories in chapter two concludes that laypeople 

do not usually make scientifically defensiile, utility-rmmhkbg, N k  decisions. Instead, 

they are clairned to employ heuristics and biases for making decisions which simplify the 

choices to make them more manageable (e. g., Kahnernan and Tversky, 1979). This iine of 

argument implies that when scientiiic and lay views of a hazard disagree, it is because 
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laypeople are irrational since they do not employ scientific decision rules (e.g. Star and 

Whipple, 1980). 

Shrader-Frechette (1 99 1) argues however, that laypeople faced with risks to their 

everyday lives may adhere a rationaïty linked more to values than to scientific decision- 

making, and neither laypeople nor scientists have privileged access to tniths about risks 

fiom hazards (see also Wynn, 1992). Thus, she puts rationality on a continuum from 

naive positivim - which assumes that risk can be calculated mathematically, objectively, 

and independently of value judgements - to cttitutai relativim - which assumes that risks 

are collectively defined by groups, and are constnicted fiom group vaiues (see also, 

Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982). According to naive positivism science is the only means 

of providing rational decisions about nsk while under cultural relativism all groups have 

equal daims to rational risk decisions. At Caledon experts tended towards the positivist 

view while residents leaned towards the relativist view, but in neither case are the 

extremes of Shrader-Frechette's characteriration evident. For example, experts implicitly 

recognized t hat the weighting and ranking of site selection criteria involved values about 

which pieces of information were most important for fhding the best site (e.g., protecting 

hydrogeology venus economic). SUniiarly, residents recognized the importance of 

scientific information about risks but they aiso recognized that it is fiaught with 

uncertainty. Nevertheless, views of rationaiity Wered in important ways. 

Residents at Caledon accused the IWA of not adhering to the rules necessary for 

ensuring scientSc rationality. Scientists involved in the siting research were denounced 
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not oniy for producing evidence which codd be contradicted by cornmon sense (e.g. 

debates over the nature of the water table), but also for doing biusedfimïchrfent research. 

This is partially supported by Lawrence (1996, 180) who claims that one of the reasons 

for the demise of the IWA was, "questionable numerical decision d e s " .  The outcome of 

such debates is not the issue here, what is important is the idea that residents 

acknowledged the relevance of scientSc knowledge not just their own values. However, 

when scientific knowledge itseif'is perceived to rest on questionable research, as it was in 

Caledon, residents' may feel justified in taking recourse to protect community values using 

scientific as well as non-scientific arguments. 

Residents resorted to non-scientific claims against the landfiil partidly because the 

process itself was viewed to restrict choice and violate equity. Residents and experts 

spoke very differently about equity, as the former focused on process eqrrity (including 

reasonable considerat ion of di options) and irflra-regiorral eqz~ity (ensuring regional waste 

disposai pacts be honoured), while the latter centred on inter-regiorza/ eqirity (ensuring the 

waste aayed in Peel where it was generated). Tems such as these have few parallels in 

the environmentai risk literature. Environmental equity is a general terni which refers to 

the equal sharing of nsks across groups (Cutter, 1995), with attention to both social 

(Harvey, 1973) and distributive justice (Rawls, 197 1). This version of equity resembles 

the NDP/IWA's - insidence that the waste be disposed of in the region - and is reinforced 
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by Lawrence (1996) who gives it a Merent label - substmriw famess". Some residents 

clearly had not thought of this principle untiI forced to through i n t e ~ e w  questions and 

few believed that this should be the main p ~ c i p l e  to guide waste siting in Peel. Thus, 

Beck's suggestion that equity as a goal of society is now giving way to the protection of 

security as a goal, appears to exist at Caledon. Some residents seemed most concemed 

with keeping the site out of Caledon*. However, many residents seemed to react less to 

the spirit of the principle of inter-regional equity and more to the groups that nipponed it. 

That the NDP and lWA were in favour of such a view seemed reason enough for some 

residents to disrniss it. 

The M>P and IWA were distrusted because they set up a process deemed unfaû 

since it foreclosed on a number of waste disposal alternatives without the involvement of 

the community and they bypassed regional agreements about waste disposai. The former 

is analogous to Lawrence's (1 996) notion of procedt~raI eqccity which pertains to fimess 

in the planning process by ensuring that traditiondy under-represented groups are 

involved in decision-making. While the NDP and IWA did involve the comrnunity in the 

weighting and ranking of site-selection criteria and provided fùnds for reviewllrg IWA 

documentation, residents felt excluded and hstrated by the fact that some alternatives 

'' Lawrence equates the terms equity and fairness. The same is done in this thesis 
since while "equity" is a term used largely in the titerature the "fairness" is more readily 
understood by laypeople and was therefore used within the context of inte~ews.  

17 - This issue wiU be re-visited in the concIusions, chapter eight, in relation to 
refiexively induced, unintended, institutionaiized structural changes. 
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were, excluded fiom consideration up fiont. Some residents acknowledged that these 

alternatives may have proved unfwible over tirne, nevertheless they wanted the option to 

have some cornmunity representation on such a decision. 

Lawrence agrees that procedural equity - specifically exclusion of alternatives 

through legislation and procedural inertia (i.e., it pressed ahead despite recognized 

problems) was one of the main reasons for IWA siting problems. He attributes both the 

exclusion of alternatives and procedural inertia to the institutional arrangement which 

restrict ed c hoice, 

In another example (IWA), choices and political involvement were artificidy 
conarained through special legislation (e.g., the Waste Management 
Act)(Lawrence, 1996, 1 82). 

The Waste Management Act also superseded the regional agreement that it was 

Brampton's tum to take Peel's waste. The provincial NDP govenunent was viewed to be 

needlessly forcing its %il1 on a group of cornmunities which felt that they had a reasonable, 

fair, and proactive solution to their waste problem. 

Language dserences, divergent views on rationality and equity, restriction of 

alternatives and failure to acknowledge regional govemment waste management efforts aii 

contributed to residents' lack of trust in experts. The involuntariness of the landfill siting 

process, a key construct in the risk literaîure (e.g., Slovic, 1987; Starr, 1969). was the 

main derenninant of many of the residents' concems. Yet, while residents at Caledon are 

likely exposed to a variety of involuntary risks fiom hasards (e.g., crime) the landfill is 

what mobilized residents to aa,  perhaps because core values were most threatened by the 



landfill and siting process andor because a specific culprit could be blamed for the 

problem (i.e., the IWA and NDP). Regardless, public abhorrence of involuntarily imposed 

hazards fits with the risk society theory, particularly the notion that the public is 

increasingly unwilling to defer to expert decisions about environmental hazards (see also 

Laird, 1989). The risks fiom imposed, complex and uncertain technologies are 

increasingly scrutinized by publics (Beck, l992a). These sarne publics voice their 

unwillingness to allow experts to make unilateral decisions by way of vehement opposition 

- such was the case in Caledon. Further, both siting and the opposition to it were 

accompanied by impacts on residents which is the topic of the next section. 

7.7 Psychosocial impacts from siting and opposition 

The residents at Caledon experienced psychosocial impacts from the siting process 

dirtxtly and indirectly through the community opposition process. -4 psychosocial impact 

may be defined as, "The cornplex of dysfunction, distress, and disability, which are 

manifest in a wide range of psychosocial and social outcomes in individuals and groups" 

(Taylor et al., 1989; Ellion et al., 1993). In both cases residents reported shock, concem. 

anuiety, worry, as well as changes to the way they view the comrnunity (i.e., worldviews). 

All of these were destabilizing and were influenced by the length, complexity and 

particularly uncertainty of the siting process as well as the particular coping strategies 

employed by residents. These impacts acted as signals of the threats to deeply-held core 

values which were needed for residents' security and stability. Psychosocial impacts are 
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comected to Beck's (1992b, 1987) notion of onthropoIogzca1 shocks (what Giddens 

(1991) termsjizteeful moments) since it was not und critical events happened that people's 

worlds were shaken up. 

Complexity, uncertainty, and the long duration of the siting process contributed to 

psychosocial impacts. It took three years of the process to narrow numerous possibilities 

for M A  preferred sites a long list of 2 1 to a short list of five and nnally the preferred site 

(see Table 3.2). This exposed residents to a process which opened up room for 

considerable speculation about which were the moa appropnate sites, let alone 

alternatives that were not even being considered by the IWA. Section 5.1 reports that 

many residents preferred to assume that the site(s) closea to them would not be picked - 
for exampie, because of the proximity to large-scde (family) agxicuitura.1 operations. 

Residents experienced emotional shocks subsequent to the announcements of the long list, 

shon list and preferred site because they could not imagine that theu local sites would rver 

be picked. Thus, despite considerable forewanllng of the potential for haWig a potential 

preferred site in their neighbourhood these residents experienced sudden, and potentially 

destabiliang emotional shock What were at one time only thought of as potential 

impacts (because site presumed inappropriate) had suddenly became one step closer to 

acttral impacts after eac h siting announcement. 

This phenomenon of emotiond shock in the wake of these announcements can be 

explained using Lazanis' ( 1966) theory of stress and coping (see also Lazanis and 

Foban ,  1984). Liuanis  assens that stress is the outcome of two appraisai process, 
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appraisal that a hazard poses threat of harm, and appraisal of inadequate resources to cope 

with that threat. The two most common coping strategies (ways of minimizing stress) are 

problem-focused coping - taking actions to reduce the threat by actudy changing it; and 

emotion-focused coping - making changes to the way one thinks about the hazard to 

reduce the threat cognitively. The residents who expenenced the emotional impacts from 

site announcements seemed to employ emotion-focused coping strategies by convincing 

themselves that their site would not ever be chosen. This set them up for &ire shock 

and forced them to reappraise both the hatard and their resources to cope with it after 

subsequent annouocements. Within this reappraisal threat seemed to outweigh the ability 

to cope which may have suaained emotional impacts for the remainda of the siting 

process. Thus, ernotion-focused coping alone was not d c i e n t  for some to deal with the 

threat of a long and dynamic siting process. 

Emotion-focused coping seemed to give way to problem-focused coping, in the 

form of active opposition, for some residents, but the latter unearthed new threats in the 

form of dilemmas withinhnong opposition groups. Once residents becarne convinced of 

the gravity of having a site in their neighbourhood (i.e., emotion-focused coping strategies 

proved inadequate) some were motivated to take action against the lanW generaily by 

j oining opposition efforts (Le., problern-focused copine). Residents who became heavily 

involved in community opposition were exposed to fiutration, anger, and anxiety as the 

Other problem-focused measures included information-gathe~g and attendance 
at comunity meetings (cf EUiott a al., 1993) 
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cornmunity groups stmggled with the strategies they would use to fight the landfill (see 

sections 5.1 and 6.4 ). In particular, certain groups were criticised by fellow residents for 

wanting to off-load the landfill on nearby comrnunities and disagreements erupted over the 

sharing of opposition funding. For some this raised questions about whether the 

community did in fact operate in the fnendly, cooperative, and trusting manner that they 

thought it did. ïhus, emotion-focused coping based on involvement in opposition led to 

some turmoil and rnay have exacerbated psychosocial impacts. This is similar to the way 

residents coped near the recently-approved HaIton regional landfill whereby those who 

were unconcemed about the site seemed to employ emotion-focused coping strategies 

whilr those who engaged in problem-focused coping tended to be the most concemed 

(Baxter, 1992; EIliott and Baxter, 1994). 

Psychosocial impacts from siting and opposition are tied to both issues of tnist and 

the nature of siting itself which together exposed the cornmunity to what Edelstein and 

Wandersman ( 1 98 7) cal1 environmental turbulence. In both cases security was based at 

least partiaily on implicit uust which appeared to be misgiven. The residents near the 

potential sites trusted that the government, scientific experts generally, and the IWA in 

particuiar would eventually eliminate local sites presuming that the sites were not 

appropriately located. Similady, opposition group members trusted that neighbours would 

pull together rather than be "back-stabbers" in the opposition process. Both sets of 

impacts are linked to the fact that the threat had remained invisible for much of the early 

part of the siting process and was charged with uncertainty (Vyner, 1988). Edelstein and 



Wandersman (1987) claim that uncertainty and invisibüity contribute to environmentai 

turbulence characterized by negative community changes inchidhg disruption to social 

networks, community soiidarity, and cornmunity conflict. Their arguments, however, are 

based on acute contamination events involving actual chernid leaks (Edelstein, 1988; 

Fowlkes and Miller, 1982; Gibbs, 1983). The fact that Caledon residents were not 

exposed to a contamination episode indicates the power of environmental threats alone to 

destabilize individuals and communities. 

Within the risk society theory the capability of risks to destabiiize is conceptualired 

as anthropologie shock (or fatefùl moments, Giddens 1991) which involves the notion 

that everyday life is increasingly susceptible to anxiety-producing changes corn distant 

technologicai threats. Beck ( 1 987) developed the term to explain the impact of the 

Chernobyl nuclear disaster on everyday life in European communities. However, people 

set themselves up for such a shock in the face of uncertain risks. -4s Beck (1987, 161) 

puts it, "In the end, no one wants to know about t h g s  they cannot change and which 

turns their way of life upside-dom". The Ûony is that it is because of efforts to cope with 

risk, the "not wanting to know" or emotion-focused coping, that people are so shocked 

when something actual dws happen. Nevertheless, shocks were not experienced 

unifomly in Caledon For some it took the announcement of the long list of sites to 

suddedy increase concern, for others it took the short or preferred list announcements, 

and for some shocks remah only potential, pending timire developments (e-g., possible re- 

consideration of C34B as the region re-grapples with what to do with its waste). 



Beck ( 1992, 1 53) summarizes some of the implications of general social shocks in 

the iransition from industrial society to risk society : 

The shock that strikes people is a double one. They are set ftee from the 
apparently naturaily ordained ways of life and certaimies of industrial society, and 
this end of 'post-history' coincides with the loss of historical consciousness in their 
forms of thinking, living and working. Traditional forms of coping with anxiety 
and insecurity in socio-moral milieus, families, rnarriage and male-female roles are 
fding. To some degree, coping with amiety and insecurity is demandai of the 
individuals themselves. Sooner or later, new demands on social institutions in 
education, counselling, therapy and politics will anse fiom the associated social 
and cultural shocks and upsets. 

Shocks are co~ec ted  to coping with the attendant amieties which are ais0 comected to 

broader social institutional changes. Thus, psychosocial impacts may be characterized as 

signals of impacts to security in ways of life and dso the potential for social change. The 

latter is the focus of the next section. 

7.8 Opposition, individualization, coping and reflexivity 

The landfil1 and siting process at Caledon threatened core values. Efforts to cope 

with this threat included ardent opposition to both which may be connected to two central 

concepts within the risk society theory indNidi~aIizatioion and (the broader notion of) 

reflexivity (Beck, 1992). These concepts comprise an explanation for how threats to 

everyday life Corn risks translate into institutional structurai changes. One example nom 

the Caledon study is explored - the structural changes to waste siting in the regions 

surrounding Toronto. 
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Individuaiization refers t O the, "subjective-biographicaf aspects of of the 

civilkation process" (127) and is comprised of three sub-processes: removal disembedding 

or liberation), loss of traditional security (loss of aability), and re-embedding (re- 

integration) (Beck, 1992). The first involves the iiieration Rom traditional forms of 

dominance and control (e.g. class, f d y ,  govemment, science), the second to a 

disenchantment with guiding social noms and practical knowledge (e.g. scepticism about 

science), while the third refers to a re-integration of individuals into society. Reflexivity 

encompasses the idea that al1 three processes occur aiongside changes in society itseif- 

social structural changes are intimately tied with changes in individuais' behaviours (see 

also Giddens, 1 99 1 ). 

Beck (1 986) argues that individualkation is characterized largely by a removal 

fiom traditional life through an increasing integration within the market system and 

dependence on institutionalized foms of extemai control. Beck uses television as an 

example since it both isolates people, but at the same time, ties them to the market 

through things like advertising. Thus, while people used to meet at the village centre in 

feudal society, they now meet at the village green of tefevisiotr. The main institutionalized 

extemal structures which controls nsks f?om hazards are usuaüy govemment and science 

and Beck (1992, 154) assens that both, particularly the latter, are undergohg pressure 

from publics who now question their decisions, 

The risks emerging today are disthguished firstly ftom al1 the eariier ones by their 
society-changhg scope, and secondly by their particulas scientSc constitution. 
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Such was the case at Caledon involving the NDP, IWA (institutionalized decision makers) 

and the residents (public). 

The removal at Caledon was induced by threats to core values fiom the NDP/MrA 

siting process. Residents questioned the authority of these (overlapping) institutions to 

make appropriate decisions regarding waste disposal. In the process the residents lost 

t heu traditiorinl serise of seain'ty that t hese institutional structures would protect t heu 

welfare, and particularly, would not threaten the core values on which secwity is based. 

Shaken security was signalled by psychosocial impacts in the form of emotionai shock, and 

anxiety about the future. Re-embedding involved the use of copiag mechanisrns to deal 

with the psychosocial impacts to security which included fervent opposition efforts. 

Opposition had at least two reflexive effects on siting - opposition slowed down the 

M)PAWA process and likely played a role in dismantling both. 

Beck (1 992, 153) asserts that one of his central points is that, "Structural social 

conditions are radically transformed in the wake of reflexive modernization". Section 6.4 

reports how such a transformation occurred in Caledon. One of the main opposition 

strategies was to slow down the IWA process by becomiag highly involved in it, partially 

because the process was set up specificaiiy to include comrnmity participation. The MrA 

experts admitted that residents actually slowed down their efforts. A community 

participation process which was meant to include residents and get them on-side with the 

decisions, served mainly to harnper IWA siting efforts. 



At the same the that the IWA was being overwhelmed by community 

participation, inmientials in the cornmunity politicaliy lobbied the provincial Liberds and 

Progressive Conservatives to ensure that they would include plaborms against the IWA 

process in the upcorning election. The Conservatives were elected, replacing the NDP in 

most of the areas of nonh of Toronto &ected by the IWA process, and immediately 

dismantled the W A  as one of its first orders of business. It is dificuIt to establish a 

cause-effect relationship between opposition, the election and the dismantling of the I W 4  

but there is no doubt, based on the i n t e ~ e w  testimony in this study, that the former 

played at least some role in the latter. Thus in their efforts to quel1 the threats to core 

values and the attendant psychosocial impacts, residents reflexively changed the social 

structure of waste siting in the region and maybe even the other two regions nirrounding 

Toronto. The alteration of siting in the wake of opposition has been reported elsewhere in 

places like British Columbia and Alberta (both involve siting for hazardous waste 

treatment facility) where plans for the facility had to be stopped in the former, and an 

environmental suitability approach (like N A ' S )  had to be replaced by a voluntary siting 

approach in the latter (Lawrence, 1996). Reflexive social institutionai changes comected 

to individuai and group reactions to environmental nsks, however, can have effects that 

are either unintended or undesired or both. The actions of residents at Caiedon may have 

implications for howhvhere the waste eventuaiiy gets disposed of, which has equity, 

particufarly distributive jusîice, implications. This is discussed fùrther in the conclusions 

chapter. 



7.9 Summary 

This chapter links the findings of the case study to the literature on environment ai 

risks and argues that the nsk society theory is appropriate for explaining what happened at 

Caledon and for connecting a wide variety of concepts with the literature. A cornmon 

thread throughout the chapter is that core values played a more centrai role at Caiedon 

than is accounted for in many existing fiameworks used to explain why laypeople assess 

the risks from a hazard to be high when experts do not. Vyner (1988, 143) sumarizes 

the problem addressed by this chapter, 

We do not know why some people are deeply traumatized by an invisible exposure 
while others are not. We do not know why some people construct belief systems 
that portray an exposure as dangerous while others portray the same exposure as 
being safe. 

It is argueci that people do not socially construct these "beliefsystems" ody in relation to 

the hazard itself, but also relation to core values. Local context is important, not only for 

the construction of values prior to a risk event, but also for helping to shape, or in this 

case protect, values as the risk event unfolds (e.g., a siting announcement). The nsk 

society accounts for context and values by explaining how risk is co~ected  to wider 

sociai phenornena üke iaypeople's faith in science and goverment, threatened social 

security, and the reflexive changes to institutionalized social stnictures through 

individuaiized sociai actions. While the risk society was developed to explain broad social 

changes in the face of risks fiom g20bai hazards, the Caledon case demonstrates that 
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these same phenornena are reflected at the focal level. Next, is a sumrnaiy of the main 

implications of these arguments in the conclusions. 



Chapter 8: 
Conclusions 

This thesis concems the socially constnicted meanings ofrisk in a community 

sensitized to a specific environmental issue. The research involves a case of a cornrnunity 

that was once the preferred site for a regional solid waste landfiIl. The research was 

guided by the environmental risk literature generally, and in particular, the sociai and 

cultural theories of risk. These theories suggest more focus on values and beliefs as 

central to the meaning of risk and that risk is sociaiiy/culturally constnicted in the context 

of everyday Iife. The research involves a qualitative exploratory case study of mainly 

residents and some scientific/govemment experts under three main research objectives: 

i) to explore the meanings of nsk and uncertainty for residents in an 
environmentdy sensitized community; 

ii) to investigate the effect of context on risk perceptions/conanictions; i.e., how 
stakeholder groups (e-g., govemment, scientists, community opposition groups) 
interact to influence meanings of risk for individuals and the community and; 

iü) to develop a conceptual framework for understanding risk at Caledon and 
compare this t O existing fiameworks for under standing environment ai risk. 

The research makes substantive, theoretical, and methodological contributions to the 

literature on environmental nsk and suggests several directions for future research. 



8.1 Substantive contributions 

There are at least three main substantive contributions to the literature on siting 

environmentai hazards. First, this thesis descnbes why the siting process for the landfills 

was long, costly, and did not succeed (in the sense that the process was dismantled). It is 

argued in this thesis that vehement opposition slowed down and contributed to hdting the 

siting process because it threatened deeply held core values. While cornmunity opposition 

is a farniliar topic in the siting literature, the recognition of the role of core values in 

opposition is rehtively rare. Much of this literature does focus on involving cornmunities 

in siting decisions, but most efforts at community participation do not specifically 

recognize the notion that core values are sometimes at risk and must be addressed 

esplicitly in the participation process. This is likely a symptorn of claims by cornrnunities 

that participation is ofien a sham and does nothing more than fulfil siting agency mandates 

(e-g.. Petts. 1995). 

Second. this research demonstrates that expressed concerns may be indicators of 

more hindarnental concems, like threats to ways of life and the core values. Technological 

environmental hazards are so complex that identifjbg specific concerns about hem can be 

difficult for laypeople to articulate. Therefore, even if expressed concerns (e-g., water 

quality concems) are dealt with appropriately through cornmunity participation (e.g., 

offers of "piped" water) this does not ensure that the underlying concems will also be 

addressed (Lynn and Busenberg, 1995). Community participation and siting generally 

must recognize the role of deeply-rooted core values in the social construction of risk and 
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opposition and address it expiicitly. This idea of unearthing potentiaUy obscured layers of 

concem is explored further in sections 8.3 and 8.4. 

Third, the case study raises questions about equity in relation to the ultimate 

location of the region's waste. When core values are largely ignored, as they were 

perceived to be in the IWAMDP siting process, opposition is more Uely to be high and 

effective at halting siting if the process does not adapt to address community concem. 

The NDP mandate for the IWA was sufncientiy inflexible to prevent consideration of 

alternatives that would have respected the community's desire to have more choice in the 

participation process. This raises questions about where the waste will eventually end up. 

Current proposals favour extending the existing site and rail haul to remote cornmunities 

in northem Ontario or the US.. Relative to these communities Caledon is considerably 

more wealthy, and arguably more powerful in their use of knowledge to prevent local 

siting. The communities which often end up with the waste tend to be in financial 

jeopardy and are attracted to siting proposals for job creation and related compensation 

schemes, but at the same Ume take on risks which are not produced locally (Lawrence, 

1996). While communities which "accept" environmental risks may merely have sets of 

core values which are not threatened by environmentai hauirds the role of wealth and 

power and the abiiity to protect values warrants M e r  study (see section 8.4). 



8.2 Theoreticai contributions 

Since this thesis involves an exploratory shidy with the explicit objective of 

expanding existing concepts/fiameworks, the main contributions are theoretical. Few 

studies of risk in the context of everyday We make use of conceptual frameworks for 

understanding the social construction and meaning of high risk (Edelstein, 1988). While 

this study is informed by specific literatures, it was only semi-structured to allow for the 

emergence of phenornena that may not be accounted for in the literature. There are at 

least five sets of theoretical contnbutions fiom this case study which may be used to 

inform fùture work. 

First, core values may play a more important role in the construction of high Nk 

and high opposition t han much of the lit erature currently acknowledges. While several 

existing frarneworks do recognize that values and beliefs are involved, this research points 

to the centrality of such issues in the conflict over C34B. The landfiil and siting process 

were viewed to be major threats to the ways of üfe that residents had worked so hard to 

maintain. These ideas are c o ~ e c t e d  to the policy literature in this thesis. Ways of life and 

core values are 1Viked with Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith's ( 1993) notion of poiicy Ieaming 

and change whereby vaiues and worldview are partinilady resistant to change. This points 

to the need for doser attention to these issues than most curent fhmeworks for 

understanding risk allow. 

The notion of core vaiues in this thesis is different fiom definitions of 

sociaVcu1tural values (bises) discussed in cultural theories of risk and hazards. Cultural 
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theory views environmentai values as being closely connected with political values and the 

role of big industry (e.g., Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982). In this thesis core 

environmental values are concemed more with the nature of comrnunity, nahuai 

aesthetics, and the connection between natural and human-made systems rather than 

politics. While both political (or near policy core) values and core values are both 

resistant to change it is the latter, according the Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, which are the 

most resistant to change. 

Second, the risk society theory is useful for understanding risk in the context of 

everyday life and for describing how individual ef5ects and actions may be tied to social 

institutional change. The concepts of semriiy (in particular ways of life) and reflexiviy 

have only recently been applied to notions of social institutional change and environmental 

risk (e.g., Giddens, 1991 ; Wym, 1392) and they are corroborated in this study. Thus, 

threats to secunty are what link cornmunity opposition and the perception of high risk 

from a variety of hazards assessed by experts to be low nsk. This research supports that, 

if security in a highly valued way of life is threatened by an environmental hazard, 

individuals have the potential to effect extensive social institutional changes through 

opposition. For example, opposition at Caledon iduenced the nature of waste 

management in the regions around Toronto which may affect other communities within 

and outside Ontario if waste is sold outside the region of Peel. Further, the study by Ali 

(1 996) is the only other study found in the literature which incorporates the nsk society 

theory explicitly to explain the social implications of local-scde, as opposed to global- 
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scaîe, technological environmental hazards. NwertheIess, Ali's findings are consistent 

with those in Caledon. 

Third, new concepts for understanding the meaning of nsk in context emerged in 

this study including: concern intensification, and site latency uncertainty. in places like 

Caledon, where background/everyday concems are exacerbated by the threat of an 

environmentai hazard, residents are more likely to assess high risk. While the concept of 

coticerrt iritet~sijkatim is consistent with the social amplification of risk fiamework it is 

not described explicitly within it The social amplification fiamework focuses on how an 

environmental eveiit is portrayed and interpreted and less on-the charactenstics of the 

cornmtrt~ity that is involved in portrayal and interpretation. 

Site latency uncenainty may be added to Vyner's twelve-fold categorization of 

uncenainty in relation to environmental contamination and psychosocial impacts. While 

most cases of environmental risks fiom h d s  involve existing (potential) contamination 

sites, in Caledon there was no such site. The exposure at Caledon was the threat of the 

site and the siting process itself, yet this increased the level of uncertainty. Site latency 

unceriainty provides an additional level for concern and speculation about potentially 

hazardous technologies. That is site latency uncertainty concerns whether a site wili ever 

exist. Further, uncertainty around siting adds to the ükelihood of emotional shocks as 

people convince themselves a site will not be located locaiiy and are subsequentiy proven 

wrong. 
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Fourth, several concepts that exkt in the enviroameatal risk literature are 

reconceptualiZed/refocused in this thesis to undentand the construction of risk at Caledon 

Uicluding: nsk and safkty, dread, uncertainty, trust, equity, costs weighed against benefits, 

and psychosocial impacts. The concepts of risk and safety are central in the environmental 

nsk iiterature (e.g., Krimsky and Golding, 1992), however, laypeople may not routinely 

think of hazards, like landfill, as risk or safkty issues. Despite the fact that intewiewing 

was done at a thne when the landfill siting issue was very prominent in the cornmunity, and 

residents knew this to be part of the reason for their interview, residents relatively rarely 

mentioned the landfill as a risk or safety issue. Residents were as likely to mention 

financial, traffic, and crime when asked about these topics. This reinforces that experts 

and Iaypeople taik about technological hazards cüfferently and that seemingly straight 

fonvard concepts must be considered potentially problematic when doing risk research. 

Dresd and uncenainty are two pivotal concepts within the psychornetric nsk 

literature yet they did not seem to take on the same meanings as they do in this literature. 

While Iaypeople tend to assess hazards in tenns of dread and experts in ternis of moriality, 

some argue that what people actually dread is mortaiity (e-g., catastrophes) (e.g., Gregory 

and Mendelsohn, 1993). Death was not mentioned by resideats in Caledoa in relation to 

the landfll, but they did dread the landfiil in the sense that they were highly concemed 

about and opposed to it. While the residents find lanâfïîl generdy abhorrent7 what 

residents really seemed to dread was the loss of particular sets of core values and ways of 
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life in the community (as opposed to individuals) as the landfill sigMUed the potential for 

unwanted, large-scaie community develo pment and change. 

Dread rnay also be linked to uncertai~g in the sense that residents seemed to 

dread that experts were making key enWonmentaVsocial decisions based on evidence 

perceived to be uncertain in combination with inappropriate community consultation. 

While uncertainty in the psychornetric literature generdy has to do with whether a hazard 

is: (un)observable, has delayed effects, unknown to those exposed, new, or known to 

science; this research points to the centrality of scienhflc uncertainty in lay perception of 

high risk. This prominence of uncenainty is also described in the risk society theory which 

clairns that continued lay recognition of uncertaimy in cornplex, expert-controiied syaems 

will be an increasingly powerfbl force for shaping society (Beck 1992% 1992b). 

Scientific uncertainty is fùrther conneaed to the level of trust between laypeople 

and experts This tink is well recognized in the literature (e.g., Covello, 1996; Leiss. 

1996), but trust was aiso threatened in Caledon because experts were perceived by 

residents io restrict comrnunity involvernent by too narrowly defining choice options. 

Institutional inflexibility was a contributhg factor &ce the government closed off the 

various waste disposal alternatives through legislation wbich constrained the expert siting 

options. While trust is a fiindon of scientincally uncertain, technicaliysriented and 

arrogant experts, it is aiso a function of the flea'bility of the institutional structures within 

which scientiiic experts must operate. 



Lack of expert-resident trust was also infiuenced by different views on etpip. 

While the govemment and siting agency adhered to conventional concems with 

distributive justice - interregional equity - the residents were more concerned with 

intraregional equity and siting process equity (Le., due consideration of alternatives). 

Thus, the two groups spoke different languages of equitylfaûness. However, the literature 

focuses on whether environmental equity and justice exia, not how it is defined (Bullard, 

1 WOa; United Church of Christ, 1987). While the literature mentions difFerent definitions 

of equity and environmental justice (e.g., Cutter, 1993), there is little mention of how 

adherence to particular principles of equity/fairness varies by group in conflicts over risk. 

Failure to corne to agreements on such fundamental issues severely harnpers trust, and the 

success of the siting efforts. 

The notion that risk concems weighing costs against benefits does not seem to 

apply to hoiv residents assessed the nsk of C34B at Caledon. Residents rarely mentioned 

benefits of a local landfiil for the comrnunity and tended to focus solely on the costs. 

While prospect theory accounts for an Unbalance between perceived costs and benefits in 

risk decisions (Le., losses loom larger) this is based on the presumption that benefits are at 

least considered. In cases like Caledon, where benefits are deemed so s m d  that they are 

not considered in lay decisions about nsk, fhrning risk communication/siting in temis of 

coas weighed against benefits is problematic. This research points towards refocusing 

definitions of costs and benefits in non-rnonetary terms since risks in the context of 
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everyday Me aiso have to do with issues of safèty, security and values (see also Gregory 

and Mendelsohn, 1993). 

Psychological theory and sociological theory are ünked in this thesis within the nsk 

society theory whereby psychosocid impacts fiom environmental hazards are viewed as 

signais of social change (Beck, 1992a). Psychosccial impacts accompany the 

anthropologie shocks/fatefÙl moments described in the risk society theory. Further, this 

research describes how the nature of the siting process can contniiute to multiple shocks 

or single, profound single shocks. Over the three years between the announcement of the 

siting and the announcement of the preferred site many used emotion-focused coping 

schemes to cognitively allay or deny worrykoncem (Lazanis and Folkman, 1984). 

However, this set some up for future, more serious emotional impacts once something 

happened (e.g., siting announcement, comrnunity meeting) to shake theû confidence that 

the system for siting the landfill would choose an "appropriate" site - that is, m t  nearby. 

Psychosocial impacts may invotve more than joa appraisal of a hazard {prirnary appraisal) 

(threats of h m )  and coping resources {secondary appraisalj (capacity to deal with 

threats), but aiso the appraisai of institutionai, expert systems to manage the hazard 

ap pro priat el y (insrif utional appraisal). While Laranis and Foikman's theory generdy 

describes individual-level processes, the notion of systems upprazsaf makes the co~ection 

between the individual and broader socid institutional structures that is characteristic of 

Beck's risk society theory . 



Fiflh, the theoretical contributions of this thesis may be summarized in their 

support for reconceptualiPng conventional notions of rationality. The mainstream risk 

literature hss long recognized that it is unproductive to talk about r d t r u e  versus 

perceived risk (e.g., CoveIIo. 1996). but some still view people like those in Caledon as 

acting irrationally since experts assess the risk of landfiil to be relatively low (e.g., 

Whipple, 1988). S hrader-Frechette ( 199 1 ) argues for defining rational decisions, not in 

tems of the degree to which they codom to science, but in tems of the degree to which 

they represent agreement with pdcuiar sets of values. However, she expands iittle on 

the types of values that guide lay groups who oppose technological hazards deemed low 

risk. This study corroborates that the resistance to the landfiIl was consistent with sets of 

core values and was therefore rational. Funher, the research shows that Iay values are 

linked to place/cornmunity context. Not only do people corne to places like Caledon to 

share common values. the events within that place (e.g., the landfil1 siting process) serve 

to collectively shape and rea&rm those values. 

8.3 Methodologic contributions 

There are at least two major methodologic contributions of this thesis: it 

demonstrates the utility of interpretive quaiitative research for the study of technologicd 

environmental risks, and it is expiicit about the strategies used to enhance the 

tmstworthiness (qualitative "rigour") of the findings. Qualitative methods are relatively 

rarely used for studying environmental risk phai ly  because the dominant approaches 



(e. g . , econometnc, psychometric) are more amenable to quantitative methods. 

Approaches which are traditionally more kely to employ qualitative methods (e.g., 

sociologie, anthropologic) have been d e  focused more on theoretical development, 

through the criticism of dominant approaches, rather than through empirical qualitative 

research (e.g., Knmsky and Golding, 1992). Sorne notable exceptions include: Douglas 

and Wildavsky ( 1982), Edelstein (1988), Fitchen et a1 (1987), Fowikes and Miller (1982), 

Stoffle et al. (1991). 

This thesis is one of few environmental nsk studies that is explicit about both the 

rationaie for using a qualitative methodology and the details of how it was carried out. 

Few qualitative environmental nsk studies detail their methodology, although qualitative 

research has no standard practices, and thus demands explicit detail about the rationale for 

its use. For example, Edelstein (1988, 18) explains his rationale for using face-to-face 

interview methods in only three lines in his book, 

In asking questions and in anaiyzing the data, 1 sought to understand how residents 
interpreted events, rather than to test hypotheses quantitatively. The nurnber of 
times a given response occurred was, therefore, less imponant than the depth of 
each response and the contribution of the response to elucidating the overail 
picture. Using this qualitative approach, I was able to reconstruct respondents' 
residential expectations and to chart many of the impacts of the pollution incident. 

This thesis includes explicit detail about why and how qualitative, in-depth face-to-face 

interviews were used. In particular, the i n t e ~ e w s  aiiowed the reconstruction of lay 

meanings of risks both explicit and impticit in what was said in the conversations. This 

was imporiant for unearthing values and worldviews that are generally difEcult for 
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individuals to express since they are tacitiy understood in everyday life. The analysis of 

the interview data is also explicit and details the rationale for choosing quotations for 

presentation and how the data were transformed into concepts in the theoretical 

framework. 

Few qualitative studies within social geography point out the strategies used for 

enhancing the trustworthiness of the findings such that they are worthy of attention 

(Bauter and Eyles, in press). This thesis is explicit about the use of the following 

strategies: source and investigator triangulation, member checking, prolonged 

engagement, low-inference descriptors, and autobiography. Further, the research is 

unique in its use of a contexnialized thematic analysis. Like most interview-based studies 

the focus of the data presentation is quotations, yet these are "contextualized" in the sense 

that the themes they represent are situated within sets of sub-themes as well as the entire 

data set. This is facilitated through the use theme and respondent frequencies which 

indicate the relative prominence of themes. 

8.4 Directions for future research 

There are many directions for fiiture research suggested by this thesis that will be 

discussed in terms of substantive directions, theoretical directions, and methodological 

directions. The main substantive issues which arise from this case study concem the uses 

of the findings for developing policies to both decreare lay concem and preventfresolve 

technologicd hazard siting disputes. One of the main reasons for confiict over waste 
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siting at Caledon was that experts and residents spoke dwerent languages ofrisk (see also 

Wynn, 1992). Future research should seek ways to encourage the negotiation of common 

languages on such issues as equity, rationality, and the meanhg ofuncertainty since these 

lie at the hem ofconflicts over risk. W e  the need for nich negotiation is acknowledged 

in the Liierature (e.g., Leiss, 1996) there are few studies which address this issue explicitly. 

The research on community participation is promising in this regard. The goal of 

this research is generally to investigate how to meaningfuily involve cornrnunities in 

complex environmental risk decisions iike hding a regional waste site. However, the 

findings of recent studies reveal more about failures in expert-lay interactions than they do 

about successes. This is due partidy to fiindamental disagreements between the groups 

on what actuaily defines sztccessfid community participation in hazards siting (e.g., Lynn 

and Busenberg, 1995). Risk negotiation success stones need to be sought and researched. 

Wynn (1992) points out that one of the keys to success will be institutional 

flexibiüty and the ability for institutions to reflect on their implicit assumptions about risks 

and hazards. A similar challenge will be to encourage people to reflect on the potential 

implications of their own Mews/actions. This is particularly relevant to the social 

distribution environmental hazarddrisks whereby certain groups may have the means to 

protect their ways of life and core values âom environmental threats while others may not 

(e.g., economicaily disadvantaged cornmurhies). W e  Kempton et al (1995, 13) argue 

that people are already aarting to acknowledge the implications of individual actioq 



People who may otherwise be preoccupied with short-tenn seif-interest are now 
concemed about iongterm environmental change; 

others are not so convinceci. Beck (1987, 1634) w m s  that people continue to act as if 

their views and actions are inconsequentiai, 

Politics is no longer the only or even the central locus for deciding about the 
determination of the social fiiture. The same is true for the various reaims of sub- 
politics. The economy, science, the family, the public sphere, etc. can no longer 
behave as ifthey weren? doing what in fact they do - making policy with their 
particular means. 

The challenge for policy will be to convince people that this is the case. 

Directions for future theoretical development should include fùnher exploration 

of the roles played by ways of life and core values in the social and cultural construction of 

risk in everyday life. This study not withstanding, there remains a paucity of research into 

these issues. In particular, a variety of dXerent contexts should be studied to determine 

the extent to which ways of life and core values are involved in assessments of nsk and the 

motivation for actiodopposition. While it is argued that ways of life and core values are 

central to the assessrnent of high risk and opposition at Caledon this may not be the case 

in other contexts. For example, are the ways of life and core values in communities which 

"voluntarily " accept hazards in their area very Merent fkom places like Caiedon? If their 

values are similar, this may raise questions about the extent to which communities are able 

to protect their core values since places like Cdedon are more likely to avoid 

environmental nsks. 



Further, fùture theoretical investigations should explore the utility of the nsk 

society theory as it applies to local-scale as opposed to global-scale hazards. This theory 

is promising by its inclusion of a link between individual action regarding environmmtal 

risks and social institutional change. investigations should specificaliy address Beck., 

central tenet, that the organization of society is increasingly based on reactions to 

environmental risks rather than on the distribution of wedth. The accompanying 

methodologicai challenge is to simultaneously trace three social phenomena: individual- 

level perception, rneaning, and action; changes to the social institutional structures in 

which individuals are embedded, and the extent to which the first two are Iinked. 

Directions for methodological development in the study of environmental risk 

should include ways of operationalizing some of the key concepts in this ij~tensivr study 

for doing more rxtenszve research. While more in-depth, inductive, case studies will be 

usefil for addressing some of the substantive and theoretical research suggested above, 

these should also be investigated in larger populations through nirvey research. However, 

concepts like core values, worldviews, ways of Me, and trust are ditncult to operationaiize 

since they are tacitiy understood. The challenge for swey research in this area wiii be to 

account for the context-contingent nature of these phenomena as they relate to lay views 

on the risks fiom technological environmentai hazards. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: 
Residents Seiected But Not Interviewed 

Residents Sampld But Not Xatervicwcd 

R CPP 
MEN 5 2 I 3 O 3 2 O 1 17 

WOMEN 1 O 2 2 1 2 5 O O 13 
6 2 3 5 1 T 7 O 1 

R - participation MM 
CPP - coatinued posrnnement OR did not show up at mteniew 
NC - no contact made (e.g., left waai machine messages) OR moved out of research area 

Reasons for Refusai to Be Involved in the Study 
Too Busy - No Time 
- "Too busy with my business." 
- "My wife and 1 are starting up a business and the kids have dance lessons and sports." 
- "My daughter has had an operation and I must look &er her." 
- "1 work shift work and am going away in July and August." 
- " 1 have no time." 
- ~m t00 ~ U S Y . "  

- "I'm taking most of the wrnmer off and s p e n b g  it at the cottage with the kids." 
- "1'11 do it but I'm away until September." 
- "1 look afler kids ail day and night. 17m just too tired." 
Conflicts 
- T m  already part of an asthma study." 
- "1 belong to the environmental assessment board for the Town of Caledon so should be 
disqualified. People didn't have any concern for the environment here until the dump issue 
arose." 
Suspicious of Motives 
- "I'd rather not have a strange man come to my home. 1 bave to go to Europe to see my 
grandmother for most of the summer, she is iii." 
- "I'm a little suspicious of people who cal1 me up wanting to come into my house." 
Miscellaneous 
- "...so it costs us tax dollars down the Iine then. No th&!" 
- "This (study) doesn't seem constructive. It's of no use to me or you." 
- "1 am sick and tired of m e r i n g  questions about the dump. The govemment wül buy us 
out anyway." 
- T m  not much interested in the environment and don't have much time." 



Appendix B: 
Interview Checkiist for Community Opporition Croup Leadtn 

October 4, 1994 
Purpose: 
To obtain baseline infonnation/tem of reference concemhg what ha9 happened so far 
with each of the major stakeholder groups with a view to tracing how these t m s  of 
reference evoive over tirne. 

Questions: 

Why are you involved in this issue? 

When did you first become involved? 

How did you become involved with (~~OUP) '  

Describe the hiaory of the group to date (probe: important membership changes, 
events, issues) 

How is this group linked with others h the comunity? 

What do you think will belhave been the impacts on the community? (siting 
process/actual dump) 

What are the main issues? 

What do you think wili happen in the near future (weekdmonths) and distant 
fiiture (years)? 

Would you be willing to be re-intewiewed; andfor share community contacts? 



Community Resident Interview Checklist (Round 1): 
Measuring the Lanpage of Risk and Uncertainty in an 

Environmentaiiy semsitized Community 
Junc 12.1997 

Pream bldReminder: 
As you kaow 1 am a (PhD.) student working with a group at McMaster University who is 
studying the ways people think and talk about the places in which t h q  live and the types of 
things which may threaten these places. The interview will takt'about 1 hour. Everythhg we 
say will be kcpt confidential, in the sense that a pseudonym (fakt name) will be associatecl with 
any quotes from this interview which are pnsented in the findings. In order to accurately refiect 

TopidRa tionale 
Values/Community 
- this is intended to tap are values re: 
Edelstein. 1988. Tom et al.. 1990 
- question about "feeling at home" h m  
Comerly and Marans. 1985 cited in 
Eyles 1990 
- hopes-nishes/ferrrs~~~ncems questions 
corne fkom Russ-ER 1979 

*d the interview on tape? 

Questions 
How would you describe the 
arealplace where you iive? 

What is it that o u  value about this 
pladarea? 

Why did o u  movdstay here? 

1s it what you expected? 

Can 'ou see you and o u r  family 
staying here indcfinitely? 

Probes 
- why do you se that? 
- what malies a place 
goodlbad? 

- environment - 
quality of We? - work (e.g. proximity. 
availabiiitv) 
- seMces (e.g. 
pro.Uty) 
- fBmily and fiends 
- neighbours 
- for o u r  children 
- for sou  ftture 



S tigma 
- cornes fiom Risk group in Oregon - 
Robin Gregory 
- see Bsk 

Environmental Issues 
- aiiows inteniewer to a certain the 
degree to tvhich the participant wants to 
talk about e.g. the potentid landfiil 
(aiiotvs them to direct the inteniew 
tonards any of the topics in the 
remainder of  the guide. othernise 
continue nith values/comunity.. .) 

Safety 
- Robin Gregory (6th Annual Medical 
Geograph~ S!mposium) 
- see Jùsk for papers 

. . 

O "Transition: So generals ~ O U  

have a (goodpositive or 
badnegaiive) view of this place; 
mat about what others think of 
this place.. . 

Do you think that ths place is seen 
differentiy by others in 
nearby/other cornmunities? 

How does this affect the way you 
live? 

What are some of the main 
environmental issues in your 
community? 

Transition: More and more people 
are loohirtg for '3afe" places to 
live.. . 

in terms of safety. how would you 
describe this place? 

What makes a place saWunsafe to 
iive in? 

Assuming there is a place that is 
completely safe, what wouid such 
a place be iilie? 

- how do you how? 
- i. e. can you give me 
an example? 

- tell me more about ... 

- why do you say dut? 

- is safety more ihan 
just ...[ e.g. fieedom 
fkom crime (ofien 
mention in Tim's 
Milton intenims)j 

24 Transition sentences arc intcnded to shift  the facus of the conversation to a new (aithough usualiy relatai) issue. 
&ch transition sentence is worded on the basis of the order of the topics in the guide. Howcver these arc on& an examples. 
sincc it is the intcnfcwn's tcsponsibility to adapt the "transition" according to the sequacc in wbich the topic(s) tue acnialiy 
discusçtd. Without Cirecting the rcsponsc tatircly, these are worded in order to get the participant tbinlring dong the samc hies 
as the htcnicwer. "Transitions" dccreax the likclihd of the wnt~tion"rambliagw too much. at the same tirne, p m h n g  it 
h m  king too "choppy" whcrcby the questiolls (and rrsponses) may stem unniatcd ro each othct. 



- -- - - 

Ris k - Fisher et al. 1991 
- Kahneman and Tversky (lay 
perceptions of risk) 

Concern 
- cornes fiom original MAC dump n-ork 
- distinguishcs past fnom fiiture fiom 
present concem as per conversations 
bebveen D E  and N B  
- relative importance of concerns 
(how hgh up the iist is the landûii) and 
the manner in which and reasons for 
shifts in prionties (variation on 
question in Taylor et al.. 1993) 

Transi bon: Al1 places seem fo 
involve some sort of "ris&"; while 
this mqy not be something we li& 
fo think/fulk aboui. .. 

Are there any risks related to living 
her e? 

What are the risks which most 
concern you and your fw 
nodfùture? 

How are you d e h n g  "ris&" 

-- - - - - - 

Do o u  have any 0 t h  
concemshvorries about Living 
here? 

To the extent that it is possible to 
do so.. . 

What is the relative importance 
of the concerns !ou mentioned 
(repeat them)[where do concems 
about the land6ll fit in]? 

How have your concerns changed 
ot-er. say. the last year? 

- environment 
- healîh 
- neighbours 
- social problems 
- livelihood 
- childm 
- fùture 
- 1s it more than that.. .? 
- Why do you say 
that.. .? 

- emiroment 
- health 
- neighbours 
- social problems 
- i ive l ihd - childrén 
- Future 
- 0 t h  

- would you tell me 
more abut why that 
is? 



-- - -  - -  - - --- 

Trust 
- cornes fiom Risk group in Oregon, see 
Robin Grego5 
- see also Neutra; 
- closely linked to coping 

Community Croups 
- to build on issues surroundhg trust 
- to detemiine the relationslip benveen 
the four groups and the rest of the 
community 
- to determine credibility/eEectiveness 
of such groups in the cornmunity 
- to determine whether people actually 
distingush the grouus 

Transition: Now I 'd like to talk a 
bit about the people p u  tmst for 
getting in formation and generally. 
men if cornes to the landfil ... 

Who do you feel is on your 
side?/Who do you tnist?/Who do 
you tuni to? 

Who is not on your side?/ 
Who don't you tnist? 

Who do you believe when getting 
information about the land6U (or a 
related issue)? 

When it coma to issues like this, 
hou. would someone gain your 
trust? What type of person 
could~do you trust for ... 

What do ?ou have to sa?. about the 
community groups opposed to the 
IandfIU? 

Ho* tvouid o u  describe theîr 
credibüity? 

- information 
- media - 
familylniends 
- l d  
politicians - cornrnunity 
gr0UPS - managing issues 

- dealing 
ni Wresolving 
problems 
(these questions cm be 
specific to the lancWi, 
or a q  other 
emironrnental issue 
that they have rais@ 

- does any one group 
stick out more than 
another.. . .why? 



Lay venus Expert 
- to ask directly about "expert" 
opiniodianguage and how it compares 
~ b i t h  the way t h q  thnk and talk about 
risk. uncertainty.. 
- relates directly to trust 

- want to probe what would count as 
"proof" for these people. as weii. to 
distinguish the roie (if any) for 
"prudencen regarding the landfiii titing 

View of Experts 
Transition: We t e  talked about 
(e.g.) what may threaten (pose 
Tisk, is a source of concem 
regarding etc.) this place. Now I 
w m t  to get on idea of what p u  
think of eqwrt opinions [and the 
f,.nguage they use] regarding 
such issues (esp. iandJiI site) and 
how this may dtflerfrom your 
Own. 

Who do you see as the experts? 

Who says that the). are the experts? 
(i .e. different form above?) 

1s one group of experts more 
belimable than another? 

How does ths différ 60m the way 
you thixk? 

What problems (if any) does th~s 
mate? 

Evidence: P m f  vs Prudence 
What wouid the experts have to do 
to convince you that a 1andfii.i site 
is acceptable? 

1s there any way that a lmdfill in 
this area wodd be acceptable to 
y ou? 

What would it take to convince 
you. ..? 

How p~dent/carefitl have the 
experts been regarding issues such 
as the choice of C3 JB (preferred 
site)? 

How much confidence do you have 
in their "facts"? 

- believability o f  
independen t 
environmentcilists 
vasus consirltants 
vasw the 
government.. . 

- what about the "faas" 
in the form of figures, 
charts, maps which 
may show o u  that no 
problem nith the site? 
Why? 



Uncertain ty 
- to e.xplore the role that uncertainty 
plays in dealing with concerns/womes 
(Vjaer, 1988) 

Coping - probes corne fiom Taylor et al.. 1993 
9 meâiators between stress and coping - motion as opposed to problem 
focuscd coping (Lazanis and Folkman. 

-- -- 

Future - distinguxshes what the?* want to 
happen fiom what they fear might 

l happen 
, - this links direcdy to the questions 
1 about vaiues in the sense of what they 
hope for/expat 

Transition: It seems that there 
m q  be a certain degree of 
uncertainty regarding the 
safi&/risk associated with 
landfil/s. 

How certain are you that the îbings 
p u  mentioned (ie. responses to 
safety ... concans esp. re: landfill) 
wiWmay happen? 

How certain are you that o w  
concem w i U  be addressed? 

Transition : We 've talked a fuir bit 
about (e.g.) the information that 
experts provide in relation to 
sorne of safetyl'risk concerns you 
and others ltke you have. Now I'd 
like to talk (more) about how you 
manage deal with these 
concems worries. 

Horv do ?ou deal (copdmanage) 
sith these concerns'? 

How couid tbese con- be 
minimized (by you or someone 
else)'? 

Transition: The things you have 
rnentioned (e.g., risks. safiiy 
issrtes, values) may be of 
immediate concem, but / would 
iike to step back (look ahead?j a 
bit and talk briefi about the 
furtrre ... 

What are your hope~/~shes for 
the fûture here? 

What concenis you regarding the 
future? 

- why do you Say tbat? 

- by whom? 

- personal perceptionsi 
tricb/strategies 
- social neovorks: - fiiends 

- family 
- acti~laes (e.g. join 
communin. group) 

- self 
- family 
- cornmuni@ 
- childrcn 
- safety/risk 
- landfiil site 



l 

Anything to add? 
- to facilitate a "smooth" exit fiom the 
conversation and tu lave them f&g 
that some closure has been reached on 
al1 of  the issues 
- remind them of what they said as 
qWck initial validity check 

AlCPurpose Probes 
- thesc probes are to be usai at eyery 
oppornmity throughout the intenlew 
- these are intended to probe deeper into 
the "Ianguage issues" by 
helping/encouraging participants to 
artidate exadt'y what they mean 

Transition: So we have been 
discussing some of the things you 
like and disIike about this area 
ond some of the things which 
"threaten " this place. It seems 
fhat.. . ( perhaps review some of the 
main issues they raised to 
corroborate preliminaty 
interpretaîions). .. 

1s there anythmg tbat you would 
like to add to this? 

Transition: I wmr to ensure thaf I 
accurately represent the meaning 
of what of what you have saià. 
mi le  tape recordïng assists in 
this I would also like to give 
everyone the opporf uni& .îo 
comment on my anatysis. 1 will be 
sending p u  something to 
comment on in fhe monrhs to corne 
in order to double check mv 
inrerprerations. 

- ver@ address 
(esp. Rural Route) 

- Why do ou choosc 
those (particular) 
words? 

-Whydo,.ouday 
that? 

- 1s it more than 
that ... ? 

- Do you think that 
everyone sees it the 
way FOU do? 

- Can you gke me an 
exampie (aiiows them 
to "td a stoiyM) 



II and Uncertainty 
Purpose of checklisk 
To get the impressions from key people in the IWA of their role in the siting pmcess, 
risk, N k  communication, language and the eomrnunity's mponse. While this nül be 
used, in part, to validate (or not) what those in the community Say about the siting 
process, it will &O be used to explore the longuage and meoncig issues fmm the point 

II o f  view of "ex~erts". 

Role of IWA 
- description of the siting 
process and some of the 
perceived problems 
encountered in the 
"cornmunity" 

Community 
Involvement 

I - to determine the fonn of 
community participation 
and the potential 
implications of this 

Questions Probes - 

1) What does the IWA do/what 
role do they have? 1 
2) How does the IWA map 
intolcompare with traditional 
frame of (provincial) 
governent )? 

3) How linked with: a) the region of Peel? 
b) the town of Caledon 
c) cornmunity groups 

4) Has the process worked as 
plannedk e., have things gone 
smoot hly ? 

5 )  What problems have you 
encountered? 

6) How is the 'community" 
involved? 

7) Who esady is the 
" community "? 

8) Did you find it hard to 
engagdinvolve certain groups? 



Trust 
- to detennine if and how 
tnist is built in the 
community and with what 
success 

' 9) Are there any feel stül aced 
, to be invoived (or should not be 
involved whoare)? 

10) How would you descnbe the 
N A ' S  relationship with the 
community? Adversarial? 
Support ive? 

1 1) Do you feel that trust has been 
built? 

Communicating 
Information/Risk 
- to determine the types of 
information that are being 
given to the community 
and in what m m e r  
- to determine perceptions 
regarding "lay" and 
"expert" : 
Ianguage; 
concerns; 
notions of safety and risk; 

12) What types o f  information 
are communicated to the 
community? 

13) How is information 
given~cornmunicated t o the 

14) Do you feel that you speak 
the same Ianguage? 

15) What are you doing to 
convince the community of : 

16) How differently do the IWA 
and the community see risk (e.g. 
those involved with the landnll)? 

17) How does the IWA deat with 
any unknowns or ambiguous 
information? 

Only with specific 
people? 
With anybody? 

- - 

Different strategies for 
different types of 
information? 

DifFerent strategies for 
different parts of the 
community? 

Please da bora te/esplain 
what you mean? 

How are they 
differentlsame? 

Need for the IandfilI? 
Safety of the potential 
landfill? 

e-g. unforseen impacts 





Purpose of Checklist (reminder f o r  interviewer): 
The theme of this checklist is to ask much more ducct (openendeci) questions about the concepts ahich 
commonly surface in the risk literahm. These concepts are in ihe far Lft "Topic" eolumn. The 
questions are worded to acknowledge two important aspects of the research cantext: i) the themes 
represented in the "feedback" document can be used as refernice points for the conversation and; 11) 

C34B is not currentiy the focus of attention for managing Ped's waste - attention is now focused on 

Purpose of Interview (to participant): 
It has been about a year since 1 1st çpoke with p u  (in person). 1 am here again for tvo reasons: i) to ga 
deeper into some of the issues related to risks of landfiils and ii) to make sure what w e  have ùiterpreted 

.so far d e s  sense to you. 
i 

1) Accuntely representing 
what you have said? 

2) Risk 
- Kraus, Malmfors and Slovic 
( 1  992) fmd in the context of 
chernicals contamination, that 
Iageople think in terms of "al1 
or none" whiie experts think in 
tenns of dose-response - why is 
thls ? 

3) Benefits 
- economic resesirchers presume 
decisions are based on weighrng 
the costs(nsks) against the 
bene fits 
- are there any perceived 
benefits? are they thought of as 
benefits or c i~ l c  responsibiliw? 

Before we ta& fùrther about some of the 
issues I'm most interesteci in do you have 
any questions or comments about the 
document (fdback) you received, 
months aga? 

What picture cornes to mind when o u  
think of a IancWl? 

How would you describe a risk-free 
landfill. 

What are the @otentiai) benefits of 
having a landfiil in this comunity? 

Probes 

Describe your mental 
image of contrimination 
scenario (if appropriate). 

Please efaborate 

How do you think others 
in Caiedon feel about 
this? 



4) Threat 
- prompt thern directly about 
" threats" 
- do they recognize that it is 
their values (may point up the 
importance of "interpretation" in 
this type of research)? 

5) Values/Community 
- check directiy the idea that it is 
the vaiues\cxpectation of 
community lrfe that are 

- -  - -  - - 

6)  Stigma 
- \Fe have the unsolicited 
wrsion. now ask them directiy 

7) Equity\Fairness 
- gain insight rnto how people 
are definllig fmess  

8) Community 
Participation - what's their opinion on the 

9 )  Trust in Experts 
- the main problem here is that 
many people dont even h o w  who 
the "e.xpertsW were (i.e. thq dont 
bon- who the N A  rvere) 

In your view what did the, then 
prefmed site for the iandfd, threaten 
the most. 

What about living here do o u  value 
most. 

What is your image of the ideai 
comrnunity environment? 

How were these things (see above) 
threatened (or not) by the prospect of 
having a landfilI. 

- 

When Caledonü3olton \vas the 
preferred place for the landfill how did 
the image outsiders have of 
Caledon\Bolton change. 

Bucd on the idea of fairness. what 
should be done with Peel's garbage 
(that portion b a t  is not 3R'd) now? 

--- - -  - - - 

Hoiv should communities be involved 
in diffhlt environment ai decisions iike 
aaste dtsposal md flnding Iûndfill 
sites? 

Plcase describe how you felt about the 
role experts (IWA a d  their coIlSUltants) 
played in the site sdection process for 
C348. 

Many people didn't seem :O trust the 
IWA experts to chose an appropriate site 
- W h y  do you think that is? 

Why do you say that? 

Any thing else? 

Why do you Say that? 

Pease upand on that. 

H m  do you know? 
Cm you give me an 
exampIe? 

Wh'.? 

What do you knotv 
about ? 

Why is this important? 

Please explain 



10) Tmst f o r  information 
- asked mai* about "tnist" in 
temrs of gerting infomtion in the 
first round 
- why are people so reaây to 
believe the local papers? (good 
lead-in to brief' media analysis) 

I l )  Uncertainty 
- ienluns-Smith and Bassea 
(1994) find that the more certain 
people are in their behefs about a 
risk (nuclear \vaste) the higher the 
perceiveci risk 
- th. also End new information 
usually swves to increase 
perception of risk men when it 
was ini tiaiiy 1ow 

12) Anything to add? 
- to facilitate a "smwthn exit fiom 
the conversation and to leme them 
feeling that some closure has been 
reached on al1 of the issues 

AlCPurpose Probes 
- these probes are to be used at 
every opportunity throughout the 
inteniew 
- these are intendeà to probe 
deeper into the "language issues" 
by helping/encouraging 
participants to articulate exact& 
what the\. mean 

Most people seemed to get th& 
information mamiy fiom the Iocai papen 
- nly is that? 

How certain are you that the things people 
menîioned (re: table in feedback 
document) would have happeneâ? 

How do you react when you get new 
ulformation (e. g. read in the paper etc.) 
that says these things won9 happen? 

1s there anything that you would Like to 
add to what we've talked about? 

Why do o u  say that? 

1s it more than chat...? 

Do o u  thidi that evecyone sees it the way you do? 

Can you give me an example (aiiows them to "tell a storyn) 









(2  17) 
(2 17 1) 
(2  17 2) 
(2  17 3) 
(2 17 4) 
(2 17 5) 
(3 17 6) 
(2 17 7) 
(2 17 8) 
(2 17 9) 
(2 17 10) 
(2 17 I l )  
(2 17 12) 
(2 17 13) 
(2 17 14) 
(2 17 15) 
(2 17 16) 

Icornmunity descriptiodeveryday concems/politics/loss of faith in 
governent 
Icommunity descriptiodeveryday concems/high taxes 
kommunity description/everyday concems/isolated 
Icommunity descriptiodeveryday concemdmaintainlng income (lifestyle) 
Icommunity descriptiodeveryday concems/dealing with wai life 
Icommunity descriptiodeveryday concems/local restrictions - due to 
cornplainers 
/community descnptiodeveryday c o n c e d a c k  of amenities 
Icornmunity descnptiodeveryday concerndother environmental concems 
kommunity descriptiodeveryday concems/other environmental 
concerns/farrn smells 
Icornrnunity descriptiodeveryday concemdother environmental 
concerns/wild animals 
Icomrnunity descnptiodeveryday concemsfother environmental 
concems/noise poilution 
/cornmunity descriptiodeveryday concerndother environmental 
concemdwater pollution 
Icomrnunity descriptiodeveryday concerndother environmental 
concernslsewage 
/cornmunity descriptionleveryday concerns/other environmental 
concems/poilution (general) 
komrnunity description/community values 
Icomunity descriptiodcornrnunity valueitrusting 
~'commtinity description/community valuestdevotion/give something back 
kornmunity descnption/comrnunity valuedlaw-abiding/orderly 
Icommunity description/community valuedgood property maintenance 
Icommunity descnption/community vaiuedrootedness? 
Icommunity description/community values/traditional way of Me 
/community description/community values/hard-working 
/community description/community valueslquiet-peacefuI-relaxhg 
/community description/cornmunity values/direct-agressive 
/community descriptiodcommunity valuedanti-growth? 
/community description/community valuedidependence-seif-sufficiency 
/community descriptiodcommunity valuedproud 
kornrnunity descriptionkommunity valuedrespect for privacy 
/comunity descriptiodcommunity vdues/lifestyle over wealth 
kornmunity descnption/community vaiuedco~l~ervative 
/community description/cornmunity values/laid back 
/comrnun.ity description/community values/respect the land 
kommunity descrïptionlcornmunity values/values shared with neighbours? 



/community description~cornmwtity values/stick together?(community 
spirit) 
/community descriptionlas spen by outsiders 
lcommunity description/safkty 
/community description/dety/tratlEic 
Icommunity description/safetylcrime 
lcommunity description/safety/water quality 
Icomunity description/saféty/health 
/community description/safety/personal &&y 
lcommunity description/saféty/Iandfill 
lcomunity descriptionlrisks 
Icommunity description/riskdfinancial 
Icommunity descriptionlris Wtrafnc 
lcommunity desc~ptiodriskdrisk=safety 
/community descnption/risks/to kids 
Icomrnunity description/risks/proposed landfill 
Icornmunity description/risks/water quality 
/community descriptionlriskdcrime 
Icommunity groups 
/community groups/history 
/community groups/histo ry/PROBE origins 
Icommunity groups/history/DARE origins 
/community groups/history/CLEAN origins 
/cornrnunity groups/hiaory/EnviroHealth origins 
kommunity groups/history/fnistrations (esp. early DARE) 
kornmunity groupdstrategies for fighting dump 
/cornmunity groupdstrategies for fighting durnp/separate politics and 
science 
Icornmunity groups/strategies for fighting dump/adversarial 
lcommunity groupslstrategies for fighting dump/adversariai/protests 
/community groupdstrategies for fighting dwnp/adversariaVpolite 
codtontation 
/commUNty groupdstrategies for fighting dump/adversariaVanger 
kornmunity groupdstrategies for fighting dump/re-consider old sites- 
technicdy onented 
lcommunity groupdstrategies for fighting durnp/political lobbying 
Icommunity groupdstrategies for fighting dump/slow down the process 
komrnunity groups/strategies for fighting dumpheviewing IWA documents 
IcommUNty groupdstrategies for fighthg dump/ethically-responsibly 
/community groupdstrategies for fighting dumphedia attention 
/community groupdstrategies for fighting dumpAetter hting 





lIWA~commnicatiodcomm~ty involvement/participation on the 
community's terms-R2-8 
IIWAlcommwiicatioalrisk cornparisons 
IIWAfscientific solutions 
NNscientific solutions/fâct vs rhetoric 
/IWA/scientific solutions/science vs politics 
/IWA/scientiflc solutiodfact vs values 
IIWNaccess to properties 
WAfinstead of IWA-EA? 
IIWAlinstead of TWA-EA?/have things changed? 
/IWNproblems in the process 
/IWA/problems in the procesdengthy 
/TWA/probiems in the process/costly 
/IWA/problems in the process/untiir siting process 
IIWAhow N A  is perceived 
/MrAmow IWA is perceived/mtimidating-confusing 
/IWA/how IWA is perceived/trust? 
lTMrA/how IW.4 perceive laypeople 
lMIAlhow IWA perceive laypeople/feudal mentality 
/TWA/how N A  perceive laypeopldrational vs irrational 
lMIA/how IWA perceive laypeopldnot knowledgeable 
IIWAlhow IWA perceive laypeople/looking for compensation 
lrespondent information 
Irespondent informationlsite (location) 
irespondent information/rural (location) 
Irespondent infonnatiodtown (location) 
Irespondent informatiodgroup leader 
Irespondent informatiodexpert 
Irespondent infomation/lay-resident 
Irespondent informatiodround 1 
Irespondent inf~rmation~round 2 
/miscellaneous language 
/miscellaneous language/enviromental nightrnare 
Imisceilaneous languagehody defilement (clean vs duty) 
/rniscellaneous laoguage/disgust.. . 
/miscellaneous language/time-bomb - immanence 
/misceilaneous language/sustainable development 
Imiscellaneous languagelrisk - risk society 
Imiscellaneous languagelenviromnental concioumess 
Imiscelianeous language/safkty 
/rniscellaneous language/trust 



Imisceilaneous languagdunknow~is-uncertain@ 
Imisceiianeous language/unknowns-uncertainty/fate-luck 
/miscellaneous languagedhealthy mvironment = human heaith 
/miscellaneous languagehome 
Imisc. research 
/mis .  research/explainllig our study 
/rnisc. researchhonfidentiality 
Imisc. researchkeinterview? 
/rnisc. research/suggested respondent s 
Imisc. researchlfeedback R2- 1 



Appendir G: 
Exploring the Language of Risk and Uncertainty Associated With 

Preferred Landfa Site C34B in Caledon: 
Prelimiiiary Findings for Participants 

(June 7,1996) 

Jamie Baxter d John Eyks 
Environmental Wealth Program, McMaster University, Hadton, Ont. 

What are some of the findings so far? 

Most people feel that Caledon is a "quiet", "peacefùi", "clean" "small toyn" which 
is ideal for "raising kids" and is "spacious" enough to have a srnail "garden". It is a place 
that allows people to foïiow a more "traditional way of Me" which includes a respect for 
"farming", "fiendliness", "independence" and "privacy" (see Tables 1 and 2). For many, 
the area has provided a p o d  alternative to city h g  and most wouId rather not see 
Bolton or Caledon develop/grow too quickly. It was expected that residents would be 
concerned about things like heaith, safety and excessive spending of tax dollars (see Table 
3 ), however, the threat s t O vahies and the cype of place residerits expect their commzrnity 
to be perhaps better explain the often intense opposition to the 1ancE.ü and landfiii siting 
process. 

When asked directly what concem people had about the preferred site for the 
land fil1 the responses were not specifkdy about vuhes and whai people expectfiom their 
commzinity Table 3 shows the top 8 concems for the 30 residents who were interviewed. 
People were largely concemed about the possibility of "contaminated leachate" making its 
way into the "drinking water" and leading to various "hedth problerns". There was also 
concem that this leachate wüi cause problems for farmers, who may grow crops and graze 
animals on potentially contaminated soil. There was a general consensus that "property 
values" would likely drop because of the laodfill, particularly for those dose to the site. 
This anticipated drop was attnbuted to a combination of things includhg the "srneil", and 
the "noisy", dusty truck "traffic" that was expected. AU of these concerns are indirectly 
related to cornmunity characteristics residents value/e?rpect. For example, truck tratnc no 
doubt threatens the "quiet/peaceful" image of Caledon whiie "leachatew and " water 
contamination" threatens images of Caledon as being "clean" and "famiingWsriented. 

Many people liked to talk about "alternatives to landnll" as indicated by the 
various themes in Tabte 4. A large proponion of the residents feel that landfiii is an 
outdated means of getting rid of household garbage and that more attention n d s  tn be 
paid to alternatives ways of dealing with garbage - options which may be less expensive 
and in fact safer in terms of human and environmental health. The fiict that the Interh 
Waste Authority (and the NDP govemment) did not consider alternatives heightened 



opposition to the siting process which was seen by many to force an unnecessary 
environmental problem on the cornmunity. While several mentioned shipping waste to 
"remote areas" like "Kirkland Lake", and "incineration" as options worth considering most 
agreed there should be a continued focus on the "3 R's and composting". 

The following tables and background provide additional information about the 
study . 

Tables 

The foliowing tables include more detailed information on some of the key topics in the 
findings: 

Table 1: 
Things People Value in Caledon 

Theme How many times How many of the 34 Wbat percentage 
was this topic people meotioned the of the interviews 
mentioned? topic (as a ./O of the is devoted to this 

quiet/peacefbl 3 1 
anti-growt h 23 
respect for 18 
pnvacy 
friendl y 17 1 1 (32) 1.7 
root ed 15 1 1 (3 2) 1.8 
independence 15 10 (29) 1.3 
traditional way 12 7 (21) 1.7 

Table 2: 
How Pepple D e s c n b c e c t  it to be & 

Therne Bow many How many of the What percentage 
times was 34 people of the interviews 
this topic mentioned the topic is devoted to this 

mentioned? ( a 3 1  
i 

small town\town vs city 55 20 (59) 6.1 
place to raise kids Wamily 3 1 15 (44) 2.9 
farmUig\agriculture\gardening 15 10 (29) 1.6 
clean'ipristine ! 5  O (20) 1.7 
space 13 10 (29) 1.6 
nature 12 7 (21) 1.6 



Table 3: 
Ccncerns About Preferreâ Landfffl Site @Calecion 

Theme How many How many of the What percentage 
times w u  this 34 pcopk of the interviews 
topic mentioned the is devoted to this 
mentioned? topic (as a ./. of topic? 

water quality\contamination 42 27 (79) 
healt h 36 2 1 (62) 
smell 27 17 (50) 
property values 27 13 (38) 
traffic\trucks 24 16 (47) 
fmerr/agriculture 22 13 (38) 
pests (esp. seagulls and rats) 21 10 (29) 
waste of money 20 12 (35) 1.8 

Table 4: 
Wbat People Have to Say About Alternatives to Landfi 

Theme How many How many of the What perceotage 
times was 34 people of the interviews 
this topic mentioned the topic is devoted to this 

recycling, composting and 32 18 (53) 4.5 
source reduction 
incineration 30 22 (65) 3.8 
remote areas 22 11 (32) 1.9 
Kirkland Lake 21 13 (62) 2.0 

A Note on Reading the Tables 
For the most part the findings presented here are in the fonn of tables rather than 

quotations from the interviews. It is important to keep in mind that while the tables are 
important for nimmarizing the themes they do not portray the fidl meaning of what many 
of you said (quotations are best for this, and wiii be included in the final report). We 
chose to present the tables for two reasons: 1) the are tlie most efficient way to convey a 
lot of information; and 2) they portray severd related themes in order to ease cornparison 
of the relative importance of various topics. 

TL A 11s r LPUXS LI kdiide types d infornation: i) the n m k t  cf ? ~ E I ~ S  the topic 
(theme) was mentioned in aii 34 interviews (includes expert participants nom the MA);  
ii) the number of you (34) who acruaiiy mentioned the topic (this is also expressed as a % 
of the 34); and iii) the amount of the interviews that were taken up with this topic (that is, 



when converted to interview transcripts the number of lines of interviews devoted to the 
topic as a percentage of the total number of lines in ail interviews). For example, in Table 
1 the topic "quiet\peaceful" was mentioned a total of 3 1 times in aü of the interviews by a 
total of 17 different people (17 = 50% of the 34), and 2.8% of all i n t e ~ e w s  were 
devoted to this topic (891 lines of text = 2.8% of 37124 total lines of text). 

It is important to keep in rnind that aithough some of these hdings may not 
appear particularly earth-shattering for you this is, in a sense, our intention. What may 
seem obvious to you rnay not be obvious for others interesteci in tisk (those who are not as 
close to the situation as you are), but what is most important is that you recognize somt of 
the things mentioned here in the way you interpret(ed) the situation at Caledon. If you do 
not - we would like to know about it, since it is our intention to best represent how things 
were perceived by you (see attached fom). 
Why is this study being doue? 

The purpose of this study is to develop an understanding of how people think and 
talk about environmental risks like community lmdfills. Since very few studies have been 
done on this topic we could not assume too much. We presurne that, since opposition to 
the landfi11 is veq high something very dear is being threatened. What we want to 
understand better is exactly what is threatened, as well as why andfor how these things 
seem t hreat ened . 
Who is being studied? 

We chose Caledon as a study area because from Nov. 1993 to k n e  1995 the 
community contained the preferred site for Peel's friture municipal waste. This was the 
"environmental risk" around which we talked with people. We spoke with 3 different 
groups of people, those from: community groups opposed to the site, the community who 
were not actively involved in the community groups, and experts from the Interim Waae 
Authority ( IWA - the govemment agency responsible for finding the site). We suspected 
that each group rnay think and talk in their own ways about the preferred site for the 
iandfill. A total of 34 interviews have been done and the foiiowing table shows the break- 
down. 



Table 5: 
Grogs  Interviewed 

Group Leaders 7 
Community 23 
Experts 4 

Total 34 

How are the interviews analyzed? 
Ail of the in te~ews  were typed-out fiom the audio tapes to rnake interview 

transcripts which form the basis of the analysis. The 34 in te~ews  translate into over 700 
pages of text which has been rnanaged using a cornputer software package specincalfy 
designed for handling interviews. 

The basic strategy for interpreting the i n t e ~ e w s  is to keep track of themedissues 
which keep corning up over and over âom transcript to transcript. In order to do this 
each transcript was cut into bits of text with themes attached to them. Your own 
transcnpt, for example, may have 30 themes associated with it or only 10 themes 
depending on how many issues you and 1 focused on and for how long. It has taken us the 
better part of the winter to read through the transcripts looking for themes and we have 
corne up with over 300 themes. 

Next Steps 
Analysis continues and more interviews will be done to explore some of these 

issues more fully. It is apparent that many of the over 300 themes are not discussed here. 
Sorne of the themes yet to be incorporated into the analysis include: resident versus expert 
assessments of the nsks posed by the landfill, the form of community c~nmltation in the 
IWA siting process, the inauence of comrnunity groups opposed to the site, and the 
innuence of the media on residents' images of risks associated with the proposed dump. 

One acadexnic journal article has already been drafted and others are likely to 
follow. WMe we feel these articles are a more thorough way to present findings than 
what is written above we prefer to rnake them available only after they pass the editorial 
process. My dissertation, which is likely to contain the most complete analysis of the 
interviews, will likely be cornpleted in the Nmmer of 1997. 

How do 1 get more information about the study? 
We have refrâhed fiom sending you an overwhebg amount of information 

about the study in order to give you a (relatively) straight-fonvard Nmmary of what has 
happened so far. If you would like more idormaticin (e-g. a copy of your own transcnpt 
or a complete list of themes) please feel fiee to contact Jarnie: 
phone: (905) 525-9140 ext.27559 fu: (905) 524-2400 e-mail: 
jbaxter@mcmaster.ca 



Appendir H: 
Feedback From Participants Regarding Preliminary Findings 

Janice: Congratulations on the review of your work. In Caledon, as dl 
communities, we d l 1  stntggles to use responsible waste proactices and 
final disposal. We have a series of meetings comlng up to determine what 
should be done in Peel once Briiannia closes. You are welcome to join us 
here in Caledon fo the next teips in comrnunity respoose meeting. 

Giselle: Your initial findings provide a very clear concise introspective of Caledon. 
I will be interested to see how you develop the relationship between the 
language of nsk and uncertainty to the landfill issue. 1 feel that the risks 
you idemified are the most relevant. 1 am interested to see your final 
findings to see if they can help us with a better understanding of utilizing 
public process that is more relevant and workable. Thanks and good luck. 

Christine: Your analysis is a perfect picture of our town. Excellent use of tables 
showing results. 

Vic key : Interpretations and analysis was well done and accurate. Report was 
interesting and idormative to read. 
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